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ACTION

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Last Day: December 17

December 16, 1974

FOR

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

KEN COLO

SUBJECT:

Enrolled Bill s. 433
Safe Drinking Water Act

Attached for your signature is S. 433, sponsored by Senator
Byrd of West Virginia and three others, which:
Directs EPA to establish national health standards
for public drinking water;
requires public notice of violations; and
provides for citizen suits as enforcement mechanisms.
Additional information is provided in Roy Ash's enrolled bill
report at Tab A. Last week, at your instructions, Ron Nessen
announced your decision to sign this bill.
Recommendations
That you sign the bill and approve the signing statement (Tab C)
which has been cleared by Bill Timmons, Phil Areeda and Paul
Theis.
Decision - S. 433
Sign

I

!2;t_ 41J

(Tab B)

See Me

Signing Sta~~b C)

Approve

~
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See Me

SAFE DRINKING WATER ACT

s.

433

I am pleased to sign the Safe Drinking Water Act today. Much effort
has gone into the development of this legislation as much as for any
enacted in this session of Congress.
This Administration proposed a Safe Drinking Water Act and several
others were introduced by members of Congress. All of these bills
had the same objectives" to increase protection of the public 1 s health.
Many compromises had to be made before this bill reached my desk.
Yet it is a strong bill" reflecting the combined efforts of the Congress
and the Administration.
This legislation will enhance the safety of public drinking water supplies
in this country through the establishment and enforcement of national
drinking water standards. The Environmental Protection Agency has
the primary responsibility for establishing our national standards.
The States have the primary responsibility of enforcing them and for
otherwise ensuring the quality of drinking water. In some situations
where States fail to enforce the standards, the Federal Government
could. I believe this will seldom be necessary. During the extensive
consideration of this legislation spokesmen for the Administration
opposed extensive Federal involvement in what has traditionally been
State and local regulatory matters, and unnecessary costs to the
Federal Government. Even with the compromises that were made,
I still have reservations about those two aspects of this bill; and I
intend that it be adminstered so as to minimize both Federal involvement and costs.
The bill enhances the ability of the Federal Government to conduct
research into the health effects of contaminants in drinking water.
Recent news stories have highlighted several potential drinking water
problems that can only be resolved through research. I am pleased
to say that we are already moving ahead on these problems.

-2Nothing is more essential to the life of every single American
than clean air, pure food, and safe drinking water. There have
been strong national progracls to improve the quality of our air
and the purity of our food. This bill today will provide us with
the protection we need for drinking water.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

DEC 1 2 1974

MEMORANDUM

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Bill

s.

433 - Safe Drinking Water Act

This memorandum highlights the issue set forth in the
attached enrolled bill memorandum.
Issue
The issue raised by S. 433 is not whether it would add
to the protection of the public health -- it would. The
issue is whether the degree of Federal take-over of State
and local functions, and the establishment of Federal
grants to pay States for conducting a monitoring and
enforcement program are too high a price to pay for the
increased protection provided.
Purpose
The bill directs EPA to establish national health standards
for public drinking water, requires public notice of violations, and provides for citizen suits as enforcement
mechanisms. The Administration has supported these
prov~s~ons.
The bill also provides for Federal enforcement
of national standards, regulation of the quality of intake
water, the operation and maintenance of treatment plants
and even the siting of treatment plants, plus a grant
program to pay the administrative costs of State regulatory
agencies, all of which we have opposed.
It also establishes a regulatory program for underground
waste injection which shares the objectionable FederalState relationship problem described below.
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Discussion
The Federal-State relationship problem arises because:
The power to regulate intrastate activities resides
with the States. Some have adopted existing Public
Health Service standards (now applicable only to
drinking water on interstate carriers) as the basis
for their regulations and some have not.
Whether a State has standards and a regulatory
program in place or not (many do), the State must
also comply in all respects with this bill or submit
to direct Federal regulation of every public water
supply system in the State.
In order to conduct regulation and enforce national
standards under this bill, a State government must
receive the approval of the Administrator of EPA,
under conditions established by the bill plus others
to be established by the Administrator.
If a State government does not apply, or does not
receive approval, EPA establishes a Federal regulatory
program in the State.
States who operate their own approved enforcement
programs are subject to continuous EPA monitoring
and each variance, exemption, or potential enforcement action is subject to EPA approval, modification,
or override.
States who establish enforcement programs will have
part of their administrative costs paid through a
new Federal grant program.
This combination of objectionable features which establishes
direct interlocked Federal-State bureaucracies, substantially
insulated from State and local elected governments, is
common to other environmental legislation and leads directly
to the kind of problems we face under the Clean Air Act
and the Water Pollution Control Act. In this area, public
drinking water, they are not even necessary because the
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responsibility for failing to meet health standards is readily
identifiable -- making direct action much easier in this
case. The detailed arguments are set forth in the attached
enrolled bill memorandum.
The ease with which a veto here can be turned against you
is obvious, considering the Congressional mood, the recent
publicity about possible carcinogens in drinking water
supplies in the lower Mississippi, the Reserve Mining controversy, and bacteria contamination in Maryland. Nevertheless,
there have been remarkably few documented deaths from contaminated water -- twenty in the 1961-70 period -- and a surprisingly small documented illness rate. Nonetheless, there
are potential health problems, known violations of health
standards and a large range of unknowns surrounding long
term effects of drinking water with minute amounts of chemical
content and viruses. In addition, it certainly can be
argued that despite the shortcomings outlined above, the
same regulatory mechanism used in air and water pollution
programs is entirely appropriate for assuring the safety
of drinking water. Finally, the Administration's record
of opposition to this bill has been read as a veto threat,
but the general expectation in Congress is that the bill
will either be signed or Congress will override a veto.
Recommendations
EPA Administrator Train personally recommends approval
of the bill, and reports that Congressman John Rhodes
also urges approval.
CEQ Chairman Peterson recommends approval.
All other agencies either register no objection or
defer to EPA.
The National Governors Conference opposed the bill
while it was in conference, but have not registered
their views since enactment. Several individual
Governors have been reported in favor of approval.
I recommend disapproval because I believe the long range
impact of the objectionable features of this bill far
outweigh the potential improvement in public health
protection. I believe we should work to sustain a veto
and try again to obtain a better bill in the next Congress.
A draft Veto Message is attached should you decide on
disapproval.
Enclosures

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

DEC 1 2 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRES I DENT
Subject:

Enrolled Bill s. 433 - Safe Drinking Water Act
Sponsor - Sen. Byrd (D) West Virginia and 3 others

Last Day for Action
December 17, 1974 - Tuesday
Purpose
Directs EPA to establish national standards for public
drinking water supplies and to establish programs to
protect underground sources of drinking water; provides
for States to assume enforcement responsibility, subject
to Federal approval and review; creates standby authority
to allocate chlorine and othe~ purification chemicals;
authorizes research on health effects of contaminants;
provides grants for demonstration projects and for operator
training; and for other purposes.
Agency Recommendations
Office of Management and Budget

Disapproval (Veto
message attached)

Environmental Protection Agency
Council on Environmental Quality
Department of Commerce
Department of Labor
Council of Economic Advisers
Department of Justice
Department of Agriculture
Department of the Interior
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare
Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations

Approval
Approval
No objection
No objection
No objection
Defers to EPA
Defers to EPA ( Inf6rmallrl..
Defers to EPA
·
Defers to EPA (Int.ormally.)
No recommendation
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Discussion
The present Federal authority to regulate the quality of
public water supplies is limited to EPA regulation of
interstate water carriers under the Public Health Service
Act. At the present time, 23 States have adopted enforceable standards for intrastate drinking water similar to the
PHS standards. During the 10-year period 1961-1970, there
were 130 outbreaks of disease or poisoning attributed to
drinking water, resulting in 46,000 illnesses and 20 deaths.
An HEW survey in 1970 showed that a large number of systems
did not meet minimum health standards, that many treatment
plants were inadequate, operators were poorly trained, and
local authorities did not conduct sufficient monitoring and
inspections. However, virtually all of the health problems
identified originated in small rural areas from the infiltration of septic tank discharge into wells. Recently, concern
has arisen about potential carcinogenic agents in the drinking
water of some cities.
Basic features of the bill
The enrolled bill would direct EPA to:
issue interim regulations, designed to take
effect 2 years after enactment, to insure
that public water systems produce water which
meets national standards; these national
standards would be based on health effects,
and the regulations would also include criteria
for siting, operation, maintenance, and quality
of intake water;
promulgate revised (final) regulations, following
a 2-year study by the National Academy of Sciences,
such revised regulations to take effect no later
than 4 years and 3 months after the date of
enactment;
promulgate optional standards for the taste, odor
and color of drinking water;
establish a Federal-State permit program for
control of wastes injected into the ground which
may threaten underground sources of drinking water;

·.
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issue regulations under which States could assume
primary responsibility for enforcing both the
drinking water and underground injection programs,
subject to Federal approval and review, with
Federal enforcement for States which fail to
qualify; and,
review every State permit for variance or exemption
from any aspect of the national standards, and
approve, modify, or set aside the State action.

s. 433 would also authorize:
grants to the States to cover administrative
expenses:
an extensive program of new technology
demonstrations;
a program of loan guarantees for small water
systems:
grants for the training of water system operators;
and,
standby authority to allocate chlorine and other
chemicals used for water purification and for
wastewater treatment.
Major Differences between Administration bill and Enrolled bill
The Administration proposed its own drinking water bill early
in the 93rd Congress. Many of the basic features of that bill
and the enrolled bill are similar, or differ in an unobjectionable way. There are, however, three major differences which
raise the question as to whether or not the enrolled bill
should be approved. These are the Federal enforcement role,
control of underground waste injections, and grant and loan
guarantee authorizations.
Fe·deral enforcement ro·le. During tn.a 2-ye.ar peX'i.od before
interim Federal standards take effect, States mus:t s:atisfy
EPA that they have adequate authority and resources to
enforce these standards. If they fail to do so, EPA preempts

·.
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the traditional State authority to enforce the standards
pending subsequent State qualification. If a State having
responsibility failed to act, EPA could take enforcement
action after certain conditions are met. By contrast, the
Administration's bill provided for direct Federal action
only in emergencies that threatened public health, requiring
publication to water users of all violations, and providing
for citizen suits, thus strengthening the hand of State and
local governments and informed citizens to insist that their
suppliers meet Federal standards.
Underground Injection Program. S. 433 also provides for a
large Federal role in the program for regulating underground
waste injection wells. The bill contains provisions for a
permit program to be run by the States, but the enforcement
mechanism allows for Federal preemption and for Federal
back-up authorities, similar to the enforcement provisions
for drinking water. The Administration's bill made no
provision for such a program because the dimensions of the
problem of underground waste injections and their solution
is still unknown, and because EPA already has authorities
under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act.
Grants and loan Suarantees. The enrolled bill provides a
total 2-year aut orization of $52.5 million for grants to
States for administrative expenses. A total of $25 million
over a 3-year period would al$0 be authorized for demonstrations
of new water purification technology, in addition to the
authorizations for general research and investigations.
Finally, $50 million would be authorized for loan guarantees
to small public water systems which could not otherwise obtain
financing in private markets. The Administration's bill made
no provision for State grant authorizations because it was
considered that such costs should be met by fees imposed on
water suppliers, which would be passed on in turn as charges
to water users or, at the option of the State, its agency
could be supported through direct appropriations at the State
level. Demonstration grants were considered unnecessary, and
the Farmers Home Administration already has authority to
guarantee loans.
Arguments in favor of Approval
1.

The quality of drinking water obviously bears directly
on human health, and the evidence shows that the quality
of public drinking water does fall below national health

----------
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standards with some frequency. Indeed, it is this
very fact that l.ed the Administration to support
authority for the Federal Government to set standards
for all public water supply facilities.
2.

Given point one above, the Administration would face
a potentially massive Congressional and public outcry
if the bill were vetoed, undoubtedly accompanied by
charges of callousness towards human health. In this
connection it may be noted that, in the face of strong
Administration opposition to Federal enforcement, the
bill passed the House by a vote of 296-84, and in the
Senate by a voice vote.

3.

The Federal enforcement role under the bill is generally
the same in concept as that in the Clean Air Act and
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act. Given these
precedents, it will be difficult to convince Congress
that the Federal ~nforcement role goes too far,
especially in dealing with public drinking water.

4.

The bill allows up to 2 years before interim standards
have to be enforced and up to 4~ years before final
standards must be enforced. Administrator Train states:
" • • . As I understand the legislation, and as I intend
to administer it should it become law, the Federal
enforcement role is to be kept to a minimum; used only
as a last resort." Statutory extensions in the 2-year
and 4~-year periods could be sought if experience
indicates that States need more time to come into
compliance.

5.

With respect to the control of groundwater injection,
the bill generally provides that the program shall not
go into effect until 3 years after enactment. This
will enable EPA to carry forward its research to define
the problems and develop solutions, and if these do not
become available within 3 years, a timely eXtension
can be sought on the basis of the data available then.

6.

With respect to State grants, if States are expected to
undertake these new enforcement responsibilities, then
it would appear appropriate to give them funding

.. '
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assistance at the beginning (after this start-up
period, fees could be imposed on suppliers to be
passed on to the users); these grants and demonstration
grants are, as Administrator Train points out, subject
to budgetary control and are only authorized for 2 to
3 years, respectively.
Arguments in favor of Veto
1.

In submitting its own bill, the Administration carefully
avoided preempting State and local regulatory authority,
and viewed the establishment of direct regulation by a
Federal bureaucracy as unnecessary.
It was considered
that adequate enforcement was provided for by requiring
notice of violations to all water users, and providing
authority for citizen suits against suppliers. The
recent public outcry concerning potential carcinogens in
New Orleans drinking water underscores the potential
effectiveness of citizen action.

2.

It should be possible to meet criticism about a veto
by reiterating, in the veto message, strong Administration
support for improved drinking water quality, for the
setting of Federal standards for all drinking water, and
pointing out that users can have safe drinking water
without pervasive and continuous Federal regulation, or
added Federal taxation to pay both Federal and State
bureaucracies.

3.

While it is true that the Federal enforcement mechanism
here is no more far reaching than the air and water
pollution control mechanisms, the latter are designed
to deal with problems where there is no direct link
between those who suffer from polluted air and water
and those who cause such pollution.
In the case of
water supply systems, the users paying for water are in
a position to insist that those who supply it meet quality
standards, and those responsible for failing to do so are
readily identifiable.

4.

With respect to obtaining subsequent time extensions and
other amendments, experience has shown that it is very
difficult to get these enacted, as this year's Clean
Air Act experience indicates.

•.
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5.

The groundwater regulation program that would be
established by the bill is premature. At this time
there is not yet any real definition of the problem,
much less a basis for inaugurating a program aimed
at solving it. Authorities to regulate underground
waste disposal already exist in EPA, and have been
implemented as problems have been identified.

6.

Budget cos~s for grants to State agencies are unjustified
in this period of strong Administration opposition to
unnecessary programs. Such agencies can and should be
supported through inspection fees or by State appropriations. Our experience over the last few years shows
that, once in place, it is almost impossible to terminate
a grant program that supports 50 State bureaucracies. It
would be difficult to exercise effective budget control
and administrative coordination in view of State and
local pressures.

7.

In addition, experience has shown that a combination of
Federal standards and demonstration grants almost inexorably
moves toward a construction grant program which could run
into billions of dollars for water supply systems throughout the nation.

Agency Views
In recommending approval, EPA's enrolled bill letter states,
in addition to the points already made above:
"Nothing is more essential to the life of every
single American than clean air, pure food, and
safe water. There has been for some time strong
national programs to improve the quality of our
air and the purity of our food; but except for
limited protection against communicable disease
to a relatively few riders in interstate carriers,
no national protection has been provided to the
American people with respect to their drinking
water. The time is overdue for a Safe Drinking
Water Act."
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In its enrolled bill letter recommending approval, CEQ
notes recent studies that have identified chemical
contaminants in water which may be cancer-inducing, and
that:
"As a result of these studies and recent coverage
by the media, the public has a heightened awareness of
the size and scope of the problems addressed by this
legislation." The letter also states:
"We believe that a program to protect underground
sources of drinking water is of high environmental
importance . • . In conclusion, we believe that the
'Safe Drinking Water Act' provides needed and
effective legislative authority for protecting the
public health • • • • "
OMB Recommendation
We believe that the disapproval arguments above outweigh
those in favor of approval. Once the degree of Federal
enforcement provided for in the bill becomes embedded in
the law, it will be almost impossible to dislodge it. The
proposed groundwater injection program is unrealistic given
the present state of the art, and there is no real
justification for inaugurating the very costly demonstration
grant and loan guarantee programs, especially given their
potential for turning into construction grants running into
the billions.
Attached for your consideration is a proposed veto message
prepared in this Office. We believe that it can point out
the objectionable features of the bill, yet make a very strong
case for unqualified Administration support of safe drinking
water in general and national standards in particular.

Enclosures

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20250

December 1 6 • 191.4
Honorable Roy L. Ash
Director, Office of Management
and Budget
Washington, D.C. 20503
Dear Mr. Ash:
This is in response to your request of December 4, 1974, for comments
by this department on the enrolled enactment S. 433, the "Safe Drinking
Water Act."
We concur in the purposes of such an act but defer to the Environmental
Protection Agency for a position as to the need for the program contemplated by this Act. However, since the department has a loan and grant
program, as well as a program for land and water conservation designed
to reduce sediment born pollutants that will be affected by the act, we
offer the following comments.
As a-result of this act, the demand for assistance under programs
administered by the department will likely increase significantly, due
to increased construction cost and systems needing improvements because
of the more stringent regulations. It is also likely that there will
be an increase in the demand for resource conservation and development
measures and for projects for watershed protection and flood prevention
as alternative sources of clean water supplies. It is also anticipated
that higher facility operation and maintenance costs will result.
Section 1412 of the act provides that the administrator of EPA will
establish national drinking water regulations. To prevent a delay in
administering existing programs, there should be close coordination with
Federal and state agencies that will be involved in programs affected by
the act in developing regulations pursuant to the act and in the enforcement of such regulations.

Honorable Roy L. Ash
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The Consolidated F~rm and Rural Development Act which is administered
by this department provides f::>r~ loans and grants in rural areas and
towns of up to 10,000 population to assist in the development of
community water and waste disposal facilities. The act further provides that in certain instances priority will be given to those
facilities in rural communities having a population not in excess of
5,500. Therefore, it is suggested that the Rural Water Survey to be
conducted in accordance with Sectien 3 of the Safe Drinking Water Act
be conducted to at least include the two population categories described
above. Close coordination with this department is needed to assure that
such a survey will include those items of concern to the department.
This is particularly necessary to assure compatability with the Department's
procedures and technology ~n land inventoring and monitoring.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

OFFICE OF THE
ADMINISTRATOR

DEC 5

1974

Dear Mr. Ash:
This is in response to your request for the comments
of the Environmental Protection Agency on the enrolled bill,
"The Safe Drinking Water Act."
The legislation would provide :forthe safety of drinking
water supplies in the United States through the establishment
and enforcement of national drinking water standards. EPA
would have the primary responsibility for establishing the
national standards and the States would have the primary
responsibility for their enforcement and for otherwise supervising the public water supply systems and sources of drinking
water.
I recommend that the enrolled bill be approved. The bill
is similar in many ways and would accomplish the same objectives
in essentially the same manner as would the Safe Drinking Water
Act submitted to the Congress by the Administration at the
beginning of the 93rd Congress. Both bills provide for the
issuance of national primary standards by the Federal Government;
for States to assume the responsibility of enforcing the
standards; for a strong base upon which EPA could institute
research and studies necessary to determine the extent and
means to control health-related contaminants; for technical
assistance to States and communities; for citizen suits; and
for public notification by suppliers of water to users if
standards are violated.
There are some provisions in the enrolled bill which
differ from the proposal submitted by the Administration.
These related primarily to the scope of the standards, the
possible extent of Federal involvement, the groundwater
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protection requirements, and the State grants authority. A
close analysis of all of these provisions indicate to me
that none of them should delay the immediate approval of the
enrolled bill.
The possible extent of Federal involvement in what has
traditionally been a State and local enforcement matter and
the new categorical grants programs to States have caused the
Administration the most concern. As I understand the legislation, and as I intend to administer it should it become law,
the Federal enforcement role is to be kept to a minimum; used
only as a last resort.
I am confident that the States will
meet their responsibility under the enrolled bill. Such
confidence was the central premise of the Administration's own
proposal for safe drinking water legislation. As to the State
program grants, they are of course subject to the normal
budgeting process of the executive and legislative branches.
I believe there is adequate flexibility in the budgeting
process to exercise appropriate control over this new grants
program.
When the Administration proposed its Safe Drinking Water
Act to the Congress in February of 1973, ample justification
was submitted showing the overdue need from a health and
safety standpoint for better surveillance and control of our
drinking water supplies. Others testifying on this legislation
provided strong additional justification. Even more recently
new information relating to viruses in drinking water, submicroscopic asbestos particles in the drinking water supply
of Lake Superior and elsewhere, and carcinogenic substances
in drinking water supplies and sources have raised additional
serious questions as to the safety of drinking water making
the need for this legislation even more urgent than anticipated
two years ago.
With the widespread national concern about the health
aspects of drinking water, certainly a veto would be severely
criticized. To disapprove this legislation on the issues of
Federal enforcement when States fail to act, or grant assistance
to States, would not, in my view, be justified. To attempt to
rationalize a veto on such basis would be misunderstood by
many as straining for straws to thwart needed legislation.
I feel disapproval would be unwise.
Further, in the event of a veto, there would be no way
for the legislation to be revised and passed again in this
session of Congress. All the issues of concern to the
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Administration were extensively considered and debated and
in large measure reflected in the enrolled bill. It is not
realistic to expect any appreciable change in the bill should
the Congress be obliged to reconsider it.
Nothing is more essential to the life of every single
American than clean air, pure food, and safe water. There
has been for some time strong national programs to improve
the quality of our air and the purity of our food; but except
for limited protection against communicable disease to a
relatively few riders in interstate carriers, no national
protection has been provided to the American people with
respect to their drinking water. The time is overdue for a
Safe Drinking Water Act.
I firmly believe that it would be in the best interests
of the Nation to sign this legislation into law and therefore
recommend that the Safe Drinking Water Act be signed by the
President.
There is enclosed with my letter a more complete outline
of the enrolled bill and a discussion of the several issues
which received most attention during the development of the
legislation.
yours,

Honorable Roy L. Ash
Director
Office of Management
and Budget
Washington, D.C.
20503
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Mr. MAGNUSON, from the Committee on Commerce,
submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany S. 433]

The Committee on Commerce, to which was referred the bill ( S. 433)
to assure that the public is provided with an adequate quantity of
safe drinking water, and for other purposes, having considered the
same, reports favorably thereon with amendments and recommends
that the bill as amended do pass.
SUMMARY AND PURPOSE
The proposed legislation would establish a program within the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to regulate drinking water.
Currently, the regulation of public drinking water systems is primarily a State responsibility. The Federal Government does exercise
some control over drinking water aboard interstate carriers under
the Public Health Service Act ( 42 U.S.C. 201, et seq.) but that authority is limited to prohibiting the use of contaminated water aboard
carriers and does not apply directly to the system supplying water to
the carrier or to other drinking water systems.
Under S. 433, prime responsibility for maintaining the quality of
drinking water will remain with State and local government, but the
Federal Government will exercise a new responsibility to set standards
and provide assistance in order to protect public water supplies from
contamination.
As reported by the Committee on Commerce, the proposed legislation provides that(1) EPA establish minimum Federal drinking water standards prescribing maximum limits for contaminants as well
as standards for the operation and maintenance of drinking water
systems and surveillance, monitoring, site selection and construc(1)
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tion standards for public water systems to assure safe dependable
drinking water;
( 2) EPA establish recommended standards to assure estheticallv adequate drinking water;
(3) the States could establish standards which are more stringent than the Federal drinking water standards;
(4) the States will be primarily responsible for enforcing the
standards with Federal enforcement if the States fail to act or in
cases of imminent hazard;
(5) a National Drinking Water Council be established to advise the administrator on scientific and engineering matters;
( 6) EPA conduct and promote research, technical assistance,
and training of personnel for water supply occupations;
(7) EPA conduct a rural water survey withm two years of
enactment;
·
(8) EPA make grants for special study and demonstration
projects with respect to water supply technology;
(9) EPA make grants to the States to defray the costs of State
programs ; and
(10) citizens be authorized to bring injunctive suits against
violators of primary drinking water standards and against the
Administrator for failing to perform mandatory duties.
NEED FOR THE LEGISLATION

No need is more basic for all human beings than a dependable, disease-free supply of drinking water. The supply of adequate amounts
of high quality drinking water has become a service that is not only
hoped for but expected.
Yet, despite our needs and expectations, quality drinkin2: water
available at the tap has not become a reality. Dr. J. H. Lehr;Executive Director of the National Water ·well Association clearly described the problem in hearings before the Subcommittee on the
Environment:
Overconfidence or apathy seems to pervade the public's
attitude with respect to drinking water. Common daily experience plus a current myth about the future, falsely implies
that the quality, safety and adequacy of our municipal water
supply systems are above reproach. Perhaps the myth can be
stated as follows: "Everyone knows we have launched a massive water pollution control effort and that waterborne disease outbreaks are a thing of the past."
This statement is simply not true and the dangers of this
misinformation are illustrated by the epidemic at Riverside,
California in 1965 which affected 18,000 people, the 30 percent gastroenteritis attack rate in Angola, New York in 1968
due to a failure in the disinfection system, and the 60 percent
infectious hepatitis attack rate which affected the Holy Cross
football team in 1969 as a result of ineffective cross connection
control procedures.
The recent discovery of critical amounts of mercury in our
water supplies as a result in industrial waste disposal is
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more conclusive evidence of the existence of very current
water hygiene problems. 1
In mid-1970, what is now the Division of Water Supply Programs
of the Environmental Protection Agency completed a study of 969
drinking water supply systems. According to that study, approximately 8 million people in this country are served water that is potentially dangerous in that it fails to meet the mandatory standards set by
the Federal Government with respect to interstate carrier systems. In
the majority of cases, the deficient systems were smaller systems serving smaller communities.
During the ten-year period from 1961 to 1970, there were at least
128 known outbreaks of disease or poisoning attributed to drinking
water. Most of these 128 outbreaks were a result of drinking water
from a system not controlled by a municipality, but rather from private systems serving, for example, restaurants, camp grounds, gas stations, hospitals, and State institutions.
Seventy-nine percent of the systems checked had no sanitary survey
by regulatory officials in the year preceding the survey, with only
64 percent having had a sanitary survey in the preceding three years.
Ninety percent failed to meet the biological surveillance criteria of the
current drinking water standards for mterstate carriers, with 85 percent failing to take the minimum of samples over a given period of
time.
At hearings of the Subcommittee on the Environment on May 31,
the General Accounting Office reported on the results of a six state
survey on drinking water programs. The results add to EPA's earlier
findings. Mr. Henry Eschwege, Director of the Resources of Economic
Development Division of GAO testified:
Of the 446 systems [checked in the survey], only 60 were
in compliance with both federal bacteriological and sampling
requirements and could be classified as approved.
Mr. Chairman, on the basis of our review we believe that
the local governments and utilities need to expand, replace, or
improve water treatment facilities.
The States need to improve their water quality monitoring
programs. The States need to insure that water treatment
plant operators are qualified and adequately trained, and the
States, local governments, and utilities need to establish more
effective programs for eliminating cross connections. These
are physical connections between drinking water distribution
systems and systems containing substances which could contaminate the drinking water.
~Mr. Eschwege continued:
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we believe that legislation
before this subcommittee is designed to provide reasonable
solutions to the problems we identified.
A common misconception is that cleaning up our rivers and lakes
through pollution control will result in adequate water for drinking
'Hearing before the Committee on Commerce, United States Senate, March 20, i9T2,
Serial No. 92-GT.
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and further work will not be necessary. However, few have argued
that water pollution control will have the immediate effect that will
be necessary to prevent drinking water contamination. In addition,
conditions within the drinking water system must be regulated to
prevent contamination after it comes from the raw source. Finally,
drinking water may be contaminated from non-pollution sources; for
example, alkaline water in many of our western States. Drinking water
is not perfect in nature and even if pollution were to stop immediately,
problems in drinking water supply would still exist.
An illustration of the imbalance that has existed with respect to
drinking water supply programs and water pollution control efforts
can be found in a comparison of the Federal funding levels of the
two. Current Federal funding of the water pollution control effort
now exceeds $1 billion per year. In contrast, Federal efforts with
respect to drinking water supply programs reached only $4.3 million
in fiscal year 1973. Even with the $10 million added that the States
spend annually on drinking water supply programs, the imbalance is
great indeed.
LEGISLATIVE BACKGROUND

On January 18, 1973, Senators Magnuson, Hart, and Tunney introduced S. 433, the Safe Drinking vVater Act of 1973. Twenty cosponsors were added later. S. 433 is similar to S. 3994 which passed
the Senate in the 92d Congress.
The Administration's bill, S. 1735, was introduced by Senators
Magnuson and Cotton, by request on May 8, 1973.
A hearing was held on May 31 on both S. 433 and S. 1735.
On June 5, the Committee ordered S. 433, with amendments,
reported.
Similar legislation (H.R. 1059 and others) is pending before the
House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
SECTION BY SECTION ANALYSIS

Section 1. Short title
The short title of the proposed legislation is the "Safe Drinking
Water Act of 1973."
Section 2. Findings
This section establishes Congressional findings with respect to drinking water as follows- ( 1) increasing quantities of contaminants are
entering public water systems and that many of these contaminants
are neither detected nor removed by existing ·treatment methods;.
(2) the public should be provided with adequate quantities of drinking water and that the origins of such contaminants involve interstate
commerce resulting in a responsibility of the Federal Government to
establish minimum standards for ail public water systems and to
encourage State and local governments to establish similar or more
stringent standards; and ( 3) the Congress recognizes the needs of
State and local governments for assistance to assure quality water for
drinking and other human uses and that the Federal Government
should supply technical assistance, research, monitoring, and testing
information as well as assistance to the States in operating drinking
water surveillance programs.
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Section 3. DefintitWm
This section defines the various terms used throughout the proposed
legislation. Of particular importance is the definition of the term
"public water system" as this definition defines the r~ach of t~e ~ro
posed legislation with respect to the Federal regulation of drmking
water systems.
As defined, the term has four elements. First, the term means "any
system which provides drinking water, including bottled drinking
water, (i) to ten or ~ore premises not own~d ~r ~ontrolled ?Y. the supplier of water or (n) to forty or m<;>re mdiVIdua~s _rece1vmg such
drinking water from a system not servmg travelers m mterstate commerce." Included within this definition are all public water systems
except those small systems serving premises which number less than
ten. In addition, small :factories or other businesses which serve 40 or
less people would be excluded from coverage. While many States regulate systems serving less than ten premises or 40 individuals, the evidence with respect to the extent of the problem with extremely small
systems aside from :facilities serving interstate travelers remains inconclusive. While some studies have indicated problems with certain
types of individual water wells, it is felt that Federal regulation
should concentrate, at least initially, on the larger water supply systems. However, if future studies clearly define the problems with the
small systems, such systems could be included within the regulatory
framework under the :fourth element of the definition described below.
Second, the definition includes "any system which provides drinking
water to carriers serving travelers in mterstate commerce." Current
Federal authority with respect to drinking water is limited to the
regulation of drinking water aboard interstate carriers. In order to
provide more effective regulation of this source of drinking water, it
is intended to include the systems which supply carriers.
Third, the definition includes "any system which provides drinking
water to :facilities or establishments serving travelers in interstate
commerce, except that the Administrator !D-ay by regulation exempt
any such system or class of such systems 1£ he determines that such
exemption will not result in any unreasonable threat to public health."
This element of the definition includes all individual water supply
systems which serve :facilities serving interstate travelers, includmg
such facilities as restaurants, campgrounds, and service stations.
Studies by the Environmental Protection Agency have indicated that
of the 128 outbreaks of illness attributable to drinking water that
occurred from 1961 through 1970,28 of these outbreaks were attributable to restaurants, campgrounds, and service stations. In addition, EPA
studies of these types of :facilities along interstate highways in Virginia, Oregon, and Kansas have indicated that 56% of such systems
checked exceeded either the recommended or mandatory limits now in
effect for ":ater aboard interstate carriers. In addition, 15% exceeded
ba~teno~ogiCal s~an~ards and 92% were found~ have inadequate bactenological J?Omtormg. The General Accou~tmg Office, in its report
to the committee confirmed the :fact that seriOus problems exist with
respect to such systems. Thus, this portion of the definition includes
those establishments which have been the cause of illness but would
allow the Environmental Protection Agency to exempt a~y such syss. Rept231,93-1----2
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tern or class of systems if unreasonable threats will not result. Thus, if
a State is doing a proper job of regulating such establishments or facil- ities or if self regulation of a class of facilities is sufficient, EPA could
then exempt those facilities or establishments. EPA would be expected
to determine which system or classes of systems would qualify for an
exemption under this portion of the definition as soon as is possible.
Until such time as those determinations are made systems serving
interstate travelers will be included within the regulatory framework
of the proposed legislation. However, as a practical matter, EPA will
be expected to concentrate its enforcPment efforts under section 5 on
those systems for which problems have been demonstrated.
Finally, the definition mcludes "any other system or class of systems which provides drinking water if the Administrator determines
by regulation that such system or class of systems may pose an unreasonable threat to public health." This portion of the definition would
allow EPA to include within the umbrella of Federal-State regulatory
responsibility those small systems not included within the other elements of the definition if studies bv the Environmental Protection
Agency or other competent sources i!1dicate that unreasonable threats
to health may exist with respect to such small systems.
Section 4. National Drinking 1Vater Standa.rds
This section requires the Administrator, after consulting with the
Secretary of Health, Education, and vVelfare, to issue initial proposed
regulations prescribing national primary drinking water standards
within 180 days after the date of enactment of this Act. National
primary drink1ng water standards are those standards and programs
which are requisite to reasonably protect the public health.
The Administrator would be prohibited from requiring the addition of any substance other than for the purpose of treating contaminants. Thus, EPA could not require the addition of fluorides or other
substances to a public water supply system for medicinal purposes.
Nor could EPA prevent the addition of fluorides up to maximum
allowable under the standard. While EPA could not require the
addition of a substance for medicinal purposes, it would have full
authority to limit the addition of such a substance if necessary to
prevent excessive levels from occurring.
The national primary drinking water standards will contain four
separate features.
First, the standards are to prescribe the maximum permissible levels
of any contaminants which may exist in any public water supply
system.
Second, the standards may apply to any feature of the water supply system, including the treatment, storage, and distribution facilities. This element of the standards will be of particular importance
in regulating bottled drinking water. For example, EPA may choose
to limit the type of container in which bottled drinking water may be
stored or sold to prevent contamination. Standards might also be set
to place limits on the shelf life of bottled drinking water in order to
prevent the build-up of bacteria or other organisms while on the shelf.
With respect to municipal or other water supply systems, standards
could be set for the type of treatment facilities required in order to
ensure a back-up capability if the primary treatment facility should
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fail. For example, EPA may require dual chlorination systems so that
the supply of drinking water would not cease if the primary system
failed.
Third, the standards shall include requirements for the adequate
operation, maintenance, surveillance, and monitoring of water quality.
The community water supply study, completed by EPA in 1971, revealed that many water supply systems were operated by improperly
trained personnel. A requirement under this portion of the standards
could establish minimum qualifications for water supply systems operators. To assure that quality water is provided on a continuing basis,
the standards are also to include surveillance and monitoring of water
qual.ity as ~ell as. standards for sanitati?n and ot~er facets of o:peratwn. This portiOn of the standards will be particularly useful m
reducing the hazards of lead in drinking water. As demonstrated recently in Boston, lead pipes in homes can cause lead levels at the tap
to reach hazardous proportions. The problem is acute when the drinking water is acidic. For example, the ph of Boston drinking water
ranges from approximately 5.5 up to about 6.5. Consequently, if the
ph of drinking water like Boston's is raised to approximately 8.0, the
corrosive properties of the water are greatly reduced and lead in
drinking water from lead pipes in homes ceases to be a problem. In
such cases, EPA would be expected to require the addition of an alkaline substance to raise the ph of the drmking water to appropriate
levels.
Finally, standards shall be set for site selection and construction
of public water supply systems to protect facilities from floods and
other natural disasters. During the 1972 floods associated with hurricane Agnes, many public water supply systems, particularly the
smaller systems, were vulnerable to flood waters. Because of the record
high waters, the loss of many of these systems w.as unavoidable. However, if the site selection and construction standards had been in effect,
many other systems might have been saved or damage reduced with
only a minimum of inconvenience.
'With respect to the second, third, and fourth elements of the standards, it is anticipated that levels of performance will vary to meet the
needs of the varwus classes of systems which will be regulated. For example, it may be entirely proper to require a higher degree of expertise
and training of the operators of a large metropolitan water supply
system than of an operator o.f an indiVIdual system serving a restaurant. Likewise, monitoring and surveillance of water supply systems
should be tailored to reasonably protect the public health. Again, stiff
requirements could be imposed on the larger systems which have the
potential of affecting large numbers of people, while lesser requirements might be ap:propriate for smaller systems where the threat of
widespread illness IS less severe or where other factors make stiff requirements unreasonable.
This section also requires the Administrator to issue proposed regulations prescribing national secondary drinking water standards
within the same 180 day period after the date of enactment of this
Act. National secondary drinking water standards are to be advisory
in nature and will specify a level of quality which is requisite reasonably to assure aesthetically adequate drinking water. The standards
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could apply to any constituent of drinking water which may affect
taste, odor or appearance or which might otherwise be necessary to
assure aesthetically adequate drinking water. The Administrator must
consider the difficulties that may arise in different areas of the country
to achieve aesthetically adequate drinking water. Thus, the standards
could vary according to geographic area depending upon what can
reasonably be achieved. The committee recognizes that a given contaminant may be of public health significance at one level and of
aesthetic significance at a lower level. For examP.le, the presence of
copper in drinking water at low levels is primarily of aesthetic concern. However, as the levels of copper rise, adverse physiological
effects might become evident. Thus it may be preferable to specify
that a given limit has aesthetic significance rather than to specify a
given contaminant as being of aesthetic significance. EPA would be
expected to take these factors into account in prescribing both national
primary and secondary drinking water standards.
In establishing and revising standards under this section, the Administrator is to take into consideration the views and recommendations of the National Drinking Water Advisory Council established
under section 7 of the Act.
At the time any national primary or secondary drinking water
standard is proposed, the Administrator would be required to publish
such criteria and information as is necessary to reflect the nature and
extent of the identifiable effects on public health which might be expected from the presence of any contaminant which is the object of
the proposed drinking water standard. The Administrator would also
be reqmred to publish information and data on drinking water treatment methods and technolo~ for the control of such contaminant.
The purpose of this provision is to require EPA to publish the types
of information that form the criteria for any national primary or
secondary drinking water standard. Thus, all of the information
which is relevant to the interests the Administrator must weigh in
setting standards will be published and available for public scrutiny.
The Administrator would be required to review the adequacy of
primary and secondary drinking water standards at least once every
three years. The purpose of this requirement is to assure EPA's selfexamination of the standards. The standards now in effect with respect to drinking water aboard interstate carriers were last revised in
1962. Although revision is currently underway, these efforts are long
overdue. While any interested party will have the right toletition
EPA for a change in the standards, self-examination b:y: EP of the
standards should be a positive force to keep the standards current.
Section 5. Enforcement of Standards
This section establishes the relationship between the Federal and
State governments with respect to enforcement of drinking water
standards.
A State will retain primary enforcement responsibility if it is
operating under a plan approved under section 11 (d) and such plan
is not being unreasonably deviated from to any significant extent.
With respect to this subsection, the phrase "unreasonably deviated
from to any significant extent" must be interpreted in terms of the
quality of the State's enforcement effort and whether the State can
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better enforce the standards than EPA even though significant deviations from the plan exist. Whereas under section 11 (e) the phrase "unreasonably deviated from to any significan~ ex~ent" relates to th~ good
faith efforts made by a State to comply with Its plan, the meamng of
the phrase under this subsection must relate to the factors described
above. However, should a State not have primary enforcement responsibility under this section it could still be eligible for program
grants under section 11 to fund its drinking water program even
though it is unable to prevent significant deviations from that plan
due to circumstances reasonably beyond its control, if the State is
attempting in good faith to comply with its plan.
If a violation of a national primary drinking water standard is
detected within a State which has primary enforcement responsibility,
EPA would not be authorized to bring an enforcement action of its
own until 30 days after the Administrator notifies the State. If the
violation continues past 30 days after such notification, the Administrator would be required to give public notice of the failure to
comply and the extent of the dangers posed and, if appropriate remedial action has not been taken, to commence an enforcement action
under section 16 or issue an administrative order in accordance with
subsection (d) of this section. Thus, if a State is doing a proper job of
enforcement, or a supplier of water has taken appropriate action,
EPA could not bring an action of its own. On the other hand, if a
State is not aggressively pursuing its action, EPA would be authorized to bring a suit of its own in Federal court. Additionally, the
Administrator would be authorized to take action under section 6
when imminent hazards are posed.
While national primary drinking water standards will specify a
maximum limit for contaminants, the point in time at which such contamination becomes unreasonable will vary depending upon the contaminant. For example, if a contaminant presents a hazard of acute
toxicity, the unreasonable risk may occur in a very short period of time
and EPA should not delay in enforcing the standard after the thirtyday grace period. If, however, the contaminant presents hazards that
are of a chronic or long-term nature, unreasonable threats may not
occur until much later. In the latter case, EPA would give greater latitude to the supplier of water or the State to remedy the problem without bringing an enforcement action.
If a State does not have primary enforcement responsibility, EPA
would be required to give public notice of any violatiOns it finds upon
the detection of the violation along with a notice of the dangers
to develop a new standard, EPA or the Attorney General would be
required to commence an enforcement action under section 16 or issue
an administrative order in accordance with subsection (d) of this
section. To cite an example, assume that EPA detects a violation of primary drinking water standards and gives public notice. In order to
eliminate the violation, a city council may have to meet to authorize
funds for the construction of facilities. If the city council meets and
the Administrator is satisfied that the necessary facilities will be installed to prevent any unreasonable threats, he would not bring an
action or issue an administrative order. On the other hand, if he is not
so satisfied, enforcement action would follow.
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Any notification required by EPA under this section for violations
of national primary drinking water-standards should be given through
local newspapers or by any other means which will alert users of the
public water system of the standard being violated and the extent of
the dangers posed.
If the Administrator finds that a national secondary drinking
standard, or aesthetic standard, is bein~ violated, he would 'be required
to notify the State in which the violatiOn takes place and request such
State to take appropriate remedial action. If, after a reasonable length
of time following such notification, the Administrator finds that such
State has not taken action, the Administrator would be required to
give public notification of such finding in a manner suitable to inform
users of such violation.
Finally, subsection (d) authorizes the Administrator to issue administrative orders in the appropriate cases described above. Any such
order could include such relief as may be appropriate to prevent any
unreasonable endangerment to public health. Such relief could include
a requirement to cease the violation, to notify customers of the violation, or to furnish emergency supplies of drinking water. Administrative orders would be issued after opportunity and notice for an adjudicative hearing in accordance with section 554 of title 5, United States
Code.
Section 6. Imminent Hazards
This section authorizes the Administrator, or the Attorney ~neral
upon request of the Administrator, to petition the district courts to
issue orders to eliminate imminent hazards. An imminent hazard is
defined to exist "when there is reason to believe that a constituent of
the drinking water of a public water system will result in a serious
risk to health prior to the conclusion of an administrative hearing or
other formal proceeding held pursuant to this Act, and that a State or
local authority or the supplier of water has not acted to eliminate such
risk."
There are two instances under which imminent hazards could occur
under the proposed legislation. First, a violation of an applicable
national primary drinking water standard may be so severe so as to
present a serious risk to health prior to the conclusion of the thirtyday grace period for State enforcement. If the State or the supplier
of water has not acted to eliminate the risk, the Administrator or the
Attorney General, would be authorized to seek a court order to eliminate the imminent hazard.
Second, new information may arise which demonstrates the inadequacy of an existing standard. If the evidence shows that a serious risk
to health would occur prior to the rulemaking proceedings necessary
to develop a new standard, EPA or the Attorney General would be
authorized to seek a court order immediately changing the standard.
In that case, the Administrator would also be required simultaneously
to propose a regulation to change the standard.
Section 7. National Drinking Water Council
This section would require the Administrator to establish a National
Drinking Water Council consisting of fifteen scientifically qualified
members. The purpose of the Council is to advise the Administrator
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on seientific matters relating to the activities of EPA under this Act.
Of the fifteen members of the Council, none could have an economic
interest in the supply of drinking water. As State and local regulatory
officials could provide valuable advice for the Administrator with respect to his activities under the Act, provision is made for representation on the Council of individuals responsible for the regulation of
drinking water. To insure that the Council is not dominated by such
officials, this section further specifies that not more than one-third of
the members shall be regulatory officials. The terms of the members
will be staggered to provide an orderly turnover of Council members.
Any report and dissenting views of the Council will be considered as
a part of the record in any proceeding taken with respect to the Administrator's actions. It is intended that the meetings and deliberations of the Council will be open to the public and that qualified scientists who are not members of the Council will have an opportunity to
make their views known.
The Administrator would be required to appoint members of the
Council from individuals recommended to him by the National Academy of Sciences or from such other sources as he may deem advisable.
The Administrator is authorized to reimburse the Academy for its
expenses incurred in carrying out this section. Members of the Council
who are not employees of the United States will receive compensation
and travel expenses as authorized by section 5701 of title 5, United
States Code, for persons in the government service employed intermittently.
Section 8. Research, Technical Assistance, Information, Training of
Personnel
This section requires the Administrator to conduct and promote the
coordination of research, studies, and investigations into the problems
of drinking water. The Administrator would be authorized to render
financial, technical, and other, assistance to public agencies, institutions, water supply utilities, and individuals in the conduct of research and investigations relating to contaminants of drinking water,
or to the provision of adequate supplies of safe drinking water.
The state of the art with respect to drinking water problems is in
many respects primitive. For example, the Environmental Protection
Agency testified at hearings of the Subcommittee on the Environment
that viruses are suspected of being present in finished drinking water.
'Vhile the evidence is as yet incomplete, these initial findings may
prove to be the first indication of much greater problems to come. As
harmful viruses are widespread in the environment it is imperative
that protection be provided through treatment of drinking water.
Yet, as EPA stated at those hearings, we know very little about
how to detect viruses let alone remove them from drinking water. One
of the primary needs for research that would be authorized by this
section would be investigations into the extent of viral contamination
of drinking water and appropriate means of treatment.
EPA would be required to conduct a study of the contamination of
ground water resources in the United States. The study is to include
but shall not be limited to a survey of the nature of the extent of the
causes of ground water contaminatiOn and the extent to which existing
law is effective in controlling such contamination. The results of this
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study are to be submitted to the Congress within one year after enactment of this act along with any legislative recommendations that EPA
deems necessary. This is a study provision only and vests no regulatory
authority in the Administrator of EPA at this time over ground water
resources.
This section also authorizes EPA to finance training programs for
careers in the management and safe operation of drinking water supply. The Community Water Supply Study, completed in 1970, revealed
that many water supply systems are manned by improperly trained
personnel. The authority granted by this section should help to properly train the operators of drinking water treatment plants.
This section contains a specific authorization for appropriations for
the current fiscal year as well as the next two fiscal years. The amounts
authorized shall not exceed $14,000,000 for fiscal year 1974,$23,000,000
for fiscal year 1975, and $31,000,000 for fiscal year 1976.
Section 9. Rural Water Survey
This section req,uires the Administrator, after consultation with the
Secretary of Agnculture and the States, to conduct a survey of the
quantity, quality and availability of rural drinking water supplies. The
survey will include consideration of the number of rural residents
being inadequately served by a public or private drinking water supply
system, having inadequate or no access to drinking water, and who
are exposed to increased health hazards because of the inadequacies
or absence of a drinking water supply system.
The survey is to be completed within two years after the date of
enactment of the proposed legislation and a final report submitted to
the President for transmittal to the Congress within the six months
after the completion of the survey. The report is to include recommendations for improving rural water supplies.
The rural water survey will be especially helpful to the Administrator in gathering information about the nature and extent of the
extremel3: ;omall water s~pplies for their possible inclusion within
the defimtwn of a pubhc water supply system under section 3.
Knowledge with respect to the nature and extent of rural water
supply problems is deficient at this time. The information gathered by
the survey will be invaluable in demonstrating these types of problems.
It is intended that the survey be as comprehensive as is reasonably
possible. The Administrator should not be limited by the use of population statistics as might be used by other agencies to define the areas
of study under this section. Nor should the survey exclude those
sparsely populated .areas isolat~d from. rural population centers or
those areas of varymg populatiOn density located on the fringes of
rura~ popu~ation centers.. As the goal of the survey is not only to determme whiCh systems might come under the umbrella of this legislation but to determine what additional authority might be necessary to
solve rural water supply problems, the survey must define not only
those rural areas or types of rural systems which are worrisome but
also, the cost of solving those problems in a reasonable manner'.
'
Section 10. Special Study and Demonstration Project Grants
This section authorizes the Administrator to make grants of not
to exceed two-thirds of the cost of construction and 75 percent of other
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costs of demonstrating the f~asibility of new means of providing safe
drinking water. This section of the proposed legislation should be pa.rticularly useful in demonstrating the benefits of the research that will
be developed under section 8. Often it is not feasible for a municipality
or private supplier of water to institute on an operational basis new
research which is as yet untried even th011gh the technology appears
promising. This section will allow EPA to demonstrate whether or
not new technology will serve a useful purpose.
It is intended tliat grants made under this section will be used solely
to demonstrate new technology and should not be used to finance the
construction and operation of any facility unless that facility will
demonstrate new technology. In other words, the section is not intended to authorize construction grants for drinking water treatment
facilities unless such facility meets the specified criteria.
A specific three-year authorization for appropriations is also included for this section in amounts not to exceed $2,000,000 for fiscal
year 1974,$5,000,000 for fiscal year 1975, and $10,000,000 for fiscal year
1976.
Section 11. State Drinking Water Supply Program Grants
This section authorizes the Administrator to make grants to the
States to assist them in establishing and maintaining adequate programs to asure the safety of public drinking water. The Administrator would determine each State's share on the basis of (1) population, (2) financial needs, and (3) the extent of the water supply
problem within such State. Any such payment to a State is not to
exceed two-thirds of the cost of any such State program. The basis for
apportioning funds under this section is similar to the criteria contained in the existing Federal Water Pollution Control Act and the
amendments to that Act now pending before the Congress. Moreover,
among the amendments adopted by the committee was Amendment
No. 31 to S. 433, introduced by Senator Stevens~ which provides that
each State (except Guam, American Samoa, and the Virgin Islands)
shall receive no less than 1 percent of the annual appropriations for
program grants. The Administrator, however, would be authorized to
reduce the percentage if he determines it necessary applying the criteria specified .above. As a check against the inappropriate allocation
of funds, the proposed legislation would require that the Administrator make payments to the States in accordance with regulations developed by EPA. Thus, the States will have an opportunity for administrative and judicial review of the allocations.
One major conclusi.on of the EPA Community Water Supply Study
and the GAO study IS that the States are unable to allocate sufficient
funds from their own sotirces to do a proper job of monitoring and
regulating public water supply systems. For example, 79% of the
systems checked under the EPA study had no sanitary survey by regulatory authorities in the year preceding the study, with only 64%
having had a sanitary survey in the preceding three years. Another
example is that only 483 people made up the water surveillance staffs
of 38 States servicing 155 million people, an average of 13 public
health personnel per State with an average funding of $160,000.
S.Rept231,93-1----3
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The Administrator shall approve a State plan if such plan contains
the following elements :
(1) drinking water standards which are no less stringent than
the national primary drinking water standards prescribed under
this Act;
(2) appropriate regulations and procedures for the implementation and enforcement of the State standards;
(3) administration of the plan by the State agency charged
with responsibility for drinking water;
( 4) plans, policies, and procedures to be· followed by the State
in carrying out the plan;
( 5) accounting, budgeting, and other fiscal methods a.nd procedures as are necessary for the proper and efficient administration of the plan;
(6) annual or more frequent reports as the Administrator may
reasonably require in such form and containing such information
as the Administrator may require;
(7) an emergency plan of action for each public water system
within the State for use in times of emergency including provision
for emergency reserves or alternate sources of suitable drinking
water; and
( 8) a standards violation notification procedure whereby the
users of a J?Ublic water system will be notified of the nature and
extent of violations and any possible health effects which might
arise and any remedial measures which will be taken to correct
the problem.
The Administrator would be authorized to terminate payments
under this section if he finds that a State plan is being unreasonably
deviated from to any significant extent. If the State is making a good
faith effort to comply with its plan but through circumstances which
were not reasonably foreseeable, such State is unable to prevent significant deviations from the plan, then that State would still be eligible for program grants under this section. For example, if a natural
disaster destroyed a State facility necessary to detect violations of the
standards, a State should still be eligible for program grants under
this section. Any approval or disapproval of a State plan or termination of payments because of unreasonable deviations will be in accordance with the procedures for administrative and judicial review under
section 12.
This section further requires the Administrator to make a survey
of State programs at least once every three years to determine if the
States are unreasonably deviating from their plan to any significant
extent.
The committee is aware that the revenue sharing proposals may provide some financial h~lp to the States in ~dministering drinking water
programs. However, It should be recognized that these proposals will
not provide the type of financial assistance that will be required to
adequately improve State programs. For example, if the maximum alloca~ion ~o the .States of $3 billion per year as envisioned by renvenue
sharmg IS realized at the end of five year,s the amount of funds utilized by the States from this source for drinking water programs will
probably amount to less than $1 million per year assuming current
spending patterns remain the same. Yet, the Environmental Protection
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Agency has estimated that the States should be spending about $22
million more per year than they are spending currently. ·while revenue sharing funds will probably be used, at least in part, to defray
the costs of the State share of water supply programs, revenue sharing, however meritorious it may be, by itself is an inadequate solution
to the problems facing the States.
In addition, Federal financial assistance for State drinking water
programs must be provided to avoid an entirely Federal drinking
water program. As Federal enforcement ensues if the States fail to
act or a State is not operating under an approved plan under this section, the States must be willing to assume the responsibility for regulating drinking water. The most effective way to ensure that end is
to provide the States with the resources to operate their programs.
Section lB. Regulations, Procedures, and Judicial Review
This section specifies the mechanism by which regulations will be
developed under the proposed legislation and the form of judicial
review of those regulations.
The Administrator would be authorized to issue regulations to
carry out the purposes of the Act and to amend or rescind them at
any time. Proposed regulations must be published in the Federal
Register at least sixty days prior to the time they become final. Any
person adversely affected by a proposed regulation may file objections with the Administrator and request a public hearing. The Administrator would be required to grant such request. If public
hearings are held, the issuance of final regulations would be held in
abeyance pending the conclusion of the hearing. The Administrator
would be authorized to structure the hearing in a manner he deems
fit. Thus, he could afford full rights of cross examination if necessary
to gather ~he facts, or he could limit the hearings to the presentation of
oral or written statements.
Any judicial review of final regulations promulgated under the
proposed legislation would be in accordance with the Administrative
Procedures Act, except that with respect to relief pending review the
court would be authorized to stay the agency action only if the party
seeking such stay (a) is likely to prevail on the merits of the review
proceeding and (b) will suffer irreparable harm pending such
proceeding.
This section also contains a provision for remanding a case to the
Administrator to adduce additional evidence if the evidence sought
to be included is material and was not available at the time of the
proceeding before the Administrator or that the failure to include
such evidence in the proceeding was an arbitrary or capricious act of
the Administrator. In effect, this provision affords judicial review
of the form of the agency hearing. If the evidence sought to be presented is- material to the decision and the Administrator refused to
include the evidence in an arbitrary or capricious manner, the court
could order such additional evidence to be taken upon such terms and
conditions as the court may deem proper.
Section13. Records
This section requires each supplier of water subject to a standard
under section 4 or anyone who receives financial assistance under this
Act to establish and maintain such records and to make such reports
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as the Administrator ~ay reasonably require. Suppliers of wcater and
otherS subject to State enforcement would be required to submit the
reports and malmthe records available to the appropriate State agency
:for inclusion in thereports required o:f such State.
This section further authorizes officers and employees of the Environmental Protection Agency, upon presenting the appropriate credentials and a written notice of inspection authority, to enter establishments, facilities, or other property of suppliers of water or persorts receiving grants under this Act for the PllrJ20SeS of inspecti.ng
records files, papers, processes, controls, and facilities to determine
the adequacy of operations. Inspections would be required to be commmiced and completed with reasonable promptness and the person
whose· facilities are inspected will be notified of the results of the
inspection.
Of course, in each instance where a court ordered warrant is constitutionally required, the Administrator and his officers and employees would be expected to comply with those requirements. In
other words, the inspection authority granted by this section will be
used only in those cases where a murant is not constitutionally required, and then only upon presentation of appropriate credentials and
a written notice of inspection authority.
Section 14. State Regulatlon.~
This section provides that nothing in this Act shall affect the
authority of any State or local 1-Sovernment to establish drinking water
standards or make other reqmrements for purposes similar to those
in this Act, except that any such standards or requirements shall not
be less stringent than those of this Act or regulations thereunder.
Section 15. Prohibited Act
This section specifies the various acts under the proposed legislation which are prohibited as follows:
(1) The failure to comply with any final regulation issued
by the Administrator pursuant to this Act, except that noncompliance with a national secondary drinkin~ water standard
under section 4 (b) of this Act is not prohibited;
(2) The failure or refusal to establish and maintain records,
make reports, and provide information as required under section
13 (a) of this Act;
(3) The refusal to allow entry and inspection of establishments, :facilities, or other property pursuant to section 13 (b) of
this Act; or
( 4) The failure of any person to comply with any order issued
under section 5 (d) o:f this Act.
·
Section 16. Penalties and Remedies
This section first specifies a criminal penalty of not more than
$15,000 for each day o:f violation or imprisonment of not more than
one year. or both, :for willful violations of the Act.
Second, this section authorizes the Administrator to assess civil
penalties of not more than $10,000 for each day o:f violation after an
adjudicative hearing in accordance with section 554 of title 5, United
States Code :for nonwillful violations o:f the Act. Before assessing
such penalties, the Administrator would be required to consider the
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nature, circumstances, and extent of such violation, the practicability
of such compliance, and any good faith efforts made by the violator to
comply with such provisions. I£ the offending party fails to pay the
civil penalty the Administrator would be authorized to commence an
action in the district courts to obtain such relief as may be appropriate or he may request the Attorney General to do so.
Finally, this section authorizes the Administrator or the Attorney
General to bring an action in an appropriate district court for equitable relief to redress violations of the Act.
Section 17. Citizen Civil Action
This section authorizes any person to bringa civil action for injunctive relief against violators of national primary drinking water standards and against the Administrator where he has failed to perform
mandatory duties. Any such person would have standing to bring suit
if he could maintain the constitutional requirement of a case or controversy. This section is similar to the citizen civil action provisions
of the Clean Air Act, Federal Water Pollution Control Act, and the
Noise Control Act of 1972.
Injunctive suits under this section would not be authorized prior
to sixty days after the plaintiff gives notice of the violation to the
Administrator, to the alleged violator, and to the State in which the
violation occurs. Further, suits would be prohibited if the Administrator, the Attorney General, or the appropriate State has commenced
and is diligently prosecuting a civil action in a court of the United
States to require compliance with the national drinking water standard alleged -to be violated. In any such action, any person could intervene as a matter of right. In an action to enjoin the Administrator to
perform a mandatory duty, suits would be prohibited prior to sixty
days after the Admmistrator has been given notice of such action.
Notification to the Administrator will be given in such manner as he
may require by regulation. In any action under this section, the Adminstrator or the Attorney General, if not a party, may also intervene
as a matter of right.
As a deterrent against frivolous suits, the court would be authorized
to award the costs of litigation to any party whenever the court determines such an award appropriate.
Finally, this section would not restrict any right which any person
or class of persons may have under any statute or common law to seek
enforcement of any national primary drinking water standard or to
seek any other relief.
Section 18. Confidentiality
This section establishes as a general principle that "copies of any
communications, documents, reports, or any other information received or sent by the Administrator or the results of any drinking
water quality analyses or any other information pertaining to drinking water quality possessed by the Administrator shall be made available to the public upon identifiable request and at reasonable costs
unless the information may not be released under the terms of subsection (b).
Whereas subsection (a) establishes as a general principle access
to the public of information, there is no legal requirement to make
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information available if it is not required to be made available under
the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552(b) ). Subsection (a)
must be read in conjunction with paragraph 2 of subsection. (b) which
states : "Nothing contained in th1s section shall be deemed to require
the release of any information described by subsection (b) of section
552 Title 5, U.S.C. or which is otherwise protected by law from disclosure to the public". Although nothing in the section "shall be
deemed to require" release of any information, this section authorizes
the Administrator or any officer or employee of the agency to make
public any communications, documents, reports or other information
which are not trade secrets.
Trade secrets may not be disclosed by the Administrator, employees
of the Agency, or any member of the National Drinking Water Council except under certain specified situations. The purpose of this qualification is to protect the business community, particularly the bottled
water community. from competitive harm. Black's law dictionary defines "trade secret" to mean: ''a plan or process, tool, mechanism, or
compound known only to its owner and those of his employees to
whom it is necessary to confide it ... ; a secret, formula, or process
not patented, but known only to certain individuals using it and compounding some article or trade having a commercial value.... " To
give added protection to possessors of trade secrets, disclosure of trade
secrets to the public when disclosure is necessary to protect their health
could not be made without notice to the person to w·hich the information appertains for comment in writing or discussion in closed session
during a period of fifteen days following the notice. Of course, the
15 day period could be waived if the resulting delay would be detrimental to the public health.
There is a final qualification to the general principle of complete
public access to information. This section prevents disclosure of the
names or other means of identification of injured persons without their
express written consent.
The protections granted by subEection (b) will rarelv be used as
little of the data received or sent by the Administrator wlll be a trade
secret subject to protection. However, in the case of bottled water,
information may be received or sent which could relate to processes
or other matter which would fall within the definition of a trade
secret. Thus, the language of this section is necessary to protect such
trade secret information. ·
Subsection (c) of this section mandates that any communication
from a person to the Administrator or any other employee of EPA
or any member of the council established under section 7 concerning
a matter presently under· consideration in a rulemaking or adjudicato~y proceed~ng shal~ be made a pa~ of the P!lblic file of that proceedmg unless It IS entitled to protectiOn as outlmed abov!:l.
Section19. Federal FadUties
This section requires each Federal installation to comply with all
national primary drinking water standards and, to the maximum
extent practicable, to comply with any national secondary, or esthetic,
drinking water standards. .
.
·.. Subsection (b) of this section authorizes the administrator to waive
compliance with the above requirements upon receiving information
:from the Secretary of Defense that the waiver is necessary in the
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interests of national security. In the case of the Coast Guard, the Secretary of the Department in which the Coast Guard is operating
would request the waiver. Upon issuance of the waiver, the Administrator would be required to publish a notice of the waiver in the
Federal Register unless the Administrator has been requested not to
publish the waiver because the publication would be contrary to the
interests of national security. This provision is to cover those instances
where, owing to national security requirements, installations or vessels
of the Navy or the Coast Guard cannot comply with such requirements.
Section20. RelatimUJhip to Other L(JIU)s
This section terminates the authority of the Secretary of Health,
Education, and ·welfare to regulate bottled drinking water under the
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act on the effective date of initial
primary drinking water standards pertaining to bottled water under
section 4 of this Act. The national primary drinking water standards
will embody the regulation of bottled drinking water, and therefore
the repeal of HEW's authority is necessary.
In bringing bottled water within the scope of this proposed legislation, the expertise and regulatory authority of the Environmental
Protection Agency will be brought to bear on all public water supply
systems. Consolidating jurisdiction, with EPA assuming the authority over bottled drinking water as well as other drinking water systems, should result in a better utilization of Federal resources. As
section 4 requires EPA to develop standards with respect to bottled
drinking water, the regulation of bottled drinking water and the
enforcement of standards should be equivalent to that provided for
other public water supply systems with special consid~ration for
bottled water where necessary. This is in contrast to the current system of regulation of bottled drinking water by HEW which provides
only a minimal spot-checking of bottled drinking water in the absence
of any final standards for contaminants whatsoever.
Section 21. Authorization for Appt•opriations
This section authorizes funds to be appropriated i:r;t addition to the
individual authorizations contained in sections 8, 9, 10 and 11 for the
administrat~on ?f t?e pro:posed legislation by EPA .. Again, a threeyear authonzatwn IS provided at a level not to exceed $8,000,000 for
fiscal year 1974, $11,000,000 for fiscal year 1975, and $13,000,000 for
fiscal year 1976.
CosT EsTIMATE
Pmsuant to the requirements of section 252 of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970, the committee estimates the cost of the
proposed legislation for each of the first five fiscal years as follows:
Fiscal year1974
Sec. 8. Research, technical assistance,
and training grants .. ---------------- $14, 000, 000
Sec. 9. Rural water survey ______________
I, 000,000
Sec. 10. Special study and demonstration
2, 000,000
project grants, __ --------------·---·
Sec. 11. State program grants ___________
8, 000,000
Sec. 21. All other EPA activities__ _______
8, 000,000
Total _____ -··- ______ -····-·-···

33,000,000

1975

1976

1977

1978

$23,000,000
2, 000,000

$31,000,000
I, 000, 000

$33, 300, 000
0

$37' 300, 000
0

5, 000,000
15,000,000
11,000,000

10,000,000
21,300,000
13.000,000

11,000,000
22,700,000
14, 000, 000

12,000,000
23,700,000
15,000,000

56,000,000

76,300,000

81,000,000

88,000,000
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The committee knows of no cost estimate made by any Federal
agency which differs from those tabulated above.
CHANGES IN ExiSTING LAw

There is no change in existing law. Section 20, however, does repeal
the authority of the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare to
regulate bottled water under the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic
Act (21 U.S.C. 321, et seq.) on the effective date of national primary
drinking water standards pertaining to bottled drinking water under
section 4.
TEXT OF s. 433 AS REPORTED
(Omit the part struck through and insert the part printed in
italics.)
A BILL To assure that the public is provided with an adequate quantity of
safe drinking water, and for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, !Htttt tffie Aet ffiftj" -Be
ette4 ftS the .liStHe DFiH:kiH:g :wa,tep. Aet el m&".
SHORT TITLE AND TABLE OF CONTENTS

SEc. 1 (a) This Act may be cited as the "Safe Drinking "\Vater Act of
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BtlOJoAlb\'fiOU OP

~ FINDING,~

SEc. 2. (a) The Congress finds that(1) t.ftftt increasing quantities and types of chemicals, bacteria,
viruses, toxic metals, and other contaminants are entering the
public water systems that serve as sources which supply the Nttt.ieft American people with water for drinking many of which are
either not detected or are not removed by established water testing and treatment methods and which are consumed by or come
in contact with the public, thereby presenting hazards or potential
hazards to the pubhc health;
(2) t.ftftt the public should be provided with adequate quantities
of water that is safe for drinking and other human uses;
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(3) tlta,t, the sale and shipment in interstate commerce o£ BU<Jh
contaminants of drinking water or products made through the
use or production of such contaminants tftpeagfi itJ:tePstate eeffl:ffl:ef'ee present a danger to the public from consuming water containing such contaminants;
·
( 4) tlta,t, the Federal Government has the responsibility of
establishing minimum national drinking water standards for all
public water systems and to encourage State and local governments to establish equivalent or more stringent standards; and
( 5) tlta,t, State and local governments B:Pe itJ: need ~ Federal
assistance itJ: assaPitJ:g to assure the quality o£ water required £or
drinking and other human uses, and to that end the Federal Government should supply technical assistance, research and development information, monitoring, and testing information, assistance
for the planning and implementation of comprehensive State
drinking water programs, assistance for the development and
demonstration of new or improved methods of making water safe
for drinking, and assistance for the training of individuals involved in the management and safe operation of effi' the Nation's
public water supply systems.
DEFINITIONS

SEc. 3. As used in this Act( 1) ~ fief'fft "Administrator" means the Administrator of the
Environmental Protection Agency.
(2) ~ fief'fft "Agency" means the Environmental Protection
Agency.
fWt (3) ~ fief'fft "Bottled drinking water" means water for human
consumption which is sold in a closed container.
f9+ (4) ~ fief'fft "Contaminant" means any physical, chemical, biological, radiological, or other substance or matter which may cause
or transmit infectious disease, chemical poisoning, chronic disease,
or other impairment to 'lfJ:ftfJ:; human beings or which may have any
other deleterious effect on the public health.
-fS+ (5) ~ fief'fft '·Council" means the National Drinking Water
Council, established under section 7 of this Act,
.
-f4+ (6) ~ fief'fft "Municipality" means a city, town, borough,
county, parish, district, or other public body created by or pursuant
to State law and having jurisdiction over the SUJ?ply of water to the
public' and an Indian tribe or an authonzed Indian tribal
organization.
~ (7) ~ fief'fft "Person" includes a State or political subdivision
thereof, municipality, corporation, partnership, association, private
or public nonprofit institution, or an individual.
fGt (8) ~ fief'fft "Public water system" means( A) any system which provides drinking water, including bottled drinking water, -fit to ten or more premises not owned or
controlled by the supplier of water or W to forty or more individuals receiving such drinking water from a system not serving
travelers in interstate commerce;
(B) any system which provides drinking water to carriers
serving travelers in interstate commerce;
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(C) any system which provides drinking water to facilities or
establishments serving travelers in interstate commerce, except
that the Administrator may by regulation exempt any such system or class of such systems if he determines that such exemption
will not result in any unreasonable threat to public health; and
(D) any other system or class of systems which provides drinking water if the Administrator determines by regulation that such
system or class of systems may pose an unreasonable threat to
public health.
f&t f.9) +fie feffit "State" means any State, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam,
and American Samoa.
f?t (10) ~ tePHI: "Supplier of water" means any person who
controls, 0\Yns, or operates a public water system.
NATION-AI, DRINKING WATER STANDARDS

SEc. 4. (a) The Administrator shall, after consultation with the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, fA+ (1) issue initial
proposed regulations prescribing national primary drinking water
standards within one hundred and eighty days after the date of enactment of this Act and tBt (iB) issue initial proposed regulations
prescribing national secondary drinking water standards within one
hundred and eighty days after the date of such enactment. The Administrator shall specify in such proposed regulations the date on
which such regulations shall take effect, which shall be as soon as is
practicable.
(b) ( 1) National primary drinking water standards ~ desePibed
ttfl:de¥ s:tbseetioR W e4' tffis seetiOB; shall be drinking water standards and programs, the attainment and maintenance of which, are
requisite to reasonably protect the public health, except that the
Administration shall not prescribe the addition of any substance
other than for the purpose of treating contaminants. Such standards( A) shall prescribe the maximum permissible levels for any
contaminants which may exist in any public water system in the
United States which may cause or transmit diselJ,se, chemical
poisoning, or other impairments to man, allowing adequate
margins of safety;
.
(B) may apply to any feature of the water supply system including, but not limited to, the treatment, storage, and distribution facilities;
(C) shall include requirements for the adequate operation,
maintenance, surveillance, and monitoring of water quality adequate to assure a dependable supply of drinking water which
meets the requirements of subparagraph (A); and
·
(D) shall include requirements for construction and site selection of public water system facilities to protect such facilities
from floods and other natural disasters.
(2) Kational seconda.ry driking water staRattPdS; ~ deoePibea
~ep snbseetioR -fttt e4' tffi.s seeftOft; standaPds shall specify the level
of quality of drinking water the attainment and maintenance of which
is requisite to reasonably assure aesthetically adequate drinking water.
Such standards may apply to any constituent of drinking water fA+
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which may affect the taste, odor, or appearance of such water or
which may otherwise be necessary to assure aesthetically adequate drinking water.
(3) In establishing or revising standards under this section, the
Administrator shall ttHre i,ttt;a em-tsidePation comider the views and
recommendations o:f the Council established pursuant to section 7 of
this Act.
(c) The Administrator shall publish simultaneously with the
issuance of any proposed national primary or national secondary
drinking water standard under this section( 1) such criteria and information as, in his judgment, are necessary to accurately reflect the nature and extent o:f all identifiable
effects on public health or welfare which may be expected from
the presence of the contaminant which is the object o:f such proposed drinking water standards; and
(2) information and data on drinking water treatment methods and technology :for the control o:f the contaminant which is
the object o:f such proposed drinking water standard. Such information and data shall apply to each :feature of the water
supply system at which control o:f the contaminant may be exerdsed including, but not limited to, treatment, storage, and
distribution :facilities and the adequate construction, maintenance, and operation thereof. Such information and data shall
include the costs of such treatment and the its effectiveness M
f:!tteh tPeatment in controlling such contaminant.
(d) The Administrator shall, at least once every three years, review the adequacy of any national primary or secondary drinking
water standard prescribed under sabseetion -ftt+ M this section and
the criteria, information, and data published under subseetion -fe1- &E
this section. The Administrator shall publish his finding in the Federal Register.

-fB1-

"F.NFORCEMENT OF STANDARDS

SEc. 5. (a) For the purposes o:f this Act. a State

wm ee eonsiElePed

!e lttwe has primary enforcement responsibility during any period for

which the Administrator has approved a plan in accordance with
section 11 (d) o:f this Act and such plan is not being unreasonably deviated :from to any significant extent by such State. If any such State
has primary enforcement responsibility, the Administrator shall
monitor the activities of ~nch State onlv to the ext<>nt necessarv to determine i:f such plan is being unreasonably deviated from. to any
signifiC'ant extPnt. To the maximum ext<'nt practicubJe, any such
monitoring- shall not duplicate the activities of such State.
(b) (1) Whenever, on the basis o:f information available to him, the
Administrator finds during a period in which a State has primary enforcement responsibility under subsection (a) of this section that any
public water system in such State does not comply with any national
primary drinking water standard he shall notify the such State ffi.
wfti.eft f:!tteh ~system, is opePating of the such noncompliance. If the
Administrator finds that such failure to comply with such standard extends beyond the thirtieth day after such notification he shall give public notice ofsuch failure to comply with such standard and the extent o:f
the dangers posed by such noncompliance and shall, if appropriate
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remedi~tl action has not been taken to prevent any unreasonable endlmgerment to public health, fit (A) commence an action under section 16 of this Act, or request the Attorney General to do so, or W
(B) issue an order in accordance with subsection (d) of this section.
(2) v\-'benever, on the basis of information available to him, the
Administrator finds during a period in which a State does not have
primary enforcement responsibility under subsection (a) of this sec.tion, that e, any public water system in such State does not comply
with any national primary drinking water standard he shall give public notice of such finding and the ext~nt of the dangers posed, and
shall, if appropriate remedial action will not be taken to prevent any
unreasonable endangerment to public health, fit (A) commence an
action under section 16 of this Act, or request the Attorney General to
do so, or W (B) issue an order in accordance with subsection (d) of
this section.
(c) ·whenever, on the basis of information available to him, the
Administrator finds that any public water system in a State does not
comply with any national secondary drinking water standards, he
shall notify such State and request such State to take appropriate
remedial action. If, after a reasonable time following such notification,
the Administrator finds that such State has not taken remedial action,
he shall give public notification of such finding in a manner suitable
to inform users of such pub.Iic water system of such violation.
(d) ( 1) Any order issued under subsection (b) of this section shall
specify such relief as may be appropriat~ to prevent any unreasonable
endan~erment to public health. Such relief may iftelaae thft ~
Pef):l:liPiftg require the person responsible for the violation which results
in the such order to cease such violation, to notify customers of such
violation in accordance with section 11 (d) ( 8) of this Act, or to furnish
emergency supplies of drinking water.
(2) Any order issued under this sabseetieft subaectwn (b) of this
section shaJl be issued only after notice and opportunity for a hearing
in accordance with section 554 of title 5, Unit~d States Code.
UiliHNENT HAZARDS

SEc. ·6. (a) An imminent hazard shall be considered to exist when
there is reason to believe that a constituent of the drinking water of a
public water system will result in a serious risk to health prior to the
conclusion of an administrative hearing or. other formal proceeding
.held pursuant to this Act and that a State or local authority or the
supplier of water has not acted to eliminate such risk.
(b) Han imminent hazard exists, the Administrator may petition
an. appropriat~ district court of the United States, or he may request
the Attorney General to do so, to order such action as is necessary to
eliminate. the imminent hazard. The Administrator shall simultaneously, if he has not previously done so, propose any regulation which
might be necessary under section 4 of this Act, or he may commence an
action under section 16 of this Act.
NATIONAL DRINKING WATER COUNC;IL

SEc. 7. (a) There shall be established in the Environmental Protection Agency a National Drinking vVater Council consisting of
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fifteen scientifically qualified members. The Administrator shall ap~
point members of the .OOtt¥4 Council from a list of individuals recommended to him by the National Academy of Sciences or from such
other sources as he deems advisable. Such Council shall include qualified scientists none of which shall have anv economic interest in the
supply of .drinking water and not more thail one-third o:f which shall
have any responsibility for the regulation of drinking water. Each
member of such Council shall hold office for a term of three years,
excf;lpt that-:(1) any member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring prior
to the expiration of the term for which his predecessor was appointed, shall be appointed for the remainder of such term;
(2) the terms of the members first taking office shall expire
as follows-(i) five shall expire three years after the date of
enactment of this Act, ( ii) five shall expire two years after such
date, and (iii) five shall expire one year after such date, as designated by the Administrator at the time of appointment; and
(3) the members of such Council shall be eligible for reappointment.
(b) The National Academy of Sciences shall maintain a list of
qualified scientists to assist the Administrator in appointing members to such Council.
(c) Such Council shall ad vise, consult with, and make recommendations to the Administrator on matters relating to the scientific review of data, including engineering data, relating to the activities of
the Agency under this Act. Such Council shall, upon the request of
the Administrator, review any proposed action of the Admimstrator
and shall report its views and reasons therefor in writing to the Administrator within a reasonable time, as specified by the Administrator. All pPoeeedings tHH:l eelibePahfffi6 ei 5tffift Couneil ftll€!: tfte.ir
PepoPts tHH:l Peasons tltere4'er slMM± be publie reeeffi.:. The report of the
Council and any dissenting views shall be considered as part of the
record in any proceeding taken with respect to the Administrator's
action.
-fet (d) The Administrator is authorized to reimburse the National
Academy of Sciences for expenses incurred in carrying out this
section.
W (e) While serving on the business of the Council, members &€
suelt Col:lneil who are not regular full-time employees of the United
States shall; wltHe sePving en: bttsffiees &€ the Coaneil, be entitled to
compensation at rates fixed by the Administrator, bttt not ffiteeeffi.Rg
to exceed the daily rate applicable at the time of such service to grade
GS--±8 of the Classified Civil Service, including traveltime-r ttnid.
·while se serving away from their homes or regular places of bHsiness,
business, members they may be allowed travel expenses, including per
diem in lieu of subsistence as authorized by under section 5701 of title
5, United States Code, for persons in the Government service employed
intermittently.
RESEARCH, TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE, INFORMATION, TRAINING OF
PERSONNEL

SEc. 8. (a) The Administrator shall conduct and promote the coordination of research, studies, and investigations and render finan-
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cial, technical, and other assistanee to appropriate public agencies,
institutions, water supply utilities, and individuals in the conduct
of research, studies, and investigations relating to the causes, diagnosis, treatment, control, and prevention of diseases and impairments
of :tft8,ft human beings resulting directly or indirectly from contaminants in drinking water, or to the provision of an adeg,uate quality and
quantity of safe drinking water. Such research, studies, or investigations may include, but shall not be limited to, the development of new
and improved methods(!) ~ ftft4 +HiflPeved metfi.eds to identify and measure the
existence of contaminants in drinking water and to identify the
source of such contaminants ;
(2) ~ ftft4 im}'lPeved metheds to identify and measure the
health ~ffects of contaminants in drinking water;
(3} ~ ftft4 i:HlflPeved metheds of treating water to prepare it
for drinking, to improve the efficiency of water treatment and to
remove contaminants from the water; and
( 4) ~ ftft4 im}'lPeved metliteds for providing the publw with
adequate quantities of safe water for drinking, t& the fllthlie, including improvements in water purification and distribution, and
methods of assessing the health-related hazards of other characteristics of drinking water supplies.
(b) In carrying out this Act, the Administrator is authorized to(1) collect and make available information pertaining to research and investigations, with respect to providing adequate
quality and quantity of safe drinking water together with appropriate recommendations in connection therewith;
(2) make available research facilities of the Agency to appropriate public agencies, institutions, water supply utilities, and
mdividuals engaged in studies and research relating to water
supply; and
(3) make grants to, and contracts with, any State or other
public agency, educational institution, water supply utility, any
other organization, and individuals in accordance with procedures
prescribed by the Administrator, under which he may pay all or
a part of the costs (as may be determined by the Administrator}
of any project or activity which is designed to(A) te develop, expand, or carry out a program (which
may combine traming, education, and employment) for training persons for occupations involving the management and
safe operation aspects of providing safe drinking water; and
(B) te train instructors and supervisory personnel to train
or supervise persons in occupations involving the management and safe operation aspects of providing safe drinking
water.
(c) (1) The Administrator shall conduct a study of the contarnination of ground water resources in the United States which are utilized
for the provision of drinking water. Such study shall include, but
shall not be limited to, a survey of the nature, extent, and caruses of
such contamination and the extent to which existing State and Federal
law controls such contamination.
(92) Not later than one year after the enactment of this Act the
A-dministrator shall submit the results of such study to the OongreHI't
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along with 81/.Ch legislative recommendations as he may deem appropriate.
M(d) To carry out the provisions of this section, there is hereby
authorized to be appropriated ~ ~ e-at the )'lPevisioH:s &F tJHe eeetiefl: not to exceed $14,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974;
not to exceed $23,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975; and
not to exceed $31,000,000 for the fisoal year ending June 30 1976.
Sums appropriated pursuant to this section shall remain available for
obligation through the close of the following fiscal year.
RURAL WATER SURVEY

SEc. 9. (a) The Administrator shall (after consultation with the
Secretary of Agriculture and the several States) enter into such arrangements with public or private entities as may be appropriate to
conduct a survey of the quantity, quality, and availability eP of rural
drinking water supplies. Such survey shall include, but not be limited
to, the consideration of the number of residents in each rural area(1) presently being inadequately served by a public or private
drinking wa.ter supply system, or by an individual home drinking
water supply system;
(2) presently havinginadequate access to or no access to drinking water; and
(3) who, due to the absence or inadequacy of a drinking water
supply system, are exposed to an increased health hazard.
(b) Such survey shall be completed within two years of the date
of enactment of this Act and a final report thereon submitted, not later
than six months after the completion of such survey, to the President
for transmittal to the Congress. Such report shall include recommendations for improving rural water supplies.
(c) To carry out the provisions of this section, there is hereby authorized to be 'appropriated ffl ettPey' ett(; the flPOVtSiOfl:S ffi tJHe seetiofl:
not to exceed $1,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974;
not to exceed $2,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975; and
not to exceed $1,000,000 for the fiscal year ending Ju,ne 30, 1976.
SPECIAL STUDY AND DE1tiONSTRATION PROJECT GRANTS

SEc. 10. (a) The Administrator is authorized to make grants to
appropriate public and private agencies, institutions, water supply
utilities, and individuals for the purposes of assisting in the development and demonstration of any project which 'Will( 1) s,sststffig ffi the develo)'lmeftt ftft4 demoH:stPatiofl: &F aey
pPojeet whieh will, demonstrate a new or improved method, approach, or technology for providing a safe supply of drinking
water to the public in both urban and rural areas of the Nation;
and
( 2) assi~tiH:g .ffi .the d.evelo)'lmeH:t ftft4 demoH:stPatiofl: a! tmy
f'Pojeet ~ ~ mvestlgate a~d demon~trate the health Implications mvolved m the reclamation, recyclmg, and reuse of waste
waters for drinking and related uses or whiCh will demonstrate
processes and methods for the safe and esthetie aesthetic preparation of such waters.
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(b) Grants made by the Administrator under this section shall
not( 1) exceed 66% per centum of the total cost of construction of
·any facility and 75 per centum of any other costs, as determined
by the Administrator ;
(2) be made for any project involving the construction or modification of any facility in any public water system in a State unless
such project has been approved by the State agency charged with
the responsibility for safety of drinking water; and
(3) be made for any project unless the Administrator determines, after consulting the Council, that such project will serve
. a useful purpose relating to the development and demonstration
of new or improved techniques, methods, or technologies for the
provision of safe water to the public for drinking or other useful
purposes.
(c) Nothing in this section shall affect the authority of the Administrator to make grants for Alaska village safe water and pollution
elimination or control demonstration projects under section 113 of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act fW Stat:~ (33 U.S.O. 1,66).
(d) JLer the 'f*l:PPeseB ei this seetion To carry out the provisions of
this section, there is hereby authorized to be appropriated not to emceed $2,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974; not to emceed
$5,000,000 for the fiscal year ending .Tune 30, 1975; and not to emceed
$10,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976.
STATE DRINKING WATER SUPPLY PROGRAMS 6RAU'f'S

SEc. 11. (a) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated not to
emceed $8,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974; not to emceed $15,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975; and not to
emceed $21,300,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, for grants
to the States to assist them in establishing and maintaining adequate
programs to assure the safety of public drinking water.
(b) From the stuns available pttFsttant t6 for any fiscal year under
subsection (a) ioF- e,ey Hsettl yettP of this section the Administrator
shall from time to time make payments to the several States in accordance with regulations. S1wh payments shall be made on the basis
of (1) the population, (2) the financial needs, and (3) the extent of
the actual or potential water supply problem, except that any such
payment shall not be greater than an amount equal to two-thirds of
the cost of any such State program. No State shall receive less than 1
per centum of the annual appropriation for grants under this section:
Provided, That the Administrator may, by regulation, reduce such
percentage in accordance with the criteria specified under this subsection: And provided further, That such percentage shall not apply to
grants allotted ~o _Guam, American Samoa, or the Virgin Islands.
(c) The AdmmiStrator shall pay to each State an amount equal to
its allotment. under s?bsection (b) for the purposes of defraying the
cost of carrymg out 1ts State plan approved under subsection (d) of
this section, including the cost of training personnel for State and local
public water supply work and the cost of administering the State plan.
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Such payments shall not be made if such plan has not been approved
. .
.
by the Administrator.
(d) The Administrator shall approve any plan whwh UJ submztted
by a State for establishing and maintaining a ~rogram to assure t~e
safety of public drinking water wffleh is Sttbm:Itted by t.fte 8te.te; If
such plan- ·
.
. .
(1) provides for the formal adopt~on by the State of.drinkm~
water standards which are no less strmgent than the natiOnal primary drinking water standards prescribed under section 4 of this
Act·
provides for the adoption.by the State.of appropriate regulations and procedures for the rmplementatwn and enforcement
of such State standards;
( 3) provides for administration or for the supervision. of administration of the plan by the State agency charged with the
responsibility for the safety of drinking water;
( 4) sets forth the plans, policies, and procedures to be followed
in carrying out the State plan;
( 5) provides for such accounting, budgeting, and other fiscal
methods and procedures as are necessary for the proper and efficient administration of the plan ;
(6) provides that the appropriate State agency will make annual reports, or such more frequent reports as the Administrator
may reasonably require, in such form and containing such information as he may require ;
(7) provides for the establishment of an emergency plan of
action for each public water system within the State for use in
case of an .emergency affecting the safety of the treated drinking
water or the effective operation of the treatment facility, including
provision for emergency reserves or alternate sources of water
suitable for drinking and culinary purposes; and
( 8) provides for the implementation of a standards violation
notification procedure, whePeby under" which any supplier of water
found to be in violation of any Federal or Stftte drinking water
standard will be required to so notify its customers, in transmitting water bills or through other appropriate means, of the
nature and extent and possible health effects of such violation
and the remedial measures which will be taken to correct the
problem.
(e) If a State plan has been approved, and the Administrator subsequently finds that such plan is being unreasonably deviated from
to any significant extent, the Administrator is authorized to terminate
any further payments to such State under this section. ~ Stieft Stftte:
(f) Any approval or disapproval of a State plan under subsection
(d) of this section, or termination of payments under subsection (e)
of this section, shall be in accordance with and subject to the procedures and judicial review provisions of section 12 of this Act.
(g) For the purposes of determining whether any State plan approved under subsection (d) of this section is being unreasonably
deviated from to any significant extent, the Administrator shall cause

o;h
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to be made, at least once every three years, a complete audit of such
Staw's water supply programs.
REGULATIONS, .PROCEDURE, AND JUDICIAL REVIEW

SEc. 12. (a) (1) At his own initiative, or upon the petition of any
person, the Administrator is authorized to issue regulations to carry
out the purposes of this Act. tmd oo He may amend or rescind such
regulations at any time.
W (2) The Administrator shall publish any regulations proposed
under this Act, or proposals to amend or rescind such regulations,
and his justification therefor in the Federal Register at least sixty
days prior to the time when such regulations shall become final. The
Administrator shall also publish in the Federal Register a notice of
all petitions received under subseetieft -fat paragraph (1) of this subsection, and, if such petition is denied, his reasons therefor. Such
notice shall identify the purpose of the petition and include a statement of the availability of any data submitted in support o£ such
petition. If any person adversely affected by a proposed regulation
files objections and requests a public hearing within forty-five days of
the date of publication of the proposed regulation, the Administrator
shall grant such request. If such public hearing is held, final regulations shall not be promulgated by the Administrator until after the
conclusion of such hearing. All public hearings authorized by this
subsection shall consist of the oral and written presentation of data,
views, or arguments in accordance with such conditions or limitations
as the Administrator may make applicable thereto.
W (3) Proposed and final regulations issued under this Act shall
set forth findings of fact on which the re~ulations are based and the
relationship of such findings to the regulations issued.
W (b) Except as expressly modified by the provisions of this
section, the provisions of chapter 5, o£ title 5 of the United States
Code, shall apply to proceedings conducted by the Administrator under this Act.
ftl+ (c) (1) Any judicial review of final regulations promulgated tmder this Act shall be in accordance with section 701-706 of
title 5, United States Code, except that, with respect to relief pending review, no stay of an Agency action may be granted unless the
reviewing court determines that the party seeking such stay ~ is
likely to prevail on the merits in the review proceeding and fSt will
suffer irreparable harm pending such proceeding.
+f.t (92) If the party seeking judicial review applies to the court
for leave to adduce additional evidence, and shows to the satisfaction of the court either f±+ that the information is mawrial and
was not available at the time of the proceeding before the Administor or -fQt th~t failure to .il!clude such eviden~e. in the proceeding was an arbitrary or capncwus act of the Admm1strator, the court
may order such additional evidence (and evidence in rebuttal thereof)
to be taken before the Administrator, and to be adduced upon the
hearing, in such manner and upon such terms and conditions as oo
the court may deem proper. The AdJ?inistrator may modify his finding as to the facts, or make new findmgs, by reason of the additional
evidence so taken, and he shall file with the court such modified or
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new findings, and his recommendation, if any, for the modification or
:setting aside of his original order, with the return of such additional
-evidence.
RECORDS

SEc. 13. (a) E¥eey Each supplier of water who is subject to
a standard prescribed under section 4 of this A.ct or each grantee shall
establish and maintain such records, make such reports, and provide
such information as the Administrator shall reasonably require to
assist him in establishing standards and regulations under this Act
and in determining whether such person has acted or is acting in compliance with this Act. Suppliers of water and other persons subject
to State enforcement under section 4fe+ 5 of this Act shall submit such
reports and make availab]e such records and information to the approl~riate State agency for inclusion in State reports required under sectiOn 11 (d) (6) of this Act.
(b) Any officer or employee duly designated by the Administrator,
upon presenting appropriate credentials and a written notice of inspection authority to any supplier o.f water subject to a standard prescribed under section 4 of this Act or any grantee (or person in charge
<Of any of its property), is authorized to enter any establishment, e11
facility, or other property of such~ supplier of water or grantee
in order to determine whether such person supplieP e11 gpafttee has
-acted or is acting in compliance with this Act. iReludiHg ~ t.ftis p-HPpese; iRspeetioR Such officer or employee may inspect, at reasonable
times, &f records, files, papers, processes, controls, and facilities, OP iB
.6f'der :i;o and may test any feature of a public water system, including
its raw water source. Each inspection shall be commenced and completed with reasonable promptness and the such supplier of water
<Or grantee notified of the results of such ins~ection.
(c) For purposes of this section, the term ' grantee" means any person who receives financial assistance under this Act.
STATE REGULATIONS

SEc. 14. Nothing in this Act shall affect the authority of any State
or local government to establish drinking water standards or to make
other requirements for purposes similar to those contained in this Act,
except that any such standards or requirements shall not be less stringent than the requirements of this Act or regulations tftepeuRdeP
issued ~tnder this A.ct.
PROHIDITED ACTS

SEc. 15. The following acts and the causing thereof are prohibited:
(1) t}:le .failure to comply with any fmal regulation issued by
the Administrator paFsuaRt :i;o under this Act, except that noncompliance with a national secondary drinking water standard
under section 4 (b) of this Act is not prohibited;
(2) the failure or refusal to establish and maintain records,
make reports, and provide information as required under section
13 (a) of this Act ;
( 3) the refusal to allow entry and inspection .of establishment~,
facilities, or other property pursuant to sectiOn 13 (b) of this
Act; or
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( 4) the .failure of any person to comply with any order issued
under section &f6t (b) of this Act.
PENALTIES .AND REMEDIES

SEc. 16. (a) Any person willfully violating section 15 of this Act
shall on conviction be fined not more than $15,080 for each day of
violation or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both.
(b)( 1) Any person 'fl:et wiH£ally violating section 15 of this Act
other tlia!n willfully shall be liable to the United States for a civil
penalty of a sum which is not more than $10,000 for each day of violation, to be assessed by the Administrator after notice and opportunity
for an adjudicative hearing conducted in accordance with section 554
of title 5, United States Code, and after he the Administrator has considered the nature, circumstances, and extent of such violation, the
practicability of compliance with the provisions violated, and any
good-faith efforts to comply with such provisions.
(2) ~ ie.Hl:H'e e4' If the offending party fail8 to pay the Buch
civil penalty, the Administrator may commence an action in an appropriate district court of the United States for such relief as may be
appropriate or may request the Attorney General to commence such
an action.
(c) The Attorney General or the Administrator may bring an action
in the appropriate district court of the United States for equitable
relief to redress a violation by any person of any provision of section
15 of this Act. tlfifl The district courts of the United States shall have
jurisdiction to grant such relief as the equities of the case may require.
cmzEN

CIVIL ACTION

SEc. 17, (a) Except as provided in subsection (b) of this section,
any person may commence a civil action for injunctive relief on his
own behalf, whenever such action constitutes a case or controversy(!) against any person (including (i) the United States, and
(ii) any other governmental instrumentality or agency to the extent permitted by the eleventh amendment to the Constitution)
who is alleged to be in violation of any national primary drinking
water standard promulgated under section 4 of this Act, or
·
( 2) against the Administrator where tbere is alleged a failure of
the Administrator to perform any act or duty under this Act
which is not discretionary with the Administrator. Any action
brought against the Administrator under this paragraph shall be
brought in the District Court of the District of Columbia.
The district courts shall have jurisdiction over suits brought under
this section, without regard to the amount in controversy or the citizenship of the farties.
(b) No civi action may be commenced( 1) under subsection (a) ( 1) ofthis section( A) prior to sixty days after the plaintiff has given notice
of the violation ( i) to the Administrator, ( ii) to any alleged
violator of such standard and (iii) to the State in which the
violation occurs,
(B) if the Administrator, the Attorney General, or the
State has commenced and is diligently prosecuting a civil
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action in a court of the United States to require compliance
with such standard, but in any such action any person may
intervene as a matter of right.
(2) under subsection .(a) (2) ?f this section.prior to sixty ~a;vs
after the plaintiff has giVen notice of such actwn to the AdminiStrator. Notice under this subsection shall be given in such manner
as the Administrator shall prescribe by regulation.
(c) In any action under this section, the Administrator or the Attorney General, if not a party, may intervene as a matter of right.
(d) The court, in issuing any final order in any action brought pursuant to subsection (a) of this section, may award costs of litigation
(including reasonable attorney and expert witness fees) to any party
whenever the court determines such an award is approJ?riate.
(e) Nothing in this section shall restrict any right whiCh any person
(or class of persons) may have under any statute or common law to
seek enforcement of any national primary drinking water standard or
to seek any other relief.
CONFIDENTIALITY

SEc. 18. (a) Copies of (1) any communications, documents, reports,
or other information received or sent by the Administrator or (2) the
results of any drinking water quality analyses or other information
pertaining to drinking water quality possessed by the Administrator
shall be made available to the public upon identifiable request, and at
reasonable cost unless such information may not be publicly released
under the terms of subsection (b) of this sectiOn.
(b) ( 1) The Administrator or any officer or employee of the Agency
or the Council established under section 7 of this Act shall not disclose any information which concerns or relates to a trade secret referred to in section 1905 of title 18, United States Corle, except that
such information may be disclosed by the Administrator( A) to other Federal Government departments, agencies, and
officials for official use, upon request, and with reasonable need for
such information;
(B) to committees of Congress having jurisdiction over the
subject matter to which the information relates;
(C) in any judicial proceeding under a court order formulated
to .P;reserve the con!identiality o:f such information without impairing the proceeding;
(D) i:f relevant in any proceeding under this Act, except that
such disclosure shall preser:ve the confidentiality to the extent
possible without impairing the proceeding; and ·
(E) to the public in order to protect their health, after notice
and opportunity for comment in writing or for discussion in
closed session within fifteen days by the person to which the information apJ?ertains (if the delay resulting from such notice
and opportumty for comment would not be detrimental to the
public health) .
.
In no event shall the names or other means of identification o:f injured
persons be made public without their express written consent.
( 2) Nothing contained in this section shall be demed to require the
release of any information described by subsection (b) of section 552,

r
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title 5, United States Code, or which is otherwise protected by law
from disclosure to the public.
(c) Any communication from a person to the Administrator or any
other employee of the Environmental Protection Agency concerning
a matter presently under consideration in a rulemaking or adjudicative proceeding in the Environmental Protection Agency shall be
made a part of the public file of that proceeding unless it is communication entitled to protection under subsection (b) of this section•.
FEDERAL FACILITIES

SEc. 19. (a) Except as provided for in subsection (b) of this sec-tion, each Federal department or agency having jurisdiction over any
building, installation, or other property, which is or will be served·
by a federally owned or maintained public water system, shall comply
with all national primary drinking water standards prescribed under·
section 4 of this Act and shall, to the maximum extent practicable
comply with any national secondary drinking water standard prescribed under such section.
(b) The Administrator may waive compliance with the requirements of subsection (a) of this section, in whole or in part, upon.
receiving information from the Secretary of Defense or from the
Secretary of the Department in which the United States Coast Guard
is operating that such waiver is in the interest of national security.
Upon the issuance of such a waiver, the Administrator shall publish
in the Federal Register a notice that the waiver was granted for good
cause shown by the Secretary of Defense or by the Secretary of the
Department in which the United States Coast Guard is operating.,.
in the interest of national security, unless the Administrator has been
requested by the applicable Secretary to omit such publication because
it would be contrary to the interests of national security.
RELATIONSHIP TO OTHEP. LAWS

SEc. 20. The authority of the Secretary of Health, Education, and·
Welfare to regulate bottled drinking water under the Federal Food,.
Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 321, et seq.) shall be repealed on
the effective date of initial national primary drinking water standards
pertaining to bottled drinking water under section 4 of this Act.
AUTHORIZATION FOR APPROPRIATIONS

SEC. 21. In addition to the authorizations for appropriations contained in sections 8, 9, 10, and 11 of this Act, there are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be necessary, but not to
exceed $8,000,000,$11,000,000, and $13,000,000, for the fiscal years ending on June 30, 1974, June 30, 1975, and June 30, 1976, respectively,.
for the purposes and administration of ~ this Act.
·
AGENCY CoMMENTS

The following agency comments were received by the committeeon S: 433 and S. 1735.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
Washington, D.O., February 27,1973.
Hon. SPIRO T. AGNEW,
President of the Senate,
Washington, D.O.
DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: I am pleased to transmit a proposed bill, "The
Safe Drinking vVater Act of 1973," which is designed "to assure that
the public is provided with safe drinking water, and for other purposes."
The proposed bill is forwarded in accordance with the Environmental and National Resources State of the Union Message of the Presi.dent.
The Safe Drinking Water Act of 1973 would provide an effective
solution to the problem associated with providing safe drinking water
for the public. The legislation would insure that adequate standards
are developed, require that citizens receive prompt notification if their
drinking water fails to meet health standards, and provide that primary enforcement, reporting, and monitoring authorities will rest
with State and local governments where they properly belong. The
proposal is essentially a preventive measure intended to assure safe
drinking water now and for the future.
Under the proposed bill, the Administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency would establish national mandatory drinking
water standards, designed to protect the public health. Recommendatory standards relating to non-health characteristics of drinking water
would also be issued. States would have responsibility for implementing and assuring compliance with the mandatory national standards.
In the event of non-compliance, the supplier of water would be obliged to notify users, the State, and EPA. We believe that the public
awareness to be achieved through the notification requirement will best
assure continuing safe drinking water to the Nation. Additional assurance of compliance would be achieved through a citizen suit provision. Direct Federal enforcement would be available in the event of
an imminent health hazard. Research and studies addressed to drinking water supply problems would also be provided.
We recommend that the bill be referred to the appropriate Committee for consideration and that it be enacted.
The Office of Management and Budget has advised that the enactment of this proposed legislation would be in accord with the program
of the President.
Sincerely yours,
WILLIAM D. RucKELSHAus,
Administrator.
Enclosure.

u.s.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
Washington, D.O., J'U!ne 6, 1973.
Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce,
V.S. Senate, Washington, D .0.
DF..AR MR. CILURliiAN: This is in response to your request for the
comments of the Environmental Protection Agency on S. 433, the
"Safe Drinking Water Act of 1973."
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The bill requires the Administrator of EPA to promulgate national
primary and secondary drinking water standards. Primary standards
are to be health-based and shall mclude not only constituent levels for
contaminants, but also operation, maintenance, surveillance, and monitoring requirements. Furthermore, standards for construction and site
selectiOn to protect facilities from floods and other natural disasters
are mandated. The Administrator has an option of establishing
standards, among other things, for treatment, storage, and distribution facilities. Secondary standards are to be based on aesthetic considerations such as taste, odor, and appearance. Responsibility for enforcing primary standards is largely the responsibility of the States,
but procedural mechanisms are available to the Administrator that
allow him to act if the States fail to do so. In case of secondary ·
standards, the Administrator shall notify a State when he learns that
a supplier is not in compliance. If the State fails to take remedial
action within a reasonable time, the Administrator shall publicly notify
users of the system of the violation.
In addition to the standard-setting and enforcement capabilities
conferred upon him, the Administrator is empowered to conduct research, assist others in their research efforts, provide technical assistance, conduct training programs, and initiate a demonstration _grant
program. The bill also authorizes State program grants for States
whose plans are approved by the Administrator.
The bill also provides for the establishment of a National Drinking
vVater Advisory Council to advise the Administrator. Additional provisions provide for citizen suits and the regulation of bottled drinking
water.
The Environmental Protection Agency is in accord with the objectives of this legislation. However, we believe that the Administration's
bill (S. 1735), possesses certain features that make its enactment preferable to that of S. 433.
The most important point in favor of the Administration's bill is
its recognition of the importance of State and local efforts in providing the Nation with safe drinking water. In recognition of this fact,
S. 1735 provides for a distinct division of labor between Federal, State,
and local authorities, with the Federal role circumscribed to those activitiP$ for which it is best suited; standard setting and requiring adequate monitoring of the quality of the Nation's drinking water at its
point of use.
This division of labor has several implications for the Administration's bill. First, the scope of the primary health-related standards is
limited in S. 1735 to constituent limits, and monitoring and reporting
ents found in
requirements. The operation and maintenance re ·
S. 433 are, we believe, better left to State and
1 determination.
Variances in the character of treatment systems around the countryfrom the cold northern to the warm southern climates--make a Federal
standard for operation and maintenance clearly inappropriate. We feel
focusing Federal attention at the point of use serves to take full advantage of Federal standard setting capabilities without displacing State
and local responsibility.
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A second implication of recognizing the importance of State and
local efforts is in enforcement. The broad scope of the primary standards under S. 433 coupled with the backup Federal enforcement
mechanism of section 5 holds out the possibility of far-flung and intensive Federal enforcement actions. In contrast, S. 1'735 embodies a
self-executing enforcement mechanism that precludes the need for an
extensive Federal presence in the enforcement area. Under the Administration's bill violation of a primary standard calls into play an
automatic notification procedure that in conjunction with citizen suits
and State enforcement efforts allows for a low Federal profile.
We also believe that the Federal role with regard to secondary
(aesthetic) standards should be even more limited. Since these standards will vary greatly from place to place, we feel they should be
completely under State and local control. Furthermore, the fact that
they are based on aesthetics would seem to make it a local decision as to
whether the costs of their adoption are in line with what the State
or locality desires to pay for aesthetic benefits. We therefore believe
that S. 1735, by providing only for the issuance of recommended secondary standards for adoption by State and local agencies, lays out
the appropriate Federal role.
Our concern for State and local initiative also leads us to argue
against the enactment of the State program grant provisions of S. 433.
Such grants would have several undesirable side effects. State and
local initiative would be weakened since EPA would be fundina programs and setting priorities in an area of traditional State and local
responsibility. Furthermore, both the Congress and the Administration have been concerned with the proliferation of categorical aid programs and these grants would only exacerbate this problem. It is our
belief that the costs of treatment, testing and monitoring should be
borne by the users of the water supply. Experience has shown that an
adequate safe drinking water program can be funded from State and
local sources.
We also recommend against establishing a statutory National Drinking Water Advisory Council to assist the Administrator on matters
ariSing under this legislation. The Administrator will (and as a matter
of fact has sought such advice in the past) need to seek advice from
outside experts, but we do not believe it is necessary to establish another statutory advisory committee.
·
The inclusion of bottled water within S. 433's regulatory scheme is
another provision we do not recommend be enacted. The Food and
Drug Administration has an ongoing program in this area and adequate legal authority to insure the safety of bottled water. vVe can see
no reason for duplicating FDA's efforts.
Accor · y, we recommend enactment of S. 1735, the Administration's Sa Drinking Water Act of 19'73 in lieu of S. 433.
We are advised by the Office of Management and Budget that the
submission of this report is in accord with the program of the
President.
Sincerely yours,
RoBERT W. FRr,
Aoting Admini8trator.
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CoMPTROLLER GENERAL oF THE UNITED STATES,
Washington, D.O., May 17, 1973.
Ron. VVARREN G. MAGNUSoN,

Chairman, Committee on Commerce,

.u.s. Senate.

DEAR Mn. CHAm~rAN: By letter o£ March 1, 1973, you requested
our comments on S. 433, 93d Congress, a bill which i£ enacted would
be cited as the "Safe Drinking Water Act o£ 1973."
S. 433 would authorize the Administrator o£ the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to issue standards for drinking water to
assure that the public is provided with an adequate and wholesome
supply o£ water for drinking and other human uses.
Sections 8(b) (3) and 10(a) would authorize the Administrator of
the Environmental Protection Agency to make grants to public and
private agencies, institutions, water supply utilities, and individuals.
However, there is no provision in the bill authorizing the Comptroller
General, or his representative, to have access £or the purpose o£ audit
to the records o£ the recipients o£ the Federal grants proposed in the
bill. Such authority is provided to the Comptroller General with respect to grants-in-aid to States pursuant to section 202 o£ the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act o£ 1968 (82 Stat. 1101). We recommend that similar authority be provided with respect to recipients o£
Federal funds below the State level as well as other recipients under
the proposed legislation. This could be accomplished by adding two
new subsections to section 13 o£ the bill as follows:
(d) Each recipient o£ Federal assistance under this Act, pursuant
to grants, subg-rants, contracts, subcontracts, loans or other arrangements, entered into other than by formal advertising, and which are
otherwise authorized by this Act, shall keep such records as the
Administrator shall prescribe, including records which fully disclose
the amount and disposition by such recipient o£ the proceeds o£ such
assistance, the total cost o£ the project or undertaking in connection
with which such assistance is given or used, the amount o£ that portion o£ the cost o£ the project or undertaking supplied by other
sources. and such other records as will facilitate an effective audit.
(e) The Administrator and the Comptroller General o£ the United
States, or any o£ their duly authorized representatives, shall, until
the. expiration o£ three years after completion o£ the project or undertaking referred to in subsection (d) o£ this section, have access £or
the purpose o£ audit and examination to any books, documents, papers
and records o£ such recipients which in the opinion o£ the Administrator or the Comptroller General may be related or pertinent to the
grants, contracts, subcontracts, subgrants, loans, or other arrangements referred to in subsection (d).
On page 24, line 20, "section 4 (c)" should be changed to "section
5." On page 26, line 13, "section 5 (d) " should be changed to "section
.5(b)."
Sincerely yours,
PAUL G. DEMBLING,

For the Comptroller General
of the United States.
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GENERAL CouNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE,
lVashington, D .0., June 1, 1973.
Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce,
U.S.Senate, Wa.shington,D.O.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Reference is made to your request for the
views of the Department of De,£ense with respect to S. 433, a bill "To
:assure that the public is provided with an adequate quantity of safe
drinking water, and for other purposes."
It is noted that the Administration's proposal, covering the same
subject matter asS. 433, has been introduced asS. 1735. Accordingly,
the Department of Defense recommends the enactment of S. 1735 in
lieu of S. 433.
However, if notwithstanding the above, favorable consideration is
given to S. 433, the Department of Defense strongly supports the retention of the waiver provision included as section 19 (b) of the bill.
The Office of Management and Budget advises that, from the standpoint of the Administration's program, there is no objection to the
submission of this report for the consideration o.f the Committee.
Sincerely,
L. N IEDERLEHNER,
Acting General Counsel.
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
W,ashington, D.O., June 4,1973.
Ron. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce,
U.S. Senate, lVa.shington, D.O.
DEAR MR. CHAIRl\IAN : This is in response to your request for our best
~stimate of each State's share of the drinking water supply program
grants that would be authorized under S. 433. The grants would be
distributed to the States in accordance with regulations on the basis
of ( 1) population, ( 2) financial need, and ( 3) the extent of the actual
or potential water supply problem existing in the State.
Attached is a table which indicates the estimate of the share for each
State under each o.f the criteria set ont in the bill and how each estimate was determined. We have not determined how the several criteria set out in the bill should be weighted or if in fact each should
be given equal weight in arriving at each State's share. We assume this
could be provided for in the regulations authorized under the program grants section.
These estimates of each State's share is provided on an informational basis in response to vour request and of course do not represent
an endorsement of the State program grants concept in S. 433. As we
stated in our testimony on this legislation on May 31, we recommend
against enactment of the State program grant provisions. We believe
that an adequate safe drinking water program can and should be
funded from State and local sources.
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We are advised by the Office of Management and Budget that there
is no objection to the submission of this report from the standpoint
of the Administration's program.
Sincerely yours,
RoBERT G. RYAN,

Acting Director,
Office of Legislation.
Attachment.
DISTRIBUTION oF STATE PROGRAM GRANT FuNDS

S. 433, the Safe Drinking Water Act of 1973, would provide water
supply program grants to assist the States in the conduct of effective
water supply programs. The Act indicates that the funds are to be
distributed on the basis of: (1) the population; (2) the extent of the
actual or potential water supply problem; and (3) the financial need.
The attached table contains a distribution of grant funds, based
upon the three stated criteria. The figures were derived as follows:
(1) Population-Basic population data was obtained from the 1972
Statistical Abstract of the U.S. The population distribution is theresult of dividing the State population by the total population for the
States and other political entities as defined in the Act.
(2) Extent of the Problem-The extent of the actual or potential
water supply problems could take into account the degree of compliance of each water supply system with Standards to be promulgated
under the Act and the seriousness of the deficiencies. However, only
limited datain a small number of States is currently available to depict the problem. Furthermore, each State would be required to maintain the surveillance over all water supply systems subject to the Act
and to carry out other activities that would not be in direct proportion
to the problem. Therefore, it is felt that a more appropriate measure
of the problem is the cost of an adequate State water supply program.
This was developed by multiplying the estimated number of water
supply systems in each State by the surveillance cost per system. The
results for each State was then represented as a percentage of the
total cost for all States.
(3) Financial Need-The financial need was calculated as the average national per capita income divided by the average State per capita
income and then normalized to 100%. Income figures for 1970, as listed
in the 1971 Statistical Abstract, were utilized for the 50 States and
the District of Columbia. Comparable data for Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands, Guam and American Samoa was not available, therefore, for
the purpose of these calculations they were assumed to be the same
as the national average.
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DISTRIBUTION OF STATE PROGRAM GRANT FUNDS

State
.COnnecticut
••• --------Maine_________________
Massachusetts.. _________
NewlHampshire
•• ---- __
,Rhode
Island ___________
VermonL
••.____________
_---- _----tlew
Jersey
New York ______________
Puerto Rico ____________
Virgin Islands__________
Delaware._--------- ___
District of Columbia _____
Maryland ____________ -l'~n~sylvania _______ ---V1rgm1a
•••••••••••••
--West
Virginia
___________
Alabama. ____________ -Florida.--------------Georgia
________ ------ __
Kentucky __________ ---Mississippi..••• __ •• -.-_
tlorth Clrolina _________
South Carolina.. ________
Tennessee ••• -------_-IHinois. _------------ __
Indiana __________ -----Michigan._------ __ -- __
Minnesota ••• ____ ------

Percent
populalion

Percent
program
cost

1.47
.48
2. 76
.36
.46
.21
3.48
8.85
1.32
.03
.27
.37
1.90
5.72
2.26

1.19
. 47
1.32

.85

1.67
3.29
2. 23
1.56
1. 08
2.47
1.26
1.90
5.39
2.52
4.31
1.85

.36

.17
.55
1.71
5.57
.41
.01
.15
. 07
1. 01
3.80
3.13
1.60
1.35
3.70
4.26
1. 28
1.75
4.84
1.16
1.37
4.63
1.45
1.95
1.83

Relative
financial
need
percent
I. 36
2.03
1.53
1. 82
1.68
1.88
1.45
1.38
1.68
1.68
1.55
1.19
1. 55
1. 68
1.83
2.24
2.32
1.83
2.00
2.15
2.57
2.07
2.25
2.15
1.46
1.75
1.63
1.73

State

Percent
populalion

Percent
program

5.17
2.14
.93
I. 77
.49
1. 24
5.43
1.37
1.09
2.27
.72
1.07
.34

2. 75
1. 91
1. 22
1.70
.91
1.63
7.32
2.01
1.62
2.33
1.34
1.12
.52

.32
• 51
.16

1.18
1.05

Ohio._-------------__
Wisconsin ______________
Ark~~---------------

lOUISiana ••••••• c••••••
New Mexico ____________
Oklahoma ______________
Texas.------------ ____
Iowa _______ ------ _____
Kansas ________________
Missouri. ______________
Nebraska.----------__
Colorado
_______________
Montana _______________
North Dakota ___________
South Dakota.. __________
Utah.----------------Wyoming
__ ---------- __
Arizona ________________
Calito.~nia._ ---- ________
Hawan
----------- ___
Nevada••
________________
American Samoa ________
Guam._--------------Alaska. ___ ---------- __
Idaho. __
------------ __
________________
~on

ington. --------- __

.30

.86

9.68
.37
.24
.01

cost

.54

.28

2.27
13.07
.24
.22

.04

.15
.35
1.01
1.65

.09
.02
.19

.68

1.38
1.32

Relative
financial
need
percent
1.65
1.77
2.40
2.15
2.15
2.02
I. 87
1. 77
1. 73
1.80
1.78
1.75
1.95
2. 24
2.07
2.05
1.92
1. 85
1. 46
1.45
1.45
1.68
1.68
1.41
2.05
1.78
1.65

U.S.

Mr.

ENVIRONMENTAL PRoTEoTION AGENOY,
W atJhington, D.O., JWM 6, 1973~
MICHAEL BROWNLEE,

Oomnnittee on Oomnnerae, V .S. Senate,
W atJhington, D.O.

DEAR MIKE: In accordance with your request attached is the supplemental information to our letter to Senator Magnuson of June 4 concerning the possible distribution of State water supply propm
grants under S. 433. We are also enclosing a breakdown by acti~ of
the funding projections of the Administration's Safe Drill.king Water
Act of 1973 as you requested.
·
Please advise us if we can be of further assistance.
Sincerely yours,
ROBERT G. RYAN,
Acting Direct0'1,
Otflce of Legislation.

Attachments.
DISTRmUTION OF STATE PROGRUt: GRANT

Fmms

Combination of Factors:
Attachment A consists of the three factors, by State, that are used
in the calculation of grant fund distribution among the States.
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Percent population is the distribution of the total population among
the various States.
Percent program cost is the distribution of the total cost of conducting adequate State water supply surveillance programs.
Relative financial need (percent) is based upon the inverse of the
State per capita income divided by the national per capita income.
Attachment B consists of the combination of the three faetors in
three different ways.
The equal weight method is the arithmetic average of the three·
factors.
The 20-40-40 and the 10-45-45 are the adjusted weight arithmetic·
averages of the three factors.
.
.
ATTACHMENT A
DISTRIBUTION OF STATE PROGRAM GRANT FUNDS

Percent
population

State
Connecticut. •• : ••••••••
Maine. __ •••••••• ---- ••
Massachusetts ••••••••••
New Hampshire ••••••••
Rhode Island •••••••••••
Vermont. ___ •••••••••••
New Jersey ____________
New Yor~--,0,----.--'·-Puerto Roco •• ----------.
Virgin Islands _______ : __
Delaware_------------District of Columbia _____
Maryland ________ -----Pennsylvania •••••••••••
Virginia ________ ••••••••
West Virginia •••••••••••
Alabama •••• __ ••••••• -Flori <fa ••••••••••••••••
Georgia ••••••••••••••••
Kentucky. ____ •• c.--- __
Mis-sissippi., _____ , __ , __
North Carolina •••••••••
South.
Carolina
••• -----Tennessee
_____________
Illinois ________________
Indiana _______ ------- __
Michigan_._----------Minnesota.------------

Relative
financial
need
(percent)

Percent
program
cost

1.47
. 48
2. 76
.36
. 46
. 21
3. 48
.. 8.85
I. 32

.03

. 27
.37
I. 90
5. 72
2. 26
. 85
1.67
3.29
2. 23
I. 56
1.08
2.47
I. 26
I. 90
5.39
2.52
4. 31
I. 85

1.19
. 47
1; 32
.36
.17
. 55
1.71
,5.57
. .41
.01
.15
. 07
I. 01
3. 80
'3.13
I. 60
1.35
3. 70
4. 26
1.2&1.75
4. 84
1.16
l.'J7
4. 63
I. 45
1.95.
I. 83

:

1.36
2. 03
1.53
I. 82
I. 68
I. 88
I. 45
1.38
I: 68
1:68
I. 55
I. 19
I. 55
I. 68
I. 83
2.24
2.32
I. 83
2.00
2.15
2.57
2. 07
2.25
2.15
1.46
I. 75
'1.63
1.73

State
Ohio .• ---------------Wisconsin ______________

t~~rs~~~~~ ===== == == == ~:

New Mexico ____________
Oklahoma ______________
Texas
•••. ------------Iowa __________________
'Kansas. __ • ___ • __ ·__ • ___
Missouri. ______________
Nebraska ______________
Colorado ______ , ________
Montana _________ -----North Dakota ___________
South Dakota •••••••••••
Utalt_ ----------------Wyoming •••••• ______ ••
Arizona ••••••••• ___ ••• _
California •• --------·--Hawaii.
•• _·----------Nevada ________________
American Samoa ________
Guam_---------------Alaska; .c·------------Idaho ••••••••• •-- •••••
. Oregon •• .".~ •••• : ••••••
Wasllington ••• ----·----

Percent
populalion

Percent
program
cost

Relative
financial
need
(percent}

5.17
2. 14
. 93
1.77
.49
I. 24
5. 43
I. 37
I. 09
2. 27

2. 75
I. 91
1.22
1.70
.91
I. 63
7.32
2. 01
I. 62
2.33
1.34
1.12
.52
. 54
I. IS
1.05
.28
2.27
13.07
.24
• 22
.09
.02
.19
.68
I. 38
I. 32

2.40•
2.15
2.15
2. 02
I. 87
1.77
I. 73
I. 80
1.78
I. 75
I. 95
2.24
2.07
2.05
1.92
1.85
I. 46
1.45
I. 45
I. 68
1.68
I. 41
2.05
1.7
I. 65

.72

I. 07
.34
.30
.32
• 51
.IIi
.86
9. 68
.37
• 24
.01
.04
.15
.35
1.01:
1;65

I. 65

l.n

;

ATTACHMENT B
DtsTRI'BU.TION OF STATE PROGRAM GRANT FUNDS, $8,0CO,OOC-FISCAL YEAR 1974
Percent of-

, ·Equal
weight

2a-:..,0-4o

~o::~=~~~~:==~~-:~~=~=~::==~===~=~
MassachusettS"':~ •••••c' .• -·· •• -"·:-,•. ·

!, 34
.99
:t87
• 85

Vermont. ••••••• ------------------·New Jersey _____ .------------------New York .• -----------------------Puerto Rico .•• ---------------------Virgin Islands •••• -----------------Delaware _____ •• __ -- •• -------------District of Columbia _______________ -Maryland. __ •• __ ---- •• -----.-------

. 88
2. 21
5. 27
1.14
. 57
.66
. 54
I. 49

1.30
I. 08
'1.68
.93
. 82
I. 01
I. 95
4. 54
1.09
. 67
. 73
. 56
I. 40

State

~~~d~~~~~~~::~===================

.77

In thousands10-45-45

i. 28

· L I~

I. 54
1.00
. 86
1.10
I. 75
4.00
1.06
. 75
• 77
. 59
1.33

Equal
weight
107.2'
79.2
149.6
68; 0
61.6
70.4
176.8
421.6
91.2
45.6
52. g
43.2
119. 2

20-40-40

10-45-45

104.0
86.4
134.4
74.4
65.6
80.8
156.0
363.2
87.2
53.6
58.4
44.8
112.0

.!02.4
92. g
123. 2"
80.0
68.8
88.0
140.0
320.0
84.8
60.0
61.6
47. 2"
106.4
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ATTACHMENT B-Continued
DISTRIBUTION OF STATE PROGRAM GRANT FUNDS, $8,000,000-FISCAL YEAR 1974-Continued
Percent ofState
Pennsylvania. ______________________
Virginia ______________________ -----West Virginia _______________________
Alabama ____________________ ------Florida ______________________ ._. ____
Georgia _____________________ ... ____
Kentucky _________ . ____ . ____ ----.-Mississippi. _____________________ .. _
North Carolina________________ ---South Carolina ______________________
Tennessee. _________ ... ---. __ -----Illinois _____________________________
Indiana ______ -------- ______________
Michigan _______ • _____________ . __ .-Minnesota __________________ ._---.--

~~~~oiisin= =========================
t~~~s~~~~~-:==
==== ==== ====== == == === =
New Mexico ________________________
Oklahoma ___________ •. _________ .. -Texas ________ ._ .. --.- ... ----------Iowa. ______________________ .--_._.
Kansas. _____________________ ---. __
Missouri _____________________ ---- __
Nebraska. ___ ------ ________________
Colorado ___________ -- __ .. __ -------Montana ____________________ . ______
North Dakota _______________________
South Dakota _______________________
Utah ________ .- .. ____ --------------Wyoming _____________________ ._ ... _
Arizona. _____ • __________ • __________

2:~~i~~~~==

====== == =====:
====
=== ===
Nevada _____________
• __ . ___
. _______
American Samoa. ___________________
Guam _________________ .•.... ------Alaska _______________________ -----Idaho ______________________________
Oregon ____________________________
Washington __________________ ._.-- __

In thousands-

Equal
weight

20-40-40

10-45-45

3. 73
2. 41
I. 56
1.78
3. 53
2. 83
1.66
1.80
3.13
I. 56
1.81
3.83
1.91
2.63
I. 80
3.19
I. 94
I. 52
I. 87
1.18
I. 63
4. 87
1.72
1.48
2.13
I. 28
I. 31
. 94
1.03
1.19
I. 20
. 79
I. 66
8. 07
• 69
.64
• 59
• 58
. 58
I. 03
1.39
I. 54

3. 33
2. 43
I. 70
I. 79
2. 86
2.94
I. 68
1.93
3. 24
I. 61
1.78
3. 50
I. 78
2. 29
I. 79
2. 79
I. 88
I. 62
1.89
1.31
1.69
4. 74
1.77
I. 54
2.10
1.38
1.35
I. 04
1.16
1.35
1.34
. 90
I. 81
7. 73
. 74
• 70
• 70
.67
.66
1.16
I. 46
I. 51

3. 03
2.44
I. 80
I. 80
2. 80
3. 03
I. 68
2.03
3.34
1.65
I. 76
3. 26
I. 68
2. 03
1.77
2.48
I. 85
I. 71
I. 89
1.43
I. 75
4. 67
I. 82
I. 59
2.07
I. 47
1.40
1.10
I. 28
I. 49
I. 44
1.01
1.93
7. 49
.78
. 76
• 79
• 75
• 72
I. 25
I. 52
1.49

Equal
weight

20-40-40

10-45-4!>

266.4
194.4
136.0
143.2
228.8
235.2
134.4
154.4
259. 2
128.8
142.4
280.0
142.4
183.2
143.2
223.2
150.4
129.6
151.2
104.8
135.2
379.2
141.6
123. 2
168.0
110.4
108.0
83.2
92.8
108.0
107. 2

242. 4
195.2
144.0
144. 0
224.0
242. 4
134.4
162.4
257.2
132.0
140.8
260.8
134.4
162.4
141.6
198.4
148.0
136. 8
151.2
114.4
140. (}
373.6
145. 6
127. z
165.6
117.6
112.0
88.0
102.4
119.2
115. z
80. s
154.4
599. z
62.4
60.8
63. z
60. fr
57.6
100. (}
121.6
1!9. 2

298.4
192.8
124.8
142.4
282.4
226.4
132.8
144. 0
250.4
124.8
144.8
306.4
152.8
210.4
144.0
255.2
155.2
121.6
149.6
94.4
130.4
389.6
137.6
118.4
170.4

102.4
104.8
75.2
82.4
95. 2
96.0
63.2
132.8
645.6
55.2
51.2
47.2
46.4
46.4
82.4
111.2
IZ3. 2

n.o

144.8
618.4
59.2
56.0
56.0
53.6
52.8
92.8
116.8
120.8

SAFE DRINKING WATER ACT OF 1973
[In thousands of dollars[

5-year projections of EPA costs for implementing administra·
tion bill!_______________________________________________
1

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

9, 000

15,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

Estimates include current funding levels of approximately $4,300,000 annually.
SAFE DRINKING WATER ACT OF 1973, ADMINISTRATION BILL
[Dollars in millions[
1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

Drinking water standards (sec. 4>---------------------------Monitoring and enforcement (sees. 5, 8, 15) ____________________
Imminent hazards (sec. 6) .. -------------------------------Research, technical assistance and information (sec. 7) ________

0. 3
I. 6
.6
6. 5

0. 5
2. 5
1.0
11.0

0. 5
2. 5
1.0
16.0

0. 5
3. 5
1.0
15.0

0. 5
4.1
1.2
14. 2

Total. ________________ .----------------------------

9.0

15.0

20.0

20.0

20.0

Activity

0

93o CoNGREss
~dSession

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES {
REPORT
} .
No. 93-1185

SAFE DRINKING WATER ACT

JuLY 10, 1974.-Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the State

of the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr. STAGGERs, from the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany H.R. 13002]

The Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, to whom was
referred the bill ( H.R. 13002) to amend the Public Health Service
Act to assure that the public is provided with safe drinking water, having considered the same, report favorably thereon with one amendment
and recommend that the bill as amended do pass.
The amendment strikes out all after the enacting clause and inserts
a new text which appears in italic type in the reported bill.
PURPOSE OF LEGISLATION

The purpose of the legislation is to assure that water supply systems
serving the public meet minimum national standards for protection of
public health. At present, the Environmental Protection Agency is
authorized to prescribe Federal drinking water standards only for
water supplies used by interstate carriers. Furthermore, these standards may only be enforced with respect to contaminants capable of
causing communicable disease. In contrast, this bill would ( 1) authorize the Environmental Protection Agency to establish Federal standards for protection from all harmful contaminants, which standards
would be applicable to all public water systems, and (2) establish a
joint Federal-State system for assuring compliance with these standards and for protecting underground sources of drinking water.
BRIEF SuMMARY

In summary, this legislation would( 1) (a) require the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency to prescribe national primary drinking water regulations
for contaminants which may adversely affect the public health;
(b) provide that such regulations are to apply to public water systems and are to protect health to the maximum extent feasible;
38-006
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(c) provide that interim primary regulations are to be prescribed
initially and that, after a study by the N ationa~ Academy of Sciences, .
health goals (recommended maximum contammant levels) are to be
established and revised primary regulations are to be promulgated;
(d) provide that primary regulations are to include a maximum. contaminant level, if it is feasible to monitor the level of that contaminant, or treatment technique requirements, if such monitoring is
not feasible for that contaminant;
(e) require primary regulations to include criteria and procedures
to assure compliance with the preceding requirements;
(f) authorize States which adopt and implement adequate standards
and enforcement measures to grant certain variances from the national
regulations, to grant exemptions to extend the time for compliance by
any public water system, and to establish compliance schedules, in- ·
eluding interim control measures and increments of progress;
(g) authorize the Administrator to grant variances and exemptions
in any State which :fails to adopt and implement adequate standards
and enforcement measures;
(h) authorize the Administrator to enforce national primary drinking water regulations when a State fails to assure timely compliance
with at least equally stringent requirements;
(2) authorize the Administrator to prescribe secondary drinking
water regulations designed to provide guidance to the States, but which
are not to be Federally enforceable;
(3) establish Federal-Sta.te programs to protect underground
sources of drinking water;
( 4) authorize the Administrator on a temporary basis to certify the
need for chlorine (or other water treatment substances) to be allocated
to public water systems and require the President (or his delegate) to
issue necessary allocation orders ;
( 5) provide for Federal grants to assist State surveillance and enforcement programs under the bill; and
( 6) provide for certain additional grants, loan guarantees, research
and demonstrations to assist in carrying out the above purposes. .
In general the bill provides for informal rulemaking procedures in
accordance with 5 U.S. C. 553, except in the case of actions required by
the bill to be taken on the record after notice and opportunity for a
hearing.
LEGISLATIVE BACKGROUND

a. The 9~d 0 ongress
During the 92d Congress, the Subcommittee on Public Health and
Environment held two sets of hearings on bills relating to protection
of the public health through assurance of safe community drinking
water supplies. On May 24, 25, and 26, 1971, the Subcommittee held
hearings on H.R. 1093, H.R. 5454, and H.R. 437. On May 10, 1972, a
clean bill, H.R. 14899 was introduced. Supplemental hearings upon
that bill were conducted June 7 and 8, 1972. None of the aforementioned bills were ordered reported by the full committee duriqg the
92d Congress.
..
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b. The 93d Congress
On January 3, 1973, Representatives Rogers, Kyros, Preyer, Symington, Roy, Nelsen, Hastings, and Robison introduced H.R. 1059-the "Safe Drinking Water Act."
The Administration's bilL H.R. 5368, was introduced by Represenatives Staggers and Devine, by request, on March 7, 1973. An identi~al
bill, H.R. 5395, was introduced on March 8, 1973, by Representative
Carter.
Hearings on these bills were held before the Subcommittee on Public
Health and Environment on March 8 and 9, 1973.
.
Subsequently, the Subcommittee ordered reported ns clean bil1s, H.R.
9726 and H.R. 10955. Baeh of these representPd modified versions of
H.R. 1059. Finally, on February 21, 1974, a new clean bill, H.R. 13002,
was introduced b:v Representatives Rogers, Kyros, Preyer, Symington, Roy, Nelsen, Carter, Hastings, Heinz, Hudnut, Gunter, and Robison and was ordered reported by the Subcommittee to the Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
On June 20, 1974, the Committee by voice vote (one member dissenting) ordered reported H.R. 13002, as amended.
Comparable legislation (S. 433) was passed by voice vote of the
Senate on June 22, 1973.
NEED FOR LEGISLATION

The Committee has concluded that present legislative authority is
inadequate to assure that the water supplied to the public is safe to
drink.
·
Section 361 of the Public Health Service Act authorizes the Secretary of the Department of.Health, Education, and Welfare to "make
and enforce such regulations as in his judgment are necessary to prevent the introduction, transmission, or spread of communicable
diseases." Pursuant to this provision, the Secretary promulgated regulations establishing standards for drinking water supplied to and by
interstate carriers. See 42 C.F.R. § 72, Subpart H ..Under Reorganization Plan No.3 of 1970, the authority to establish and revise drinking water standards for interstate carriers was transferred to the
Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency.
The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare had interpreted
this authority as permitting enforcement of standards only with respect to contaminants which may cause or carry a communicable
disease. Standards for contaminants which could cause chemical
poisoning or other non-communicable disease were held by the Office
of General Counsel not to be enforceable. This opinion has not been
reversed by EPA's Office of General Counsel.
Moreover, there is no provision in Federal law to protect members
of the public who are not traveling on interstate conveyances from
being supplied with drinking water which may cause {!Ommunicable
or noncommunicable illness, although it is arguable that existing
authority under section 361 of the Public Health Service Act could
be utilized in a more expansive way to deal with part of the problem
of unsafe drinking water.
.
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Some progress has been made .in protecting underground sources
'of drinkmg water. Recent amendments to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (section 402(b) (1) (D) of the Act, as amended by
P.L. 92-500) have required States seeking to operate their own dis. charge permit programs to "control the disposal of pollutants into
wells." Moreover, EPA is required to review State applications to
operate such permit systems and may disapprove such applications
if the requirements of that Act are not met.
However, while it appears that EPA may prescribe its own program to control the disposal of pollutants into wells if it disapproves
a State's permit authority application, this conclusion has not yet
been reached in any judicial decision. Moreover, the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act's restrictive definition of pollutant may prevent
any Federal control system from adequately protecting underground
drinking water sources. Finally, it appears that the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act may not authorize any regulation of deep well
injection of wastes which is not carried out in conjunction with a discharge into navigable waters. See U.S.E.P.A., Opinio-n of Acting Dep·uty General CounBel, #590, December 13, 1973. For these reasons and
for the reasons which follow, the Committee has determined that
broadened and strengthened legislation to assure safe drinking water
is necessary.
Until relatively recently the fundamental elements of life-clean
air to breathe, safe water to drink-have been taken for granted in
the United States. However, recent investigations demonstrate that
public confidence in the safety of drinking water supplies may, in
many instances, be misplaced.
During the ten-year period 1961-1970, there were 130 outbreaks of
disease or poisoning attributed to drinking water. These outbreaks
resulted in 46,374 illnesses and 20 deaths. On the average, this represents one reported waterborne outbreak per month With something
over 350 persons becoming ill.*
Furthermore, in August 1970, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare completed a representative sampling of the N ation's public water supply systems. In all, 969 systems were studied.
The major findings of the study were as follows:
·
Quality of water being delivered
Thirty-six percent of 2,600 individual tap water samples contained
one or more bacteriological or chemical constituents exceeding the limits in the Public Health Service Drinking Watet Standards ( established under section 361 of the Public Health Service Act).
Nine percent of these samples contained bacterial contamination at
the consumer's tap evidencing potentially dangerous quality.
Thirty percent of these samples exceeded at least one of the chemical limits mdicating waters of inferior quality.
•It should be noted, however, that these figures represent only those incidents: (1) that
have been reported; (2) that Involve at least two cases of communicable disease· and
(3) tor whtch an epidemiological investigation was performed and the waterborne 'route
established as the cause. Figures from the Center for Disease Control for the 1961-1970
period Indicated only 72 outbreaks and 23,574 cases; this ls only one-halt the number
that was ultimately found after the Environmental Protection Agency made a review of
medical and engineering literature, searched newspaper clippings, and contracted State
san! tary engineers and epidemiologists.
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Eleven percent of the samples drawn from 94 systems using surface
waters as a source of supply exceeded the recommended organic chemicallimit of 200 parts per billion.
Status of physictil facilities
Fifty-six percent of the systems evidenced physical deficiencies including poorly protected g:roundwater sources, inadequate disinfection
capacity, inadequate clarification capacity, and/or inadequate system
pressure.
In the eight metropolitan areas studied, the arranl:}ements for providing water service were archaic and inefficient. While a majority of
the population was served by one or a few large systems, each metropolitan area also contained small inefficient systems.
Operat01'8' qualifioation8
Seventy-seven percent of the plant operators were inadequately
trained in fundamental water microbiology; and 46 percent were deficient in chemistry relating to their plant operation.
StatUB of community program8
The vast majority of systems were unprotected by programs to prevent drinking water supply pipes from being cross-connected with
sewage or storm drainage pipes, programs for plumbing inspection
on new construction, or programs for continuing surveillance of public
water system operations.
StatU8 of State inBpection and technical a88i8tance programs
Seventy-nine percent of the systems were not inspected by State or
county authorities in 1968, the last full calendar year prior to the
study. In 50 percent of the cases, plant officials did not remember when,
if ever, a State or local health department had last surveyed the supply.
An insufficient number of bacteriological samples were analyzed for
85 percent of the water systems-and 69 percent of the systems did not
even analyze half of the numbers required by the PHS Drinking Water Standards.
·
Small ByBtems
Similar problems have been discovered with respect to small systems
which serve the public, such as recreational areas, trailer parks, restaurants and gas stations, but which are not part of a community water
supply system. A recent EPA study of drinking water systems at recreational sites operated in conjunction with Corps of Engineers reservoirs revealed that 19% of the systems did not meet the bacteriological
limits of the Drinking Water Standards. A similar study of drinking
water systems at Bureau of Reclamation Reservoirs shows that 12%
did not meet the bacteriological standards. Only 7% of the systems
practiced a bacteriological surveillance program meeting the Drinking
Water Standards. A third study of semi-public water systems along
interstate highways, including highway rest stops, showed that fifteen
percent of these systems failed to meet the bacteriological limit of the
Drinking Water Standards.
On November 15, 1973, the General Accounting Office reported that
potentially hazardous water is being delivered to some consumers, particularly by small water water supply systems serving populations of
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5,000 or less. Of 446 systems studied, GAO found that only 60 were in
compliance with both Federal bacteriological and sampling require·
ments. See Report to the Congress by the Comptroller General of the
United States, Imprm•ed Federal arul State Programs J.Veeded To In·
sure the Purity arul Safety of Drinking Water in the. United States
(Nov. 15, 1973).
Reasons foT firulings
There appear to be multiple reasons for these findings. First, the
public has not been made adequately aware of the potential danger to
health to which it is exposed from drinking contaminated or inade·
quately treated water. This in turn has resulted in a lack of demand
for public and private action to correct and prevent the public health
threat in drinking water.
Second, in many cities and small towns reasonably available treatment technology, techniques, and other safeguards are not being applied to assure safe water. Third, for some constituents of water adequate treatment technology has not been developed or is too costly for
general use. Fourth, certain economic, industrial, agricultural, and environmental practices have resulted in increasing concentrations of
potentially harmful chemicals entering the Nation's drinking water
sources. .Environmental requirements limiting atmospheric and surface disposal of waste have made underground disposal practices
more attractive from an economic standpoint. Fifth, new compounds,
such as the various herbicides, pesticides, and mercury, have been intmduced into the environment before full knowledge of their ultimate
health effects are known.
In addition to these factors, government at all levels-Federal,
State, regional, local-have not developed, applied, and enforced adequate standards and procedures for protection of the public's health.
The USPHS Drinking Water Standards, while reco~ized as the
most authoritative set of standards for drinking water m use in this
country today, do little more than mention viruses, do not contain limits for numerous inorganic chemicals which are known to be toxic to
man, and identify only one index to cover the entire family of organic
chemical compounds. These standards need continuous updating and
broadening to include limits for all known or potentially dangerous
constituents found in sources of ra>v water supply and in treated drinking water.
There is 110 Federal statutory authority and many of the States lack
nnthority to require compliance with existing standards by public
water systems. While the Federal Government can, and does 7 prohibit
interstate carriers from using water from unsafe community water
supply systems, it cannot protect the citizens living in these communities from using potentially dangerous water. Nor can the Federal
Government even require that citizens be notified of such unsafe condition. Between July 1, 1970 and December 19, 1973, 54 interstate ca,rricr
water supply systems were classified "use prohibited" for various
periods of time on tlw ground that they presented an unreasonable
threat to the heaJth of the traveling public.
The States, which have the primary responsibility to supervise water
::>upplies, ha_ve authority a:r:d r_egulations that range from good to very .
poor. A review of State drmlnng water standards, performed in 1971,
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indicated that only 14 had officialll adopted the USPHS Drinking
Water Standards. Enforcement o these regulations is frequently
poor.
Sufficient surveillance of communitY. water systems by public agencies at all levels of government has hkewise been lacking. The EPA
Community Water Supply Study revealed that an insufficient number of bacteriological samples were taken in more than one of the previous 12 months at 85% of the systems studied. In the area ofchemical
analy11i~, only 109'o of the systems studied had the benefit of complete
chemical analysis in 1968. Most of the remaining 90% had little or no
idea what the chemical quality of their drinking water was. In this
same year, only one out of five of these supplies benefited from an engineering survey visit. In the case of over half of the supplies a sanitary survey had never been performed or the system operator did not
know if one had ever been done.
A 1970 survey by the Conference of State Sanitary Engineers indicated that most state sanitary engineers judged their own surveillance
program to be deficient.
The value of survillance is illustrated by comparing the supplies
studies in the Community Water Supply Study with mterstate carrier water supplies. The Interstate Quarantine Regulations require
annual evaluation and certification of supplies serving interstate carriers. As a result, these supplies receive improved surveillance as compared to other community supplies. Bacteriological quality of the
Community Water Supply Study systems failed to meet the standards
twice as often as those of the interstate carrier program.
Still another aspect of the problem of unsafe drinking water is
the difficulty which many public water systems have experienced in
recent months in obtaining adequate supplies of chlorine and other
substances necessary for effective treatment of contaminants. According to the Environmental Protection Agency, in the past year 57 water
and wastewater utilities had reported shortages of chlorine (down to
1-10 days' supply on hand) and 33 wastewater and four public water
supply treatment systems were reported to have ceased chlorinating
for periods up to two weeks. It appears that only a portion of the
shortages have been reported to EPA. Among the cities experiencing
S~lch shortages have been Denver, ,Jersey City, Newark, Chicago, and
New York, and many smaller public water supply .systems. Increased
demand from private industry, delay in the construction of new chlorine production facilities, and downtime in existing facilities have
contributed to this problem. Moreover, existing authorities probably
do not permit Federal authorities to allocate chlorine and other
necessary substances in order to assure protection of the public's
hMHh.
.
·
Other problems which increase the potential health risk from drinking water are lack of adequate training and certification procedures for
water supply system operators, lack of adequate, inexpensive monitoring or measurement methods, the proliferation of small water systems
'vhi.ch cannot support well-trained full-time operators and necessary
equipment. inadequate health effects research, and the increasing demand f?r drin~ing water at a time of increasing pressure to dispose of
contammants m ways that may endanger the quality of drinking
"·ater.
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Need for Oongressi.o~Jtal action
The lack of comprehensive cost, health effects technological assessment, and monitormg data cannot justify any further delay in Congressional and administrative action. While it would be desirable to
have complete health effects research, effective treatment technology,
and accurate, inexpensive monitoring systems in operation prior to
commencing a system of regulation this is simply not possible. It is the
Committee's intent that EPA, the States, and the public water systems
begin now to maximize protection of the public health insofar as possible and to continue and expand these efforts as new more accurate
data, technology, and monitoring equipment become available.
While the Committee views the problem of unsafe drinking water
as a matter which is and should be primarily the concern of State and
local governments, the Committee has determined that the Federal
¥overnment also has a responsibility to ensure the safety of the water
Its citizens dr~nk. In the Committee's view, this responsibility arises
from two mam factors. First, the causes and effects of unhealthy
drinking water are not confined within the borders of State or local
jurisdictions. Second, the solution to the problem of unsafe drinking
water, in the Committee's view, must be found in a cooperative effort
in which the Federal government assists, reinforces, and sets standards for the State and local efforts.
That the causes and effects of unhealthy drinking water are national
in scope is evident from a variety of facts. Federal air and water pollution control legislation have increased the pressure to dispose of waste
materials on or below land, frequently in ways, such as subsurface
injection, which endanger drinking water quality. Moreover, the national economy may be expected to be harmed by unhealthy drinking
water and the illnesses which may result therefrom. This is the case for
several reasons. First, outbreaks of waterborne disease are likely to
inhibit interstate travel and tourism in or through the areas in which
the water is unsafe. Second, the economic productivity of those engaged in interstate commerce or activities affecting commerce is likely
to be diminished to the extent that unsafe drinkin~ water causes illness and absence from the place of employment. Third, agricultural
employees who migrate across State lines may properly be reluctant
to work in areas with only contaminated water supplies. Those who
have contracted communicable disease may be barred from entering
other States. Fourth, diseases caused by contaminated drinking water
may be communicable beyond State lines. Fifth, contaminants which
endanger the public health when present in drinkin~ water are frequently generated by business engaged in or enterprises affecting interstate commerce. Sixth, the unavailability of a rehably safe drinking
water supply may well be a primary limiting factor in the economic
p-rowth of a town or region and ultimately in the grmvth of the N ation's economy.
Other factors also illustrate the need for national concern about
unsafe drinking water. Underground drinking sources which carry
contaminants may cross State boundaries. In general, water in the
hydrologic cycle does not respect State borders. The Nation also has
an important fiscal interest in minimizing drinkin~r water related
disease, since such disease may well contribute significantly to the
drain on the Federal health care financing system-Medicare, Medi-
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caid, etc.-unless the quality of the Nation's drinking water supplies
is protected. .
These concerns are not merely speculative potentialities in the Committee's view. The hearing records on safe drinking water legislation
are replete with examples of these problems having actually occurred.
Moreover, it is abundantly clear that additional Federal assistance,
research, and support is necessary in order to enable State and local
efforts to provide safe water to be successful. Under these circumstances, the Committee finds that the Federal government must bear a
shared responsibility with State and local governments to ensure protection of the public's health and the safety o:f drinking water supplies.
It is true that some existing Federal programs do relate to drinking
water supply systems. Federal agencies with a significant involvement in drinking water supply are the Farmers Home Administration, the Department of Housing and Urban Development, and the
Economic Development Agency. The Indian Health Service in the
Department o:f Health, Education, and Wel:fare operates a direct construction program to provide sanitation facilities to Indian and
Alaskan natives. However, in the Committee's view these grant programs to construct drinking water supply systems are not necessarily
adequate to assure that safe drinking water will be available, even from
those systems which are constructed with such aid.
CosT EsTIMATE
. In accordance with section 252 (a) of the Legislative ReorganizatiOn Act o:f 1970 (Public Law 91-510), your Committee estimates that
the following costs will be incurred in carrying out the functions assigned to the Environmental Protection Agency by H.R. 13002 as
amended by the Committee.
5·YEAR COST PROJECTIONS-H.R. 13002 SAFE DRINKING WATER ACT
(Dollars in millions)
1974

1975

$1.7

1976

1977

1978

Standards (1212, 1221, 4) ..................••.•••
Monitorin~ and enforcement (1213, 1214,1215,1223,
1224, 1 37)...................................
Emergency powers (1231) ........................
Research, demonstration, technical assistance,
(1232,1234, 3)................................
Program grants (1233) ...........................

$2.4

$2.5

$2.5

$3.5

3.6
.6

9.4
1.2

12.0
1.2

15.0
1.2

15.0
1.2

15.3
.6

36.7
11.7

48.0
14.6

48.0
24.6

46.0
34.6

Total. _____ ..............................

21.8

61.4

78.3

91.3

100.3

SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS OF THE REPORTED BILL

Section 1. Short title
The first section of H.R. 13002, as reported by the committee, provides that this legislation may be cited as the "Safe Drinking Water
Act".
Section~. Public wa.ter systems
This section amends the Public Health Service Act by inserting a
new title XIV.
·
H.Rept.93-1185----2
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PART A-DEFINITIONS

SECTION 1401 DEFINITIONS

"Primary drinking water regulations"
Section 1401 of the new title defines "primary drinking water regulation" as a national regulation which is intended to protect health to
the maximum extent feasible .. This definition, which applies to both
interim and revised primary regulations under section 1412, establishes the crucial framework for regulation under the Act.
. The definition provides that primary regulations apply to "public
\Yater systems", which is a.lso a defined term. Primary regulations must
spe>..ci.fy contaminants which in the judgment of the Administrator may
lun·e aJl adverse effect on the health o:f persons when :found in drinking
water. The words used by the Committee were care:fully chosen. Because of the essentially preventive purpose of the legislation, the vast
number of contaminants which may need to be regulated, and the limited amount of knowledge presently available on the health effects of
various contaminants in drinking water, the Committee did not intend
to require conclusive proo:f that any contaminant will cause adverse
health effects as a condition :for regulation of a suspect contaminant.
Rather, all that is required is that the Administrator make a reasoned
and plausible judgment that a contaminant may have such an effect.
Moreover, the contaminant need not have the adverse effect directly
in order :for the Administrator to regulate it as a primary contaminant.
If it is a precursor to a contaminant which ma;v have such effect or
if it may contribute to such effect, the contammant should be controlled under primary regulations.
Such a judgment may be based upon epidemiological, toxicological,
physiological, biochemical, or statistical research or studies or extrapolations therefrom. (Thus, :for example, such a judgment may be based
on evidence of either animal or human toxicity or disease.) Such a
judgment may alternatively be based on knowledge concerning behaviors of groups o:f contaminants or behaviors of analogous contaminants or behaviors o:f the same contaminants in other media.
It must be noted that more than 12,000 chemical compounds are now
being used commercially, not counting additional variants and fractions. About 500 new chemical compounds are added each year. Many
of these will find their way into the nation's drinking water supplies.
It is, of course, impossible :for EPA to regulate each of these contaminants which may be harmful to health on a contaminant-by-contaminant basis. Therefore, the Committee anticipates that the Administrator
will establish primary drinking water regulations :for some groups of
contaminants, such as organics and asbestos, The establishment of such
group-wide regulations should help to assure that the public health
will be protected from currently undiscovered, unidentified or underresearched subgroups or specific contaminants within the group.
However, the Committee believes that effective and adequate protection of the public health can only be assured by a comprehensive
approach to standard setting. In the Committee's view, such an approach must combine such group-wide regulations with regulations
for certain sub-groups and specific contaminants within thtl group o£
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substances being regulat.ed. These regulations are needed both for
those sub-groups and contaminants which are most prevalent in drinking water supplies and also for those which are very hazardous at
low concentrations (carcinogens, for example).
Thus, for example, the Committee anticipates that revised national
primary drinking water regulations would include regulation of
organics as a group and subgroups, such as haloethers, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and nitrosamines.
In prescribing which groups, subgroups, and specific contaminants
will be subject to revised regulations, the Administrator is expected to
include those substances contained in World Health Organization,
Jfamimum PeT'ffltissible Concentrations of Ha1'711tful Substances in the
Water of Watercourses Used for Hygienic and Domestic Purposes
{1970) ; World Health Organization, European Standards for Drinking Water, 2d Ed., Rev., Geneva (1970); National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health annual list of toxic substances; and toxic
substances listed under section 307 of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act. If the Administrator determines not to include any of
these substances in the revised primary regulations, the Committee
anticipates that he would publish such determination along with the
reasons for finding such regulation to be unnecessary. However, the
Committee does not int.end the Administrator to publish a separate
determination and statement of reasons for each identified substance
which is not included in the revised re~lations. Rather, the Committee
expects the fullest possible explanatiOn on a group or class basis of
whv the identified substances have been omitt.ed.
The Committee, of course, anticipates that all contaminants currently subject to interstate carrier drinking water regulations or to
recommended standards would be controlled under both interim and
revised regulations, unless the Administrator finds that no health
threat may be posed by any such contaminant. In addition, all other
contaminants which the Administrator judges may have an adverse
effect on the health of persons should be regulated as soon as possible.
1.lfawimum contaminant level or treatment technique8
Once the Administrator specifies contaminants, including groups
and subgroups thereof, subject to national primary drinking water
regulations, he must prescribe for each contaminant a maximum contaminant level. The only circumstance in which a maximum contaminant level is not to be prescribed for any contaminant is if he finds that
it is not technologically or economically feasible for most public water
svstems to monitor for that contaminant. If the Administrator so finds,
he must prescribe regulations which ( 1) list all known treatment
techniques for that contaminant which meet the requirement of section 1412 concerning maximum feasible protection of the public health,
and (2) require the use of at least one of those listed.
For the purposes of making the finding regarding the feasibility of
monitoring for any given contaminant, the Administrator must
first determine, with respect to a. given contaminant, what effective
monitoring techniques, if any, are technologically available. Next the
Administrator must determine at what frequencies such techniques
should be employed to assure detection of any violation prior to the
time such violation will actually cause or contribute to any signifi-
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~antly increased health hazard. Then the
min~ whether such monitoring at such

Administrator must deterfrequency is economically

feasible.
One example of a group of contaminants for which monitoring
might be judged to be infeasible would be viruses, which are currently
prohibitively expensive to isolate and measure on a routine basis.
Therefore, the Committee expects that the Administrator would prescribe all known treatment techniques for controlling viruses rather
than establishing a maximum contaminant level for viruses. A second
example might be as follows: where several specific contaminants
occur within a general group, the cumulative expense of monitoring
for each individual contaminant might similarly lead to a judgment
that such contaminants are ones for which treatment technique regulations should be prescribed. Treatment techniques which the Administrator is authorized to prescribe should include appropriate provision
for storage and distribution techniques.
If in the Administrator's judgment, however, it is economically
and technologically feasible to monitor for any contaminant (or group
or subgroup), he is directed to prescribe a maximum contaminant
level for that contaminant. Of course, in this case, the Administrator
would be expected to require public water syst~ms to use at least one
of the monitoring techniques which he has judged to be feasible.
The choice as to which of the permissible treatment techniques
should be used by any public water system would be left essentially to
that system (and to State and local policy). Moreover, under section
1415 if a systel,ll (or any other person including a vendor) could
demonstrate that any other treatment technique not listed by the Administrator was at least as effective as those listed by him, then that
technique could be used under a variance which the Administrator
would be authorized to issue. If, on the other hand, the Administrator
finds monitoring for any contaminant is not feasible (economically or
technologically), he must prescribe the full range of available treatment techniques which he determines meet the requirements of section
1412.
.
Assumed intake 'water quality
In prescribing national primary drinking water regul::~;tions the
Administrator must make some assumptions about the quality of the
intake waters which will be processed by the treatment techniques
which he has found to be generally available. The Committee recognizes that intake water quality is likely to vary throughout the Nation.
If the Administrator were to assume that intake waters would in general be extremely contaminated, then many areas which are relatively
clean could meet the maximum contaminant levels which the Administrator would prescribe without the use of the most effective treatment
methods. This result would be inconsistent with the Committee's overriding intent to maximize protection of the public health. The Committee does not intend that primary regulations be set at levels which
would permit systems with relatively clean intake water sources to
provide water which is more contaminated than the recommended
maximum contaminant level (i.e., the health goal which is to be established by the Administrator after consideration of the report of the
National Academy of Sciences pursuant to section 1412 (b) (1) of the
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bill), unless those systems have been required to utilize the most effective generally available treatment methods.
Therefore, it is the intent of the Committee that the Administrator,
in prescribing national primary drinking water regulations, assume
that intake waters will be sufficiently uncontaminated so that with application of the most effective treatment method ( s) a public water system would be able to protect the public health (including attainment
of the recommended maximum contaminant levels).
This policy may in some instances result in those public water systems with extremely contaminated intake water sources being unable
to comply with national primary drinking water regulations. In light
of this policy, the Committee has authorized variances for public
water systems which cannot comply with the regulations due to poor
source water quality. The Committee anticipates that full implementation of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, selection of alternative intake water sources, and other legal or technological measures
will enable most systems to achieve the requisite intake water quality
within a period of three to six years at the latest.
0 ther requirements
In addition, under section 1401 "primary drinking water regulations" must contain enforceable requirements for quality control, testing (including monitoring,* if feasible) proper operation and maintenance, siting for new facilities, and intake water quality minimum
requirements for public water systems. It is the belief of the Committee
that these safeguards may be essential to assure that public water systems dependably supply safe drinking water. Such regulations are not
intended to stifle diversity, innovation, or responsiveness to local conditions. Nor are such regulations intended to permit Federal dictation of
the ideal water system. They are intended, however, to assure that all
systems will meet the essential minimal criteria necessary to safeguard
the public's health.
Intake water quality requirements
Thus, for example, in the Committee's view, regulation of the quality
of raw water sources is not an end in itself; nor is it necessary for all
all contaminants. The Committee intends that intake water quality
standards should be :r;>rescribed by EPA only for those contaminants
for which the Admimstrator determines that existing treatment techniques may be inadequate to assure achievement of recommended maxim urn contaminant levels (i.e., health goals). If available techniques
are adequate to achieve these levels regardless of the quality of the
intake water to which the techniques are applied, then no intake water
quality regulation should be prescribed.
In makmg this judgment, the Administrator should not undertake
a water system-by-water system analysis. Rather, he should examine
(on a contaminant-by-contaminant basis) the most contaminated raw
water source which is likely to be used by a public water system. If use
of the most efficient treatment techniques will permit the achievement
of the health goal with respect to a giVen contaminant even from the
most contaminated raw water source, then no intake water requirement
•, Since drinking water regulations are Intended to be met at the consumer's tap, the
committee anticipates that monitoring would Include tap sampling.
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or limitation should be established by EPA with respect to such
contaminant.
By providing for a carefully circumscribed exercise of authority by
EPA, the Committee seeks to aehieve the primary purpose of protection of the public health while leaving to State and local governments
and the public water systems maximum flexibility in determining
whether to achieve this purpose by reliance on clean source water,
treatment technology, or other effective means.
Operating requirements
Likewise operating requirements which are authorized to be prescribed by EPA under this section should be as limited as possible while
still permitting assurance that safe drinking water will be provided.
Except with respect to those contaminants for which a treatment
technique requirement is established rather than a maximum contaminant level, State, local, and public water system discretion should be
constrained only to. meet minimum criteria, such as those preventing
the system from bemg left unattended by competent personnel or requiring regular cleaning of equipment and facilities. The technical details of how to operate an efficient public water system should not be
dictated by regulations under this authority, except to the extent
I'easonably necessary to assure that treatment technique requirements
promulgated as pa1t of the national primary drinking water regulations are effectively implemented.
Siting requirements
The Committee likewise intends that EPA's regulation of siting for
new facilities for public water systems be structured so as to effectuate the purpose of this legislation. This means that regulations should
-establish siting criteria only to the extent necessary to provide adeCJ.Uate assurance that public water systems will be able to provide a contmuous supply of healthful drinkmg water. Such criteria should indude considerations relating to protection from floods, earthquakes,
fires, and other manmade and natural disasters which could .cause
breakdown of the public water system or a portion thereof.
The Committee does not intend to convey to EPA the authority to
impose a siting pennit system or to designate water system facility
sites. Responsibility for such action rests with the public water systems and with State and local governments. EPA is expected merely
to establish general siting criteria which must be considered in siting
decisions and to establish the most limited or narrow system of procedural review necessary to assure compliance. \Vhere a State has
-established adeouate siting criteria and review procedures, the Committee intends EPA's review to be limited only to assuring that the
State's criteria and review process are being implemented in good
iaith.
Moreover, the Committee anticipates that siting regulations established by EPA will be reasonable. If, for example, all areas in which
a new facility might be located are subject to some risk of earthquake
damage, the regulations should not flatly prohibit the location of the
iacility. Rather, they should encourage location in the portion of the
area where such risk is minimized and should take into account construction techniques which may be available to minimize earthquake
damage.
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Furthermore, the EPA siting regulations should be designed _to assure adequate consideration of disaster risks and of other considerations necessary to assuring healthful drinking water relia_bly. However these considerations are not intended to be the exclusive factors
dict~ting siting decisions .. A var!ety o! social, tec~n?logical, envi~·on
mental, legal, and economic consideratiOns may legitimately enter mto
siting decisions bv public .·water systems and State and local governments. EPA's siting regulations.should be designed so as to maximize
the likelihood that water meeting national primary drinking water
regulations and recommended maximum contaminant levels will be
delivered reliably to consumers. I£ legitimate considerations other than
those contained in EPA's regulations dictate siting decisions which increase the risk of disaster damage (or other problems which could
undermine assurance of a healthful and reliable drinking water supply
system) and if the State and local government and public water systems have fairly taken account of such risk in their siting decisions,
EPA's siting regulations should respect the State and local decisions.
Under no circumstances, however, may any siting decision exempt
a public water system from the duty to comply with maximum contaminant level, treatment technique, or intake water quality regulations.
Qnality control and testing requirements
In establishing quality control and testing procedures for the source,
treatment, and distribution systems of public water systems, EPA
should establish a minimum sampling frequency for each contaminant
for which a maximum contaminant level has been set. l\Iore frequent
monitoring should be required by regulation for classes of systems facing local conditions which justify such increased monitoring. In prescribing regulations requiring more frequent monitoring or sampling
than the mimimum, the Administrator is expected to take into account,
among other factors, the nature and type of the water source, historical
data characterizing the water quality, anticipated variations in water
quality, vulnerability of the source to accidental or deliberate contamination, the population at risk, the type of treatment provided, and the
level of the contaminant which is generally found as it relates to the
established limit.
·
Monitoring should insure to the extent feasible the detection of a
violation before such violation causes or contributes to any adverse
health effect. The Committee expects that the Administrator would
require that, upon initial detection of a suspected violation, monitoring
frequency would be increased.
Limitation on standard setting authority
The Administrator under this section would be prohibited from requiring the addition of any substance other than for the purpose of
treating contaminants. Thus, EPA could not require the addition of
fluorides or other substances to a public water system for medicinal
purposes. Nor could EPA prevent the addition of fluorides or other
substances up to the maximum amount allowable under a maximum
contaminant level. While EPA could not require the addition of a substance for medicinal purposes, the Agency would have full authority
to limit the addition of such a substance if necessary to prevent excessive levels from occurring or to prevent such substance from interfering with the effectiveness of any required treatment techniques.
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"Secondary drinking water regulations"
Section 1401 also defines "secondary drinking water regulation'.'.
This is a regulation which establishes maximum allowable contaminant levels to protect the public welfare. Such regulations are inte~ded
to establish contaminant levels to prevent odor or appearance of drmking water which may cause a substantial number of persons served by
the public water system providing such water to discontinue its use.
These levels are intended as guidelines to the States. On the other
hand, if a substance may cause or contribute to an interaction with
pipes which may endanger public health, the Committee would anticipate that that substance would be regulated as a primary drinking water contaminant. Both primary and secondary drinking water
regulations may be established for the same contaminant, if the statutory criteria are met.

"Public water system"
Section 1401 defines certain other terms, including "public water
system". A "public water system" is a system which has 15 or more
service connections or regularly serves 25 or more persons, regardless
of whether the system is publicly or privately owned or operated. This
definition, thus, encompasses nearly all public accommodations, such
as restaurants, motels, and trailer parks which serve the public.

"Contaminant"
Section 1401 defines "contaminant" to mean "any physical, chemical, biological, or radiological substance or matter in water." This, of
course, would include any radioactive materials whether or not they
originated from any source under the jurisdiction of the Atomic Energy Commission.

"Municipality"
Section 1401 (10) defines "municipality" to mean "a city, town, or
other public body created by or pursuant to State law, or an Indian
tribal organization authorized by law." In the Committee's view, this
definition would include counties, boroughs, and parishes, since these
entities are created by or pursuant to State constitutional or statutory
law.
PART B-PUBLIC WATER SYSTEMS
SECTION -1411. COVERAGE

Section 1411 provides that except insofar as variances may be
granted under section 1415 or exemptions granted under section 1416,
national primary drinking water regulations apply to each public
water system in each State. The section also exempts any entity which
would otherwise qualify as a "public water system" within the meaning of the bill, if it only distributes and stores water but does not collect,
treat, or sell it and if it relies entirely on a public water system to
provide the water which the entity ultimately makes available to the
public.
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Each of these three conditions specified in section 1411 must be met
in order for a public water system to be exempt from the duty to
comply with national primary drinking water regulations. Thus, for
example, a municipal system which imposes water and sewage taxes
or charges would not be exempt, because it sells water within the
meaning of the section. Any distributor of water for human consumption, whether public or private, would be subject to the primary
regulations unless he can show that he receives his water supplies
from a system which is subject to the regulations and he does not
charge consumers for the water that he provides. The purpose of this
provision is to exempt from Federal regulation those facilities such
as hotels, which merely by virtue of having a storage tank and acting
as a conduit from public water system to consumer would otherwise
be subject to Federal regulation as a public water system.
By this provision the Committee intends that primary regulations
would apply to housing developments, motels, restaurants, trailer
parks, and other businesses serving the public if the business in question maintains its own well or water supply. The Committee intends
to exempt businesses which merely store and distribute water provided by others, unless that business sells water as a separate item or
bills separately for water it provides.
SECTION 1412. NATIONAL DRINKING WATER REGULATION&

Interim regulations
Section 1412 requires the Administrator of EPA to establish both
interim and revised primary drinking water regulations. The Committee intends that the interim regulations be established quickly and,
therefore, anticipates that these regulations would be based largely on
a review and updating of the US PHS drinking water standards. Such
a review has already been completed. EPA Advisory Committee on the
Revision and Application of the Drinking Water Standards, as recommended to the Administrator, Drinking Water Standards, September
20, 1973. The Committee anticipates that the Advisory Committee
recommendations would serve largely as the basis for the interim primary regulations.
On the other hand, the Committee intends that revised regulations
contain a comprehensive program of control of drinking water contamination. Thus, the Committee has permitted a substantially longer
period for development of the revised primary regulations.
National interim primary drinking water regulations are to be promulgated within 180 days after date of enactment of the bill. Promulgation is to be preceded by proposal and opportunity to comment in
accordance with 5 U.S.C. § 553, and consultation with the Secretary
of HEW and theN ational Drinking Water Advisory Council. N atiomil
interim primary regulations take effect not later than one year after
promulgation. These interim regulations must protect health to the
maximum extent feasible using treatment methods which are generally
available on the date of enactment. In determining what methods are
generally available, the Administrator is directed to take costs into
account.

H. Rept. 93-1185-3
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Reasonable cost
It is evident that what is a reasonable cost for a large metropolitan
(or regional) public water system may not be reasonable for a small
system which serves reatively few users. The Committee believes, however that the quality of the Nation's drinking water can only be upgraded if the systems which provide water to the public are organized
so as to be most cost-effective. In general, this means larger systems
are to be encouraged and smaller systems discouraged. For this reason,
the Committee intends that the Administrator's determination of what
methods are generally available (taking cost into account) is to be
based on what may reasonably be afforded by large metropolitan or
regional public water systems.
·
This, of course, means that some small water systems which cannot
afford the methods determined by the Administrator to be "generally
available" will be unable promptly to comply with all primary regulations. For this reason, authority to grant exemption from the effective
date of the primary regulations· and thus to d.elay the .date for compliance by public water systems has been provided in section 1416.
However, this periOd should be used to develop a regional water
system which can afford to purchase ·and use such methods, to seek
additional sources of funding such as State aid, or to develop a plan
for otherwise serving the affected population after any existing inade·
·
.
·
quate system is closed.
It is not the Committee's intent to cause any area to be deprived of
existing drinking water supply services. Thus, the Committee anticipates that during the next three years the States and localities and the
Environmental Protection Agency will review this matter and will
determine _whether any additiOnal legislative authorities are needed.
NAS study
The Committee was concerned that adequate data on the health effects of contaminants in drinking water is not now available. Section
1412 (e), therefore, mandates the Administrator to make arrangements
with the National Academy of Sciences to conduct a study of the
maximum contaminant levels which should be allowed in drinking
water. These levels should assure that the health of persons will be
protected against known or anticipated adverse effects, allowing an
adequate margin of safety.
.
In addition, the NAS is directed to develop a list of contaminants,
the levels of which in drinking water cannot be determined but which
may have an adverse effect on the health of persons. The NAS list is
to be considered by the Administrator in deciding whether to include
such contaminants on his own list and thus whether to prescribe treatment technique requirements for such contaminant in a national primary drinking water regulation.
, The results of the NAS study, including proposals for recommended
maximum contaminant levels (i.e. health goals) are to be reported to
Congress no later than.two years after date of enactment.
In conducting its study and making its report, the NAS is directed.
to consider only what is required for protection of the public health,
not what is technologically or economiCally feasible or reasonable. In
the Committee's view, the question of what is necessary for adequate
protection of the public health is and ought to be considered sep-
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arately from the question of what degree of contaminant control is
technologically or economically feasible.
The Committee wishes to ensure that the N AS report is based
solely on considerations of public health and is not m:Huenced by
political, budgetary or other considerations. For these reasons, the
prior release of any draft or the final report to any Federal agency
(other than EPA) is prohibited. ·
The NAS is further directed to develop its proposals for recommended maximum contaminant levels so as to protect susceptible
groups in the population; so as to take account of long-term exposures,
exposures to contaminants in other media, and synergistic effects
of multiple contaminants; so as to prevent body changes which are
reasonably suspect of increasing the risk or severity of illness; and so
as to incorporate an adequate margin of safety.
.
In recommending an adequate margin of safety, the National Academy of Sciences is directed to consider, among other factors, the margins of safety which are currently used in regulating foods and drugs,
pesticides, radiation, air and water pollution, occupational exposures
to contaminants, and other relevant regulatory systems. However, as
in the rest of the study, economic or technological feasibility is not to
be weighed in deciding how much margin of safety is necessary to
give reasonable assurance that health of persons will be protected.
Economic and technological feasibility are to be considered by EPA
(and under section 1416 by the States) and then only for the purpose
of determining how soon it is possible to reach recommended maximum contaminant levels and how much protection of the public health
is feasible until then.
The N AS study should also examine and identify future research
needs in the area of health effects of drinking water contamination.
In this portion of its study, the NAS should consider not only what
research is necessary on the effects of contaminants which have already been included in the USPHS drinking water standards; NAS
should also consider the research needs for those other contaminants
which the Academy concludes have the greatest f>Otential for adverse
effect on human health. Finally, the study should establish priorities
for research needs and estimate the costs necessary to implement the
recommended research program. In deciding which contaminants to
include in the list for revised primary regulations, it is anticipated
that the Administrator will carefully consider the recommendations
of the Academy.
Recommended mawimum contaminant levels
One hundred days after the N AS report is submitted to Congress,
· the Administrator must publish regulations, promulgated in accordance with 5 U.S.C. 553, establishing recommended maximum contaminant levels and listing the contaminants the level of which he
finds cannot be determined in drinking water but which he determines
may have an adverse effect on public health. The recommended maximum contaminant levels are goals which are to be set at levels sufficient.
to prevent the occurrence of any known or anticipated adverse health
effects with an adequate margin of safety. They are to be based on the
NAS re..rort, but may differ from the NAS' proposa)s if the Adminis-

trator finds that adequate justification for such differences exists and
if such finding is published and explained by the Administrator.
The incorporation of an adequate margin of safety is not to be
confused with the anticipation of adverse health effects. Recommended
maximum contaminant levels are to be established by a three-step
process. First,~.. the known adverse health effects of contaminants are to
be compiled. o::;econd, the Administrator must decide whether any ad·
verse effects can be reasonably anticipated, even though not proved to
exist. It is .at this point that the Administrator must consider the
possible impact of synergistic effects, long-term and multi-media exposures, and the existence of more susceptible groups in the population. Finally, the recommended maximum level must be set to prevent
the occurrence of any known or anticipated adverse effect. It must include an adequate margin of safety, unless there is no safe threshold
for a contaminant. In such a case, the recommended maximum contaminant level should be set at the zero level.
Revised regulations
The revised national drinking water regulations must be proposed at
the time of promulgation of the recommended maximum levels. The revised regulations must be promulgated within 180 days after the proposal is published. Promulgation must be preceded by opportunity to
comment in accordance with 5 U.S.C. § 553 and by consultation with
the Secretary of. HEW and the National Drinking Water Advisory
Council. The revised primary regulations must s;pecify the contaminant level (or treatment methods, if monitoring IS infeasible) which
provides maximum feasible protection for human health, using generally available methods of treatment or control.
These revised regulations take effect not later than one year after
promulgation, except as provided in sections 1415 and 1416. In setting
the revised regulations, the Administrator shall consider all technology that can be mass produced and put into operation in time for
implementation of such regulations.
The promulgation of revised regulations for any contaminant will
not automatically revoke interim regulations applicable to that contaminant. Only if the Administrator's revised regulations expressly
provide that the interim regulations are superceded would such interim regulations cease to be effective. In deciding whether or not to
supercede interim regulations, the Administrator should consider the
length of time which they have been in effect, the amount of money
spent to comply with such reg.ulations, the compatibility of compliance strategies and techniques for meeting intenm and revised reguhttions, and other appropriate factors, in addition to the public health
implications of leavmg the interim regulations in effect. If interim regulations remain in effect when revised regulations are promulgated,
each public water system would be required to· comply with both
interim and revised regulations in accordance with the timetables and
under the conditions set forth in the bill.
Secondary regulatiow
Finally, section 1412 requires the Administrator to propose national
secondary drinking water regulations within 270 days after enactment
and to promulgate such regulations within 90 days thereafter.
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SECTION 1413. STATE PRIMARY ENFORCEMENT RESPONSffin..!TY

It is the Committee's intent that States and public watBr systems
take the primary responsibility for assuring the safety of the N ation's drinking water supplies. "'nile Federal standard setting and
back-up enforcement is authorized, the Committee is hopeful that
State and Federal cooperation will be the rule and that the States will
take the lead in adopting standards, reviewing compliance strategies,
and where necessary bringing enforcement actions.
Section 1413 defines the substantive conditions under which the Administrator may determine that a State has primary enforcement responsibility for assuring compliance by public water systems within
that State with national primary drinking water regulations. These
conditions include ( 1) the adoption of State regulations which the
State can demonstrate are at least equally as stringent as national
primary regulations; (2) the adoption and implementation of adequate surveillance and enforcement procedures; and (3) if the State
permits variances and exemptions, the adoption and implementation
of measures to assure that such variances and exemptions are permitted under conditions and in a manner which is at least equally
stringent as the requirement of sections 1415 and 1416.
Section 1413 also provides that the procedures by which the Administrator will make the determinations as to whether a State has
primary enforcement responsibility for public water systems are to be
prescribed by rule of the Administrator in accordance with 5 U.S.C.
§ 553. Proposal of such regulations is required within 180 days after
enactment of this bill and promulgation is required within 90 days
thereafter.
This section also requires the Administrator to take final action
within 90 days after date of submission of an application for a determination of State primary enforCBment responsibility. If the Administrator's decision is negative, he must notify the State in writing
of the reasons for such decision.
The significance of this determination cannot be overestimated.
Authority for States to grant variances and exemptions· under sections
1415 and 1416, to receive notice prior to the commencement of Federal
enforcement actions tmder sectiOn 1414, and to receive grants under
section 1434 (except as may be provided during the first year) is dependent upon this determination. Therefore, the Committee intends
EPA to exercise utmost care in passing upon such applications and
to deny any,such application only upon a clear failure by the State
to meet the requirements of this section.
Section 1413 also specifies certain conditions which must be met
before an EPA determination to revoke a State's primary enforcement responsibility may be effective. First, the Administrator must
sub.mit to the State in writing a statement of the specific requirements
whiCh he finds the State is no longer meeting and the basis for this
finding. Second, the Administrator must provide an opportunity for
public hearing. The Administrator's final determination to revoke or
leave in effect the State's primary enforcement responsibility is not
required to be made on the record of this hearing, however.
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For the purpose of this section, the phrase ~'adequate procedures :for
the enfo'rcement of such State regulations" includes sufficiently e~pedi~
tious administrative and judicial authorities and procedures to assure
that, if properly exercised, these procedures and authorities will obvi~
ate the necessity for Federal enforcement under section 1414. This
means that a State must be able to take effective action within 60 days
after receipt of a notice of noncompliance from EPA to bring a system
into compliance at the earliest feasible time;
.
SECTION 1414, FAILURE BY STATE TO ASSURE ENFORCEMENT OF
DRINKING WATER REGULATIONS

Conditiom for Federal enfqroernent
This section sets forth the conditions under which Federal enforcement of primary drinking water regulations may occur. If the Admin~
istrator finds a violation is occurnng in a State which has primary
enforcement responsibility, he must give notice of the alleged violation to the State.
·
·
If the Administrator finds that the noncompliance extends beyond
the thirtieth day, he is required to notify the public of this finding. He
is also required to reguest the State to report within 15 days as to the
steps it is taking to brmg the system into compliance.
The Committee intends that such reply be. as specific as possible.
It should specify a timetable by which compliance will be achieved
and include interim steps that will be taken. It should also include a
statement of the legal authority which the State intends to rely upon
and any remaining legal steps that will be taken by the State to
assure that the timetable is followed. Mere declarations of intent
to commence legal proceedings or other similar vague declarations
o£ intent would not be sufficient to constitute the required reply under
this section. It is further expected that the State would amend its
reply i:f, after the initial submission of such reply to EPA, such State
had reason to believe the compliance timetable, including interim
steps would not be met. The Committee expects that the Administrator will promulgate requirements for regular followup reports
from the State on progress being made toward bringing about compliance pursuant to the Administrator's authority under section 1413
to issue regulations concerning State ;programs.
. ·
If a system remains in noncompliance sixty days after the initial
notice by EPA and if the State has failed to submit the report requested within the 15 day period or the Administratol' determines
that by failing to implement adequate procedures by the sixtieth day
to bring the system into compliance by the earliest feasible date the
State has abused its discretion in carrying out its primary enforcement
responsibility, then the Administrator may commence an enforcement
action under subsection (b).
.
In using the phrase "abused its discretion in carrying out its primary enforcement responsibility", the Committee intends that any
failure by a State to implement by the sixtieth day adequate procedures to bring a system mto compliance by the earliest :feasible time
be considered a per se abuse of discretion by the State. Such a failure
is both a necessary and sufficient condition for enforcement action by
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the Administrator. Such a failure would constitute an abuse of discretion whether it results from negligence, inattention, lack of adequate technical and enforcement personnel, or from any other cause.
Thus, in the Committee's view no defense to an enforcement action
by EPA would lie on the ground that, though the State had failed to
implement such adequate procedures by the sixtieth day, the State did
not abuse its discretion.
In reviewing the date determined by the State to be the earliest
feasible time for any system to come into compliance, the Administrator should consider, among other matters, all technological alternatives and financial resources which may be available to the public water
system or to the entity which operates it. If a State has not initiated
procedures which would bring the system into compliance at the earliest
feasible time, this would constitute an abuse of discretion within the
meaning of section 1414, such that Federal enforcement efforts would
be authorized. In addition, a State would be deemed to have abused
its discretion if at any time prior to compliance being achieved, such
State fails to carry out properly any follow-up or enforcement procedures necessary to achieve compliance within the time contemplated
by those procedures.
The Administrator is also authorized to commence enforcement
action upon request of the Governor (or other chief executive officer)
of a State or upon request of the agency of the State responsible for
assuring compliance with drinking water regulations.
Continuous violations of primary drinking water regulations would
of course, be basis for Federal enforcement actions under the conditions stated above. The Committee also intends that sporadic but repeated violations of the regulations be subject to Federal enforcement
under the conditions described above. It should be noted in this regard
that a violation occurs whenever a maximum contaminant level is exceeded or a treatment technique is not followed however briefly. While
the Committee does not intend to require enforcement actions to be
commenced with respect to each isolated violation, it is intended that
the public receive notice of each violation which is found to occur.
In the event the Administrator finds that a violation is 'occurring in
a State which does not have primary enforcement responsibility, he
is not required to give the State notice prior to commencing a suit to
compel compliance with the national primary regulations.
Judiaial enforcement
Section 1414 also provides that courts entertaining suits under this
section may enter such judgment as the public health may require,
taking into account the time necessary to comply and the availability
of alternative water supplies. Therefore, the Committee intends that
courts which are considering remedies in enforcement actions under
this section are not to apply traditional balancing principles used by
equity courts. Rather, they are directed to give utmost weight to the
Committee's paramount objective of providing maximum feasible protection of the public health at the times specified in the bill.
· Although requiring prompt compliance by some small outdated
systems may in effect force the closing thereof, such a court order
would be both permissible and warranted if an expansion of existing
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regional water service or other State or local assistance could be provided to assure the availability of adequate and safe drinking water
supplies to those presently serviced.
N otiee to users
Section 1414 (c) requires public water systems to give notice to the
users of the system and to the public under five separate circumstances:
(1) when the system fails to comply with a maximum contaminant
level requirement of a national primary drinking water regulation;
(2) when the system fails to use any of the required treatment techniques of a national primary drinking water regulation; ( 3) when the
system fails to perform testing or monitoring as required by such a.
regulation or by section 1445; ( 4) when a system has received a variance under section 1415(a) (1) (A) or 1415(a) (2) (for an inability to
meet a maximum contaminent level requirement) or has received an
exemption under section 1416; or ( 5) \vhen a system has failed to comply. with any sche~ule or control measure prescribed pursuant to a
varmnce or exemptwn.
The purpose of this notice requirement is to educate the public as to
the extent to which public water systems serving them are performing
inadequately in light of the objectives and requirements of this bilL
Such public education is deemed essential by the Committee in order to
develop public a>ya~eness of the problems facing publ!c \Yater systems,
to encourage a w1lhngness to support greater expenditure at all levels
of government to assist in solving these problems, and to advise the
public of potential or actual health hazards.
In keepmg with this purpose, the Committee has specified certain
methods and frequencies for giving notice to the public and has conferred authority for the Administrator to prescribe the form and manner of this notice. The regulations of the Administrator must, of
course, be reasonable and related to the purpose expressed above.
Notice should inform the public, not unduly alarm it. Thus, the Committee expects that the Administrator's regulations would permit public water svstems to give fair explanation of the significance or seriousness for the public health of any violation, failure, exemption or variance. These regulations should also permit fair explanation of steps
taken by the system to correct any problem.
On the other hand, the Administrator's regulations should assure
that unduly technical language, small print, or other methods which
would hinder public awareness are not used. Moreover, it may be
necessary to require bi-lingual notice in certain communities to assure
adequate notice is given to all segments of the public. The Administrator's regulations should also require that the three-month notice
include all violations not previously reported, even though they have
been corrected at the time of notification.
The Committee recognizes that in some instances apparent violations
may result from monitoring error. Only if the public water system
could provide persuasive proof that readings in excess of regulations
were due to such error would the system be excused from the notice
requirement under section 1414. In such a case, the Committee anticipates tha.t tl~e system w~ll notify appropriate public authorities of
such momtormg or sa;mplmg errors.
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The Administrator's regulations would be expected to differentiate
between the type of notice which might be ordered in case of imminent and substantial endangerment under section 1431 and that
which is required in less serious cases under this section.
Section 1414 (c) also contains provision making punishable by a
fine of up to $5,000 a willful failure to give the required notice.
Secondary drinking water regulat,iuns
National secondary drinking water regulations are not federally
enforceable. I£ the Administrator finds that these regulations are not
being complied with and that the State is failing to take reasonable
action to assure compliance, he must notify the State.
Retention of State and local authority
Section 1414 retains in the States and political subdivisions the
right to adopt and enforce any drinking water regulations or laws
it chooses. However, no person may be relieved of the duty to comply
with requirements under this bill by any State or local regulations or
laws (except insofar as variances, exemptions, or temporary permits
may be issued by States pursuant to authorities expressly conferred by
this bill).
Public hearings to encourage compliance
Finally, section 1414(f) authorizes the Administrator, upon receipt
of a petition by a State w1th primary enforcement responsibility or by
a public water system or by any person served by a system which the
Administrator finds is not in compliance with any national primary
drinking water regulation or with any other requirement under section
1415 or 1416, to conduct public hearings with respect to such noncompliance. The purpose of these hearings is to gather information on
the ways in which the system can be brought into compliance at the
earliest feasible time. The purpose is also to explore means for the
maximum feasible protection of the public health during any period
of noncompliance. These hearings shall be the basis for recommendations by the Administrator. These recommendations are to be submitted to the State, the public water system, and to the communications media and are to be made available to the public.
Nothing in subsection (f) is intended by the Committee to limit the
Administrator's authority to act sua sponte to hold hearings or to make
recommendations to effectuate the purposes of this bill. Nor is the authority in subsection (f) intend,ed in any way to be construed as a condition precedent to Federal enforcement.
SECTION 1415. VARIANCES

State variance authority
Section 1415 authorizes variances from primary drinking water
regulations to be granted on two separate bases.
First, a State which has primary enforcement responsibility for
public water systems may grant one or more variances to any system
which cannot meet maximum contaminant level requirements despite
application of the most effective treatment methods. This variance is
intended to deal with the situation in which the system cannot comply
H. Rept. 93-1185-4
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with primary regulation intake requirements (and thus cannot comply
with maximum contaminant level output limits) despite all reasonable
technological, economic, and legal efforts to do so. The Committee anticipates that in exercising this authoritY.' States will periodically review variances to assure that they are st1ll necessary and that all reasonable efforts to obtain access to a satisfactory raw water source are
being made by the system.
Second, States w1th primary enforcement responsibility may grant
a variance from a primary drinking water regulation which requires
the use of treatment technique(s) if a satisfactory showing is made
by a public water system that such treatment is unnecessary to -protect the public health. This variance is designed to apply to situatiOns
in which the system's raw water source is substantially cleaner than
the minimum intake water requirements.
The Committee anticipates that any such variance would, under the
Administrator's regulations, be conditioned upon monitoring and periodic review to assure that its continuation is warranted. Furthermore,
section 1415 requires notice and opportunity for a public hearing before any such variance may take effect. Separate notice and hearing is
not required o:f each variance, however.
EPA review of State action
The Committee contemplates that EPA will carefully review the
variances which are granted by States to assure that the State h~ not
abused its discretion m granting variances and has not :failed to impose
reasonable control measures.
If the Administrator finds that, in a substantial number o:f cases,
the State has granted variances which were clearly unwarranted or
has failed to impose reasonable control measures during the period o:f
the variances, he must notify the State of. this finding. The notice
must include, among other things, proposed revocations of specific
variances or revised control measure requirements or both.
Reasonable notice and public hearing on the notice must be provided by the Administrator before any final action may be taken.
After such hearing the Administrator must either rescind his finding
or must take action to promulgate the variance revocations and revised control measure requirements which he proposed. In order to
afford States an adeguate opportunity to take corrective action in response to the AdminiStrator's notice, section 1415 precludes any action
oy the Administrator from taking effect for 90 days after the Administrator has sent notice o:f the proposed revocations and revised
control measures. Moreover, if such timely corrective State action is
:forthcoming, the Administrator is required to rescind the application
of his finding to the variance or control measune or other requirement
which has been corrected.
This system of EPA oversight is intended by the Committee to confer maximum responsibility on States which ma'}re appropriate efforts
to effectuate the purposes of the Act. While some EPA review of State
granted variances :from national regulations was deemed necessary by.
the Committee to assure the effectuation of the national policy, it IS
not intended that EPA eflgage in a case-by-case review or substitute
its judgment :for the well-exercised judgment of a State. EPA notice to
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a State is warranted only when a significant number of cases can be
shown of State action inconsistent with the intent of this bill.
In determining what constitutes a significant number of cases, the
number of consumers affected by such variances should be considered.
EPA variance a;uthority
Section 1415 also provides that public water systems in States which
do not have primary enforcement responsibility may obtain variances
from EPA in the same manner and under the same conditions as they
could from the State, if it had primary enforcement responsibility.
In addition to the two types of variances which States may grant,
sect_ion 1415 authorizes the Administrator to grant a different type of
variance.
Under this final variance authority, the Administrator may grant
a variance, upon application of a public water system or other mterested person, if the applicant makes a showing to the Administrator's
satisfaction that another treatment technique IS of at least equal effectiveness to any treatment technique reqmred by the Administrator
under a primary drinking water regulation. A variance under th-is provision must be conditioned on the use of the alternative technique which
is the basis of the variance.
Section 1415 also provides that the conditional requirements of variances, whether granted by EPA vr by the States, are enforceable by
EPA as if they were part of a national primary drinking water
regulation.
SECTION 1416. EXEMPTIONS

Section 1416 authorizes any State which has primary enforcement
responsibility to exempt a public water system from any maximum
contaminant level requirement or from any treatment technique requirement upon a finding that the system is unable to comply due to
compellin~ factors. These factors may include economic factors, such
as the high cost of purchasing and constructing necessary equipment
or facilities and the low per capita income and small number of residents in a community served by the system.
,
The authority to grant such exemptions is limited to public systems
in operation on the effective date of the primary regulation. New systems which are placed into operation after that date are expected to
comply with the requirements without any exemption. Moreover, in
considering whether economic factors are sufficiently compelling to
warrant an exemption under this section, it is anticipated that the
States will weigh any planned expansion of existing facilities of the
system. In the Committee's view, if a system has sufficient funds to
permit substantial expansion of capacity and service, these funds
should first be used to assure the safe quality of the drinking water
presently being supplied. In such cases, States should be extremely
reluctant to grant exemptions on economic grounds.
If a State does grant an exemption to any public water system under
section 1416, it must within one year thereafter prescribe a schedule
for bringing the system into compliance (including increments offrogress) and for interim control measures. during the pendency o the
exemption. These schedules may be prescribed by the State only after
notice and opportunity for a public hearing on the proposedschedule.
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The compliance schedule must provide for compliance by the system with the requirements of the primary regulations as expeditiously
as practicable. In any event, however, the compliance date must be
no later than January 1, 1981, in the case of an exemption from an
interim regulation, and no later than seven years after the effective
date of a revised regulation in the case of an exemption from such
regulations (except that in either case two additional years may be
granted if the system is entering into a regional water system).
This section also provides for a system of EPA review of Stategranted exemptions. EPA is required to complete such a review within
18 months after the effective date of the interim regulations. The procedures and crit~ria for EPA review of State granted exemptions are
parallel to those with respect to variances.
Section 1416 also provides that public water systems in States which
do not have primary enforcement responsibility may obtain exemptions from EPA in the same manner and under the same conditions
as they could from the State, if it had primary enforcement responsibility.
PART C-PROTECTION oF UNDERGROUND SouRcEs oF DRINKING \VATER
SECTION 1421. REGULATIONS FOR STATE l'ROGRAMS

Guidelines for State programs
Section 1421 is intended to establish a Federal-State system of
regulation to assure that drinking water sources, actual and potential,
are not rendered unfit for such use by underground injection of contaminants. The guidelines for the States' regulatory programs are to
be promulgated by the Administrator within 360 days after enactment. Such promulgation is to be preceded by proposal and opportunity for public hearing as well as opportunity to comment in accordance with 5 "G.S.C. 533. Such promulgation is also to be preceded by
consultation with the Secretary and the Council and other appropriate Federal and State entities.
The Administrator's guidelines for State underground injection control programs must, as a minimum, require States to ( 1) prohibit
unauthorized underground injection effective three years after enactment of this bill; ( 2) require applicants for underground injection
permits to bear the burden of proving to the State that its injection
will not endanger drinking water sources; ( 3) refrain £rom adopting
regulations which either on their face pr as applied would authorize
underground injection which endangers drinking water sources;
( 4) adopt inspection, monitorin~, recordkeeping, and reporting
requirements £or the purpose of this Part; and ( 5) apply their injection control programs to underground injections by Federal agencies
and by any other person whether or not occurring on Federally.:owned
or leased property.
Furthermore, the Committee seeks to have several major policies
implemented. First, potential as well as presently-used drinking water
sources are to be protected. Second, the protection is to apply to any
injected substance (or derivative theroo:f} whether oF not that substance is a contaminant subject to national primary drinking water
regulations. Thus the injectiOn is to be subject tQ regulation or pro·
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hibition if the injected substance may cause or contribute to noncompliance with a national primary drinking water regulation or·
if it may otherwise adversely affect the public health, including·
causing or contributing to the water's unfitness for human consumption.
Numerous public and private agencies which have considered the·
matter have become concerned about the substantial hazards and dangers associated with deep well injection of contaminants. Dow Chemical Corporation, which had pioneered deep well injection as a method
of industrial waste disposal, has decided to stop drilling new wells
and to phase out existing wells, because o:f these hazards. New York
State has declared that it will regard deep well injection as a "last
resort" aftt>r evaluation o:f all other methods. Nine other States cur~
rently reject or discourage applications :for injection systems. The,
U.S. Geological Survey and the Bureau of Mines have expressed in-·
creasing worry about the indiscriminate "sweeping of our wastes
underground." Some commentators have even termed injection well
actions as "ultrahazardous activity".
Nonetheless, underground injection o:f contaminants is clearly an
increasing problem. Municipalities are increasinglv engaging in under~n onnd injection of sewage, sludge, and other "wastes. Imlustrit>s
are injecting chemicals, byproducts, and wastes. Energy production
companies are using injection techniques to increase production and
to dispose of unwanted brines brought to the surface during production. EYen gonrnment agencies, including the military, are getting
rid of difficult to manage waste problems by underground disposal
methods. Part C is intended to deal with all of the :foregoing situations
insofar as they may endanger underground drinking water sourTes.
In requiring EPA to promulgate minimum requirements :for effective State programs to prevent underground injection which endangers drinking water sources, the Committee intends to ratify EPA's
policy on deep well injection. (See 39 Fed. Reg.12922-3, April9, 1974)
This policy was first adopted by the Federal Water Quality Administration o:f the Department o:f the Interior on October 15, 1970. The
policy opposes storage or disposal of contaminants by stibsurface injection "wi.thout strict control and clear demonstration that such \Vastes·
will not interfere with present or potential use of subsurface water
supplies, contaminate interconnected surface waters or otherwise damage the environment." The Committee thus intends EPA to use these
policy guidelines-including the exploration o:f alternative measures.
and the determination that they are less satisfactory than underground injection; preinjection.tests; a geologic-hydrolog-ic-geochemi·-·
cal survey and submission o:f such other information as is necessary tO>
evaluate the acceptability o:f any proposed underground injection; the
use o:f best aYailable measures :for pre-treatment; the use o:f best available techniCJues :for design, siting, construction. operation, maintenance,
and abandonment of the injection system; provisions :for adequate·anc!
continuous monitoring of operations and effects-as the basis :for establishing minimum requirements :for effective State programs.
In addition, the Committee intends that the Administrator should
incorporate in such guidelines requirements :for preparation of adequate contingency plans to cope with malfunction or :failure o:f the·
system including alarm and :fail-safe measures; provisions fo.r the
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posting of bond or such other measures as may be necessary to assure
the availability of adequate financial resources for dealing with lUldergrolUld injection systems which either must be abandoned or cause
damage to, or contamination of, public or private drinking water
sources; limitations on the aggregate volume of contaminants which
may be injected and on the pressure at which such injection may occur;
and, if necessary to effectuate the purpose of Part C, prohibition of
undergrolUld injection in designated areas which are unsuitable for
this purpose because of the presence of presently-used or potential
drinking water sources.
,
Procedure8 for controlling underground injectiom
In order to implement these controls to protect drinking sources
with minimum administrative redtape, the Committee decided to
allow EPA discretion to require States to utilize a permit system, rulemaking, or a combination of the two to controllUldergrolUld injection.
In adopting this approach, the Committee was intent on allowing
the Environmental Protection Agency sufficient leeway to adopt a
program which would be administratively compatible with, and nonduplicative of, the permit provisions of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act.
Temporary permit authority
The Committee recognized that some States may be unable to process
all permit applications for new and existing underground injection
wells within the three year deadline established by the bill. Consequently1 upon application by the Governor, th~ Administrator may
at his discretion allow the States to issue temporary permits for an additional year. The Administrator may only allow the issuance of such
temporary permits, however, lUlder the following conditions: (1)
the State must bear the burden of proving that it could not process
all permit applications in time; (2) the temporary permits may only
be issued for liDprocessed permit applications for injection wells in operation at the time of EPA's approval of the State program; (3) the
temporary permits must require use of generally available techniques
to minimize the l*e!ihood of contamina~ing drmking water sources;
and (4) the Adm1mstrator must determme that the Issuance of temporary Mermits is warranted notwithstanding the adverse environmental including public health) effects.
In ad "tion to authorizing EPA to allow State issuance of one year
temporary permits, section 1421(c) (2) authorizes EPA to allow
States to issue one-year temporary permits a particular injection well
and for the underground injection of a particular fluid if there is
no method :for safe injection of the fluid and if injection would be
less harmful to the public health than other alternative means of
treating or dealing with it.
These temporary permits lUlder section 1421(c) (2), which are in
effect variances, are to be allowed only in very limited circumstances.
First, they may not be made effective beyond four years after date
of enactment of this bill. This is true whether or not a temporary
permit has been issued lUlder such section 1421. If the injeetioll,
-cannot be made so as not to endanger drinking water SQurces within
:four years after enactment, the operation of the well must be termi
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nated. Second, all efforts must be made to reduce the harmfulness of
the injected fluid and to maximize protection of the public health
during the pendency of the temporary permit. Third, such a temporary permit may only be authorized if the State has held a formal
adjudication, has made the. requisite de~rll!inations on the record
of the hearing, and has subnntted an application signed by the Governor for authority to issue such a temporary permit.
"Undergrqunil injection"
Finally, section 1421 contains two important definitions. The definition of "underground injection" is intended to be broad enough to cover
any contaminant which may be J?Ut below ground level and which flows
or moves, whether the contammant is in semi-solid, liquid, sludge,
or any other form or state.
Tliis definition is not limited to the injection of wastes or to injection
for disposal pur:poses; it is intended also to cover, among other contaminants, the inJection of brines and the injection of contaminants fQr
extraction or other purposes. While the Committee does not intend this
definition to apply to septic tanks or other individualresidential waste
disposal systems, it does intend that the definition a,Pply to a multiple
dwelling, community, or regional system of injectiOn of waste.
The application of Part C to the activities of oil and natural gas
producing industries was a subject of substantial discussion before
the Committee. The Committee rejected an amendment comparable
to the exclusionary language of section 502(6) of the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act. Instead, the Committee adopted an amendment expressing its intent not to authorize needless interference with
oil or gas production. This amendment prohibits regulations for State
underground injection control :programs from prescribing requirements which would interfere with production of oil or natural gas .
or disposal of biproducts associated with such production, except that
:such requirements are authorized to be prescribed if essential to assure
that underground sources of drinking water will not be endangered
by such activity.
The. Committee's intent in adopting this amendment was not to
require EPA to bear an impossible burden of proof as a condition of
promulgation of any such regulation. Rather, the Committee sought to
assure that constraints on energy production activities would be kept
as limited in scope as possible while still assuring the safety of present
and potential sources of drinking water. Similar provisions were
adopted with respect to EPA regulations which are to be promulgated
when a State fails to adopt anapprovable underground injection control program.
In deciding what is an "essential" requirement, the Committee intends that the types of measures referred to in the Administrator's
Decision Statement X umber 5 and those referred to in this report be
considered to be "essential" unless the contrary could be demonstrated with respect to a specific well or injection. Moreover, in using
the words "interfere with or impede" the Committee did not intend to
include every regulatory req~irement which would necessitate the
expenditure of time, money, or effort. Rather, the Committee intended
to refer to those requirements which could .stop or substantially delay
production of oil or natural gas.
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Endangerment of drinking water sources
The section also defines "underground injection which endangers
drinking water sources." It is the Committee's intent that the definition
be liberally construed so as to effectuate the preventive and public
health protective purposes of the bill. The Committee seeks to proteet
not only currently-used sources of drinking water, but also potential
drinking water sources for the future. This may include water sources
which presently exceed minimum intake water quality requirements
or maximum contaminant levels or which are not presently accessible
for use as a community drinking water supply source.
Thus, for example, the Committee expects the Administrator's regulations at least to require States to provide protection for subsurface
waters having less than 10,000 p.p.m. dissolved solids, as is currently
done in Illinois and Texas, even though water containing as much
as 9,000 p.p.m. would probably require treatment prior to human
consumption.
• Further contamination of such sources should not be permitted if
there is any reasonable likelihood that these sources will be needed in
the future to meet the public demand for drinking water and if these
sources may be used for such purpose in the future.
The Committee was concerned that its definition of "endangering
drinking water sources" also be construed liberally. Injection which
causes or increases contamination of such sources may fall within
this definition even if the amount of contaminant which may enter the
water source would not by itself cause the maximum allowable levels
to be exceeded. The definition would be met if injected material were
not completely contained within the well, if it may enter either a pres. ent or. potential drinking water source, and if it (or some form into
which it might be converted) may pose a threat to human health or
render the water source unfit for human consumption. In this connection, it is important to note that actual contamination of drinking
water is not a prerequisite either for the establishment of regulations
or permit requirements or for the enforcement thereof.
Coordination with USGS
The Committee intends that the Environmental Protection Agency
will, in the exercise of its responsibilities under this bill, coordinate
and consult with the United States Geological Survey so that EPA
will not duplicate efforts of the U.S. G. S. to prevent groundwater contamination under the Mineral Leasing Act. The Committee does not
intend any of the provisions of this bill to repeal or limit any authority
the U. S. G. S. may have under any other legislation.·
SECTION 1422. STATE PRIMARY ENFORCEMENT RESPONSIBILITY

This section requires the Administrator to list all States which ought
to have underground injection control programs. It is anticipated that
this list, which must be published withm 180 days of enactment, would
include all 50 States, but perhaps not the District of Columbia and
various territories and possessions. .
Each State which is listed must adopt an underground injection
control program which meets the requirements of the Administrator's
regulations for such program. The State's program must be adopted
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. after reasonable notice and public hearing and must be submitt~d to
EPA within 270 days after promulgation of the Administrator's regulations. In addition, the State must submit evidence that it will implement its program and will keep records and reports required by
EPA.
Upon receipt of a State's submission, EPA is directed to give public
notice thereof, provide opportunity for public hearing, and solicit
public comment in accordance with 5 U.S.C. 553. Within 90 days after
r~ceipt of the State's submission, the Administrator shall approve or
disapprove (in part or whole) the State's underground injection control program.
If the Administrator approves the State's program, the State will
have primary enforcement responsibility for underground water
sources. If he disapproves, or a State fails to submit a. timely application for such primary enforcement responsibility, the Administrator must promptly propose, provide opportunity for public hearing, and solicit comment in accordance with 5 U.S.C. 553 on a program
for underground injection control for that State. Within 90 days after
his disapproval or the date on which the State is required to make its
submission, the Administrator must promulgate such a program for
the State.
Once a State is determined to have primary enforcement responsibility for underground water sources, it continues to do so until the
Administrator makes a contrary determination in accordance with
5 U.S.C. 553 and after opportumty for public hearing.
When the Administrator amends any regulation under section 1421
so as to revise or add a requirement respecting State under,zround
injection control programs, each State is to submit to the Administrator a notice containing a satisfactory showing that the State's program meets the requirements of the Administrator's regulations in
effect under section 1421, as amended. The timeframe and procedure
for EPA's review and approval (or disapproval/promulgation) of a
State's notice is the same as for the Agency's review of a State's initial
application for primary enforcement responsibility for underground
water sources.
SECTION 1423. FAILURE OF STATE TO ASSURE ENFORCEMENT OF PROGRAM

Basically, this section parallels the provisions of 1414: It requires
notice by the Administrator to any State with primary enforcement
responsibility for underground water sources before EPA may commence enforcement actions against any alleged violator of a requirement of an applicable underground injection control program. No such
notice is reqmred if the State does not have primary enforcement responsibility for underground water sources.
As is the case in section 1414, the notice by EPA must be followed
by a 15-day opportunity for the State to submit a report as to the
steps being taken by the State to secure compliance by the alleged
violator. I£ this report is not submitted in timely fashion by the State,
the Administrator would be authorized to commence an enforcement
action. Even i£ such a report were submitted in timely fashion if the
State failed to abate the violation within 60 days after the original
H. Rept, 93-1185-5
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notice, this would per 8e constitute an abuse of discretion by the State
and Federal enforcement would be authorized. Thus, one respect in
which this section differs from section 1414 is that here compliance
by the violation must occur within 60 days in order to preempt Federal enforcement, whereas in section 1414 all that is required is that
the State implement adequate procedures within 60 days to bring the
system into compliance by the earliest feasible time.
Suits for injunctive relief are authorized to be brought by the Administrator in Federal district courts to compel compliance with the
applicable control program. Violations are also punishable by civil
penalties of up to $5,000 per day. Willful violations are subject to an
additional criminal fine of up to $5,000 per day.
Finally, the section preserves the rights of State (and local) governments to adopt and enforce any requirement concerning underground
injection. The section makes clear, however, that compliance with any
such requirement will not relieve any person of any duty to comply
with requirements imposed pursuant to this legislation.
SECTION 1424. INTERIM REGULATION OF UNDERGROUND INJECTIONS

Section 1424 is designed to deal with a limited problem which may
arise in the three year period before State underground injection control programs become effective under section 1421. This problem may
arise if an area has one acquifer which is the sole or principal drinking
water source and which would pose a significant hazard to public
health (short of imminent and substantial endangerment), if it were
contaminated.
In such a case the Administrator is authorized upon petition of any
person to designate this area as one in which no new underground injection well (as that term is defined in subsection (d)) maybe operated, unless he has issued a permit for such operation. The Administrator's authority to make such a designation terminates on the date
on which the applicable underground injection control program for
that area becomes effective.
Public notice and opportunity to comment must be provided prior
to the making of any designation under this section, unless the Administrator waives such procedures for just cause under 5 U.S.C. 553.
Final action by the Administrator on a petition under this section is
required within 30 days after notice is published.
Once the designation is made, no new injection wells (as defined)
may be operated in that area without a permit from the Administrator. Petitions for permits are to be considered after notice and opportunity for hearing on the record. Final disposition of such a petition
must be made within 120 days of publication of notice receipt of the
petition.
In this proceeding the burden of proof would, of course, be on the
petitioner. The Administrator may issue a permit under this section
only if he finds that operation of the proposed injection well will
not cause contamination of the acquifer so as to create a significant
hazard to public health.
Section 1424 (c) provides for injunctive relief, civil and criminal
penalties which may be imposed on any violator of the provisions of
this section.
·
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PART D-GENERAL PROVISIONS
SECTION 1431, EMERGENCY POWERS

Section 1431 reflects the Committee's determination to confer completely adequate authority to deal promptly and effectively with
emergency situations which jeopardize the health of persons.
The authority conferred by this section is intended to override any
limitations upon the Administrator's authority found eleewhere in
the bill. Thus, the section authorizes the Administrator to issue such
orders as may be necessary (including reporting, monitoring, entry and
inspection orders) to protect the health of persons, as well as to commence civil actions for injunctive relief for the same purpose.
The authority to take emergency action is intended to be applicable
not only to J?Otential hazards presented by contaminants which are
subject to pnmary drinking water regulations, but also to those presented by unregulated contaminants.
The authority conferred hereby is intended to be broad enough to
permit the Administrator to issue orders to owners or operators of
public water systems, to State or local governmental units, to State
or local officials, owners or operators of underground injection wells,
to area or point source polluters, and to any other person whose action
or inaction requires prompt regulation to protect the public health.
Such orders may be issued and enforced notwithstanding the existence
of any exemption, variance, permit, license, regulation, order or other
requirement. Such orders may be issued to obtain relevant information
about impending or actual emergencies, to require the issuance of notice
so as to alert the public to a hazard, to prevent a hazardous condition
from materializing, to treat or reduce hazardous situations once they
have arisen, or to provide alternative safe water supply sources in the
event any drinking water source which is relied upon becomes hazardous or unusea.ble.
"Willful violation of the Administrator's order is made punishable
by a fine of up to $5,000 per day of violation.
·
In using the words "that appropriate State or local authoritij'ls have
not acted to protect the health of persons," the Committee inte.nds to
direct the Administrator to refrain from precipitous preemption of
effective State or local emergenc:y abatement efforts. However, if State
or local efforts are not forthcommg in timely fashion or are not effective to prevent or treat the hazardous condition, this provision should
not bar prompt enforcement by the Administrator.
In using the words "imminent and substantial endangerment to the
health of persons," the Committee intends that this broad administrative authority not be used when the system of regulatory authorities
provided elsewhere in the bill could be used adequately to protect the
public health. Nor is the emergency authority to be used in cases where
the risk of harm is remote in time, completely speculative in nature, or
de minimis in degree. However, as in the case of U.S. v. United States
Steel, Civ. Act. No. 71-1041 (N.D. Ala.1971), under the Clean Air Act,
the Committee intends that this language be construed by the courts
and the Administrator so as to give paramount importance to the objective of protection of the public health. Administrative and judicial
implementation of this authority must occur early enough to prevent
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the potential.hazard. fr~m materiali~ing.. This means that "immin~nce"
!JlUSt ~e considered m h.ght o:f the time It may take to prepare adminI~trative orders o_r !fiOvmg pap~rs, t<;> co~mence and complete litigation, and to ~e~mit I~suance, notificatiOn, Implementation, and enforcement of admimstra~Ive or c~urt orders to protect the public health.
Fu_rt?ermore, while the risk of harm must be "imminent" :for the
Admmis~r~tor to act, th.e harm it:'elf n~ed not be. Thu~, :for. example,
t?e ~dmmistrator may mvoke this sectwn when there IS an 1mminent
hkehhood of the introduction into drinking water of contaminants
that may cause health damage after a period of latency.
Among those situations in which the endangerment may be regarded
as "sub~tantial" are the foll<?wing: (1) a substantial likelihood that
contammants ~apable of .causm~ ad.verse health effects will be ingested
by consumers If preventive actiOn IS not taken· (2) a substantial statisti.cal pr~babi~ity. that disease will result fro~ the presence o:f contammants m drmkmg water; or (3) the threat o:f substantial or serious harm (such as exposure to carcinogenic agents or other hazardous
contaminants).
.SECTION 1441. ASSURANCE OF AVAILABIUTY OF ADEQUATE SUPPLmS OF
CHEMICALS NECESSARY FOR TREATMENT OF WATER

Temporary certification authority
Section 1441 authorizes the Administrator to issue certificates o:f
need for chlorine or other chemicals or substances necessary :for treatment o:f water in public water systems or in public wastewater treatment works. A certificate o:f need may be issued upon a petition o:f any
person who uses such chemica] or substance in a public water system
or public treatment works, but who is (or will be) unable to obtain
the amount needed :for effective treatment. This provision is intended
to permit a petition to be filed in advance of the date on which the
system or treatment works will completely run out of the required
chemical or substance.
The procedures governing submission and consideration of a 'petition
for certification of need are set forth in subsection (b). No later than
30 days after the notice of receipt of a petition has' been published,
unless such notice is waived to protect the public health, the Administrator must act to grant or deny the certificate. This period is a maximum, and the Committee would anticipate even more prompt action
by EPA in the case o:f a severe shortage or complete lack o:f necessary
substances. The Committee, of course, encourages producers to take the
initiative upon the publication o:f notice to voluntarily supply the petitioners, thereby making a government action unnecessary.
·
I:f, however, the requirements of the petitioner are not met on a
voluntary basis and i:f the Administrator issues a certificate o:f need,
he is to specify the chemical or substances needed, the amount which
is needed, and the time period for which it is needed; No certificate
may remain in effect :for more than one year, although subsequent
additional certifications may be issued to the same person. The purpose of this provision is to assure that at least annually the Administrator will take a :fresh look at market conditions and the efforts o:f
the petitioner to see whether the chemical or substance would continue
to be unavailable to that person, absent mandatory allocation orders.
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Required allocation order
Not later than seven days after the issuance o:f a certificate o:f need,
the President (or the agency or department to ":hom he deleg:=ttes t~e
responsibility) must issue a mandatory allocatiOn order whiCh will
assure that the needed amount o:f the chemical or substance will be
provided at the required time to the perso~ :for whom th~ certifica~e
of need was issued. (Here again prompt actiOn by the President o:r: his
delegate is expected by ~he C~mmittee i~ case o:f serious shortage or
depletion of supply.) The President (or his delegate), tht~s, has discretion in decidin(J" who will be ordered to supply the certified amount,
but not in whether to issue an order to do so.
·
When the President exercises his discretion as to whom allocation
orders will be directed, the Committee inten~s that th~ aggregate o:f the
orders under this section are to apply eqmtably withm the class o:f
manufacturers, producers, and processors an<;! withi.n. the. class o:f repackagers and distributors. T~e purpose o:f this pro'?swn IS ~o prevent
any one segment o:f the .suppliers mdustry :fro~ beu~g subJect to unreasonable or disproportwna~e burdens under. this sectiOn..
In carrying out the req.mrement :f<;>r eqmtable .app.ortwnment o:f
allocation orders, the President (or his delegate) IS d~rected to consider a number of factors. Among these are geographiCal and established commercial relationships; in the case of chlorine, the amount
o:f chlorine historically supplied by each producer :for the purposes
specified in this section and each producer's share o:f the total annual
production o:f chlorine in the United States; and such other :factors
as are relevant to assuring equitable apportionment.
Orders like certifications, under this section may remain in effect
:for only i year. However, additional ~rders may be issued to the sa~e:
person to supply a person he has previOusly been ordered to supply 1£
additional certifications of need have been issued,
Orders are not to be issued to a producer, manufacturer, or processor·
who produces these chemicals or substances solely :for its own use. I:f
the Administrator determines that a producer, processor, or manufacturer switches to completely "in-house" use o:f chemicals or substances
with intent to avoid being subject to orders under this section, the
Administrator should :promptly notify the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, so that appropriate legislative action can
be taken, although the Committee expects that the industry will not
attempt to circumvent the intent o:f this section.
Finally, criminal and civil penalties and injunctive relief by violation o:f orders under this section are provided. Either the Administrator o:f EPA or the President (or his delegate) is authorized to commence suits :for injunctive relief to enforce allocation orders.
The authority provided under this section expires after June 30,
1977.
SECTION 1442. RESEARCH, TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE, INFORMATION,
TRAINING OF PERSONNEL

Section 1442 authorizes the Administrator to conduct research,
studies, and demonstrations, relating to the causes, diagnosis, treatment, control, and prevention o:f disease resulting from contaminants
in water or relating to the provision o:f a dependably safe supply
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'Of drinking wa~er. The purposes explicitly mentioned in section
1442 (a) (1) . a~e mten?ed to ?e illustrative, not limiting in nature.
The 4-dmmist~·ator Is _also directed, to the maximum extent feasible
.to pr~vide techmcal as~Is.tance. to the Stat~s and municipalities in th~
estabhsJm;ent and adm1mstratwn of "pubhc water system supervision
prog~ams . (as defined in section 1443(c) (1) ). This direction is in
keepmg With the qommitt~e's J;>asic intent to assure that State and
Jocal_go':'ernment Will be pnmanly responsible for assuring the safety
of drmkmg _water.
.
In additiOn to t~e~e broa~ authorities contained in section
~421(a) (1), tl~e Admi!JlStrat<;>r Is mandated to conduct certain specihed stu.dies. FI~st,. he IS reqmred to_ study the costs of implementing
the natiOnal drmkmg water re.gulatwns .and to make periodic reports
t~ Congress thereon. These reports should be submitted at least bienmally. ~econd, the 4-dmir:dstrat~r is req~ired to conduct a survey of
:v~ste. disposa~ practices ( mcll!dmg practices other than underground
InJectiOn) _wh~ch may contami!late presently used or poential underground drmkmg. water supplies. This ~tudy, which must evaluate
me,~ns of controlling waste disposal practices to prevent such contaminati~n, is to be completed within one year after date of enactment of
the title.
Section 144;2 . als? mandates studies of .methods ?f nonpolluting
tu;tderground InJection; methods of preventmg, detectmg and dealing
WI~h ~urface spills of contaminants which may pollute ~nderground
rlr:nk~ng water sour~es; methods of controlling virus contamination of
drmkmg water; the Impact of abandoned wells pesticides and fertilizer~, aJ?-d surface disposal of contam~nants on su~face and und~rground
drmking water sources. These studies should be completed within two
years after the date of enactment of the title
.
The Committee intends that the development and implementation of
EfA'~ resea~ch pro~am be commenced promp. tly upon enactment of
this bill. It. IS not mtended that. research planning and funding be
delayed until the NAS completes Its study and makes its report under
sectiOn 1412. Rather, the NAS report should be used to assist and guide
the research r.rogram which EPA has begun to carry out.
. M~reove~, It should be .clear that the research program authorized
m this section must be tailored to produce the information necessary
t? effectuate the mandates of the bill. Funds to obtain other information .which t~e Admi_nistrator believes helpful or interesting· should
not be committed until all research needs to effectuate this legislation
·
have been fulfilled.
The provisions ~f section 14~2 are amon~ the most essential for the
?-ev~Jopment and Implement.atwn of effective State underground in.Jection control programs. Without studies and research on the causes
treatment, control and prevention of contamination of ground water'
efforts t<_> protect this important source. of .drinking water will be se!
verely hmdered. In past years, responsibility for research·on ground
wa~r contamination has been carried out in EPA's Robert S. Kerr
Environmental Center. However, the existing staff of researchers at
the Kerr Center is limited to 8 persons. In the Committee's view, this
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number will have to be increased to at least 40 persons in order to
meet the mandates of this bill within the time constraints imposed.
In light of this nee~, the Committee ant~cipat~s that the 1_\.dmiJ?-istrator
will use the authorized funds under this sectiOn to contmue, mcrease,
and expand the direct research, technical assistance, and research grant
and contract programs of the Kerr Center pertaining to protection of
underground water sources.
For the purposes of this section, there are authorized to be appropriated $15,000,000 for FY 1975; $25,000,000 for FY 1976, and $35,000,000 for FY 1977.
SECTION 1443. GRANTS FOR STATE PROGRAMS

Section 1443 requires the Admin~strator to ma_ke sta~t-up and co~
tinuation grants to those States whiCh he determmes will assume primary enforcement responsibility for public water systems within a
year after award of the grant. To the extent that the appl~cable appropriation permi.ts, a~ allotment of $50,000 per ~t~te (with apl?r.oved
grant applicatiOn) IS to be made by the Admimstrator. AdditiOnal
amounts from the sums appropriated must be allotted on the basis of
population, area, number of public water systems, and other relevant
:factors.
For each fiscal year during which the State is in compliance with
grant regulations established by the Administrator, he is required to
pay out of that State's allotment not more than 75 per cent of the costs
of carr1ing out a "public water system supervision program", as that
phase IS defined in section 1443 (c) ( 1). No continuation grant to a
State may be made, unless the State has been determined by the Administrator to have primary enforcement responsibility for public
water systems.
To carry out subsection (a), there are authorized to be appropriated $15,000,000 for FY 1976 and $25,000,000 for FY 1977.
Subsection (b) establlshes a similar grant program for aiding
States which will assume primary enforcement responsibility for
underground water sources. There are several noteworthy differences,
however. First, subsection (b) allows up to two years for the State
to start up this part of its program while receiving grant assistance.
Second, subsection (b) imposes no flat allotment requirement. Third,
in making grants under subsection (b) the Administrator is expected
to consider any awards which have been made to the State for similar
purposes under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act. This consideration should be geared to avoiding duplication and payments
which in the aggregate exceed 75 per cent of costs. Too caTry out subsection (b), there are authorized to be appropriated $5,000,000 for FY
1976 and $7,500,000 for FY 1977.
The Committee recognizes that the grants to State programs envisaged here were not proposed by the Administration in. its drinking
water bill. However, the Committee believes that without such assistance to the States the shared objective of primary enforcement responsibility in the States would be frustrated.
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SECTION 1444. SPECIAL STUDY AND DEMONSTRATION PROJECT GRANTS j
GUARANTEED LOANS

This section authorizes the Administrator to make project grants
to develop and demonstrate new or improved methods for providing
dependably safe drinking water and to investigate and demonstrate
health implications involved in reuse of waste water for drinking and
processes and methods· for assuring its safety. The Committee has, in
particular, directed that the Administrator give .Priority in the award
of special project grants to those areas and proJects designed to deal
with removal of particles, such as asbestos, or other contaminants, such
as virus, which may not be removable from the drinking water supply
with normally used treatment methods technology or other means.
An example of the t;vpe of situation which the Committee intends to
receive priority funding is the removal of sub-microscopic asbestos
particles from the drinkmg water supply of Lake Superior. A Federal
Inter-agency Task Force is presently examining this problem. The
Committee intends that this provision be used to support and
extend the Task Force's effort.
There are authorized to be appropriated for special project grants
$7,500,000 for FY 1975; $7,500,000 for :FY 1976; and $10,000,000 for
FY 1977.
In addition, the section authorizes the Administrator to guarantee
loans made by private lenders to small public water systems to enable
them to comply with national primary drinking water regulations.
What constitutes a "small" system is to be defined by the regulations
of the Administrator. However, one indicator that a system should
be considered small is if it cannot generate adequate revenue to permit compliance with the re~lations through reasonable user charges.
Loan guarantees are authorized only if the system would otherwise be
unable to obtain necessary financial assistance and if the facilities
constructed, equipment purchased, or other purchase made with the
borrowed funds would not be rendered obsolete by reasonably anticipatable changes in the primary regulations. The bill contains a $10,00()
limit on the aggregate amount of mdebtedness which may be guaranteed under this provision.
SECTION 1445. RECORDS AND INSPECTIONS

This section establishes broad authority in the Administrator to ·
make rules requiring record keeping, reporting, monitoring, and the
provision of information to enable him to carry out the purposes of
the bill. In this regard, the Committee believes that informing the
public of the quality of water being delivered to consumers is a primary purpose of the Act. Consequently, the Committee expects that
the Administrator would require all public water systems to notify
him frequently of the quality of the water being provided for human
consumption and that he would make such information public if the
system has not already done so.
Section 1445 further authorizes the Administrator to enter and
inspect the property of any person who supplies water, who is or may
be subject to a national primary drinking water regulation or to an

applicable underground injection control pr9gram, who is or may be
subject to a permit requirement under section 1424 or to .a~ order
under section 1441, or who is a grantee, to en.a~le the ~dmnustrator
to effectuate the purposes of the bill. The Adt~nmstrator Is.also authorized with respect to any such P":rson to reqmre the establishment. and
maintenance of records, the m~H;mg of .reports, ~he conduct of ~omtor
ing or sampling, and the provision of mformat:on. Such r~qmrements
must, of course, be reasonable. F~deral agenmes are subJect to such
requirements to the same extent as .any ot~er person..
. .
Failure to comply ~i~h the r~cord keepmg, ~eportmg,. momtol!n,g,
and information J.lrov1dmg reqm~~ents established by the AdminiStrator or to permit entry and inspection shall make the person respon.
sible liable to a criminal fine of u.P to $5,000.
Subsection (d) .provides that 111 general trade s~cr:,et or secret process
information is not to be disclosed by the Admm1strator. H?wev~r,
such information may be dis?losed under .ciy~umstances s~ec1fied m
paragraph (2), notwithstandmg the prohibiti?n of 18 u.s.q. 1905.
Moreover, the Committee intenas that ~he cla~ant ?f the right of
confidentiality bear the burden of provmg that Its disclosure would
.
.
divulge a trade sec~t o~ ~ret process.
Finally, the sect10n mdiCates .that Feqera~ a~nc1es a~ subJect. to
the same. reporting, record keepm~, momtormg, mformat10111 Pl!'DVldinO'
and entry an.d inspection reqmrement as any other person. .
t>l
•

SECTION 1446. NATIONAL DRINKING WATER ADVISORY COUNCIL

Section 1446 provides for the ap:r.ointmen~ of a 15 member National
Drinking Water Advisory Counml. CouilCI~ meJI!bers are to be appointed by the Administrator after consu ltatlon With the S~creta. ry of
HEW The Council is to provide advice and recommendat~ons to the
;Admi~istrator or proper administration and implem~ntatwn of ~he
act. Finally, the section p_rovi~es three general categories fromwh1c.h
rnembership of the committee ~s to be ~~ected. In .order to a~s~re balance·on the Council, the Committee anticipates that the Adm~mstrator
would include in his appointments· at least one representatl~e of an
environmental protection group, one c.onsumer rep~entative, , one
representative of ~tate a~encies regulat~ng .water service an,d.prl~es,
and one represenatlve of mdustry engagmg m underground mJ~ction.
In addition, the Committee anticipate~ that some rep~esentation ~L
the water supply.industry would be provided on the N atwnal Co unci ·
SECTION 1447. FEDERAL AG:ENCIES

Section 1447 requires each Federal a{:ie_ncy. with ju;ri.sdiction over
a _P.Ublic water system or .un~erground mJeCti<?n actiVltle~ to com.ply
wtth national primary drmkmg wa~r !egulatwns and With requ.Irements of applicable underwound inJectiOn control programs. Waiver
of the duty to.comply with underground injection controlJ;>r~gra~s
iP. authorized, but only if the President determines such waiver IS
necessary .for th~ Nation,al securi~y. _No such waiver ?f t~e duty to
comply with natwnal primary drmkmg water regulatiOns IS author-
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ized. In enforcing compliance by Federal agencies, each agency is expected to be initially responsible with States and EPA exercising ultimate responsibility, including the duty to commence enforcement ac- .
tions under sections 1414 and 1423, in the event the agency in question fails to assure timely compliance or obtain a waiver.
It is the intent of the Committee that the States with primary enforcement responsibility and EPA will treat Federally-owned or operated public water systems or underground injection wells or any
other system or. underground injection wells on Federal property the
same as any other public water system or underground injection well
and will enforce applicable regulations to·the same extent and under
the same procedures. Thus, for sample, if permits are required to be
obtained by non-Federal agencies and by private persons, Federal
agencies would likewise be subject to the requirement to obtain permits. The only exception to this mandate is a Presidential waiver.
This provision and the provision contained in section 1421 (b) are
intende~ !o constitut~ ex_Press c_onsen~ ~ be sued, which thus waives
the traditional sovereign Immunity prmCiple and d~fense.
SECTION 1448. ·GENERAL PROVISIONS

This f?ection establishes general provisions for imJ?lE;:i;nentation of
the title. First, the Administrator is granted authority to prescribe
such regulations as are appropriate .to carry out his functions under
the bill.
·
Second, the _section precludes the award of any ~rant to profitmaking groups or assoCiations. Third, the section reqmres the Administrator to request the Attorney General to repl'esent him in any civil
action brought under this title. If the Attorney General fails to notify
him within a reasonable time of his willingness to represent him, the
Administrator is authorized to be represented by attorneys of the Environmental Prot.ection Agency. Fourth, the section preserves all preexisting authority of the Administrator.
Fifth,. the section provides for EPA to submit an annual report to
CongreS& on its progress in implementing the legishttion. The annual
report is required to include a statement of the actual and anticipated
cost to public water systems (on a State-by-State basis) ofcompliance
with the requirements of the bill.
·
The Committee· expects these annual statements to be as complete
as possible. In reexamining this legislation ·prior to expiration of the
authorizations herein, the Committee will carefully review the costs
which are being and will be imposed on public water systems to assure
that they are justified.
·
. It is also expected that the annual report .will include information
oii the number, duratioii, and location of variances, exemptions, violations, Federal enforcement actions commenced, petitions for hearing
under section 1414(£), hearings concfucted in response to such petitions, actions taken to implement section 1431 1 and other appropriate
information respecting the Agency's activities in .implementing this
bill during the reporting period.
..
..
. _
Provisions in previous bills reported by the subcommittee, H.R.
9726 and H.R. 10955, pertaining to the applicability of the National

Environmental Policy Act to actions taken under this bill have been
deleted. The determination was made that this is a matter which
should properly be considered by the Committee on Merchant Marine
and Fisheries, from which the National Environmental Policy Act
originated.
Section 3. Rural water survey
This section requires the Administrator of EPA to conduct a survey of the drinking water situation in rural areas of the country, including the public health hazards to which rural populations may be
exposed. This survey is to be completed within 18 months after date
of enactment and a report is-to be submitted within six months thereafter. For the purpose of the survey and report, there are authorized
to be appropriated $1,000,000 for FY 1975~ $2,000,000 for FY 1976, and
$1,000,000 for FY 1977.
Section 4. Bottled drinking water
This. section amends Chapter IV of the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act by creating a new section 410. This section leaves the·
responsibility for regulating bottled drinking water with the Secretary of HE"W. However, the new section 410 requires the Secretary to
consult with the Administrator prior to establishing regulations for
bottled drinking water. Moreover, it requires the Secretary, within
180 days after .the Administrator promulgates national i11terim or
revised primary drinking water regulations either to amend reg1Ilations applicable to bottled drinking water to take account of the administrator's action or to publish his reasons for not doing so in the
Federal Register.
AGENCY CoMMENTS
The following agency comments were received by the Committee on
H.R. 13002:
uNITED STATES ENVillONl\IENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
Washington, D .0., A pril25, 1974.
Hon. HARLEY 0. STAGGERs,

Chairman, Oornrmittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, Ho1t8e of
Representatives, Washington, D.O.
DEAR MR. CHAIRl\IAN: In response to a letter from Senator Magnuson, Chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee, we have provided
to his Committee our comments on the Working Draft (dated April 3,
1974) of S. 2846, the Senate "Emergency Chlorine Allocation Act of
1974."
As our comments on the Senate bill are also relevant to section 1432
(relating to chlorine allocation) of H.R. 13002, the "Safe Drinking
vVater Act" pending before your Committee, we are forwarding our
comments on the Senate bill . to you for consideration by your
Committee.
Sincerely yours,
RussELL E. TRAIN,
A dmini.~tratm•.
Enclosure.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
Washington, D.O.• April11.1.971.
Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.
DEAR MR. CHAIRllfAN : This is in response to your request for our
comments on the Working Draft (dated April 3, 1974) of S. 284ft
the "Emergency Chlorine Allocation Act of 1974."
· The bill would authorize the Administrator of EPA to certify to
the Secretary of the Department of Commerce that. there is a shortage
of chlorine or other chemicals necessary for the treatment of drinking
water or of chlorine necessary to protect the public health. Upon receiving such certification the Secretary would require the allocation
of chlorine or other chemicals to assure an adequate supply to treat
drinking water or to protect the public health. Procedures are set out
in the bill for the Administrator and the Secretary to carry out their
responsibilities. The legislation would expire on June 30, 1976.
The Environmental Protection Agency testified before your Committee on January 29, 1974, on S. 2846. In our statement we gave our
views relating to the possibility of a chlorine shortage this year and
our recommendations of what Federal legislation is needed. With several· exceptions the Working Draft of S. 2846 is consistent with our
views and we would support its enactment if revised in accordance
with our recommendations set out below.
Our principal problems with the Working Draft relate to the (1)
inclusion of chlorine allocation authority for wastewater and other
purposes in addition to drinking water, (2) inclusion of "other chemicals" in addition to chlorine that may be subject to allocatjon, (3) the
public notice provisions required by the Administrator and the Secretary before they may make the certification or allocation, and ( 4) the
authority for the issuance of a 180 day allocation order and expiration
date of the Act.
In our statement before the Committee on January 29 we pointed
out that there is ample justification for providing standby chlorine
allocation authority for insuring the safety of d"rinking water which
is not present. in other shortage situations. For the reasons given in
o_ur_ testimony, ~t is still our recommendation that the authority be
hm1ted to drmkmg water and not cover wastewater or other purposes.
·we also believe that only cholrine should be subject to standby allocation orders and that the authority should not extend to other chemicals that may be used to treat drinking water. Other chemicals serve
important public health roles in the treatment of drinking water although less important than chlorine. However, at the present time
they are either not in significantly short supply or substitutes are
available. For example, soda ash is in very short supply but lime and
caustic soda are usually available_ as substitutes; alum and fluoride
chemicals serve important uses but a serious shortage is- not anticipated. While we did support in our January 29 statement the inclusion
of other chemicals in the standby allocation authority, upon further
review we now believe that this is not necessary.
With regard to the public notice provisions required of the Administrator and the Secretary before a certification may .be made or an
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allocation order may be issued by each, respectively, we believe ~hat
notice and publication in the F ederat Register should not be reqm~ed
as the Working Draft provides. We believe that the standby authority
should only oo used where there is a shortage expected which constitutes an emergency and the Administrator and Secretary should then
be able to act Immediately. Where a time period is allowed and publication required in the Federal Register, with provisions for comments,
this would tend to make users of cholrine file applications andticipating shortages and providing for the time to have the application processed, published and commented upon. There might not be a shortage
if they could file their application later and expect immediate action.
Much paper work and the review of a large number of applications
could be prevented we believe if the extended public notice provisionr.
were deleted.
We also do not believe that it is necessary to authorize the allocation
orders to remain in effect for not to exceed 180 days. The allocation
orders will be on a case-by-case basis and while we anticipate that
an order could cover more than one single allocation, we do not want
chlorine users to make application in order to guarantee up to a six
months supply. We also do not believe that the cholrine shortage will
extend into 1975 or 1976 and recommend that the Act be made to expire on December 31, 1974.
·
'Ve also support a number of other revisions to the Working Draft
which are being submitted to you in the response from the Department
of Commerce. These relate to matters such as submission of reports
to the Administrator and Secretary, inspection of records, and for
confidentiality of material submitted.
Accordingly, we support the enactment of the Working Draft of
S. 2846 if revised in accordance with our above recommendations.
We are advised by the Office of Management and Budget that there
is no objection to the submission of this report from the standpoint
of the program of the President.
Sincerely yours,
RussELL E. ThAIN.
:Administrator.
In addition, the following agency comments were. received by the
Committee on H.R. 10955, which was a bill comparable to H.R. 13002.

u.s.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
Washington, D.O., November ~8, 19'73.
Hon. HARLEY 0. STAGGERS,
Ohai1"TTT/.ln, Committee on Interstate and FOTeign Commerce, House of
RepT.esentatimes, Washington,D.O.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : I wish to take this opportunity to comment on
H.R. 10955, the Safe Drinking Water Act of 1973, which is awaiting
action by the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
I am aware that the Subcommittee on Public Health and the Environment held numerous sessions and the Subcommittee and its staff
devoted many hours to the safe drinking water legislation during the
past several months. I am also aware of the extended deliberations
that w~re held by the Subcommittee during the Spring and Summer
to develop this legislation and the .fa~t that EPA staff worked closely
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with the Subcommittee and its staff while the bill was under consideration. The Subcommittee is to be congratulated for the progress that
it has made in developing the safe drinking water legislation which is
now ready for review by the full Committee. It is my hope that the
Committee will be able to take up the Subcommittee bill, H.R. 10955,
in the near future. As you know, the Senate passed its Safe Drinking
Water Act in June of this year.
The President proposed in his message on natural resources and
the environment and forwarded to the Congress a safe drinking water
bill. The bill, H.R. 5368, was introduced by you and Mr. Devine on
March 7, 1973. The President reemphasized his commitment to this
legislation on September 10, 1973 in his message to the Congress when
he urged that the safe drinking water leW:slatiOn be passed this year.
H.R. 10955, the Subcommittee bill wh1ch will be considered by the
full Committee is in accord with the objective of the bill submitted by
the President and the bills have many similar provisions. For instance,
both bills would provide mandatory health-related standards applicable to public water supplies in the Nation; a public notification provision requiring the supplier of water to notify users if the drinking
water fails to meet the health-related standards; Federal authority
to proceed against imminent hazards; and a comprehensive authorization for research and studies addressed to drinking water supply
problems.
The Subcommittee bill does, however, differ in several important
respects from the proposal o£ the President to which I would like to
call the Committee's attention. The issues which I would urge the
Committee to reconsider are: ( 1) possibility of Federal domination
of local enforcement authority, (2) Federal standards for operation
and maintenance, (3) public notification and citizen suit requirements, ( 4) an expanded Federal assistance program, and ( 5) the
ground water protection provisions.
POSSIDILITY OF FEDERAL DOMINATION OF LOCAL ENFORCEMENT AUTHOR·
ITYi FEDERAL STANDARDS FOR OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE; PUBLIO
NOTIFICATION AND CITIZEN SUIT REQUIREMENTS

These provisions are so interrelated that they will be discussed
together.
I believe that consideration of drinking water legislation should
proceed from a proper identification of tile differing Federal, State,
and local responsibilities. Major responsibility for carrying out the
day-to-clay operations to assure saie drinking water should remain at
the State and local levels.
I believe that the Federal responsibility snould be limited to establishing national primary drinking water standards ·addressed to
health-related constituents and including requirements for. monitoring and reporting of water quality.
I do not think it is the role of the Federal GoYernment to promulgate other standards for the implementation of State and local
drinking water supply programs such as taste, appearance and odor
control, operation and maintenance of systems, and selection o£
sources and sites for facilities-many of which would vary depending
upon local conditions and desires. These should largely be left to State
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and local regulation. I believe that mandatory Federal standards
should be addressed to the essential end product--safe drinking water
meeting health standards.
The enforcement approach that we favor is premised on the belief
that a Federal requirement that suppliers of drinking water notify
consumers of contaminants in their drinking water will institute the
necessary enforcement action. An informed public is the best guardian
of its own health and safety. Accordingly, I believe the legislation
should require that whenever water delivered by a water supply system fails to meet the health standards, the supplier be obhgated to
notify its users of such failure and the possible resultant health effects.
Such a notification provision, coupled with a citizen suit provision
would I believe, render enforcement actions by Federal, State or other
regulatory agencies largely unnecessary. I believe that suppliers o:f
drinking water, who in almost all cases charge for their products
could not withstand the public pressure if their customers have notice
that they are receiving water not in comJ?liance with mandatory health
standards. The possibility of a citizen smt provides a strong additional
incentive to suppliers to maintain compliance with the standards.
Under these circumstances Federal enforcement would be required
only to insure that requirements for proper monitoring and reporting
of the condition of a public water supply is being carried out, or in
~ases of imminent hazard.
Except in one important respect (a citizen suit requirement) H.R.
10955 would accomplish the objectives I have outlined above with
regard to standard setting and enforcement. But the bill goes much
further in providing more Federal enforcement authority than I believe is necessary or desirable.
I also strongly recommend that the legislation provide :for Federal
mandatory standards addressed only to the essential health-related
factors of water constituents and monitoring and reporting. For instance, the legislation should not provide Federal mandatory standards on operation and maintenance. We believe this is unnecessary
with the incentives that would result from public notification of contaminant violations. Furthermore, we are reluctant to yrohibit State
and local governments from tailoring their individua maintenance
.and operation requirements due to specific differences such as
geography and climate.
H.R. 10955 does have an appropriate public notification requirement. As a complement to this provision, I strongly urge the addition
of a citizen suit provision.
FEDERAL FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

H.R. 10955 contains several provisions for extensive Federal financial assistance with regard to drinking water which I do not believe
are necessary. These are State program grants, demonstration grants
and guaranteed loans to assist small public water supplies in meeting the standards.
I believe that the safe drinking water program contemplated by
the legislation will stimulate State and local interest to adequately
fund such programs. The costs of treatment, testing, and monitoring
have been and should continue to be derived from the users of the
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water supply. I see no compelling reason for Federal intrusion in this
a.rea.
With regard to the demonstration grants provision in H.R. 10955r
the need for extensive demonstra.tions is not apparent at this time.
To the extent that special demonstrations are required, they would be
funded under the general research provisions in the legislation.
An authorization is also provided for guaranteed loans to small
public water systems where they cannot otherwise finance improvements needed to comply with primary standards. We are unaware of
any widesprea,d need for such assistance. However, in the event that
problems should emerge, the Farmers Home Administration has authority to provide low interest loans to .small communities for use on
public water systems. Accordingly we do not recommend inclusion of
the loan guarantee provision since it is unnecessary and would overlap
the authority administered by the Farmers Home Administration.
PROTECTION OF UNDERGROUND SOURCES OF DRINKING WATER

H.R. 10955 includes extensive provisions for a program to protect
the underground sources of drinking water.
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972
contain a number of significant provisions relating to ground water
protection. Since neither we nor the States and local communities
have had opportunity to implement these provisions, it is premature
to ascertain whether additional legislative protection of ground water
is necessary. We have not yet been able to fully gauge the extent that
the provisions in this Act will go toward providing protection of these
underground sources. I would therefore recommend that the provisions in the Safe Drinking Water Act relating to underground source
protection be deferred at this time until we are able to fully evaluate
the protection provided under existing authority.
In accordance with your request, we are enclosing a five-year projection of Federal costs for implementing H.R. 10955.
These cost estimates do not reflect poss1ble changes in the scope or
quality of the proposed pro~ram which might result from experience
gained in the implementation phase, from a reexamination of the
priorities of all of the Agency's programs, or from other causes. Therefore, these estimates do not present a commitment as to the amounts
to be included in future ht).dgets.
In conclusion Mr. Chairman, I strong-ly endorse the objective of
H.R. 10955 and many of its specific provisions. I respectfully request,
however, that you and your Committee consider the views and recommendations I have suggested.
.
Please be assured that members of my staff and I stand ready to
assist you in any way that we are able.
The Office of Management and Budget advises that it concurs with
the views set forth in this letter.
Sincerely yours,
RussELL E. TRAIN.
In addition, the following agency comments were received on H.R.
11876, a bill which deals with subject matter similar to that dealt with
in section 1432 of H.R. 13002:
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u.s. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR,
Washington, D.C., February 8,1974.

Hon. HARLEY 0. STAGGERs,
C hai1"'11ULn, Committee on Interstate and Fore gin Commerce, House
of Representatives, lV ashington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : This is in response to _your request for our
comments on H.R. 11876, the "Emergency Chlorme Allocation Act of
1'973" which is pending before the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee.
The bill would direct the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency to promulgate regulations within 30 days after its
·enactment providing for the mandatory allocation of chlorine. He
would also be authorized in consultation with the Secretary of Commerce to promulgate regulations providing mandatory allocation of
·other chemicals or substances used i.J;l the treatment of drinking water
{)I' wastewater as he deems necessary. Such regulations may require
the performance of contracts relating to supplying chlorine or other
chemicals for drinking water and wastewater treatment, and must
delineate which functions under the legislation would be performed by
EPA, Department of Commerce, or other Federal agencies. The bill
would also provide exemptions from certain of the antitrust laws when
complying with the Act. Finally, the legislation would expire on
June 30, 1975.
The Environmental Protection Agency is in accord with the broad
objectives of H.R. 11876. However, we believe that the bill goes further than is necessary and is otherwise not the appropriate mechanism to provide the Federal Government with necessary authority to
.deal with the chlorine shortage. We believe that the necessary author1ty to deal with any chlorine shortage which may materialize could
hest be provided through authority along the lines of the Defense
Production Act.
The Environmental Protection Agency has given much considera:-tion to the chlorine shortage problem during the past several months .
.Shortage and outage problems that have come to our attention this
:Past year indicate that at least 27 water and wastewater utilities had
.shortages (down to 1-10 days supply on hand) during 1973; 9 wastewater utilities and at least 1 public water supply ceased chlorinating
.'for periods up to two weeks because of outages or almost outages; and
.6 repackaging companies had outages. These are only reported inci, dents that have come to our attention; it is very likely that many other
: shOitages or even outage incidents actually occurred.
Chlorine is forecast to be in short supply throughout most of 1974
if current economic conditions continue. This could have a serious impact on chlorine users for drinking water and wastewater treatment.
However, the shortfall wjll potentially affect only some fraction of
;these users since many producers have chosen to continue to provide
supplies in spite of the shortage. Nearly one-half million tons of chlo.rine are estimated to be required for 1974 for drinking water and
.wastewater treatment. Even when there may technically be no short~.ages nationally, distribution problems could result in some shortages.
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The Environmental Protection Agency has been keeping in close
touch with local, State and other Federal agencies concerned :with the
chlorine shortage problem. We have also had some c.;ontac~ w1~h ?h~o
rine producers and distributors. 'Ve have been dealmg w1th mdlvldual shortage situations and have prevented' some outage problems by
contacting or meeting with public and industry officials. 'Ve have also
provided our Regional Offices with guidance on responding to these
shortage problems. Further, we have collaborated with the Department of Commerce and the General Services Administration with respect to determining and developing the appropriate role of Federal,
State, and local agencies in respondmg to chlorme shortages.
Despite these efforts by EPA and other Federal agencies to remedy
shortage problems through voluntary means, we are concerned that
this may not be sufficient to cope with serious shortage situations if
such should develop during 1974.
·we therefore believe that there should be available, in case the need
should arise, the necessary Federal authority to deal swiftly and effectively with critical public health problems that may be caused by
shortage of chlorine. It is our view that this Federal authority should
be limited to the following: ( 1) it should provide for standby authority to be used on case-by-case or other limited basis and not require the
establishment of an extensive program for dealing with shortage situations; (2) it should authorize the standby mandatory authority to
be used only in situations where there is a shortage or outage of chlorine and other chemicals necessary only for dririking water purification.
We also believe that efforts should be made to prevent and correct
shortages through voluntary efforts prior to exercising the standby
mandatory authority. Finally, we believe that the lead agency to administer an allocation program should be the Department of Commerce or some agency already having allocation experience with appropriate consultation and input from the Environmental Protection
Agency and other Federal agencies.
·
We do not believe that it is necessary for the Federal Government
to undertake an extensive mandatory allocation system for a situation
that we believe is not going to occur on a large scale basis or in a great
number of instances. 'We therefore do not see the need to have a
large administrative :force implementing an extensive program to
prevent a relatively few shortage situations. On the other hand, a
shortage or outage of chlorine or other necessary chemicals for drinking water purification is such a critical matter that it must be dealt
with immediately and effectively. We strongly believe that while mandatory allocation authority is necessary, it need only be standby authority and not authority requiring the Federal Government to undertake a broad mandatory allocation system.
'\Ve also believe it sufficient to authorize this standby allocation
authority for chlorine and other chemical substances necessary only
for drinking water purification. Providing mandatory allocation authority to insure the safety of drinking water is readily distinguishable
from other situations where shortages may occur. People that are
served by public water supplies have no option but to drink the water
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that is supplied to them; there is no reasonable substitute for safe water
and usually no other place to obtain it. There must be no delay in
obtaining a supply of chlorine should a shortage appear imminentin other shortage situations there is time to proceed to overcome the
shortage without an extreme emergency developing. Further, at this
time there is no reasonable substitute for the chlorination of drinking
water and because of the nature of this product it is not possible to
guard against shortage situations by storing a supply. Even a short
term interruption of the chlorination of drinking water while obtaining a new supply cannot be tolerated. Accordingly, there seems to be
ample justification for providing standby allocation authority for
insuring tne safety of drinking water which is not present in other
shortage situations.
We recommend that the Environmental Protection Agency not be
the lead agency for an allocation program. The responsibilities of
the EPA Administrator in the provision of safe drinking water direct
that he should have an important function in the proposed allocation
program. However, we believe that the primary responsibility for the
allocation program should be conducted by a Federal agency which
already has responsibilities in the allocation of scarce materials such
as the Department of Commerce. It would be a waste of resources for
EPA to duplicate the administrative machinery already in other
agencies for implementing a standby mandatory allocation system of
scarce materials. We would expect the Environmental Protection
Agency to have the responsibility to provide surveillance and monitoring of such drinking water treatment operations and to keep the Department of Commerce and other agencies fully informed as to the adequacy of treatment and supplies of chlorine and other chemicals for
drinking water in order that they may take any necessary action with
regard to allocation.
We therefore do not recommend enactment of H.R. 11876 but believe
that its purpose could be best accomplished by legislation along the
lines of the Defense Production Act authorities but in a separate Act.
We are exploring these mechanisms with the Department of Commerce, General Services Administration, and other Federal agencies
and will report back to the Committee shortly.
We are advised by the Office of Management and Budget that there
is no objection to the submission of this report from the standpoint
of the program of the President.
Sincerely,
RussELL E ..TRAIN,
.Ad!mini8trato'l'.
GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, D.O., January f29, 1974.
Hon. HARLEY 0. STAGGERs,
Ohairm,an, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, House
of Representatives, Washington, D.O.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Your letter of December 17, 1973, requests
the views of the General Services Administration on H.R. 11876, 93rd
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Congress, a bill "To amend the Public Health Service Act to assure
an adequate supply of chlorine and certain other chemicals and substances which are necessary for safe drinking water and for waste
water treatment."
The General Services Administration (GSA) recognizes the potential urgency of the need for legislation to insure adequate supplies
of chlorine and other chemicals used for the purification of water.
The Director of the Office of Preparedness, GSA, has endorsed the
need for standby legislation in this area in light of the severe threat
to public health posed by the lack or inadequacy of treatment of public water supJ;>lies. Accordingly, GSA supports the concept of legislation providm~ standby authority to deal with the actual occurrence of a chlorme shortage emergency. However, we do not believe
that legislation is needed that would require the institution now of
mandatory allocation of chlorine or related chemicals.
Based on information supplied by the Environmental Protection
Agency and the Department of Commerce,· we feel that there is a
significant eroba.bility that measures to insure proper chlorine distribution will be necessary during the coming months, althou~h such
need is by no means certain. Under these circumstances, the mstitution of a mandatory program at this time would be unnecessary and
thus wasteful of Federal resources. Standby authority to meet any
actual shortage or outage situations that may arise, however, seems imperative in view of the potentially serious public health hazard involved and the need for immediate Federal action if a crisis develops.
In our view, it is also important that any legislation develo.red to
meet this potential threat to public health be designed to utihze the
priorities and allocations mechanism currently in use for other materials. Also, since the coordination among Federal allocations programs is currently achieved through the Office of Preparedness withm GSA, use of existing mechanisms would insure that chlorine alloeation actions are fully coordinated with other mandatory Federal
priorities and allocations .rrograms. Creating a whole new set of arrangements for the allocatiOn of chlorine alone, when existing arrangement could be used. does not appear practi<!al or economical. Accordingly, we would propose that the objective of providing chlorine and
other chemicals for purification of drinking water on a standby,
. emergency basis, be achieved either by amending Title I of the Defense
Production Act of 1950, as amended, or by enactment of similar, but
separate legislation.
·
These alternatives are now being considered by GSA and other concerned agencies. We will submit a further report shortly.
The Office of Management and Budget has advised that, from the
standpoint of the Administration's program, there is no objection to
the submission of this report to your Committee.
Sincerely,
ALLAN G. KAUPINEN,

Assistant Administrator.
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GENERAL CouNSEL,
DEPARTMENT oF CoMMERCE,
Washington, D.O., February 14, 1974.
Ron. HARLEY 0. STAGGERs,
Chairman, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, House
of Representatives, Washington, D.O.
DEAR Mn. CnAIRllfAN : This is in reply to your request for the views
of this Department with respect to H.R. 11876, a bill "To amend the
Public Health Service Act to assure an adequate supply of chlorine
and certain other chemicals and substances which are necessary for
safe drinking water and for ·waste water treatment."
Since H.R. 11876 provides for mandatory institution of allocations
of these materials, we are opposed to its enactment. Further, we believe it inappropriate to vest allocation authority in the Environmental Protection Agency, when this Department already has a priorities and allocations system in being for other materials.
This Department is aware of the difficulties that some municipalities have experienced in obtaining supplies of chlorine and other substances. We are monitoring the situation closely, and have already
been instrumental in the following initiatives:
Direct contact ·with chlorine producers to determine what action they are prepared to take to provide chlorine for municipal use.
Collaboration with EPA and GSA in the determination and
development of the role of Federal, local, and state governments
with respect to this matter.
Interagency reviews of the subject.
As a matter of principle, we believe at this time that the primary
vehicle for meeting requirements for chlorine and other substances
necessary for water treatment and purification should continue to be
through voluntary efforts in the priv:ate sector. Nevertheless, we recognize the voluntary efforts to correct maldistribution problems may ultimately prove inadequate to assure availability of chlorine supplies at
the proper place and at the proper time. Accordingly, we would support Federal legislation which would provide standby authority to
establish priorities .and allocations for appropriate distribution of
these materials, if needed.
The compelling considerations which may ultimately warrant government controls over the distribution of chemicals for water treatment include the following:
Pure drinking water is essential to the public.
The public is generally dependent on municipal supplies of
drinking water.
Unsafe drinking water could lead to local outbreaks of communicable -diseases which could spread rapidly to become of
nationwide importance.
Continuous chlorination is the only present, practical method to
insure supplying safe drinking water.
.
,
.
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Interruption of chlorination for more than a few hours could
lead to a breakdown in the integrity of the drinking water system.
Establishing a stockpile of chlorine is not practical because of
the nature of the material.
The current extreme shortage of chlorine is expected to be relieved by early 1975, at which time the free market should insure
adequate supplies being available for water treatment.
Consequently, the Department of Commerce believes that the unique
nature of the near term situation regarding supplies of safe drinking
water requires that the government be in a posrtion to take direct and
prompt action to alleviate any crisis situations. While we are hopeful
that voluntary actions will be effective, and while we intend to aggressively pursue all possible voluntary approaches, we believe the Executive Branch should have standby authority for manda.tory allocation at
such time :as it may be required. We are exploring various alternatives
to determine which would be the most effective to achieve this and will
submit appropriate recommendations to you shortly.
We have been advised by the Office o:£ Management and Budget that
there would be no objectiOn to the submission o:£ this report to the
Congress from the standpoint of the Administration's program.
Sincerely,

E. BAKKE, .
General Oounsel.
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CHANGES IN ExiSTING LAw MADE BY THE BILL, AS REPORTED

In compliance with clause 3 o:£ rule XIII of the Rules o:£ the House
o:f lwpresentatives, changes in existing law made by the bill, as reported, are shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted is
enclosed in black brackets, new matter is printed in italic, existing law
in which no change is proposed is shown in roman) :

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE ACT
TITLE I-SHORT TITLE AND DEFINITIONS

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

DEJ!'TNITIONS

SEc. 2. When used in this Act(a) * * *
·

*

*

*

*

*

•

*

•

•

•

*

*

*

*

(:£) The term "State" means a State or the District of Columbia
Puerto Rico, or the Virgin Islands, except that (1) as used in sectior{
361 (d) such term means a State, or the District of Columbia, and (.~)
.aBused in title XIV such term includes Guarn, American Sarnoa. and
the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands
·
·
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TITLE .:YIV-SAFE'TY OF PUBLIC WATER SYSTEMS
PART A-DEFINITIONS.
DEFINITIONS

SEc.1401. For purposes of this title:
(1) The tenn "ptirnar-y drinking water regulation" means a
regulation whi(:h.
(A) applies to public water systems/
(B) specifies contaminants which, in the judgment of the
Administrator, may have any adverse effect on the health of
persons,( 0) specifies for each such contaminant either( i) a maximum contaminant le'oel, if, in the judgement of the Administrator, it is economically and technologically feasible to ascertain the level of such contaminant in water in public water systems, or
( ii) if, in the judgment of the Administrator, it is not
economically or technologically feasible to so ascertain
the level of such contaminant, each treatment technique
known to the Administrator which leads to a reduction
in the level of such contaminant sufficient to satisfy the
requirements of section 14113/ and
(D) contains criteria and procedures to assure a supply of
drinking water which dependably complies with such maximum contaminant levels/ including quality control and testing procedures to insure compliance 'with such levels and to
iwure proper operation and maintenance of the system, and
requirements as to (i) the minimum quality of water which
may be taken into the system and ( ii) siting for new facilities
for public water $Jfstems.
(93) The term "secondary drinking water regulation" mean.~ a
regulation which applies to public water systems and which specifies the maximum contaminant levels which, in the judgment of
the Administrator, are requisite to protect the public welfare.
Such regulations may apply to any contaminant in drinking 'Water
(A) which may adversely a-ffect the odor or appearance of such
water and consequently may cause a S1tbstantial number of persons served by the public water system providing such water to
discontinue its use, or (B) which may other"Wise adversely affect
the public welfare. Such regulations rna;y vary according to geographic and other circumstances.
·
(3) The term "mamimum contaminant level" means the maxinvum permissible level of a contaminant in water which is delivered to any user of a public water system.
(4) The term "public water system" means a system for the
provision to the public of piped water for human consumption, if
such system has at least fifteen service connections or regularly
serves at least twenty-five individuals. Such term includes (A)
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any collection, tTeatment, storage, and di8tribution facilities under
control of the operator of such system and used primarily in connection with such system, and (B) any collection OJ' pPetreatment
storage facilities not under such control ~vhich are used p1'imarily
in connection with such system.
( 5) The tel'm "supplier of water" means any person who owns
or operates a public water system.
( U) The term "contmn'imant" 1neans any physical, chemical, biological, or rudiologica]substance or matter in '!Dater.
(7) The term "Administrator" means the Administrator of the
Environmental Protection Agency.
(8) The term "Agency" means the Environmental Protection
Agency.
(9) The term "Council" means the National Drinking Water
Advisory Council established under section 1446.
(10) The term "mun1:cipal-ity" means a city, to·wn, or other rmblic body created by or pursuant to State law, or an Indian tribal
organization authorized by law.
(11) The tm'm "Federal a.gency" means any department,
agency, or instrumentality of the United States.
(1:2) The terrn "person" means an indi11idual, corporation, cmnpany, association, partnership, State, or municipality.
PART B-PUBLIC WATER SYSTEMS
COYERAGE

SEc.1411. Subject to sections11,15 and 1416, national primary drinking 1oater regulations under this part shall apply to each public water·
system in each State; except that such regulations shall1Wt apply to
a public water systernr-(1) 1vhich consists only of distribution and storage facilities
(and does not have any collection and treatment facilities) ;
(93) which obtains all of its water from, but is not 01vned or operated by, a public wate1' system to which such regulations apply;
and
( 3) which does Mt sell water to any person.
NATIONAL DRINKING WATER REGULATIONS

SEc. 14193. (a)(l) The Administrator shall publish p1'oposed national interim p1'imary drinking 11;ater regulations 1dthin 90 days
afte1' the date of enactment of this title. Within 180 detys etfter such
date of enactment, he shall promulgate S:nch regulations ~oith such
modifications as he deems appropriate. Regulations under this paragraph may be amended from time to tinw.
.
(2) NaNonal interim primary drinking 1oater regulations prmnulgated ttnder pamgraph (1) shall protect health to the extent feasible,
using technology, treatment techniques, and other means, which the
Administrator ddermines are generally a1~ailable (taking costs into
consideration) on the date of enactment of this title.
(3) The interim pPimary 1'egulett?"ons first promulgated under paragmph (1) shall take effect not later than one yeal' after the date of
their promulgation.
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(b) (1) (A) Within 10 days of the date the report on the study conducted pu1'suant to 811bsection (e) is subrnitted to Congress, the Adrninistmtor shall publish in the Federal Register, and provide opportunity for cornrnent on, the.( i) proposals in the report for recornrnended rnaxirnurn contarninant levels for national prirnary drinking water regulation.'S,
and
(in list in the report of contarninants the levels of which in
drinking 'water cannot be determined but which may hm)e an ad1~erse effect on the health of persons.
.
(B) Within 90 days after the date the Adrninistrator rnalces the
publication Pequired by subparagraph (A), he shall by rule establish
reco·mrne11ded maximum. contami:nant levels for each contaminant
1l'hich. in his judgment based on the report on. the study conducted
ptll'8uant to subsection (e), may have any adverse effect on the health
of persons. Each surh1'erommended maximum contaminant le1•el shall
be set at a le1~el at which, in the Administratm·'s judgment based on
such repm't, 110 known 01' anticipated ad'uerse effects on the health of
JleJwons occur and 11•hich allm.Es an adequate margin of safety. In addition, he shall, on the basi.<; of the report on the 8tudy conducted purBuant to subsention (e), list in the rules under this subparagraph any
con.taminrmt the le1•el of which cannot be accurately enough measured
in dr;nlcing trater to establish a recommended maximum contaminant
lerel and 1chich may hwve any adverse effect on the health of pe1'SOnB.
B tsed on information available to him, the Administrator rna.y by rule
dwnge recommended let•els established under this subparagraph or
·change 8uch list.
(2) On the date the Administrator establishes pursuant to paragroph (1) (B) recommended mamim1tm contaminant levels he shall
publi.'Sh in the Fede1'al Register proposed reviBed national primary
drinking waieJ' regulatiom (meeting the requi1'ernents of paragraph
(B)). Within 180 days after the date of stwh p1'oposed regulatiom, he
shall promulgate 8uch re1.'ised drinking water Tegulations with such
modifications as he deems appropriate.
(3) Retdsed national prim.my drinking water requlation8 prmnul9ated under paragraph (2) of this 8ubsection shall be primary drinking 1./Ja.ter rr<gu..lations u·hich specify a maximum contaminant level
or requiJ·e the use of treatment techniques for each contaminant for
1.i•hich a recornnwnded ma;;.limwn contaminant ZetJel is establi8hed or
n•hich is listed in a r·ulc under paragraph (1) (B). The maximum contaminant le1•el specifiPd in rJ, re1Ji.Bed national primary drinking 1.oater
regulation for a contaminant shall be as close to tile recommended
maximum contaminant level established under paragraph (2) for
.'Such contaminant as i8 feasible. A required treatment technique for
a contaminant for 1.1'hirh a recommended rna:cimum contaminant
lc1·el has been establi8hed under paragraph (2) shall reduce such contaminant to a level 1.t•hich is as close to the recom.m.ended maximum
contaminant le1Jel for such contaminam.t as is feasible. A J'equired treatment technique for a contaminant .1vhich ·iB listed under paragraph
(1) (B) shall regui1'e trecdment necerosary in the Admini8trator's judgment. to prevent known 01' anticipai;ed adver8e effect8 on the health
of persons to the e:.rtent feMible. For purpose8 of this paragraph, the
1
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term "feasible" rneam feasible u•ith the use of technology, treatment
techniques, and other means, which the Admin·istrator finds are gen~
erally available (taking cost into comideration) .
( 4) Revi.~ed national primar1J drinking water regulatiom shall be
amended 'whenever changes in technology, t1•eatvwnt techniques, and
other means pmmit greater protection of the health of persom, but
in any event such regu,lations shall be rev·iewed at least once every 5
years.
( 5) Revised natimuzl prim,ary drinking water· regulations promulgated under this subsection (and amendments thereto) shall take effect
not later than 1 year after the date of their pPomulg_ation. Regul~tions
under snbMction (a.) shall be superseded by regulatzons under thu subsection to the extent pro?)ided by the regULations ·under this subsection.
(c) The Administmtor shall publish proposed national secondary
drinking water reg1dati.ons within ~70 days after the date of enactment of this title. Within 90 days after publication of any such regulation, he shall promulgate such regulation with such modifications as
he deerns appropriate. Regulations ?tuder tlds subsection may be
amended from time to time.
(d) Regulations 1~nder thi.~ secti,on shall be prescribed in accordance
'with section 55/J of title .5, United States Code (relating to rulemaking) . bb proposing and prrnnulating r·egulations UllUier this section,
the Admmistrator shall consult with the Secretm-y and the National
· Drinking Water Ad1)isory Council.
(e) (1) The Administrator shall enter into appropriate arrangements with the National Academy of Sciences (or with another independent scientific organization if approp1·iate arrangements cannot
be made with such Academy) to conduct a study to determine (A)
the mamint1~m contaminarnt levels which should be recommended wnder
subsection (b) ( ~) in order to protect the health of persons from any
kno'wn or anticipated adverse effects, and (B) the existence of any
Mntaminants the levels of ·which in drinking water cannot be determ;ined bnt which may have an adverse·effect on the health of persons.
(~) The result of the study shall be reported to Congress no later
than~ years after the date of enactment of this title. The report shall
contain (A) a summary and evaluation of relevant publications and
unpublished studies; (B) a statement of methodologies and assumptions for estimating the levels at which adverse health effects may
occur; ( 0) a statement of methodologies and assumptions for estimating the margin of safety which should be incorporated in the
national primary drinking water regulations; (D) proposals for
recommwiled maximum contaminant levels for national primary
drinking water regulations, based on the methodologies, as8Uf!Tl,ptions,
and studies referred to in clauses (A), (B), and (0) a1Ul, in paragraph (4); (E) a list of contaminants the level of which in drinking
water cannot be determim.ed but which may have an adverse effect on
the health of persons; and (F) recommended studies and test protocols
for future research on the health effects of drinking water contaminants, including a list of the ma,ior research priorities atnd estimated
costs necessary to conduct such priority research.
. ·
(S) In developing its proposals for recommended mamim'fllm contaminant levels under paragraph (~)(D) the National Academ11 of
Sciences (or other orgatnization preparing the report) shall evaluate
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and explain (separately and in composite) the impact of the following
considerations :
(A) The existence of groups or individuals in the population
which are more susceptible to adverse effects than the normal
healthy adult.
(B) The exposure to contaminants in other media than drinking water (including exposures in food, in the ambient air, and
in occupational· settings) and the resulting body burden of
contaminants.
( 0) Synergistic effects resulting from exposure to or interaction by two ar more contaminants.
(D) The contaminant exposure and body burden levels wMch
alter physiological function or structure in a manner reasonably
suspected of increasing the risk of illness.
( 4) In making ·the study under this subsection, the National
Academy of Sciences (or other organization) shall collect and correlate (A) morbidity and mortality data and (B) monitored data
on the quality of drinking water. Any conclusion-S based on such correlation shall be included in the report of the study.
(5) Neither the report of the study under this subsection nor any
draft of such report shall be submitted to the Office of Management
and Budget or to any other Federal agency (other than the Environmental Protection Agency) prior to its submission to Oongress.
(6) 0 f the funds authorized to be appropriated to the Administrator by this title, such amounts as may be required shall be available
to carry out the study and to make the report directed by paragraph
(2) of this subsection.
STATE PRIMARY ENFORCEMENT RESPONSIBILITY

SEc. 1413. (a) For purposes of this title, a State has primary enforcement respowibility for public water systems during any period
for which the Administrator determines (pursuant to regulatiow prescribed under subsection (b) ) that such State(1) has adopted drinking water regulations which (A) during
the period beginning on the date the national interim primary
drinking water regulatiow are promulgated 'IJITI.der section 1412
and ending on the date such regulation-S take effect are no less
stringent than such regulations, and (B) after such effective date
are no less stringent than the interim amd revised national primary drinking water regulations in effect under such section;
(2) has adopted and is ilmplememting adefl~U!:te prOcedures for
the enforcement of such State regulations, VJUJluding conducting
6U(Jh monitoring a:nd making such iwpections as the Administrator maJJ require by regulation;
(3) will keep such records and make such reports with respect
to its activities under p(]ff'agraphs (1) and (2) as the Administrator may require by regulation; and
(4) if it per"mits variances or exemptions, qr· both, from the
J>equirements of its drinking water regul4tions which meets the
'l'equirements of paragraph (1), permits such variances and exemptiow under conditions a:nd in a manner which is not less
•trVngent than in conditions wnder, and the manner in, which
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variances and exemptioru; 1nay be ,granted under sectioru;1415 and
1416'.
(b) (1) The Admin1'strator shall, by regulalion (proposed 'U)ithin
180 days of the date of the enactment of this title), prescribe the
manner in which a State may apply to the Administrator for a determination that the requirements of paragraphs (1), ( f2), (S), and (4)
of subsection (a) are satisfied with respect to the State, the manner
in 1vhich the determi11ation is made, the period for 1vhich the determination 1vill be etf'ective, and the manner in 1vhich the Administrator
may determine that such requirements are no longer met. Such regulatioJ1S shall J'equire that before a determination of the Administrator
that such requirements an no longer met 1vith respect to a State may
become effective, the Administrator shall notify such State of the
determination and the reasons therefor and shall pl'ovide an opport.~mity for public hearing on the determir1ation. Such regnlations shall
be promulgated (with such modifications as the AdministTator deems
appropriate) 1vithin .90 days of the publication of the proposed regulations in the Federal Register. The Administr-atm' shall promptly notify
in writing the chief execntive officer of each State of the promnlgation
of ngnlatwns under this paTagraph. Snch notice shall contain a copy
of the regnlati011s and shall specify a State's anthority nnder this title
1uhen it is detenn.ined to have p·rinwry enforcement responsibility for
public wateT systems.
·
(f2) When an application is submitted in accordance 1vith the Administrator's regulations under paragraph (1), the Administrator
shall within .90 days of the date on which snch application is snbmitted
(A) make the deterrnination applied for, or (B) determine that he
is ••tnable to make snch determi1wtion and notify the applicant in writing of the reasons for his inability to make snch determination.
FAILURE BY STATE TO ASSURE ENFORCEMENT OF DRINKING WATER
REGULATIONS

SEc. 1414. (a) (1) WheneDer the Administrator finds during a
period during 1vhich a State has primary enforcement responsibility
for public water systems (within the meaning of sectim1 1413(a))
that any pnblic 1vater system(A) for 1ohich a 't'ariance nnder section 1415 or an exemption
under section 1416 is no·t in effect, does not comply 1vith any na#011al primary drinking water regnlation in effect nnder section
1412, or
(B) for which a variance nnder section 1415 or an exemption
nnder section 1416 is in effect, does not comply ·with any schednle,
contTol measnre, or other reqnirement imposed pnrsuant thereto,
he shall so notify the State and provide wch advice and technical
assistance to snch State and pnblic water system as may be appropriate
to bring the system into compliance 1oith s.uch regulation or reqniren'tent by the eaTlicst feasible time. If the Administrator firuis snch
failnre to comply extends beyond the thirtieth day after the date of
such notice, he slwll gi1w pnblic notice of suchfindings and reqnest
the State to report 1L'ithin fifteen days from the date of such pnblic
notice as to the steps being taken to bring the system into compliance
(including reasons for anticipated steps to be taken to bring the system
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into complia:nce and. for any fail!ure to take steps to bring the system
into complia:nce) . l f(A) such failure to comply extends beyond the sixtieth day
after the date of the notice given pursuant to the first sentence
of this paragraph, and
(B) ( i) the State fails to submit the report requegted by the Administrator within the time period prescribed by the preceding
sentence, or
( ii) the State submits such report within such period but the
Administrator, after considering the report, determines that by
failing to implement by such sixtieth day adequate procedures to
bring the system into compliance by the earliest feasible time the
State abused its discretion in carrying out primaTy enforcement
•
responsibility for public water system.s,
the Administrator may commence a civil action undm· subsection (b).
(2) Whenever, on the basis of information available to him, the
Administrator finds during a period during which a State does not
have primary enforcement responsibility for public water systems that
a public 'water system in such State( A) for 'which a 1Jariance under section 1415(a) (2) or an exemption tmder section 1416(!) is not in effect, does not comply
with any national primaTy drinking 1oater regulation in effect
under section 1412, or
(B) for which a variance under section 1415(a) (2) or an exemption under' section 1416(/) is in effect, does not comply 1oith
any schedule, control measure, 01' other requirement imposed pursuant theTeto,
he may commence a civil action under subsection (b).
(b) The Administrator may bring a civil action in the appropriate
United States district couTt to require compliance 11;ith a national primary drinking water reguldtion or with any schedule, control measure,
or other requirement 'imposed pursuant to a variance or exemption
granted under section1415 or 1416 if(1) authorized under paragraph (1) or (2) of subsection (a)~
or
(2) if requested by (A) the chief executive officer of the State
in which is located the public water system which is not in compliance toith such regulation or requirement, or (B) the agency
of such State tohich has jurisdiction over compliance by public
water systems in the State with national primary drinking water
regulations or 8tate drinking water regulations.
The court may enter such judgment as protection of public health
may require, taking into con.sideration the time necessary to comply
and the availability of alternative water sttpplies.
(c) Each owner or operator of a public wateT system shall give
notice to the per.wns served by it(1) of any failure on the part of the public water system to( A) comply with an applicable maximum contaminant
level or treatment technique requirement of, or a testing procedure prescribed by, a national primary drinking water
regulation, or
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(B) perform monitoring required by section 1445(a), and
(2) if the public water system is subject to a variance granted
under section 1415(a) (1) (A) or 1415(a) (2) for an inability to
meet a nu.wrimum contaminant level require1'fb8nt or is subject to
an exemption granted under section 1416, of( A) the existence of such variance or exemption, and
(B) any failure to comply with the requ~rements of any
schedule or control measure prescribed pursuant to the variamce or exemption.
.
The Administrator shall by regulation prescribe the form and manner
for gitving such notice. Such notice shall be given not less than once
every 3 months, shall be gwen by publication in a newspaper of general circulation serviing the area served by each such water system
(as aetermined by the Administrator), amd shall be furnished to the
other communications media serving such area. If the water bills of a
puulic water system are issued more often than once every 3 months,
such notice shall be included in at least one water bill of the system
eveJ'Y 3 months, and if a pubZic 1.JJater system issues its water bills less
often than once every 3 months, such notice shall be included in each
of the 'water bills issued by the system. Any person who willfully violates this subsection or regulations thereunder shall be fined not more
than $5,000.
(d) Whenever, on the basis of information available to him, the
Admin:istrator finds that within a reasonable time after national secondary drinking water regulations have been promulgated, one or
more public 'water systems in a State do not comply with such secondary regulations, and that such noncompliance appears to result from
a failure of such State to take reasonable action to assure that public
water systems throughout such State meet such secondary regulations,
he shall so notify the State.
.
(e) Nothing in this Vitle shall diminish any authority of a State or
political subdivision to adopt or enforce a.ny law or regulation respecting drinking 'water regulations or public water systems but no
such law or regulation shall relieve any person of any requirement
otherwise appbicable under this title.
(f) If the Administrator makes a finding of noncompliance (described in subparagraph (A) or (B) of subsection (a) (1)) with
respect to a public water system in a State which has primary enforcement responsibility, the Administrator may, for the purpose of
a8sisting that State in carrying out such responsibility and upon the
petition of such State or public water system or persons served by
such system, hold, after appropriate notice, public hearings for the
purpose of gathering information from technical or other experts,
Federal, State, or other public officials, representatives of such public
1.JJater system, persons served by such system, and other interested
penons onr( 1) the ways in 1vhich such system can within the earliest
feasible time be brought into compliance with the regtdation or
requirement with respect to whieh such finding was made, and
(2) the means for the marrJi1TI!Um feasible protection of the public
health during any period in 1nhich such system is not in compliance with a national primary drinking water regulation or requirement applicable to a variance or exemption.
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On the basis of such hearings the Administrator shall issue recommendations which shall be sent to such State a'IUi public water system
and shall be made available to the public and eomwunieations media.
VARIANOE8

SEo. 14J5. (a) Notiwthsta;nding any other provision of this part,
variances from nationa:t prima'f'y drinking water regulations may be
qranted as follows:
(1) (A) A State which has primary enforcement responswility
for public water systems may grant one or more variances from an
applicable national primary drinking water regulation to one or
more public water systems within its jurisdiction which, beeuse
of characteristics of the raw water resources which are reaso-nably available to the systems, cannot meet the requirements respectilng the mamwum contaminant levels of such drinking water
regulation despite application of the technology, treatment techniques, or other means, which the Administrator finds are generally available (taking costs into consideratio-n). A variance
granted under this subparagraph shall be conditioned on each
system to which it applies implementing such co-ntrol measures as
the State finds can be complied with during the period the variance is in effect.
(B) A State which has primary enforcement responsibility for
public 'water systems may grant to one or more public wate1' systems within its jurisdiction one or more variances .from any provision of a rational primary drinking water regulation which requires the use of a specified treatment techniq:ue with respect to a
contaminant if the public water lfystem applying for the variance
demonstrates to the 8ati,sfaetion of the State that s1tch treatment
technique is not necessary to protect the healh of persons because
of the nature of the raw 'water source of such system. A variance
granted under this subparagraph shall be conditioned on 8UOh
monitoring and other req1tirements as the Administrator may prescribe.
( 0) Be fore a variance proposed to be granted by a State wnder
subparagraph (A) or (B) may take effect, 8Uch State shall provide notice and opportunity for public hearing on the proposed
variance. A notice given p1trsuant to the preceding sentence may
cover the granting of more than one variance and a hearing held
pur8'Uant to 8Uch notice shall inclrude each of the v.ariance8 covered
by the notice. The State 8hall promptly notify the Administrator
of all variances granted by it. Such notification shall contain the
reat~on for the variance and do(JUmentation of the need for the
variance.
· (D) (i) If the Administrator finds that a State has, in a 8Ub~tantial number of instances, abused its diseretiM in granting
variances under l!1bbparagraph (A) or (B) or that in a 8Ubstantial n'1.11r!Vbir of eases the State ha.~ failed to impose reasonable
control measures or monitoring or other requirements during the
period the variances are in effect, the Administrator shall notify
fhe State of his finding. Such notice shall·
(/) identify each public water system with respect to which
the finding was made,
.
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(II) specify the recwom for the firuling, and
(Ill) as appropriate, propose revocatiom of specific variances or propose revised control measures or monitoring or
other monitoring or other requirements for specific publio
water systems granted variances, or both.
( ii) The Administrator shall provide reasonable notice and pnblic hearing on the provisions of each notice given pursuant to clause
( i) of this subparagraph. After a hearing on a notice pursuant to
such clause, the Administrator shall (I) rescind the finding for
'which the notice was given and promptly notify the State of such
rescission, or (II) promulgate (with such nwdificatiom as he
deems appropriate) such variance revocations and revised variance control measures or other requiremmds proposed in such notice cw he deems appropriate. Not later than 180 days after the
· date a notice is given pw'Buant to clause ( i) of this subparagraph,
the Administrator shall complete the hearing on the notice and
take the action required by the preceding sentence.
(iii) If a State is notified under clause ( i) of this subparagraph
of a finding of the Administrator made with respect to a variance
granted a public water system within that State or to a control
measure or other requirement for a variance and if before a revocation of such variance or a revision of such control measure or
other requirement promulgated by the Administrator takes effect, the State takes corrective action with respect to such variance or control measure or other requirement 'which the Administrator determines makes his finding inapplicable to such vaPiance or control measure or other requirement, the Administrator
shall rescind the application of his finding to that variance or
control measure or other requirement. No variance revocation or
J'evised control measure or other requirement may take effect before the expiration of 90 days following the date of the notice in
'which the revocation or revised control measw'e or other requirement wcw proposed.
(B) If a State does not have prima1'Y enforcement responsibility for public water systems, the Administrator shall have the
same authority to grant variances in such State as the State would
have under paragraph (1) if it had primary enforcement re·
sponsibility.
(3) The Administrator may grant a variance from any treatment technique requirement of a national primary drinking water
regulation upon a shmoing by any person that an alternati,oe treatment technique not included in such requirement is at least as
efficient in lowering the level of the contaminant with respect to
'which such requirement was prescribed. A variance under this
paragraph shall be conditioned on the use of the alternative treatment technique which is the basis of the varwnce.
(b) Any control measure or other requirenwnt on which a variance
granted under this section is conditioned may be enforced uruler section 1414 as if such control measure was part of a national primary
drinking 'water regulation.
(c) For purposes of this section, the term "treatment technique
.requirement" means a requirement in a national primary drinking
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water regulation which specifies for a contaminant (in accordance with
section 1401 (1) ( 0) ( ii)) each treatment technique known to the Adminstrator which leads to a reduction in the level of such containment
sufficient to satisfy the requirements of section 14112(b) (3).
EXEMPTIONS

SEc. 1416. (a) A State 'which has primary enforcement responsibility may exempt any public system 'Within the $tate's jurisdiction
from any requirement respecting a maximum contaminant le1;el or any
t1'eatment technique requirement, or from both, of an applicable national primary drinking 1aater regulation upon a finding that(1) due to compelling factors (which may include economic
factors), the public water system is unable to comply with such
contaminant le'oel or treatment technique requi1'ement, and
(2) the public water system was in operation on the effective
date of such contaminant level or treatment technique requirement.
(b) (1) If a State grants a public water system a:n exemption under
subsection (a), it shall pescribe, within one year of the date the exemption is granted, a schedule for(A) compliance (including inC1'ements of progress) by the public water system with each contaminant level requirement and
treatment technique requirement with respect to which the exemption was granted, and
(B) implementation by the public water systern of such control
measures as the State may require for each contaminant, subject
to such contaminant level requirement or treatment technique requirement, during the period ending on the date complian.ce with
such requirement is required.
Before a schedule prescribed by a State pursuant to this subsection
may take effect, the State shall provide notice and opportunity for a
public hearing on the schedule. A notice given puPs·uant to the receding sentence may cover the prescribing of more than one such
schedule and a hearing held pursuant to such notice shall include each
of the schedules covered by the notice.
·
(2) (A) A schedule pescribed pursuant to this subsection for a public water system granted an exemption under subsection (a) shall require compliance by the system with each contaminant level and treatment technique requirement with respect to which the exemption was
granted as expeditiously as practicable (as the State may reasonably
determine) but (except as provided in subpamgraph (B))( i) in the case of an exemption granted with respect to a contaminant level or treatment technique reqnirement prescribed by
the interim national primary drinking water regnlations promulgated under section 14112( a), not later than January 1, 1981; and
( ii) in the case of an exemption granted with respect to a contaminant level or treatment technique requirement prescribed by
revised national primary drinking water regnlations, not later
than seven years after the date such reqnirement takes effect.
(H) Notwithstnnding clauses ( i) and ( ii) of snbparaqraph (A) of
·this paragraph, the final d_ate for co.mpliance prescrib~d in a schednle
prescribed pursnant to thzs sZtbsectwn for arb eo;emptwn granted for.
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a public water system which (as deterrnined by the State granting
the ememption) has entered into an enforceable agreement to becorne a
part of a regional public water sy8tem shallr.
( i) in the case of a schedule pr·escribed for an exemption granted
with respect to a contaminant lM,el or treatment technique requirement prescribed by interim national prirnary drinking water
regulations, be not later thanJ anuary 1, 1983; and
( ii) in the Cf18e of a schedule prescribed for an exemption
grau!ted ·w.ith.. r·espect to a contaminant level or treatment technique requirement prescribed by revised national primary drinking 1nater regulations, be not later than nine years after such
requirement talces effect.
·
( 3) Each public •water syste1n's exemption granted by a State under
subsection (a) shall be conditioned by the State upon compliance by
the public •water system, UJith the schedule pre8cribed by the State pursuant to this sub8ection. The requirements of each schedule prescribed
by a State pursuant to this subsections hall be enforceable by the State
under its laws. Any requirement of a schedule on ~vhieh an exemption
granted under this section is conditioned rnay be enforced under section
1414 as if suclf req·uirmnent was part of a national primary drinking
water regulatwn.
(4) Each schedule prescribed by a State pursuant to this subsection
shall be deemed appro·ved by the Admini.stmtor unless the exemption
for ·which it ·was prescribed is re1.•oked by the Administrator under subsecti.on (d) (92) or the schedule is revised by the Admi-nistrator under
such subsection.
(c) Each State which grants an ewemption under subsection (a)
shall promptly notify the Administrator of the granting of such
ememption. S1tch notification shall contain the reasons for the ememption and document the need for the ememption.
(d) (1) Not later than 18 months after the effective date of the interim national prirnary drinking water regulations the Administrator
shall complete a comp'fehensive re-view of the ememptions granted
(and schedules prescribed pursuarnt thereto) by the States during the
one-yea.r period beginn:i.ng on such effective. date. The Adm,inistrator
sAall conduct such subMquent re·oiews of ememption,s and schedules as
he deems necessary to carry out the purposes of this title.
(2) (A) If the Administmtor finds tha.t a State has, in a substantial
num.ber of instances~ abused its di.~cretion in granting ememptions under subsection (a) failed to prescribe schedtdes in accordance u•ith
sub8ection (b), the Administrator shall notify the State of his finding.
Such notice shall( i) identify each emempt public water system with respect to
which the finding was rnade,
( ii) specify the reasons. for the finding, and
(?.ir) as appropriate, propose revocations of specific ememptions
or propose revised schedules for specific emempt public water systems, or both.
(B) The Administrator shall provide reasonable notice and public
hearing on the provisions of each notice given pursuant to subparagraph (A). After a hearing on a notice pursuant to subparagraph
(A), the Administrator shall ( i) rescind the finding for whieh the
notice was given and promptly notify the State of such rescission, or
( ii) promulgate (with such modifications as he deems appropriate)
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such ewemptio'n revocations and revised schedules proposed in such
notice as he deems appropriate. Not later than 180 days after the date
a notice is given pursuant to subparagraph (A), the Administrator
shall complete the hearing on the notice and take the action 1'equi1·ed ·
by the preceding sentence.
(0) If a State is notified wnder subparagraph (A) of a finding of
the Administrator made with respect to an ewemption granted a public water system within that State or to a schedule prescribed pu1wuant
to such an ewemption and if before a revocation of such ewemption or
a revision of such schedule promulgated by the Administrator takes
effect the State takes corrective action with respect to such ewemption
or schedule vJhich the Administrator determines makes his finding inapplicable to such ewemption or schedule, the Administrator shall rescind the application of his finding to that ewemption or schedule. No
ewemption revocation or revised schedule may take effect before the
ewpiration of 90 days following the date of the notice in which the
re1Jocation or revised schedule was proposed.
(e) For purposes of this section, the term "treatment technique
requirement" means a requifrement in a national primary drinking
'water regulation which specifies for a contaminant (in accordance
1oith section 1401 (1) ( 0) ( ii)) each treatment technique knuwn to the
Administrator which leads to a reduction in the level of such contaminant sufficient to satisfy the 1'equirements of section 11,12(b) (3).
(/) If a State does not have primary enforcement responsibility
for public water systems, the Administrator shall have the same authority to ewempt public water systems in such State from 'fJUK))tmum
contaminant level requirements and treatment technique requirements
under the same conditions and in the same manner as the State would
be authorized to grant ewem;ptions under this section if it had p1imary
enforcement responsibility.
PART 0-PROTECTION oF UNDERGROUND SouRCES OF
DRINKING WATER
REGULATIONS FOR STATE PROGRAMS

·

SEc. 11,21. (a) (1) The Administrator shall publish proposed regulations for State underground injection control programs within 180
days after the date of enact1nent of this title. Within 180 days after
publication of such proposed regulations, he shall promulgate such
regulations 'with such modifi(:ations as he deems appropriate. Any regulation under this subsection may be amended from time to time.
(2) Any regulation under this section shall be proposed and promulgated in accordance 'with section 553 of title 5, United States Oode
(relating to rulemaking), ewcept that the Administrator shall provide
opportunity for public /Waring prior to promulgation of such regulations. In proposing and promulgating regulations under this section,
the Administrator shall consult with the Secretary, the National
Drinking Water Advisory Council, and other appropriate Federal
.
.
entities and with interested State entities.
(b) (1) Regulations under subsection (a) for State underground
injection programs shall contain minimum requirements for effective
programs to prevent wnder.qround in.7ection which endangers drinking
water so1trces within the meaning of subsection (d) (2). Such regula-
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tions shall require that a State program, in order to be approved under
section 11,22(A) shall proll!ibit, effective three years after the date of the
enactment of this title, any underground injection in such State
which is not authorized by a permit issued by the State ( er13cept
that the regulations may permit a State to authorize underground
injection by rule) ;
(B) shall require (i) in the case of a program which provides
for authorization of underground injection by permit, that the applicant for the permit to inject must satisfy the State that the
underground injection will not endanger drinking water sources,
and ( ii) in the case of a program which provides for such an
authorization by rule, that no rule may be promulgated which
authorizes any underground injection which endangers underground 1f)ater sources;
( 0) shall indude inspection, monitoring, recordkeeping, and
reporting requirements; and
(D) shall apply (i) as prescribed by section 1447 (b), to underground injections by Federal agencies, and (ii) to underground
injections by any other person whether or not occurring on property owned or leased by the United States.
(2) Regulations for State underground injection control programs
may not prescribe requirements which interfere with or impede-(A) the underground injection of brine or other fluids which
are brought to the surface in connection with oil or natural gas
poduction, or
(B) any u;uJerground injection for the secondary or tertiary
recovery of ozl or natural gas,
unless such requirements are essential to assure that underground
sources of drinking water will not be endangered by such injection.
(c) (1) The Administrator may, upon application of the Governor
of a State which authorize8 underground injection by means of permits, authorize such State to issue (without regard to subsection
(b) (1) (B) ( i) ) temporary permits for underground injection which
may be effective until the expiration of four years after the date of
enactment of this title, if( A) the Administrator finds that the State has demonstrated
that it is unable and could not reasonably have been able to proces8
all permit applications within the time available;
(B) the Administrator determi'fUis the adverse effect on the
environment of such temporary permits is not unwarranted;
( 0) such temporary permit8 will be issued only with respect to
injection wells in operation on the date on which such State'8
permit program approved under this part first takes effect and for
which there was inadequate time to process its permit application; and
(D) the Administrator determines the temporary permits requir~ the use of adequate safeguards establiBhed by rules adopted
tJyktm.
(2) The Administrator may, upon application of the Gm!ernor of a
State which autlwrizes underground injection by means of permits,
authorize such State to issue (1.oitlwut regard to subsection (b) (1) (B)
( i)), but after reasonable notice and public hearing, one or more tern-
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porary permits each of 'which is applicable to a part·icular in.fection
well and to the underground injection of a particular fluid and which
'IJW,y be effective until the ewpiration of four years after the date of
enactment of this title, if the State has found, on the r·ecord of such
hearing( A) that technology (or other means) to permit safe in.fection
of the fluid in accordance with the applicable underground injection control program is not generally available (taking costs into
consideration) ;
(B) that injection of the fluid 'would be less harmful to health
than the use of other available means of disposing of waste or
producing the desired product; and
( 0) that available technology or other means have been employed (and will be employed) to reduce the volume and towicity
of the fluid and to minimize the potentially adverse effect of the
injection on the public health.
(d) For purposes of this part:
(1) The term "underground injection" means the s1tbsurface
emplacement of fluids by well injection.
(2) Underground injection endangers drinking 'water sources
if such injection mary result in the presence in underground 'water
which supplies or can reasonably be ewpected to supply any public
water system of any contaminant, and if the presence of such
contaminant 'IJW,y result in such system's not complying with any
national primary drinking water regulation or may otherwise
adversely affect the health of persons.
STA.TE PRIMARY ENFORCEMENT RESPONSIBILITY

SEc. 1422. (a) Within 180 days after the date of enactment of this
title, the Administrator shall list in the Federal Register each State
for which in his judgment a State underground injection control program may be necessary to assure that underground injection will not
endanger drinking water sources. Sudh list may be amended from time
to time.
_
(b) (1) (A) Each State listed under subsection (a) shall within 270
days after the date of promulgation of any regulation under section
1421 (or, if later, within 270 days after such State is first listed under
subsection (a)) submit to the Administrator an application which
contains a showing satisfactory to the Administrator that the State( i) has adopted after reasonable notice and public hearings,
and will implement, an underground injection control program
which meets -the requirements of regulations in effect under section 1421; and
( ii) will keep such records and make such reports 'with respect
to its activities under clause ( i) as the Administratm· 'IJW,y require
by regulation.
(B) Within 270 days of any amendment of a regulation under section 1421 revising or adding any requirement respecting State underground injection control programs, each State listed under .subsection
(a) shall submit (in such form and manner as the Administrator may
require) a notice to the Administrator containing a showing satisfactory to him that the State underground injection control program
meets the revised or added requirement.
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(2) Witlvin ninety days after the State's application under paragraph (1) (A) or notice under paragraph (1) (B) and after reasonable opportunity for presentation of views, the Administrator shall by
rule either approve, disapprove, or approve in part and disapprove ,in
part, the State's underground injection control program.
. (3) If the Administrator approves the State's program under paragraph (B), the State shall have prima1'Y enforcement responsibility
for 1mdergronnd water sources until such tinw as t'lw Admi1~istrator
determines, by rule, that sU;Ch State no longer meets the requzre111ents
of clause (i) OJ' ( ii) of paragraph (1) (A) of this subsection.
(4) Before promulgating any rule under paragraph (2) or (3) of
this subsection, the Administrator shall p1'ovide opportunity for public hearing 1'especting such rule.
(c) If the Administrator disapproves a State's program (or part
thereof) under subsection (b) (2) or if a State fails to submit an application or notice before the date of expiration of the period specified in
subsection (b) ( 1), the Administrator shall by regulation within 90
days after such disapproval or expiration date (as the case may be)
prescribe (and rnay from time to time by regulation revise) a program
applicable to such State 111eetlng the requirements of sectwn 1421 (b).
f?uch program may not include require111ents which interfere with or
~mpede-

(1) the unde1'ground injection of brine or other fluids 1vhich
are brought to the surface in connection with oil or natural gas
production, or
(2) any underground injection for the secondary or tertiary
recovery of oil or natural gas,
unless such requirements are essential to assure that underground
sources of drinking 1vater will not be endangered by such injection.
Such program shall apply in such State to tlw extent that a program
adopted by such State which the Administrator determines 111eet such
requi1'ements is not 'in effect. Before promulgating any regulation
1tnder this section, the Administrator shall provide opportunity for
public hearing respecting such regulation.
(d) For zntrposes 0 I this title, the term "applicable underground
injection control p1'ogram" with respect to a State means the program ( 01' most recent arnendment thereof) (1) which has been adopted
by the State and which has been approved under subsection (b), or
(2) which has been prescribed by the Administrator under subsection
(c).
FAILCRE OF STA.TE TO ASSURE ENFORCEMENT OF PROGRAM

SEc. 1423. (a) (1) Whenever the Administrator finds during aperiod during which a State has primary enforcement responsibility for
underground water sources (1oithin the meaning of section 1422 (b)
(3)) that any person 'Who is subject to a requirement of an applicabte
tlnderground injection control prog·ram in such State is violating such
requirement, he shall so notify the State and tlw person violating such
requirement. If the Administrator finds such failure to comply extends beyond the thirtieth day after the date of such notice, he shall
give public notice of such finding and request the State to report
within 15 days after the date of such public notice as to the steps being
taken to bring such person into compliance with such requirement
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(including reasons for anticipated steps to be taken to bring such
person into compliance with such requirem,ent and for any failure to
take steps to bring such person into c01npliance with such requirement). lf(A) such failure to c01nply ewtends beyond the siwtieth day
after the date of the notice given pursuant to the first sentence of
this paragraph, and
(B) ( i) the State fails to submit the report requested by the
Administrator within the time period prescribed by the preceding sentence, or
( ii) the State submits such report within such period but the
Administrator, after considering the report, determines that by
failing to take necessary steps to bring such person into compliance by such siwtieth day the State abused its discretion in
carrying out primary enforcement responsibility for underground
water sources,
the Administrator may commence a civil action under subsection (b)

(1~92)

lVhenwoer the Administrator finds during a period during
which a State does not have primary enforcement responsibility for
under:Jround 'Water sources that a:ny person subject to any J'equireJtient of any applicable unde1•ground injection control program in such
Stale is violating such requirernent, he may cOJmneTwe a civil action
under subsection (b) (1) .
(b) (1) lVhen authorized by snbsection (a), the Administrator may
b1·ing a civil action under this paragraph in the appropriate United
States district court to require compliance •with any requirement of
an applicable 11nderground injection control program. The court may
tnter such }'Mdgrnent as protection of public health may require, including, in the case of an action brought against a person who violates
an applicable J'eqtdrement of an underground injection control program and •who is located in a State •which has primary enforcement
responsibility for underqrmtnd •water sources, the imposition of a civil
penalty of not to exceed $5,000 for each da,y such person •oiolates such
requirement after the ewpiration of 60 days after receiving notice
under sMbsection (a) (1) .
(£) Any person 1Dho violates any requirement of an applicable
unde1·ground injertion control progrann to which he is sub.}ect during
any period for which the State doe8 not have primary enforcement
1'esponsibility for underground water sources, shall be sub.}ect to a
ci't,il penalty of not more than i/15,000 per day. In addition, if such
violation or fa:ilure to comply is J()illfnl, such person shall be punished
by a fin.e of not mO're than $5,000 per day.
(c) Nothing in this title shall diminish any authority of a State or
politicalsnbdivision to adopt or enforce any law or regulation respecting underground injection bnt no ,ruch law or regulation shall relieve
any person of any requirement otherwise applicable under this title.
INTERIM REGULATION OF UNDERGROUND INJECTIONS

Sec. 14£4. (a) (1) Any penon may petition the Administrator to
have an area of a State (or States) designated a~ an area in which no
new underground injection 1l'ell may be operated during the period
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beginning on the date of the designation and ending on the date on
'Which tlw applicable underground injection control program covering
such area takes effect unless a pmmit .for the operation of such well
has been issued by the Administrator under rub8ection (b). The Administrator m,ay so designate an area within a State if he finds that
the area ha,~ one acq1d.fer wMch is the sole or principal drinking water
sou1·ce .for the area and ,which, if contaminated, wo1tld create a significant hazard to public health.
(2) Upon receipt of a petition under paragraph (1) of this subsr:ction, the Administrator shall publish it in the Federal Register and
shall provide an opportunity to interested persons to submit 1tJritten,
data, vie1cs, or arguments thereon. Not later than the 30th day .followin,q the date of the zmblication of a petition under thi-3 paragraph in
the Federal Register, the Administrator shall either make the designation for which the petition is submitted or deny the petition.
(b) ( 1) Durin,g the period beginning on the date an area is designated under subsection (a) and endin,q on the date the applicable
underground in,jection control program covering such area takes
effect, no nMo underground injection well may be operated in such
area unless the Administrator ha8 usued a permit .for such operation.
(2) Any person may petition the Administrator .for the usuance
of a permit .for the operation of such a well in such an area. A petition
submitted under this paragraph shall be submitted in, such manner
and contain such information as the Administrator may require by
regulation. Upon receipt of such a petition, the Adminutrator shall
publuh it in the Federal Regwter. The Adminutrator shall give notice
of any proceeding on a petition and shall provide opportunity .for
agency hearing. The Adminutrator shall act upon such petition on the
record o.f any hearing held pursuant to the preceding sentence respecting such petition. Within 120 days of the publication in the Federal
Reguter of a petition submitted under this paragraph, the Adminwtrator shall either issue the permit .for which the petition was submitted or shall deny its wsuance.
(3) The Administrator may usue a permit .for the operation of a
new u.nderground injection 1cell in an area designated under subsection (a) only if he finds that the operation of such well will not cmuw
contamination of the acquifer of such area so as to create a significant
hazard to public health. The Adminwtrator may condition the
issuance of such a permit upon the use of such control measures in connection with the operation of such well, for which the permit is to be
issued, as he deems necessary to assure that the operation of the 1oell
will not contaminate the acq1d.fer of the designated area in whic'h the
well is located so as to create a significant hazard to public health.
(c) Any person, who operates a new underground injection well in
violation of subsection (b) shall be subject to a civil penalty of not
more than $5,000 .for each day in which such violation occurs. In addition, if such violation is will.f1d, such person shall be punished by a
fine of not more than $5,000 .for each day in 1ohich such violation
occurs. If the Administrator has reason to believe that any person w
violating or 1oill violate subsection (b), he may petition the United
States district court to issue a temporary restraining order or injunction (including a mandatory injunction) to enforce such subsection.
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(d) For purposes of this section, the term "new underground injection well" means an underground injection well whose operation was
not approved by appropriate State and Federal agencies before the
date of the enactment of this title.
PART D-EMERGENCY PowERS
EJfERGENCY POWERS

8!l'c.1J,31. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, the
Administrator, upon receipt of information that a contaminant which
is present in or is likely to enter a public 1oater system may present an
imminent and substantial endangerment to the health of persons, and
that appropriate State or local authorities have not acted to protect
the health of such persons, may take such actions as he may deem,
necessary in order to protect the health of such persons. Such action
may include (but shall not be limited to) (1) issuing such orders as
may be necessary to protect the health of persons W'ho are or may be
users of such system (including travelers), and (£3) commencing a
ciruil action for appropriate relief, including a restra:ining order or
permanent or temporary in}unction.
(b) Any person who 1villfully violates or fails or refuses to comply
1()ith any order issued by the Administrator under subsection (a) ( 1)
shall be punished by a fine of not more than $5,000 per day of violation.
PARTE-GENERAL PROVISIONS
A.SS[iRA.NCE OF AVAILABILTTY OF ADEQUATE SUPPLIES OF CHEMICALS
NECESSARY FOR TREATMENT OF WATER

Sll'c. 1441. (a) If any person who uses chlorine, activated carbon,
lime, ammonia, soda ash, potassium permanganate, caustic soda, or
other chemical or substance for the purpose of treating water in any
public water system or in any public treatment works determines that
the amount of such chemical or substance necessary to effectively treat
such water is not reaf5onably ava,ilable to him or 1oill not be so available to him 1ohen required for the effective treatment of such water,
such person may apply to the Administrator for a certification (hereinafter in this section referred to as a "certification of need") that the
amount of such chemical or substance which such person requires to
effectively treat such 1.oater is not reasonably available to him or will
not be so available when required for the effective treatment of such
water.
(b) (1) An application for a certification of need shall be in such
form and submitted in s11ch manner as the Administrator may require
and shall (A) specify the persons the applicant determines are able
to provide the chemical or substance 1-oith respect to U'·hich the application is submitted, (B) specify the persons from whom the applicant
has sought such chemical or sttbstance, and ( 0) contain such other
information as the Administrator may require.
(2) Upon receipt of an application nruler this section, the Administrator shall (A) publish in the Federal Reqister a notice of the recm·J,t
of the application and a brief summary of it, (B) no,ti_(y in 'writing
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each person whom the President or his delegate ( aft~r consultation
1vith the Administratm·) determines could be made subJect to an order
required to be issued upon the iss.uance of the certification of ne.ed
applied for in sudh application, and ( 0) provide an opportumty tor
the submission of written comments on such application. The requzrements of the preceding sentence of this paragraph shall not apply
'when the Administrator for good cause finds (and. incorporates the
finding with a brief statement of rea.wns thePefor in the order issued)
that waiver of such requirements is necessary in order to protect the
public health.
(3) lVithin 30 days after( A) the date a notice is published tmder paragraph (2) in the
Federal Register with respect to an application submitted under
this ·section for the issuance of a certification of need, or
(B) the date on which such application is received if as a.uthorized by the second sentence of s·uch paragraph no notice is
published with respect to such application,
the Administrator shall take action either to issue or deny the issumwe
of a certification of need.
(c) (1) If the Administrator finds that the amowlt of a chem,ical
or substance necessary for an applicant under an application submitted under this section to effectively treat water in a public 1vater
system or in a public treatment worr,Z·s is not 1·easonably available to
the applicant or will not be so available to him 1vhen required foP the
effective treatment of such 1vater, the Administrator shall issue a
certification of need. Not later than seven days following the issuance
of such certification, the President or his delegate shall issue an order
req.'tiring the p1·ovisioon to such person of such amounts of such chemical or substance as the Administrator deern.<J necessary in the· certification of need issued for such person. Such order shall apply to such
manufa.cturers, producers, processors, distributors, and repackagers
of such chemical or substance as the President or his delegate deems
necessary and appropriate, except that such order may not apply to
any mam.tfacturer, producer, or processor of such chemical or substance who manufactures, prod.uce8, or proce8se8 (a.<; the ca,.<;e may be)
8uch chemical or 8Ub8tance 8olely for it8 mvn U8e. Per8ons 8ub.7ect to an
crrder i88ued under this 8ecfion shall be given a reasonable opportunity
to consult with the President or his delegate with re8pect to the implementation of the order.
.
(B) Order.<; which are to be i88ued under p(lraqraph ( 1) to nwmtfacturer8, producer.<!, and proces80r8 of a chemical or 8Ub8tance .<!hall be
equitably apportioned, as far a.<; pract·icable, among all manufacturer.<;,
producer.<;, and processors of SU.Ch chemical or substaPce i and orders
which are to be is8ued under paragraph (1) to di8tributor8 and repaclcager8 of a chemical or 8ubstance shall be equitably apportioned, as far
as practicable, among all di8tributor.<; and repackagers of such chemical
or sub8tance. In apportioning m·ders is8ued under paragraph (1) to
manufacturer.<;, producers, processor.<;, distributor.<!, and repackagen of
chlorine, the Pre8ident 01' his delegate shall, in carrying out the requirement.<; of the preceding 8entence, consider-
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(A) the geographical relationships and established commercial
relationships between such manufacturers, producers, processors,
distributors, and repackagers and the persons for whom the orders
are is:med;
(B) in the case of orders to be issued to producers of chlorine,
the ( i) amount of chlorine historically supplied by each such producet' to treat water in public water systen18 and public treatment works, and ( ii) share of each such producer of the total
annual production of chlorine in the United States; and
( 0) such other factors as the President or his delegate rrw,y determine are relevant to the apportionment of orders in accordance
with the requirements of the preceding sentence.
(3) Subject to subsection (f), any person for whom a certification of
nee_d has ·been issued under this subsection may upon the expiration of
the order issued under paragraph (1) upon such certification apply
under this section for additional certifications.
(d) There shall be available as a defense to any action brought for
breach of contract in a Federal or State court arising out of delay for
failure to provide, 8ell, or offer for sale or exchange a chemical or substance subject to an order issued pursuant to 8ubsection (c) (1), that
such delay or failure 'Was caused 8olely by compliance 'with such order.
(e) (1) Whoever knowingly fail8 to comply with amt order i88ued
pur8uant to .mbsection (c) (1) shall be fined not more than $5,000 for
ea('h such failure to comply.
(2) Whoever fail8 to comply with any order issued pursuant to subsection (c) (1) shall be subject to a cidl penalty of not mon than
$2,501) for each 8uch failure to comply.
(3) Whenmwr the Admini8tmtor or the Pre.~ident or hi8 delegate
has reason to believe that any per8on i8 11iolating or 1oill violate any
order i8sued p1trsuant to subsection (c) (1), he nwy petition a United
States district court to issue a temporary restraining order or injunction (including a mandator?} in,junction) to en force the pr.ovision of
such order.
(f) No certification of need or order issued under this section may
rerrw,in in effect·
(1) for more than one year, or
(2) after June SO, 1977,
whiche11er occurs fi1'8t.
RESEARCH, TECHNICA.L A.SSISTANCE, INFORJIATION, TRAINING OF
PERSONNEL

SEc. 11,1,2. (a) (1) The Administrator may conduct research, shulies,
and demonstrations relating to the causes. diagnosis, treatment, control, and pre'uention of phus?~cal and mental diserrses and other impairments of man resulting directly or indirectly from contaminants in
water, or to the provision of a dependably safe supply of drinlcing
'Water, including(A) imprm;ed methods ( i) to identih1 and measnre the existence of contaminants in drinkina 1oater (including methods 1ohich
ma1f be used by State and local health and water officials), and
( ii) to identify the source of such contaminants;
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(B) improved methods to identify and ?neasure the health effects of contaminants in drinking water;
(C) new methods of treating raw water to prepare it for drinking, so as to improve the efficiency of water treatment and to remm;e contaminants from water;
(D) improved 1nethods for providing a dependably safe supply of drinking water, including improvements in water purification and distribution, and methods of assessing the health related
hazards of drinking water; and
(E) impro-ued methods of protecting underground water sources
of public wate1' syste?nS from contamination.
(2) The Administrator shall, to the mamimum emtent feasible, provide technical assistance to the States and municipalities in the establiskment and administration of public water system supePvision programs (as defined in section 1/,43 (c) (1) ) .
(3) The Administrator shall conduct studies, and make pePiodic reports to Congress, on the costs of carrying out regulations prescribed
unde1' section 1411B.
(4) The .J!dministmtor shall conduct a survey and study of(A) disposal of waste (including residential waste) which may
endanger undePgPound water which supplies, or can 1'eas<Jnably
be empected to supply, any public wate1' systems, and
(B) means of control of such waste disposal.
Not later than one year afte1' the date of enactment of this title, he
shall transmit to the Congress the results of such survey and study,
together with such 1'ecornmendations as he deems appropriate.
( 5) The Administrator shall carry out a study of methods of underground in,jection which do not result in the degradation of underground drinking water smtrces.
( 6) The Administrator shall carry out a study of methods of pre'uenting, detecting, and dealing with surface spills <Jj contaminants
which may degrade underground 'water sources for public water
systems.
.
(7) The Administrator shall carry out a study of virus contamination of drinking water sources and ?neans of control of such contaminatio1J.
( 8) The Administrator shall carry out a study of the nature and
emtent of the impact on underground water which supplies or can
reasonably be em pee ted to supply public toater systems of (A) abandonecl injection or emtraction wells; (B) intensive application of
pesticides and fertilizers in underground water recharge areas; and
(C) ponds, pools, lagoons, pits, or other surface disposal of contaminants in underground water recharge areas.
(b) In carrying out this title, the Administrator is authorized to( 1) collect and make a1•ailable information pertaining to research, in?Jestigations, and demonstrations with respect to pro'uiding a dependably safe supply of drinking water together with
appropriate recommendations in connection therewith;
(IB) make available research facilities of the Agency to appropriate public authorities, institutions, and indi-uiduals engaged
·in studies and research 1'elating to the purposes of this title;
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(3) make grants to, and enter into contracts with, any public
agency, educational institution, and any other organization, in
accordance with procedures prescribed by the Administrator,
under which he may pay aU or a part of the costs (as may be determined by the Administrator) of any project or activity which
is designed( A) to develop, expand, or carry out a program, (which
may combine training education and employment) for training persons for occupations involving the public health aspects of providing safe drinking water;
(B) to train inspectors and supervi.sory personnel to train
or supervise persons in occupations involving the public
health aspects of providing safe drinking water; or
( 0) to develop and expand the capability of programs of
States and 1nunicipalities to carry out the purposes of this
title (other than by carrying out State programs of public
water system supervision 01' underground water source protection (as de fined in section 144/J (d) ) ) .
(c) There are authorized to be appr-opriated to carry md the provisions of this section $15,000/)00 for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1975; $25,000,000 for the fiscal year ending ,June 30, 1976; and
$35,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1977.
GRANTS FOR STATE PROGRAMS

SEc. 1443. (a) (1) From allotments made pursuant to paragraph
(4), the Administrator may make grants to States to carry out public
water system supervision programs.
(2) No grant may be made under paragraph (1) unles8 an application therefor hoB been submitted to the Administrator in such form
and manner as he nwy require. The Administrator may not approve an
application of a State for its first gmnt under- paragraph (1) unless
he determines that the State( A) has established or will establish within one year from the
date of such grant a public water- system supervision program, and
(B) will, within that one year, assume primar?J enforcement
responsibility f01' public water systems within the State.
No grant may be made to a State under paragraph (1) for any period
beginning more than one year after the date of the State's first grant
unless the State has assumed primary enforcement responsibility for
public water systems within the State.
( 3) A grant under paragraph (1) shall be made to cover not more
than 75 per centum of the grant recipient's costs (as deteTmined under
regulations of the Administrator) in carrying out, during the one-year
period beginning on the date the grant is made, a public ?Pater system
super~·ision program.
(4) In each fiscal year the Administr-ator shall, in accm'dance with
re,qulations, allot the sums appropriated for such year under paragmph ( 5) among the States on the basis of population, geographical
area, number of public water systems, and other rele.vant factors. To
the extent the applicable appropriation peT'n1its, the allotment of a
State for any fiscal year shall not be less than $50,000.
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(5) For purposes of making grants under paragraph (1) thm·e are
authorized to be appropriated $15,000,000 for the fiscal year ending
,Tune SO. 1976, and $925,000,000 for the fi,~cril year ending June SO, 1977.
(b) (1) From allotments made pursuant to paragraph (4), the Ad~
ministrator may make grants to States to carry out underground
watm· source protection programs.
(92) No grant may be .made under paragraph (1) unless an application therefor has been submitted to the Administrator in such form
and mannm· as he may require. The Administrator may not approve an
application of a State for its first grant under paragraph (1) unless
he determines that the State( A) has established or will establish within two years from the
date of such grant an undergruund 1rater source protection, and
(B) will, 1oithin such two years, assume primary enforcement
responsibility for underground 'Water sources within the State.
/Vo grant may be made to a State under pa:ragraph (1) for any period
be.oinning more than two years after the date of the State's first grant
unless the State has Msumed primary enforcement respomibility for
underground 'water sources within the State.
(3) A grant under paragraph (1) shall be rnade to cm,er not more
than 7:) per centum of the grant recipient's costs ( a8 determined under
reg1dations of the Administmtor) in carrJJing out, duTing the oneyear• period beginning on the date the gmnt is made, an underground
1oater source protection proqram.
(4) In each fiscal year the Administrator shall, in accordance 1vith
reoulations, allot the sums appropriated for such year under paragraph
( 5) arnong the l)tates on the basis of population, geographical area,
and ntl'eT relecant factors.
(5) For the puPposes of making grants under paragmph (1) there
ar<O authorised to 7)e appropriated $5.000.000 for the fiscal year ending
June.)(}, !.'J76, anr! $7,500.00() for the fiscal year ending .June 30,1977.
(c) For ;mrporses of this section:
·
( 1) The term "pubb'c vxrter system super1Jision program" meam
a pTogmrm for the adopt·ion and enforcement of d1'inking water
regulations (with s11ch 11ariances and exemptions from such J'egulatim;s under conditior~.~ and in a vwmwr 1rJhich is not less stringent than the condition~ under, and the manner in, which varia11ces and e:J.!emptions may be gTanted undeT Sections 1415 and
1.!11C) 1!'hich are no less st1'ingent than the national primaTy drinking 'll!ater Pegulations under section 7!,192, and for !.~eeping J'ecOTds
and making repoTts Tequired by section 147S(a) (S).
( 2) The ter-m "undergTound wetter source protection program"
means a progmmL for the adoption and enforcement of a proqmm
1ohich meets the require1nents of J'egulations vndeT section 11,21
and for' keeping 1•ecords and making reports Teq·ui1•ed by section
14YB(b) (1) (A) ('ii).
SPEGIAJ, STUDY AND DEMONSTRATION PROJECT GRANTS,· GUARANTEED
LOANS

8Er. 14/c.&. (a) The Administmtor 1nay make grants to any person
for the TJUl'JIOSeS of.
·
·
(1) assisti1iq in the dereloprner~t ar1d demonstration (including
construction) of any pro:iect 1ohich will demonstrate a new Of' im-
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proved method, approach, or technology for providing a dependably safe supply of drinking water to the public; and
( 2) assisting in the dwcelop·nwnt and demon,<;tration (including
con.struction) of amy project 1Dhich 1Dill imJestigate and dmnonstmte !lertlth implications invol1•rd in the rPclamation, recycling,
and reuse of waste waters for drinking and the processes and methods for the prepal·ation of safe and acceptable drinlcing water.
(b) (/-rants made by the Arlmi·n:istmtor wuler this section shall be
subject to the following limitations:
(1) Omnts unde1' this section shall not emceed 66% per centum
of the total cost of con.struction of a·ny facility mul75 per centum
of any other costs, a.s detePmined by the Administrator.
(2) (,'rants under this section slwll not be made for nny project
iwool'ving the construction or modification of any facilities for any
JJUblic water system in a .State u·nless such pro.Ject has been ap]JToved by the State aqency char,qed with the responsibility for
safety of drinking 'Lca.tAr (or if there is no such agency in a State,
by the State health authority).
(3) Grants under this section shall not be made for any project
unles8 the Administrator determines, after consulting the National Drinking 1Vater Advisory Oouncil, that such project will
serve a WJe ful purpose relating to the development and demonstration of new or improved techniques, methods, or technologies
for the provision of safe water to the public for drinldng.
( 4) Priority for grants under this section shall be given where
there are known or potential public health hazards which require
advanced technology for the rmnoval of particles which are too
small to be removed by ordinary treatment technology.
(c) For the purposes of making grants under subsActions (a) and
(b) of this section there are authorized to be appropriated $7,500,000
for the fiscal year endin,q June SO, 1.975,: and $7,500,000 for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1976,- and $10,000,000 for the fiscal year ending
Jww 30. 1977.
(d) The Administmtor during the fiscal years ending June 30,1975,
and: June 30, 1976, shall carry mtt a program of guaranteeinq loans
made by private lenders to small public water systems for the purpose of enabling 8Uch systems to meet national primary drinking water
regulations ( incl·uding interim. regulations) prescribed under section
11;.112. No such guarantee may be made with 1'espect to a system unless
(1) such system cannot obtain financial a.<;8i.stance ncessary to comply
with such regulation.s from any other source, and ( 92) the Administrator deterrn;ines that any farilities ronRtructed with a loan f!Uaranteed under this subsection is not likely to be made obsolete by
subsequent changes in rrirnary regulations. The aggregate amount of
indebtedness guaranteed with respect to any system may not emceed
$10,000,000. The Administrator shall prescribe regulations to carry
out his subsection.
RECORDS AND INSPECTIONS

S;;c. 1445. (a) Every person who is a supplier of water, who is or
may be otlwnoise 8ubject to a primary drinking 1.oater regulation presaibed under section 1412 or to an applicable underground injection
control proq mm (as defined in sert·ion 14292 (c) ) . who is or may be
subject to the permit requirement of section 11;.924 or to an order issued
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under section 11,41, or who is a grantee, shall establish and maintain
such records, make such reports, conduct such monitoring and provide such information as the Administrator may reasonably require
by regulation to assist him in establishing regulations under this title,
in determining whether such person has acted or is acting in compli-.
ance with this title, or in administering any program of financial
assistance under this title.
(b) The Administrator, or representatives of the Administrator
duly designated by him, upon presenting appropriate credentials and
a written notice to any snpplier of water or other person subject to a
primary drinking water regulation prescribed under section 1412 or
applicable underground injection control program (or person in
charge of any of the property of such supplier or other person), is
authorized to enter any establishment or facility or other property of
such supplier or other person in order to determine whether such supplier or other person has acted or is acting in compliance with this
title, including for this purpose, inspection, at reasonable times, records, files, papers, processes, controls, and facilities, or in order to
test any feature of a pnblic water systmn, including its raw water
source. The Administrator or the Oompt1·oller General (or any representative designated by either) shall ha've access for the purpose of
audit and examination to any records, reports, or information of a
grantee which are required to be maintained under subsection (a) or
which are pertinent to any fina.ncial assistance under this title.
(c) Whoever fails or refuses to comply with any requirement of
subsection (a) or to allow the Administrator, the Comptroller General, or representatives of either, to enter and conduct any audit or
inspection authorized by subsection (b) shall be fined not more than
$5,000.
(d) (1) Subject to paragraph (2), upon a showing satisfactory to
the Administrator by any person that any information required under
this section from such person, if made public, would divulge trade
secrets or secret processes of such person, the Administrator shall consider such information confidential in accordance with the purposes of
section 1905 of title 18 of the United States Oode. If the applicant fails
to make a shmoing satisfactory to the Administrator, the Administrator shall give such applicant thirty days' notice before releasing the
information to which the applicant relates (unless the public health
or safety requires an earlier release of such information).
(2) Any information required under this section may be disclosed
(1) to other officers, employees, or authorized representatives of the
United States concerned with carrying out this title, (2) to hen relevant
in any proceeding under this title, or (3) to the extent it deals with
the level of contaminants in drinking water. For p11rposes of this subsection the term "information req~tired under this section" means any
papers, books, documents, or information, or any particular part
thereof, reported to or otherwise obtained by the Administrator under
this section.
(e) For purposes of this section, (1) the term "grantee" means any
person who applies for or received financial assistance, by grant, contract, or loan guarantee under this title, and ( 2) the term "person"
includes a Federal agency.
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NATIONAL DRINKING WATER ADVISORY COUNCIL

SEc. 141,6. (a) (1) There is established a National Drinking ll:'ater
Advisory Council which shall con•ist of fifteen rnernbers al!pomted
by the Administrator after consultation with the Secretary. Fwe members shall be appointed from the general public/ five members shall.be
appointed f1'om appropriate State and local agencies concerned wzth
1oatm' hygiene and public water supply; and five members shall be
appointed from representatives of private organizations or groups
demonA~trating an active interest in the field of 1oater hygiene and
public 1oater rupply. Each member of the Council shall hold office for
.
.
.
a term of three years~ except thr:t(1) any member appmnted to fill a vacancy occuT'I'lng p1'1or
to the expiration of the te1'ln for which his predecessor was appointed shall be appointed for the remainder of such term; and
(2) the term of the members first taking office shall expire as
follows: Five shall expire three years a}te1' the date of enactment
of this title, five shall expire t1oo yea1'8 after such date, and five
r·hall expire one year after such date, as designated by the Administrator at the tinw of appointment.
The members of the Council shall be eligible for reappointment.
(b) The Cmtncilshall advise, consult with, and make recommendations to, the Administrator on matters relating to activities, functions,
and policies of the Agency u·nder this title.
(c) .Members of the Oownc·il appo·inted 'ttnder this section shall,
while attending meetings or conference& of the Council or otherwise
engaged in business of the Council, receive compensation and allowances at a rate to be fiiJ~ed by the Adminristrator, but not exceeding the
daily equivalent of the annual mte of bas·ic pay in effect for grade
GS-18 of the General .Schedu.le for each day (including travel-time)
during which they are engaged in the actu.al performance of duties
'Vested in the Council. While away from, their homes or regular places
of b1tsiness in the performance of services for the Council, members of
the Council .~hall be allowed tra1'el eJJpenses, including per diem in
7ieu of subsistence, in the same manner as persons employed inte1'lnittently i·n the Government ser•vice are o.llowed expenses under section
IS703(b) of title 5 of the United States Code.
(d) .Section 14(a) of the Federal Advisory Committee Act (relating to termination) shall not apply to the Council.
FEDERAL AGENOIES

.SEc. 141,7. (a) Each Federal agency having jurisdiction over any
federally owned or maintained public ·water system shall comply with
all national primary drinking water regulation8 in effect under section
1412.
(b) (1) Each F edeml agency shall co·mply 1oith any applicable
u.nderground injection control program, and shall keep such records
and s·ubmit such reports as may be required under such program.
(2) The Administrator shall waive compliance 1oith paragraph (1)
of this subsection upon request of the .Secretary of DtJfense and upon
a dete1'lnination by the President that the requested waiver is necessary in the interest of national security. The Administrator shall maintain a written record of the basis upon which such 1oaiver 1oas granted
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and make such record available for in camera examination when relevant in a judicial proceeding under this title. Upon the issuance of
such a waiver, the Administrator shall publish in the Federal Register a notice, that the waiver was granted for national security purposes, unless, upon the request of the Secretary of Defense, the
Administrator determines to omit such publication because the publication itself would be contra:ry to the interests of national security, in
which event the Administrator shall submit notice to the Armed
Services Committee of the Senate and House of Representatives.
GENERA.L PROVISIONS

SEc. 144J]. (a) (1) The Administrator is authorized to prescribe
such regulations as are necessary or appPopriate to carry out his functions under this title.
(2) The Administrator may delegate any of his functions under
this title (other than prescribing regulations) to any officer or employee of the Agency.
(b) The Administrator, with the consent of the head of any other
agency of the United States, may utilize such officers and employees of
such agency as he deems necessary to assist him in carr1Jing mtt the
purposes of this title.
(c) Upon the request of a State or interstate agency, the Administrator may assign personnel of the Agency to such State or interstate
agency for the purposes of carrying out the provision.<J of this title.
(d) (1) The Administrator may make payments of grants under
this title (after necessary adjustment on accmtnt of previonsly made
underpayments or ove1'payments) in advance or by way of reimbur8ement, and in such installments and on such conditions as he may
determine.
(2) Financial assistance may be made a~·ailable in the form of
grants only to individuals and nonprofit agencies or institutio11R. For
purposes of this paragraph, the term 'nonprofit agency or institution'
means an agency or institution no part of the net earnings of which
inure, or may lawfully inure, to the benefit of any private shareholder
or individual.
·
(e) The Administrator shall take such action as may be necessary
to assure compliance with provisions of the Act of March 3, 1931
(known as the Davis-Bacon Act; 40 U.8.0. 276a-:276a(5) ). The Secretary of Labor shall have, with respect to the labor standards specified
in this subsection, the authority and functions set forth in Reorganization Plan Numbered 14 of 1950 (15 F.R. /3176; 64 Stat.1267) and section 2 of the Act of June 1i3, 1934 (40 U.S.O. 276c).
(f) The Administrator shall request the Attorney General to appear
and represent him in any civil action instituted under this title to
'which the Administrator is a party. Unless, within a reasonable time,
the Attorney General notifies the Administrator that he will appear in
such action, attorneys appointed by the Administrator shall appear
and represent him.
(g) The pro'l)isions of this title shall not be construed as affecting
any authority of the Administrator under part G of title Ill of this
Act.
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(h) Not later than April1 of each year, the Administrator shall
submit to the Congress a report respecting the activities of the Agency
under this title and containing such recommendation~ for legislation
as he considers necessary. The report of the Administrator under this
subsection which is due not later than April1, 1975, and each subsequent report of the Administrator under this subsection shall include
a statement on the actual and anticipated cost to public water systems
in each State of compliance with the requirernents of this title. The
Office of Management and Budget may rm,iew any report required by
this subsection before its submission to Congress, but the Office may
not revise any such report, J'equire any revision in any such report, or
delay its submission beyond the day prescribed for its submisswn, and
may submit to Congress its comments respecting any such Tcport.
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CHAPTER IV-FOOD
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BOTTLED DRINKING WATER STANDARDS

SEc. 1,10. Whenever the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency prescribes interim or revised national primary drinking water regulations under section 141f3 of the Public Health Service
Act, the Secretary shall consult with the Administrator and within
180 days after the promulgation of such drinking water regulations
either promulgate amendnwnts to regulations under this chapter applicable to bottled d1'inking wateJ' or publish in the Federal Register
his reasons for not making such anwndments.
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;RinfQ!'third Q:ongrtss or tht ilnitfd ~tatts of amcrtca
AT THE SECOND SESSION

Begun and held at the City of Washington on Monday, the twenty-first day of January,
one thousand nine hundred and seventy-four

an 9ct
To amend the Public Health Service Act to assure that the public is provided
with safe drinking water, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Ho·use of Representatives of the
United States of .America in Congress assembled,
SHORT TITLE
SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "Safe Drinking Water
Act".
PUBLIC WATER SYSTEMS
SEc. 2. (a) The Public Health Service Act is amended by inserting
after title XIII the following new title :
"TITLE XIV-SAFETY OF

PUBI~IC

WATER SYSTEMS

"PART A-DEFINITIONS
"DEFINITIONS
"Sro. 1401. For purposes of this title:
" ( 1) The term 'primary d:vinking water regulation' means a
regulation which" (A) applies to public water systems;
·
" (B) specifies contaminants which, in the judgment of the
Administrator, may have any adverse effecton the health of
persons;
" (C) . specifies for each such contaminant either" ( i) a maximum contaminant level, if, in the judgment of the Administrator, it is economically and technologically feasible to ascertain the level of such
contaminant in water in public water systems, or
"(ii) if, in the judgment of the Administrator, it is not
econ01nically or technologically feasible to so ascertain
the level of such contaminant, each treatment technique
known to the Administrator which leads to a reductiOn
in the level of such contaminant sufficient to satisfy the
requirements of section 1412; and
"(D) contains criteria and procedures to assure a supply
of drinking water which dependably complies with such
maximum contaminant levels; including quality control and
testing procedures to insure compliance With such levels and
to insure proper operation and maintenance of the system,
and requirements as to (i) the minimum ~uality of water
which may be taken into the system and (ii) siting for new
facilities for public water systems.
"(2) The term 'secondary drinking water regulation' means a
regulation which applies to public water systems and which
specifies the maximum contaminant levels which, in the judgment
of the Administrator, are requisite to protect the public welfare.
Such regulations may apply to any contaminant in drinking water
(A) which may adversely affect the odor or appearance of such
water and consequently may cause a substantial number of the
persons served by the public water system providing such water
to discontinue its use, or (B) which may otherwise adversely affect
the public welfare. Such regulations may vary according to geographiC" and other circumstances.
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"(3) The term 'maximum contaminant level' means the maximum permissible level of a contaminant in water which is
delivered to any user of a public water system.
" ( 4) The term 'public water system' means a system for the
provision to the public of piped water for human consumption, if
such system has at least fifteen service connections or regularly
serves at least twenty-five individuals. Such term includes (A) any
collection, treatment, storage, and distribution facilities under
control of the operator of such system and used primarily in
connection with such system, and (B) any collection or pretreatment storage facilities not under such control which are used
primarily in connection with such system.
" ( 5) The term 'supplier of water' means any person who owns
or operates a public water system.
" ( 6) The term 'contaminant' means any physical, chemical,
biological, or radiological substance or matter in water.
"(7) The term 'Administrator' means the Administrator of the
Environmental Protection Agency.
"(8) The term 'Agency' means the Environmental Protection
Agency.
" (9) The term 'Council' means the National Drinking Water
Advisory Council established under section 1446.
"(10) The term 'municipality' means a city, town, or other public body created by or pursuant to State law, or an Indian tribal
orfianization authorized by law.
'(11) The term 'Federal agency' means any department,
agency, or instrumentalit{' of the United States.
" ( 12) The term 'person means an individual, corporation, company, association, partnership, State, or municipality.
"PART B-PUBLIC W'"ATER SYSTEMS
"covERAGE

"SEc. 1411. Subject to sections 1415 and 1416, national primary
drinking water regulations under this part shall apply to each public
water system in each State; except that such regulations shall not
apply to a public water system" (1) which consists only of distribution and stora~e facilities
(and does not have any collection and treatment facihties);
"(2) which obtains all of its water from, but is not owned or
operated by, a public water system to which such regulations
apply;
" ( 3) which does not sell water to any person; and
" ( 4) which is not a carrier which conveys passengers in interstate commerce.
"NATIONAL DRINKING WATER REGULATIONS

"SEc. '1412. (a) (1) The Administrator shall publish proposed
national interim primary drinking water regulations within 90 days
after the date of enactment of this title. Within 180 days after such
date of enactment, he shall promulgate such regulations with such
modifications as he deems appropriate. Regulations under this paragraph may be amended from time to time.
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" ( 2) National interim primary drinking water regulations promulgated under paragraph (1) l:lhall P!Otect health to the extent f~asible,
using technology, treatment techniques, and other means, whwh the
Administrator determines are generally available (taking costs into
consideration) on the date of enactment of this title.
" ( 3) The interim primary regulations first promulgated under paragraph ( 1) shall take effect eighteen months after the date of their
promulgation.
"(b) ('1) (A) Within 10 days of the date the report on the study
conducted pursuant to subsection (e) is submitted to Congress, the
Administrator shall publish in the Federal Register, and provide
opportunity for comment on, the·
"(i) proposals in the report for recommended maximum contaminant levels for national primary drinking water regulations,
and
"(ii) list in the report of contaminants the levels of which in
drinking water cannot be determined but which may have an
adverse effect on the health of persons.
·
" (B) Within 90 days after the date the Administrator makes the
publication required by subparagraph (A), he shall by rule establish
recomm<>nded maximum contaminant levels :for each contaminant
which, in his judgment based on the report on the study conducted
pursuant to subsection (e), may have any adverse effect on the health
of persons. Each such recommended maximum contaminant level shall
be set at a level at which, in the Administrator's judgment based on
such report, no known or anticipated adverse effects on the health of
persons occur and which allows an adequate margin of safety. In
addition, he shall, on the basis of the report on the study conducted
pursuant to subsection (e), list in the rules under this subparagraph
any contaminant the level of which cannot be accurately enough
mea,sured in drinking water to establish a recommended maximum
contaminant level and which may have any adverse effect on the health
of persons. Based on information available to him, the Administrator may by rule change recommended levels established under this
subparagraph or change such list.
" ( 2) On the date the Administrator establishes pursuant to paragraph (1) (B) recommended maximum contaminant levels he shall
publish in the Federal Register proposed revised national primary
drinking water regulations (meeting the requirements of paragraph
(3) ). Within 180 days after the date of such proposed regulations, he
shall promulgate such revised drinking water regulations with such
modifications as he deems appropriate.
" ( 3) Revised national primary drinking water regulations promulgated under paragraph (2) of this subsection shall be primary drinking water regulations which specify a maximum contaminant level or
require the use of treatment techniques for each contaminant for which
a recommended maximum contaminant level is established or which is
listed in a rule under paragraph (1) (B). The maximum contaminant
level specified in a revised national primary drinking water regulation
for a contaminant shall be as close to the recommended maximum
contaminant level established under paragraph (1) (B) for such contaminant ·as is feasible. A required treatment technique for a contaminant for which a recommended maximum contaminant level has been
established under paragraph (1) (B) shall reduce such contaminant to
a level which is as close to the recommended maximum contaminant
level for such contaminant as is feasible. A required treatment technique for a contaminant which is listed under paragraph (1) (B) shall

..
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require treatment necessary in the Administrator's judgment to prevent known or anticipated adverse effects on the health of persons to
the extent feasible. For purposes of this paragraph, the term 'feasible'
means feasible with the use of the best technology, treatment techniques, and other means, which the Administrator fil).ds are generally
available (taking cost into consideration).
" ( 4) Revised national primary drinking water regulations shall be
amended whenever changes in technology, treatment techniques, and
other means permit greater protection of the health of persons, but in
any event such regulations shall be reviewed at least once every 3 years.
"(5) Revised national primary drinking water regulations promulgated under this subsection (and amendments thereto) shall take
effect eighteen months after the date of their promulgation. Regulations under subsection (a) shall be superseded by regulations under
this subsection to the extent provided by the regulations under this
subsection.
"(6) No national primary drinking water regulation may require
the addition of any substance for preventive health care purposes
unrelated to contammation of drinking water.
" (c) The Administrator shall publish proposed national secondary
drinking water regulations within 270 days after the date of enactment of this titl\1. Within 90 days after publication of any such regulation, he shall promulga;te such regulation with such modifications
as he deems appropriate. Regulations under this subsection may be
amended from time to time.
"(d) Regulations under this section shall be prescribed in accordance with section 553 of title 5, United States Code (relating to rulemaking), except that the Administrator shall provide opportunity
for public hearing prior to promulgation of such regulations. In proposing and promulgating regulations under this section, the Administrator shall consult with the Secretary and the National Drinking
Water Advisory Council.
" (e) ( 1) The Administrator shall enter into appropriate arrangements with the National Academy of Sciences ·(or with another indep~ndent scientific organization if appropriate arrangemen~s cannot be
made with such Academy) to conduct a study to determme (A) the
maximum contaminant levels which should be recommended under
subsection (b) (2) in order to protect the health of persons from any
known or anticipated adverse effects, and (B) the existence of any
contaminants the levels of which in drinking water cannot be determined but which may have an adverse effect on the health of persons.
"(2) The result of the study shall be reported to Congress no later
than 2 years after the date of enactment of this title. The report shall
contain (A) a summary and evaluation of relevant publications and
unpublished studies; (B) a statement of methodologies and assumptions for estimating the levels at which adverse health effects may
occur; (C) a statement of methodologies and assumptions for estimating the margin of safety which should be incorporated in the
national primary drinking water regulations; (D) proposals for
recommended maximum contaminant levels for national primary
drinking water regulations, based on the methodologies, assumptions,
and studies referred to in clauses (A), (B), and (C) and in paragraph (4); (E) a list of contaminants the level of which in drinking
water cannot be determined but which may have an adverse effect
on the health of persons; and (F) recommended studies and test
protocols for future research on the health effects of drinking water
contaminants, including a list of the major research priorities and
estimated costs necessary to conduct such priority research.
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"(3) In developing its proposals for recommended maximum contaminant levels under paragraph (2) (D) the National Academy of
Sciences (or other organization preparing the report) shall evaluate
and explam (separately and in composite) the impact of the following
considerations:
"(A) The existence of groups or individuals in the population
which are more susceptible to adverse effects than the normal
healthy adult.·
"(B) The exposure to contaminants in other media than drinking water (including exposures in food, in the ambient air, and
in occupatiOnal settings) and the resulting body burden of
contaminants.
" (C) Synergistic effects resulting from exposure to or interaction by two or more contaminants.
"(D) The contaminant exposure and body burden levels which
alter physiological function or structure in a manner reasonably
suspected of increasing the risk of illness.
" ( 4) In making the study under this subsection, the National A cademy of Sciences (or other organization) shall collect and correlate
(A) morbidity and mortality data and (B) monitored data on the
quality of drinking water. Any conclusions based on such correlation
shall be included in the report of the study.
"(5) Neither the report of the study under this subsection nor any
draft of such report shall be submitted to the Office of Management
and Budget or to any other Federal agency (other than the Environmental Protection Agency} prior to its submission to Congress.
" ( 6) Of the funds authorized to be appropriated to the Administrator by this title, such amounts as may be required shall be available to
carry out the study and to make the report directed by paragraph (2)
of this subsection.
"STATE PRIMARY

ENFORCEMENT

RESPONSIBILITY

"SEc. 1413. (a) For purposes of this title, a State has primary
enforcement responsipility for public water systems during any period
for which the Administrator determines (pursuant to regulations prescribed under subsection (b)) that such State" ( 1) has adopted drinking water regulations which (A) in the
case of the period beginning on the date the national interim primary drinking water regulations are promulgated under section
1412 and ending on the date such regulations take effect are no
less stringent than such regulations, and (B) in the case of the
period after such effective date are no less stringent than the
mterim and revised national primary drinking water regulations
in effect under such section;
"(2) has adopted and is implementing adequate procedures for
the enforcement of such State regulations, including conducting
such monitoring and making such inspections as the Administrator may require by regulation;
" ( 3) will keep such records and make such reports with respect
to its activities under paragraphs (1) and (2) as the Administrator may r~uire by regulation;
" ( 4) if It permits variances or exemptions, or both, from the
requirements of its drinking water regulations which meet the
requirements of paragraph ( 1), permits such variances and
exemptions under conditions and in a manner which is not less
stringent than the conditions under, and the manner in, which
variances and exemptions may be granted under sections 1415 and
1416; and

,
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" ( 5) has adopted ,and can implement an adequate plan for the
provision of safe drinking water under emergency circumstances.
" (b) ( 1) The Administrator shall, by regulation (proposed within
180 days of the date of the enactment of this title), prescribe the manner in which a State may apply to the Administrator for a determination that the requirements of paragraphs (1), (2), (3), and (4) of
subsection (a) are satisfied with respect to the State, the manner in
which the determination is made, the period for which the determination will be effective, and the manner in which the Administrator may
determine that such requirements are no longer met. Such regulations
shall require that before a determination of the Administrator that
such requirements are met or are no longer met with respect to a State
may become effective, the Administrator shall notify such State of the
determination and the reasons therefor and shall provide an opportunity for public hearing on the determination. Such regulations shall
be promulgated (with such modifioations as the Administrator deems
appropriate) within 90 days of the publication of the proposed regulations in the Federal Register. The Administrator shall promptly notify
in writing the chief executive officer of each State of the promulgation
of regulations unaer this paragraph. Such notice shall contain a copy
of the regulations and shall specify a State's authority under this title
when it is determined to have primary enforcement responsibility for
public water systems.
" ( 2) Wherr an application is submitted in accordance with the
Administrator's regulations under paragraph ( 1), the Administrator
shall within 90 days of the date on which ~uch application is submitted
(A) make the determination applied for, or (B) deny the application
and notify the applicant in writing of the reasons for his denial.
"FAILURE BY STATE TO ASSURE ENFORCEMENT OF DRINKING WATER
REGULATIONS

"SEc. 1414. (a) (1) (A) Whenever the Adminl.strator finds during a
period during which a State has primary enforcement responsibility
for public water systems (within the meaning of section 1413 (a) ) that
any public water system~
"(i) for which a variance under section 1415 or an exemption
under section 1416 is not in effect, does not comply with any
national primary driqking water regulation in effect under
section 1412, or
"(ii) for which a variance under section 1415 or an exemption
under section 1416 is in effect, does not comply with any schedule
or other requirements imposed pursuant thereto,
he shall so notify the State and provide such advice and technical
assistance to such State and public water system as may be appropriate
to bring the system into compliance with such regulation or requirement by the earliest feasible time.
"(B) If the Administrator finds such failure to comply extends
beyond the thirtieth day after the date of the notice given pursuant
to subparagraph (A), he shall give public notice of such finding and
request the State to report within fifteen days from the date of such
pvblic notice as to the steps being taken to bring the system into
compliance (including reasons for anticipated steps to be taken to
bring the system into compliance and for any failure to take steps
to bring the system into compliance). If~
"(i) such failure to comply extends beyond the sixtieth day
after the date of the notice given pursuant to subparagraph (A);
and
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" ( ii) (a) the State fails to submit the report requested by the
Administrator within the time period prescribed by the preceding
sentence; or
"(/3) the State submits such report within such period but the
Administrator, after considering the report, determines that the
State abused its discretion in carrying out primary enforcement
responsibility for public water systems by both" (I) failing to implement by such sixtieth day adequate
procedures to bring the system into compliance by the earliest
feasible time, and
"(II) failing to assure by such day the provision through
alternative means of safe drinking water by the earliest
feasible time;
the Administrator may commence a civil action under subsection (b).
"(2) Whenever, on the basis of information available to him, the
Administrator finds during a period during which a State does not
have primary enforcement responsibility for public water systems that
a public water system in such State"(A) for which a variance under section 1415(a) (2) or an
exemption under section 1416(f) is not in effect, does not comply
with any national primary drinking water regulation in effect
under ,section 1412, or
"(B) for which a variance under section 1415(a) (2) or an
exemption under section 1416(f) is in effect, does not comply with
any schedule or other requirement imposed pursuant thereto,
he may commence a civil action under subsection (b).
"(b) The Administrator may bring a civil action in the appropriate
United States district court to require compliance with a national
primary drinking water regulation or with any schedule or other
requirement imposed pursuant to a variance or exemption granted
under section 1415 or 1416 if"(1) authorized under paragraph (1) or (2) of subsection
(a), or
" (2) if requested by (A) the chief executive officer of the State
in which is located the public water system which is not in compliance with such regulation or requirement, or (B) the agency
of such State which has jurisdiction over compliance by public
water systems in the State with national primary drinking water
regulations or State drinking water regulations.
The court may enter, in an action brought under this subsection,
such judgment as protection of public health may require, taking into
consideration the time necessary to comply and the availability of
alternative water SUJ?plies; and, If the court determines that there has
been a willful violatiOn of the regulation or schedule or other requirement with respect to which the action was brought, the court may,
taking into account the seriousness of the violation, the population
at risk, and other appropriate factors, impose on the violator a civil
penalty of not to exceed $5,000 for each day in which such violation
occurs.
" (c) Each owner or operator of a public water system shall give
notice to the persons served by it" ( 1) of any failure on the part of the public water system to-"(A) comply with an applicable maximum contaminant
level or treatment technique requirement of, or a testing procedure prescribed by, a national primary drinking water
regulation, or
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" (B) perform monitoring required by section 1445 (a), and
"(2) if the public water system is subject to a variance granted
under section 1415(a) (1) (A) or 1415(a) (2) for an inability to
meet a maximum contaminant level requirement or is subject to
an exemption granted under section 1416, of"(A) the existence of such variance or exemption, and
"(B) any failure to comply with the requirements of any
schedule prescribed pursuant to the variance or exemption.
The Administrator shall by regulation prescribe the form and manner
for giving such notice. Such notice shall be givGn not less than once
every 3 months, shall be given by publication in a newspaper of general
circulation serving the area served by each such water system (as
determined by the Administrator) , shall be furnished to the other
communications media serving such area, and shall be furnished to
the communications media as soon as practicable after the discovery
of the violation with respect to which the notice is required. If the
water bills of a public water system are issued more often than once
every 3 months, 13uch notice shall be included in at least one water
bill of the system every 3 months, and if a public water system issues
its water bills less often than once every 3 months, such notice shall
be included in each of the water bills issued by the system. Any
person who willfully violates this subsection or regulations thereunder
shall be fined not more than $5,000.
" (d) Whenever, on the basis of information available to him, the
Administrator finds that within a reasonable time after national
secondary drinking water regulations have been promulgated, one or
more public water systems in a State do not comply with such secondary regulations, and that such noncompliance appears to result from
a failure of such State to take reasonable action to assure that public
water systems throughout such State meet such secondary regulations,
he shall -so notify the State.
.•
" (e) Nothing in this title shall diminish any authority of a State
or political subdivision to adopt or enforce any law or regulation
respecting drinking water regulations or public water systems, but no
such law or regulation shall relieve any person of any requirement
otherwise applicable under this title.
"(f) If the Administrator makes a finding of noncompliance
(described in subparagraph (A) or (B) of subsection (a) ( 1)) with
respect to a public water system in a State which has primary enforcement responsibility, the Administrator may, for the purpose of assisting that State in carrying out such responsibility and upon the petition
of such State or public water system or persons served by such system,
hold, after appropriate notice, public hearings for the purpose of
gathering information from technical or other experts, Federal, State,
or other public officials, representatives of such public water system,
persons served by such system, and other interested persons on" (1) the ways in. which such system can within the earliest feasible time be brought into compliance with the regulation or requirement with respect to which such ·finding was made, and
"(2) the means for the maximum feasible protection of the
public health during any period in which such system is not in
compliance with a national primary drinking water regulation
or requirement applicable to a variance or exemption.
On the basis of such hearings the Administrator shall issue recommendations which shall be sent to such State and public water system
and shall be made available to the public and communications media.
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"VARIANCES

"Sl<:C. 1415. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this part,
variances from national primary drinking water regulations may be
granted as follows :
" ( 1) (A) A State which has primary enforcement responsibility
for public water systems may grant one or more variances from
an applicable national primary drinking water regulation to one
or more public water systems within its jurisdiction which, because
of characteristics of the raw water sources which are reasonably
available to the systems, cannot meet the requirements respecting
the maximum contaminant levels of such drinking water regulation despite application of the best technology, treatment techniques, or other means, which the Administrator finds are
generally available (taking costs into consideration). Before a
State may grant a variance under this subparagraph, the State
must find that the variance will not result in an unreasonable
risk to health. If a State grants a public water system a variance
under this su~paragraph, the State shall prescribe within one
year of the date of the variance is granted, a schedule for" (i) compliance (including increments of progress) by the
public water system with each contaminant level requirement
with respect to which the variance was granted, and
" ( ii) Implementation by the public water system of such
control measures as the· State may require for each contaminant, subject to such contaminant level requirement,
during the period ending on the date compiiance with such
requirement is requir(',d.
Before a schedule prescribed by a State pursuant to this subparagraph may take effect, the State shall provide notice and
opportunity for a public hearing on the schedule. A notice given
pursuant to the preceding sentence may cover the prescribing of
more than one such schedule and a hearing held pursuant to such
notice shall include each of the schedules covered by the notice.
A schedule prescribed pursuant to this subparagraph for a public
water system granted a variance shall require compliance by the
system with each contaminant level reqUirement with respect to
which the variance was granted as expeditiously as practicable
(as the State may reasonably determine).
"(B) A State which has primary enforcement responsibility :for
public water systems may grant to one or more public water systems within its jurisdiction one or more variances from any provision of a national primary drinking water regulation which
requires the use of a specified treatment technique with respect to
a contaminant if the public water system applying for the variance demonstrates to the satisfaction of the State that such treatment technique is not necessary to protect the health of persons
because of the nature of the raw water source of such system. A
variance granted under this subparagraph shall be conditioned on
such monitoring and other requirements as the Administrator
may prescribe.
"(C) Before a variance proposed to be grant~d by a State under
subparagraph (A) or (B) may take effeet, such State shall provide notice and opportunity for public hearing on the proposed
variance. A notice given pursuant to the preceding sentence may
cover the granting of more than one variance and a hearing held
pursuant to such notic~ shall include each of the variances covered
by the notice. The State shall promptly notify the Administrator
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of all variances granted by it. Such notification shall contain the
reason for the variance (and in the case of a variance under subparagraph (A), the basis for the finding required by that
subparagraph before the granting of the variance) and documentation of the need for the vanance.
"(D) Each public water system's variance granted by a State
under subparagraph (A) shall be conditioned by the State upon
compliance by the public water system with the schedule prescribed by the State pursuant to that subparagraph. The requirements of each schedule prescribed by a State pursuant to that
subparagraph shall be enforceable by the State under its laws. Any
requirement of a schedule on which a variance granted under that
subparagraph is conditioned may be enforced under section 1414
as if such requirement was part of a national primary drinking
water regulation.
"(E) Each schedule prescribed by 'a State pursuant to subparagraph (A) shall be deemed approved by the Administrator unless
the variance for which it was prescribed is revoked by the Administnitor under subparagraph (G) or the schedule is revised by the
Administrator under such subparagraph.
"(F) Not l,ater than 18 months after the effective date of the
interim national primary drinking water regulations the Administrator shall complete a comprehensive review of the variances
granted under subparagraph (A) (and schedules prescribed pursuant thereto) and under subparagraph (B) by the States during
the one-year period beginning on such effective date. The Administrator shall conduct such subsequent reviews of variances and
schedules as he deems necessary to carry out the purposes of this
title, but each subsequent review shall be completed within each
3-year period following the completion of the first review under
this subparagraph. Before conducting any review under this subparagraph, the Administrator shall publish notice of the ;r>,roposed
review in the Federal Register. Such notice shall ( i) provide mformation respecting the location of data and other information
respecting the variances to be reviewed (including data and
other information concerning new scientific matters bearing
on such variances), and ( ii) advise of the opportunity to submit
comments on the variances reviewed and on the need for continuing them. Upon completion of any such review, the Administrator shall publish in the Federal Register the results of his
review together with findings responsive to comments submitted
in connection with such review.
"(G) (i) If the Administrator finds that a State has, in a substantial number of instances, abused its discretion in granting
variances under subparagraph (A) or (B) or that in a substantial number of cases the State has failed to prescribe schedules in
accordance with subparagraph (A), the Administrator shall
notify the State of· his findings. In determining if a State has
abused its discretion in granting variances in a substantial number
of instances, the Administrator shall consider the number of
persons who :are affected by the variances and if the requirements
applicable to the granting of the variances were complied with.
A notice under this clause shall" (I) identify each public water system with respect to
which the finding was made,
"(II) specify the reasons for the finding, and
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"(III) as appropriate, propose revocations of specific variances or propose revised schedules or other requirements for
specific public water systems granted variances, or both.
" ( ii) The Administrator shall provide reasonable notice and
public hearing on the provisions of each notice given pursuant to
clause (i) of this subparagraph. After a hearing on a notice pursuant to such clause, the Administrator shall (I) rescind the
finding for which the notice was given and promptly notify the
State of such rescission, or (II) promulgate (with such modifications as he deems appropriate) such variance revocations and
revised schedules or other requirements proposed in such notice as
he deems appropriate. Not later than 180 days after the date a
notice is given pursuant to clause (i) of this subparagraph, the
Administrator shall complete the hearing on the notice and take
the action required by the preceding sentence.
" (iii) If a State IS notified under clause ( i) of this subparagraph of a finding of the Administrator made with respect to
a variance granted a public water system within that State or to
a schedule or o~her requirement for a variance and if, before a
revocation of such variance or a revision of such schedule or other
requirement promulgated by the Administrator takes effect, the
State takes corrective action with respect to such variance or
schedule or other requirement which the Administrator determines makes his finding inapplicruble to such variance or schedule
or other requirement, the Administrator shall rescind the application of his finding to that variance or schedule or other
requirement. No variance revocation or revised schedule or other
requirements may take effect before the expiration of 90 days
following the date of the notice in which the revocation or revised
schedule or other requirement was proposed.
"(2) If a 'State does not have primary enforcement responsibility for public water system~, the Administrator shall have the
same authority to grant variances in such State as the State
would have under paragraph (1) if it had primary enforcement
responsibility.
"(3) The Administrator may grant a variance from any treatment technique requirement of a national prima.ry drinking water
regulation upon a showing by any person that an alternative
treatment technique not included in such requirement is at least
as efficient in lowering the level of the contaminant with respect
to which such requirement was prescribed. A variance under this
paragraph shall be conditioned on the use of the alternative
treatment technique which is the basis of the variance.
"(b) Any schedule or other requirement on which a variance granted .
under paragraph (1) (B) or (2) of subsection (a) is conditioned
may be enforced under section 1414 as if such schedule or other requirement was part of a national primary drinking water regulation.
" (c) If an application for a variance under subsection (a) is made,
the State receiving the application or the Administrator, as the case
may be, shan· act upon such application within a reasonable period
(as determined under regulations prescribed by the Administrator)
after the date of its submission.
" (d) For purposes of this section, the term 'treatment technigue
requirement' means a requirement in a national primary drinkmg
water regulation which specifies for a contaminant (in accordance
with section 1401(1) (C) (ii)) each treatment technique known to the
Administrator which leads to a reduction in the level of such contaminant sufficient to satisfy the requirements of section 1412 (b) ( 3).
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"EXE~:t:PTIONS

"SEc. 1416. (a) A State which has primary enforcement responsibility may exempt any public water system within the State's jurisdiction from any requirement respecting a maximum contaminant level
or any treatment technique requirement, or from both, of an applicable
national primary drinking water regulation upon a finding that-"(1) due to compelling factors (which may include economic
factors), the public water system is unable to comply with such
contaminant level or treatment technique requirement, and
"(2) the public water system was in operation on the effective
date of such contaminant level or treatment technique requirement, and
"(3) the granting of the exemption will not result in an unreasonable risk to health.
" (b) ( 1) If a State grants a public water system an exemption under
subsection (a), the State shall prescribe, within one year of the date
the exemption is granted, a schedule for"(A) compliance (including increments of progress) by the
public water system with each containment level requirement and
treatment technique requirement with respect to which the exemption was granted, and
"(B) implementation by the public water system of such control measures as the State may require for each containment, subject to such contaminant level requirement or treatment technique
requirement, during the period ending on the date compliance
with such requirement is required.
Before a schedule prescribed by a State pursuant to this subsection
may take effect, the State shall provide· notice and opportunity for a
public hearing on the schedule. A notice given pursuant to the preceding sentence may cover the prescribing of more than one such schedule and a hearing held pursuant to such notice shall include each of
the scheduleS covered by the notice.
"(2) (A) A schedule prescribed pursuant to this subsection for a
public water system granted an exemption under subsection (a) shall
require compliance by the system with each contaminant level and
treatment technique requirement with respect to which the exemption
was granted as expeditiously as practicable (as the State max reasonably determine) but (except as provided in subparagraph (B))"(i) in the case of an exemption granted with respect to a
contaminant level or treatment technique requirement prescribed
by the interim national primary drinking water regulations
promulgated under section 1412 (a), not later than January 1,
1981; and
"(ii) in the case of an exemption granted with resped to a
contaminant level or treatment technique requirement prescribed
by revised national primary drinking water regulations, not later
than seven years after the date such requirement takes effect.
"(B) Notwithstanding clauses (i) and (ii) of sub:earagraph (A)
of this paragraph, the final date for compliance prescnbed in a schedule prescribed pursuant to this subsection for an exemption granted
for a public water system which (as determined by the State granting
the exemption) has entered into an enforceable agreement to become
a part of a regional public water system shall"(i) in the case of a schedule prescribed for an exemption
granted with respect to a contaminant level or treatment technique requirement prescribed by interim national primary drinking water regulations, be not later than ,January 1, 1983; and
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" ( ii) in the case of a schedule prescribed for an exemption
granted with respect to a contaminant level or treatment technique requirement prescribed by revised national primary drinking water regulations, be not later than nine years after such
requirement takes effect.
"(3) Each public water system's exemption granted by a State
under subsection (a) shall be conditioned by the State upon compliance by the public water system with the schedule prescribe by the
State pursuant to this subsection. The requirements of each schedule
prescribed by a State pursuant to this subsection shall be enforceable
by the State' under its laws. Any requirement of a schedule on which
an exemption granted under this section is conditioned may be
enforced under section 1414 as if such requirement was part of a
national primary drinking water regulation.
" ( 4) Each schedule prescribed by a State pursuant to this subsection shall be deemed approved by the Administrator unless the exemption for which it was prescribed is revoked by the Administrator
under subsection (d) (2) or the schedule is revised by the Administrator under such subsection.
"(c) Each State-which grants an exemption under subsection (a)
shall promptly notify the Administrator of the granting of such
exemption. Such notification shall contain the reasons for the exemption (including the basis for the finding required by subsection (a) ( 3)
before the exemption may be granted) and document the need for the
exemption.
" (d) ( 1) Not later than 18 months after the effective date of the
interim national primary drinking water regulations the Administrator shall complete a comprehensive review of the exemptions
granted (and schedules ~rescribed pursuant thereto) by the States
during the one-year period beginnmg on such effective date. The
Administrator shall conduct such subsequent reviews of exemptions
and schedules as he deems necessary to carry out the purposes of this
title, but each subsequent review shall be cQ.mpleted withl:tl~({h 3-year
period following the completion of the first review under thi'ssubparagraph. Before conducting any review under this subparagraph, the
Administrator shall publish notice of the proposed review in the Federal Register. Such notice shall (A) provide information respecting
the location of data and other information respecting the exemptions
to be reviewed (including data and other information concerning new
scientific matters bearing on such exemptions), and (B) advise of the
opportunity to submit comments on the exemptions reviewed and on
the need"lfor continuing them. Upon completion of any such review, the
Administrator shall publish in the Federal Register the results of his
review together with findings responsive to comments submitted in
connection with such review.
·
"(2) (a) If the Administrator finds that a State has, in a substantial
number of instances, abused its discretion in granting exemptions
under subsection (a) or failed to prescribe schedules in accordance
with subsecti_on (b), the Administrator shall notify the State of his
finding. In determining if a State has abused its discretion in granting exemptions in a substantial number of instances, the Administrator shall consider the number of persons who are affected by the
exemptions and if the requirements applicable to the granting of the
exemptions were complied with. A notice under this subparagraph
shall" ( i) identify each exempt public water system _with respect to
which the finding was made,
" ( ii) specify the reasons for the finding, and
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" (iii) as appropriate, propose revocations of specific exemptions or propose revised schedules for specific exempt public water
systems, or both.
"(B) The Administrator shall provide reasonable notice and public
hearing on the provisions of each notice given pursuant to subparagraph (A). After a hearing on a notice pursuant to subparagraph
(A), the Administrator shall (i) rescind the finding for which the
notice was given and promptly notify the State of such rescission, or
( ii) promulgate (with such modifications as he deems appropriate)
such exemption revocations and revised schedules proposed in such
notice as he deems appropriate. Not later than 180 days after the date
a notice is given pursuant to subparagraph (A), the Administrator
shall complete the hearing on the notice and take the action required
by the preceding sentence.
"(C) If a State is notified under subparagraph (A) of a finding of
the Administrator made with respect to an exemption granted a public
water system within that State or to a schedule prescribed pursuant to
such an exemption and if before a revocation of such exemption or a
revision of such schedule promulgated by the Administrator takes
effect the State tali:es corrective action with respect to such exemption
or schedule which the Administrator determines makes his finding
inapplicable to such exemption or schedule, the Administrator shall
rescind the application of his finding to that exemption or schedule.
No exemption revocation or revised schedule may take effect before the
expiration of 90 days :following the date of the notice in which the
revocation or revised schedule was proposed.
" (e) For purposes of this section, the term 'treatment technique
requirement' means a requirement in a national primary drinking
water regulation which specifies for a contaminant (m accordance with
section 1401(1) (C) (ii) each treatment technique known to the Administrator which leads to a reduction in the level of such contaminant
sufficient to satisfy the requirements of section 1412(b) (3).
" (f) If a State does not have primary enforcement responsibility
for public water systems, the Administrator shall have the same
authority to exempt public water systems in such State from maximum
contaminant level requirements and treatment technique requirements
under the same conditions and in the same manner as the State would
be authorized to grant exemptions under this section if it had primary
enforcement responsibility.
"(g) If an application for an exemption under this section is made,
the State receiving the application or the Administrator, as the case
may be~ shall act upon such application within a reasonable period
(as determined under regulations prescribed by the Administrator)
after the date of its submission.
"PART C-PROTECTION oF UNDERGROUND SoURcEs oF DRINKING
WATER
"REGULATIONS FOR STATE PROGRAMS

"SEc. 1421. (a) (1) The Administrator shall fublish proposed regulations :for State tmderground injection control pro~ams within 180
days after the date of enactment of this title. Withm 180 days after
publication of such proposed regulations, he shall promulgate such
regulations with such modifications as he deems appropriate. Any
regulation under this subsection may be amended from tnne to time.
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"(2) Any regulation under this section shall be proposed and promulgated in accordance with section 553 of title 5, United States C<?de
(relating to rulemaking), except that the Administrator shall proVIde
o.Pportunity for public hearing pri<?r to prom~lgation of su~h regl!-latiOns. In proposing and promulgatmg regulatiOns under th1s s~t10n,
the Administrator shall consult with the Secretary, the National
Drinking Water Advisory Council, and other appropriate Federal
entities and with int~rested State entities.
" (b) (1) Regulations under subsection (a) for State underground
injectiOn programs shall contain minimum requirements for effective
programs to prevent underground injection which endangers drinkmg water sources within the meaning of subsection (d) ( 2). Such
regulations shall require that a State program, in order to be approved
under section 1422"(A) shall prohibit, effective three years after the date of the
enactment of this title, any underground injection in such State
which is not authorized by a permit issued by the State (except
that the regulations may permit a State to authorize underground
injection by rule) i
"(B) shall reqmre (i) in the case of a program which provides
for authorization of under~ound injection by permit, that the
applicant for the permit to mject must satisfy the State that the
under~round injection will not endanger drinking water s,ources,
and (1i) in the case of a program which provides for such an
authorization by rule, that no rule may be promulgated which
authorizes any underground injection which endangers drinking
water sources;
"(C) shall include inspection, monitoring, recordkeeping, and
reJ?.orting requirements 3 and
'(D) shall apply (1) as prescribed by section 1447(b). to
underground inJections by Federal agencies, and (ii) to underground injections by any other person whether or not occurring
on property owned or leasE'.d by the United States.
" ( 2) Regulations o:f the Administrator under this section for State
underground injection control programs may not prescribe requirements which interfere with or im.Pede"(A) the underground inJection of brine or other fluids which
are brought to the surface in connection with oil or natural gas
production, or
" (B) any underground injection :for the secondary or tertiary
recovery of oil or natural gas,
unless such· requirements are essential to assure that underground
sources of drinking water will not be endangered by such injection.
"(c) (1) The Administrator may, upon application of the Governor
o:f a State which authorizes underground mjection by means o:f permits, authorize such State to issue (without regard to subsection
(b) ( 1) (B) ( i) ) temporary permits for underground injection which
may be effective until the expiration o:f :four years after the date o:f
enactment of this title,
"(A) the Administrator finds that the State has demonstrated
that it is unable and could not reasonably have been able to process all permit applications within the time available;
"(B) the Administrator determines the adverse effect on the
environment o:f such t~mporary permits is not unwarranted;
"(C) such temporary permits will be issued only with respect
to injection wells in operation on the date on which such State's
permit program approved under this part first takes effect and
for which there was inadequate time to process its permit application; and
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"(D) the Administrator determines the tem;J?orary permits
require the use of adequate safeguards estabhshed by rules
adopted by him.
"(2) The Administrator may, upon application o:f the Governor of
a State which authorizes underground injection by means of permits,
authorize such State to issue (without regard to subsection (b) (1) (B)
(i) ), but after reasonable notice and hearing, one or more temporary
permits each of which is applicable to a particular injection well and
to the underground injection of a particular fluid and which may be
effective until the expiration of four years after the date of enactment
of this title, if the State finds, on the record of such hearing" (A) that technology (or other means) to permit safe injection
of the fluid in accordance with the applicable underground injection control program is not generally available (taking costs into
consideration) ;
"(B) that injection of the fluid would be less harmful to health
than the use of other available means of disposing of waste or producing the desired product; and
"(C) that available technology or other means have been
employed (and will be employed) to reduce the volume and toxicity of the fluid and to minimize the potentially adverse effect of
the injection on the public health.
" (d) For purposes of this part :
"(1) The term 'underground injection' means the subsurface
emftlacement of fluids by well injection.
' (2) Underground injection endangers drinking water sources
if such injection may result in the presence in underground water
which supplies or can reasonably be expected to supply any public
water system of any contaminant, and if the presence of such contaminant may result in such system's not complying with any
national primary drinking water regulation or may otherwise
adversely affect the health of persons.
"STATE PRIJIL\RY ENFORCE::\:I:EN'l' Rl':SPONSIBILITY

"SEC. 1422. (a) Within 180 days after the date of enactment of this
title, the Admimstrator shall list in the Federal Register each State
for which in his judgment a State underground injection control program may be necessary to assure that underground injection will not
endanger drinking water sources. Such list may be amended from
time to time.
"(b) (1) (A) Each State listed under subsection (a) shall within
27'0 days after the date of promulgation of any regulation under section 1421 (or, if later, within 27'0 days after such State is first listed
under subsection (a)) submit to the Administrator an application
which contains a showing satisfactory to the Administrator that the
State" ( i) has adopted after reasonable notice and public hearings,
and will implement, an underground injection control program
which meets the requirements of regulations in effect under section
1421; and
" ( ii) will keep such records and make such reports with respect
to its activities under its underground injection control program as
the Administrator may require by regulation.
"(B) Within 27'0 days of any amel\dment of a regulation under
section 1421 revising or adding any requirement respecting State
underground injection control programs, each State listed under subsection (a) shall submit (in such :form and manner as the Administra-
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tor may require). a notice to the Administrator ?o~ta~ning a showing
satisfactory to him that the State underground InJectiOn control program meets the revised or added requirement.
"(2) Within ninety days after the State's application under paragraph (1) (A) or notice under paragraph (1) (B) and after reasonable
opportunity for ;I?resentation of views, ~he Administ~ator shall.by rule
either approve, disapprove, or approve m part and disapprove m part,
the State's underground injection control program.
" ( 3) If the Administrator approves. the State's program und~r
paragraph (2), the State shall have pnmary enforcement respo~si
bility for underground water sources until such time as the Admmistrator determines, by rule, that such State no longer meets the
requirements of clause (i) or (ii) of paragraph (1) (A) of this
subsection.
"(4) Before promulgating any rule under paragraph (2) or (3)
of this subsection, the Administrator shall provide opportunity for
public hearing respecting such rule.
" (c) If the Administrator disapproves a State's program (or part
thereof) under subsection (b) (2), if the Administrator determines
under subsection (b) (3) that a State no longer meets the requirements
of clause (i) or (ii) of subsection (b) (1) (A), or i:f a State fails to
submit an application or notice before the date of expiration of the
period specified in subsection (b) ( 1) , the Administrator shall by
regulation within 90 days after the date of such disapproval, determination, or expiration (as the case may be) prescribe (and may from
time to time by regulation revise) a program applicable to such State
meeting the requirements of section 1421 (b). Such program may not
include requirements which interfere with or impede" ( 1) the underground injection of brine or other fluids which
are brought to the surface in connection with oil or natural gas
production, or
" ( 2) any underground injection for the secondary or tertiary
recovery of oil or natural gas,
unless such requirements are essential to assure that underground
sources of drinking water will not be endangered by such injection.
Such program shall apply in such State to the extent that a program
adopted by such State which the Administrator determines meets
such requirements is not in effect. Before promulgating any regulation under this section, the Administrator shall provide opportunity
for public hearing respecting such regulation.
" (d) For purposes of this title~ the term 'applicable underground
injection control program' with respect to a State means the program
(or most recent amendment thereof) ( 1) which has been adopted
by the State and which has been approved under subsection (b), or
(2) which has been prescribed by the Administrator under subsection (2).
•
"FAILURE OF STATE TO ASSURE ENFORCEMENT OF PROGRAM

"SEC. 1423. (a) (1) Whenever the Administrator finds during a
period during which a State has primary enforcement responsibility
for underground water sources (within the meaning of section 1422
(b) (3)) that any person who is subject to a requirement of an applicable underground injection control program in such State is violating
such requirement, he shall so notify the State and the person violating
such requirement. If the Administrator finds such failure to comply
extends beyond the thirtieth day after the date of such notice, he
shall give public notice of such finding and request the State to report
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within 15 days after the date o:f such public notice as to the steps
being taken to bring such person into compliance with such requ~re
ment (including reasons :for anticipated steps to be taken to brmg
such person into compliance with such requirement and :for any :failure
to take steps to bring snch person into compliance with such
requirement). I:f" (A) such :failure to comply extends beyond the sixtieth day
after the date o:f the notice given pursuant to the first sentence
o:f this :paragraph, and
"B) (1) the State :fails to submit the report requested by the
Administrator within the time period prescribed by the preceding
sentence, or
" ( ii) the State submits such report within such period but the
Administrator, after considering the report, determines that by
:failing to take necessary steps to bring such person into compliance by such sixtieth day the State abused its discretion in carrying out primary enforcement responsibility for underground
water sources,
the Administrator, may commence a. civil action under subsection
(b) ( 1 ).
. .
finds d .
. d d .
" ( 2) Whenever the Admmrstrator
urmg a perw
urmg
which a State does not have primary enforcement responsibility :for
underground water sources that any person subject to any requirement
o:f any aJ?plicable underground inJection control program in such
State is vrolating such requirement, he may commence a civil action
under subsection (b) (1).
"(b) ( 1) When authorized by subsection (a), the Administrator
may bring a civil action under this paragraph in the appropriate
Umted States district court to require compliance with any requirement o:f an applicable underground injection control program. The
court may enter such judgment as protection o:f public health may
require, including, in the case of an action brought against a person
who violates an applicable requirement o:f an underground injection
control program and who is located in a State. which has primary
enforcement responsibility :for underground water sources, the imposition of a civil penalty o:f not to exceed $5,000 for each day such
person violates such requirement after the expiration of 60 days after
receiving notice under subsection (a) ( 1).
"(2) Any person 'vho violates any requirement o:f an applicable
underground injection control program to which he is subject during
any period :for which the State does not have primary enforcement
responsibility :for underground water sources (A) shall be subiect to
a civil penalty o:f not more than $5,000 :for each day o:f such violation,
or (B) i:f such violation is willful, such person may, in lieu of the
civil penalty authorized by clause (B), be fined not more than $10,000
for each day of such violation.
" (c) Nothing in this title shall diminish any authority of a State
or political subdivision to adopt or enforce any law or regulation
respecting underground injection but no such law or regulation shall
r~lieve any person of any requirement otherwise applicable under this
trtle.
"INTERIM REGULA'J'ION OF UNDERGROUND INJECTIONS

"SEc. 1424. (a) (1) Any person may petition the Administrator to
have an area of a State (or States) designated as an area in which
no new underground injection well may be operated during the period
beginning on the date of the designation and ending on the date on
which the applicable underground injection control program covering
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such area takes effect unless a permit for the operation of such well
has been issued by the Administrator under subsection (b). The
Administrator may so designate an area within a State if he finds that
the area has one aquifer which is the sole or principal drinking water
source for the area and which, if contaminated, would create a significant hazard to public health.
"(2) Upon receipt of a petition under paragraph {1) of this subsection, the Admimstrator shall publish it m the Federal Register and
shall provide an opportunity to interested persons to submit written
data, views, or arguments thereon. Not later than the 30th day following the date of the publication of a petition under this paragraph in
the Federal Register, the Administrator shall either make the designation for which the petition is submitted or deny the petition.
"(b) (1) During the period beginning on the date an area is designated under subsection (a) and ending on the date the applicable
underground injection control program covering such area takes effect,
no new underground injection well may be operated in such area unless
the Administrator has issued a permit for such operation.
'' (2) Any person may petition the Administrator for the issuance
of a permit for the operation of such a well in such an area. A petition
submitted under this paragraph shall be submitted in such manner
and contain such information as the Administrator may require by
regulation.
on receipt of such a petition, the Administrator shall
publish it in
li"'ederal Register. The Administrator shall give notice
of any proceeding on a J?etition and shall provide opportunity for
agency hearing. The Admmistrator shall act upon such petition on the
record of any hearing held pursuant to the preceding sentence respecting such petition. Within 120 days of the publication in the Federal
Register of a petition submitted under this paragraph, the Administrator shall either issue the permit for which the petition was submitted
or shall deny its issuance.
" ( 3) The Administrator may issue a permit for the op~ation of a
new under ound injection well in an area designated under subsection
(a) only he finds that the operation of such well will not cause contamination of the aquifer of such area so as to create a significant hazard to public health. The Administrator may condition the issuance
of such a permit upon the use of such control measures in connection
with the operation of such well, for which the permit is to be issued, as
he deems necessary to assure that the operatwn of the well will not
contaminate the aquifer of the designated area in which the well is
located so as to create a significant hazard to public health.
" (c) Any person who operates a new underground injection well in
violation of subsection (b) (1) shall be subject to a civil penalty of not
more than $5,000 for each day in which such violation occurs, or (2)
if such violation is willful, such person may, in lieu of the civil penalty
authorized by clause (1), be fined not more than $10,000 for each day
in which such violation occurs. If the Administrator has reason to
believe that any person is violating or will violate subsection (b), he
may l?etition the United States district court to issue a temporary
restraming order or injunction (including a mandatory injunction)
to enforce such subsection.
" (d) For purposes of this section, the term 'new underground injection well' means an under~round injection well whose operation was
not approved by appropnate State and Federal agencies before the
date of the enactment of this title.
" (e) If the Administrator determines, on his own initiative or upon
petition, that an area has an aquifer which is the sole or principal
drinking water source for the area and which, if contaminated, would
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create a significant hazard to public health, he shall publish notice of
that determination in the Federal Register. A:fter the publication of
any such notice, no commitment for Federal financial assistance
(through a grant, contract, loan guarantee, or otherwise) may be
entered into for any project which the Administrator determines may
contaminate such aquifer through a recharge zone so as to create a
significant hazard to public health, but a commitment for Federal
financial assistance may, if authorized under another provision of law,
be entered into to plan or design the project to assure that it will not
so contaminate the aquifer.
"PART D-EMERGENCY PoWERs
"EJ\>IERGENCY POWERS

"SEc. 1431. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title,
the Administrator, upon receipt of information that a contaminant
which is present in or is likely to enter a public water system may
present an imminent and substantial endangerment to the health of
persons, and that appropriate State and local authorities have not acted
to protect the health of such persons, may take such actions as he may
deem necessary in order to protect the health of such persons. To the
extent he determines it to be practicable in light of such imminent
endangerment, he shall consult with the State and local authorities in
order to confirm the correctness of the information on which action
proposed to be taken under this subsection is based and to ascertain the
action which such authorities are or will be taking. The action which
the Administrator may take may include (but shall not be limited to)
(1) issuing such orders as may be necessary to protect the health of
persons who are or may be users of such system (including travelers),
and (2) commencing a civil action for appropriate relief, including a
restraining order or perma;nent or t.emporary injunction.
"(b) Any person who willfully vwlates or fails or refuses to comply
with any order issued by the Administrator under subsection (a) (1)
may, in an action brought in the appropriate United States district
court to enforce such order, be fined not more than $5,000 for each day
in which such violation occurs or failure to comply continues.
"PART E-GENERAL PROVISIONS
"ASSURANCE OF AVAILABILITY OF ADEQUATE SUPPLIES OF CHEMICALS
NECESSARY FOR TREATMEN'f OF WATER

"SEc. 1441. (a) If any person who uses chlorine, activated carbon,
lime, ammonia, soda ash, potassium permanganate, caustic soda, or
other chemical or substance for the purpose of treating water in any
public water system or in any public treatment works determines that
the amount of such chemical or substance necessary to effectively treat
such water is not reasonably available to him or will not be so available to him when required for the effective treatment of such water,
such person may apply to the Administrator for a certification (hereinafter in this section referred to as a 'certification of need') that the
amount of such chemical or substance which such person requires to
effectively treat such water is not reasonably available to him or will
not be so available when required for the effective treatment of such
water.
"(b) (1) An application for a certification of need shall be in such
form and submitted in such manner as the Administrator may require
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and shall (A) specify the persons the applicant determines are able
to provide the chemical or substance with respect to which the application is submitted, (B) specify the persons from whom the applicant
has sought such chemical or substance, and (C) contain such other
information as the Administrator may require.
"(2) Upon receipt of an application under this section, the Administrator shall (A) publish in the Federal Register a notice of the
receipt of the application and a brief summary of it, (B) notify in
writing each person whom the President or his delegate (after consultation with the Administrator) determines could be made subject
to an order required to be issued upon the issuance of the certification
of need applied for in such application, and (C) provide an opportunity for the submission of written comments on such application.
The requirements of the preceding sentence of this paragraph shall
not apply when the Administrator for good cause finds (and incorporates the finding with a brief statement of reasons therefor in the
order issued) that waiver of such requirements is necessary. in order
to protect the public health.
"(3) Within 30 days after"(A) the date a notice is published under paragraph (2) in the
Federal Register with respect to an application submitted under
this section for the issuance of a certification of need, or
"(B) the date on which such application is received if as authorized by the second sentence of such paragraph no notice is published with respect to such application,
the Administrator shall take action either to issue or deny the issuance of a certification of need.
" (c) ( 1) If the Administrator finds that the amount of a chemical
or substance necessary for an applicant under an application submitted
under this section to effectively treat water in a public water system or
in a public treatment works is not reasonably available to the applicant or will not be so available to him when required for the effective
treatment of such water, the Administrator shall issue a certification
of need. Not later than seven days following the issuance of such
certification, the President or his delegate shall issue an order requiring the provision to such person of such amounts of such chemical or
substance as the Administ·rator deems necessary in the certification of
need issued for such person. Such order shall apply to such manufacturers, producers, processors, distributors, and repackagers of such
chemical or substance as the President or his delegate deems necessary
and appropriate, except that such order may not apply to any manufacturer, producer, or processor of such chemical or substance who
manufactures, produces, or processes (as the case may be) such chemical or substance solely for its own use. Persons subject to an order issued
under this section shall be given a reasonable opportunity to consult
with the President or his delegate with respect to the implementation
of the order.
"(2) Orders which are to be issued under paragraph (1) to manufacturers, producers, and processors of a chemical or substance shall
be equitably apportioned, as far as practicable, among all manufacturers, producers, and processors of such chemical or substance; and
orders which are to be issued under paragraph ( 1) to distributors
and repackagers of a chemical or substance shall be equitably apportioned, as far as practicable, among all distributors and repackagers
of such chemical or substance. In apportioning orders issued under
paragraph (1) to manufacturers, producers, processors, distributors,
and repackagers of chlorine, the President or his delegate shall, in
carrying out the requirements of the preceding sentence, consider-
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"(A) the geographical relationshi and established commercial relationships between such ma
cturers, producers, processors, distributors, and repackagers and the persons for whom the
orders are issu~d;
" (B) in the case of orders to be issued to producers of chlorine,
the (i) amount of chlorine historically supplied by each such producer to treat water in public water systems and public treatment works, and (ii) share of each such producer of the total
annual production of c.hlorine in the United States; and
" (C) such other factors as the President or his delegate may
determine are relevant to the apportionment of orders in accordance with the requirements of the preceding sentence.
" ( 3) Subject to subsection (f), any person for whom a certification
of need has been issued under this subsection may upon the expiration
of the order issued under pa
( 1) upon such certification apply
under this section for additio
certifications.
" (d) There shall be available as a defense to any action brought for
breach of contract in a Federal or State court ansing out of delay or
failure to pro_vide, sell, or offe.r for sale or exchange a ?hemical or
substance subJect to an order 1ssued pursuant to subsection (c) (1),
that such delay or failure was caused solely by compliance with such
order.
"(e) (1) Whoever knowingly fails to comply with any order issued
pursuant to subsection (c) ( 1) shall be fined not more than $5,000 for
each such failure to comply.
"(2) ·whoever fails to comply with anY. order issued pursuant to
subsection (c) ( 1) shall be subject to a civil penalty of not more than
$2,500 for each such failure to comply.
" ( 3) 1Vhenever the Administrator or the President or his delegate
has reason to believe that any person is violating or will violate any
order issued pursuant to subsection (c) ( 1), he may petition a United
States district court to issue a temporary restraining order or ;preliminary or permanent injunction (including a mandatory injunction)
to enforce the provision of such order.
" (f) No certification of need or order issued under this section may
remain in effect"(1) for more than one year, or
"(2) after June 30, 1977,
whichever occurs first.
"RESEARCH, TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE, INFORJ\L<\.TION, TRAINING OF •
PERSONNEL

"SEc. 1442. (a) (1) The Administrator may conduct research, studies, and demonstrations relating to the causes, diagnosis, treatment,
control, and prevention of physical and mental diseases and other
impairments of man resulting directly or indirectly :from contaminants in water, or to the provision of a dependably safe supply of
drinking water, including.....:.
" (A) improved methods ( i) to identify and measure the existence of contaminants in drinkmg water (including methods which
may be used by State and local health and water officials), and
( ii) to identify the source of such contaminants;
"(B) improved methods to identify and measure the health
effects of contaminants in drinking water;
" (C) new methods of treating raw water to prepare it for
drinking, so as to improve the efficiency of water treatment and
to remove contaminants from water;
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"(D) improved methods for providing a dependably safe
supply of drinking water, including improvements in water
purification and distribution, and methods of assessing the health
related hazards of drinking water; and
" (E) improved methods of protecting underground water
systems from contamination.
" ( 2) The Administrator shall to the maximum extent feasible, provide technical assistance to the States and municipalities in the establishment and administration of public water system supervision
programs (as defined in section 1443 (c) ( 1) ) .
"(3) The Administrator shall conduct studies, and make periodic
reports to Congress, on the costs of carrying out regulations prescribed under section 1412.
" ( 4lc The Administrator shnll conduct n surve:y and study of'(A) disposal of waste (including residential waste) which may
e:o.danger underground water which supplies, or can reasonably be
exgected to supply, any public water systems, and
'(B) means of control of such v.·aste disposaL
Not later than one year after the date of enactment of this title, he
shall transmit to the Congress the results of such survey and study,
together with such recommendations as he deems appropriate.
" ( 5) The Administrator shall carry out a study of methods of
underground injection which do not result in the degradation of
underground drinking water sources.
" ( 6) The Administrator shall carry out a study of methods of preventing, detecting, and dealing with surface spills of contaminants
which may degrade underground water sources for public water
systems.
" ( 7) The Administrator shall carry out a study of virus contamination of drinking wnter sources and means of control of such
contamination.
.
.
"(8) The Administrator shall carry out a study of the nature and
extent of the impact on underground water whiCh supplies or can
reasonably be expected to supply public water systems of (A) abandoned injection or extraction wells; (B) intensive application of
pesticides and fertilizers in underground water recharge areas; and
(C) ponds, pools, lagoons, pits, or·other surface disposal of contami·
nants in underground water recharge areas.
"(9) The Administrator shall conduct a comprehensive study of
public water supplies and drinking water sources to determine the
nature, extent, sources of and means of control of contamination by
chemicals or other substances suspected of being carcinogenic. Not
later than six months after the date of enactment of this title, he shall
transmit to the Coagress the initial results of such study, together with
such recommendations for further review and corrective action as he
deems appropriate.
"(b) In carrying out this title, the Administrator is authorized to"(1) collect and make ava.ilable information pertaining to
research, investigations, and demonstrations with respect to providing a dependably safe supply of drinking water together with
appropriate recommendations in connection therewith;
"(2) make available research facilities of the Agency to appropriate public authorities, institutions, and individuals engaged in
studies and research relating to the .rurposes of this title;
"(3) make grants to, and enter mto contracts with, any public
agency, educational institution, and any other organization, in
accordance with procedures prescribed by the Administrator,
under which he may pay al1 or a part of the costs (as may be
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determined by the Administrator) of any project or activity which
is designed" (A) to develop, expand, or carry out a program (which
may combine training education and employment) for training persons for occupations involving the public health
aspects of providing safe drinking water;
" (B) to train inspectors and supervisory personnel to train
or supervise persons in occupations involving the public
health aspects of providing safe drinking :water; or
" (C) to develop and expand the capability of programs of
States and municipalities to carry out the purposes of this
title (other than by carrying out State programs of public
water system supervision or underground water source protection (as defined in section 1443 (d) ) ) .
" (c) There are authorized to be appropriated to carry out the provisions of this section $15,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1975; $25,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976; and
$35,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1977.
"GRANTS FOR STATE PROGRAMS

"SEc. 1443. (a) (1) From allotments made pursuant to paragraph
( 4), the Administrator may make grants to States to carry out public
water system supervision programs.
"(2) No grant may be made under paragraph (1) unless an application therefor has been submitted to the Administrator in such form
and manner as he may require. The Administrator may not approve
an application of a State for its first grant under paragraph (1)
unless he determines that the State" (A) has established or will establish within one year from the
date of such grant a public water system supervision program,
and
"(B) will, within that one year, assume primary enforcement
responsibility for public water systems within the State.
No grant may be made to a State under paragraph (1) for any period
beginning more than one year after the date of the State's first grant
unless the State has assumed and maintains primary enforcement
responsibility for public water systems within the State.
"(3) A grant under paragraph (1) shall be made to cover not
more than 75 per centum of the grant recipient's costs (as determined
under regulations of the Administrator) in carrying out, during the
one-year period beginning on the date the grant is made, a public
water system supervision program.
" ( 4) "In each fiscal year the Administrator shall, in accordance with
regulations, allot the sums appropriated for such :year under paragraph (5) among the States on the basis of populatwn, geographical
area, number of public water systems, and other relevant factors. No
State shall receive less than 1 ;eer centum of the annual appropriation
for grants under paragraph ( 1) : Provided, That the Administrator
may, by regulation, reduce such percentage in accordance with the
criteria speci,fied in this paragraph: And provided further, That
such percentage shall not apply to grants allotted to Guam, American
Samoa, or the Virgin Islands.
"(5) For purposes of making grants under paragraph (1) there
are authorized to be appropriated $15,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, and $25,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1977.
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"(b) (1) From allotments made pursuant to paragraph (4), the
Administrator may make grants to States to carry out underground
water source protection programs.
"'(2) No grant may be made under paragraph (1) unless an application therefor has been submitted to the. Administrator in such
form and manner as he may require. The Administrator may not
approve an application of a State for its first grant under paragraph
(1) unless he determines that the State" (A) has established or will establish within two years from
the date of such grant an underground water source "protection,
and
"(B) will, within such two years, assume primary enforcement responsibility for underground water sources within the
State.
No grant may be made to a State under paragraph (1) for any period
bf>rrinnin.g more than two years aft~r the date of the State's first grant
unless the State has assumed and maintains primary enforcement
responsibility for underground water sources within the State.
"(3) A ~rant under paragraph (1) shall be made to cover not
more than 75 per centum of the grant recipient's costs (as determined
under regulations of the Administrator) in carrying out, during the
one-year period beginning on the date the grant is made, an undergronnd water source protection program.
" ( 4) In each fiscal year, the Administrator shall, in accordance
with regulations, allot the sums appropriated for such year under
paragraph (5) among the States on the basis of population, geographical area, and other relevant factors.
"(5) For purposes of maki:p.g grants under paragraph (1) there
are authorized to be appropriated $5,000,000 for the fiscal year ending
June 30. 1976, and $7,500.000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1977.
" (c) For purposes of this section:
"(1) The term 'public water system supervision program' means
a program for the adoption and enforcement of drinking water ·
rermlations (with such variances and exemptions from such regulations under conditions and in a manner which is not less
stringent than the conditions under,· and the manner in, which
variances and exemptions may be granted under sections 1415
and 1416) which are no less stringent than the national primary
drinking water regulations under section 1412, and for keeping
records and making reports required by section 1413(a) (3).
"(2) The term 'underground water source protection program'
means a program for the adoption and enforcement of a program
which meets the requirements of regulations under section 1421
and· for keeping records and making reports required by section
1422(b) (1) (A) (ii).
"sPECIAL STUDY AND DEMONSTR.4.TION PROJECT GRANTs;
GUARANTEED LOANS

"SEc. 1444. (a) The Administrator may make grants to any person
for the purposes of"(1) assisting in the development and demonstration (including construction) of any project which will demonstrate a new or
improved method, approach, or technology, for providing a
dependably safe supply of drinking water to the public; and
"(2) assisting in the development and demonstratiOn (including construction) of any project which will investigate and demonstrate health implications invqlved in the reclamation, recycling,
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and reuse of waste waters for drinking and the processes and
methods for the preparation of safe and acceptable drinking
water.
"(b) Grants made by the Administrator under this section shall be
subject to the following limitations:
" ( 1) Grants under this section shall not exceed 66% per centum
of the total cost of construction of any facility and 75 per centum
of any other costs, as determined by the Administrator.
"(2) Grants under this section shall not be made for any project involving the construction or modification of any facilities for
any public water system in a State unless such project has been
approved by the State agency charged with the responsibility for
safety of drinking water (or if there is no such agency in a State,
by the State health authority).
" ( 3) Grants under this section shall not be made for any project
unless the Administrator determines, after consulting the National
Drinking Water Advisory Council, that such project will serve
a useful purpose relating to the development and demonstration
of new or improved techniques, methods, or technologies for the
provision of safe water to the public for drinking.
" ( 4) Priority for grants under this section shall be given where
there are known or potential public health hazards which require
advanced techmiogy for the removal of particles which are too
small to be removed by ordinary treatment technology.
" (c) For the purposes of making grants under subsection (a) and
(b) of this section there are authorized to be appropriated $7,500,000
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975; and $7,500,000 for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1976; and $10,000,000 for the fiscal year ending
,June 30, 1977.
" (d) The Administrator during the fiscal years ending June 30,
1975, and June 30, 1976, shall carry out a program of guaranteeing
loans made by private lenders to small public water systems for the
purpose of enabling such systems to meet national primary drinking
water regulations (including interim regulations) prescribed under
section 1412. No such guarantee may be made with respect to a system
unless (1) such system cannot reasonably obtain financial assistance
necessary to comply with such regulations from any other source, and
(2) the Administrator determines that any facilities constructed with
a loan guaranteed under this subsection is not likely to be made
obsolete by subsequent changes in primary regulations. The aggregate
amount of indebtedness guaranteed with res~ect to any system may
not exceed $50,000. The aggregate amount of mdebtedness guaranteed
under this subsection may not exceed $50,000,000. The Administrator
shall prescribe regulations to carry out this subsection.
"RECORDS AND INSPECTIONS

"SEC. 1445. (a) Every person who is a supplier of water, who is or
may be otherwise subject to a primary drinking water regulation prescribed under section 1412 or to an applicable underground injection
control program (as defined in section 1422 (c) ) , who is or may be
subject to the permit requirement of section 1424 or to an order issued
under section 1441, or who is a grantee, shall establish and maintain
such records, make such reports, conduct such monitoring, and provide such information as the Administrator may reasonably require
by regulation to assist him in establishing regulations under this title,
in determining whether such person has acted or is acting in compliance with this title, or in administering any program of financial
·
assistance under this title.
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"(b) (1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), the Administrator,
or representatives of the Administrator duly designated by him, upon
presenting appropriate credentials and a written notice to any
supplier of water or other person subject to a national primary drinking water regulation prescribed under section 1412 or applicable
underground injection control program (or person in charge of any
of the property' of such supplier or other person), is authorized to
enter any establishment, facility, or other property of such supplier
or other· person in order to determine whether such supplier or other
person has acted or is acting in compliance with this title, including;
for this purpose, inspection, at reasonable times, of records, files,
papers, processes, controls, and facilities, or in order to test any feature of a public water system, including its raw water source. The
Administrator or the Comptroller General (or any representative
designated by either) shall have access for the purpose of audit and
examination to any records, reports, or information of a grantee
which are required to be maintained under subsection (a) or which
are pertinent to anv financial assistance under this title.
"(2) No entry may be made under the first sentence of paragraph
(1) in an establishment, facility, or other property of a supplier of
water or other person subject to a national primary drinking water
regulation if the establishment, facility, or other property is located
in a State which has primary enforcement responsibility for public
water systems unless, before written notice of such entry is made, the
Administrator (or his representative) notifies the State agency
charged with responsibility for safe drinking water of the reasons
for such entry. The Administrator shall, upon a showing by the State
agency that such an entry will be detrimental to the administration
of the State's program of primary enforcement responsibility, take
such showing into consideration in determining whether to make such
entry. No State agency .which receives notice under this paragraph of
an entry proposed to be made under paragraph (1) may use the information contained in the notice to inform the person whose property
is proposed to be entered of the proposed entry; and if a State agency
so uses such information, notice to the agency under this paragraph
is not required until such time as the Administrator determines the
agency has provided him satisfactory assurances that it will no longer
so use information contained in a notice under this paragraph.
" (c) Whoever fails or refuses to comply with any requirement of
subsection (a) or to allow the Administrator, the Comptroller General,
or representatives of either, to enter and conduct any audit or inspection authorized by subsection (b) may be fined not more than $5,000.
" (d) (1) Subject to paragraph (2), upon a showing satisfactory to
the Administrator by any person that any information required under
this section from such person, if made public, would divulge trade
secrets or secret processes of such person, the Administrator shall
consider such information confidential in accordance with the purposes
of section 1905 of title 18 of the United States Code. I:f the applicant
fails to make a showing satisfactory to the Administrator, the Administrator shall give such applicant thirty days' notice before releasing
the information to which the application relates (unless the public
health or safety requires an earlier release of such information).
"(2) Any information required under this section (A) may be disclosed to other officers, employees, or authorized representatives of
the United States concerned with carrying out this title or to committees of the Congress, or when relevant in any proceeding under this
title, and (B) shall be disclosed to the extent it deals with the level of
contaminants in drinking water. For purposes of this subsection the
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term 'information required under this section' means any papers,
books, documents, or information, or any particular part thereof, ·
rep<?rted to or otherwise obtained by the Administrator under this
sectiOn.
" (e) For purposes o:f this section, (1) the term 'grantee' means any
person who applies :for or receives financial assistance, by grant, contract, or loan guarantee under this title, and (2) the term 'person'
includes a .Federal agency.
"NATIONAL DRINKING WATER ADVISORY COUNCIL

"S.Ec. 1446. (a~ (1) ~here is establ~shed a National Drinking Water
Advisory Council whiCh shall consist o:f fifteen members appointed
by the Administrator after consultation with the Secretary. Five members ~hall be appointed :from the general public; five members shall be
appomted :from appropriate State and local agencies concerned with
water hygiene and public water supply; and five members shall be
appointed :from representatives o:f private organizations or groups
demonstrating an active interest in the field o:f water hygiene and
public water supply. Each member o:f the Council shall hold office
:for a term o:f three years, except that" ( 1) any member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring prior
to the expiration o:f the term :for which his predecessor was
appointed shall be appointed :for the remainder o:f such term; and
" ( 2) the terms o:f the members first taking office shall expire
as :follows: Five shall expire three years after the date o:f enactment o:f this title, five shall expire two years after such date, and
five shall expire one year after such date, as designated by the
Administrator at the time o:f appointment.
The members o:f the Council shall be eligible :for reappointment.
"(b) The Council shall advise, consult with, and make recommendations to, the Administrator on matters relating to activities,
functions, and policies of the Agency under this title.
" (c) Mem?ers of t.he Council appointed under thi~ section sha)l,
while attendmg meetmgs or conferences of the Council or otherwise
engaged in business of the Council, receive compensation and allowances at a rate to be fixed by the Administrator, but not exceeding the
daily equivalent o:f the annual rate o:f basic pay in effect :for grade
GS-18 of the General Schedule for each day (including traveltime)
durin()' which they are engaged in the actual performance of duties
vested in the Council. ·while away from their homes or regular places
of business in the performance o:f services :for the Council, members o:f
the Council shall be allowed travel expenses, including per diem in lieu
of subsistence, in the same manner as persons employed intermittently
in the Government service are allowed expenses under section 5703 (b)
of title 5 of the United States Code.
" (d) Section 14 (a) of the Federal Advisory Committee Act (relating to termination) shall not apply to the Council.
"FEDERAL AGENCIES

"SEc. 1447. (a) Each Federal agency having jurisdiction over any
federa1ly owned or maintained public water system shall comply with
all national primary drinking water regulations in effect under section
1412, and each Federal agency shall comply with any applicable underground injection control program, and shall keep such records and
submit such reports as may be required under such program.
"(b) The Administrator shall waive compliance with subsection (a)
upon request of the Secretary of Defense and upon a determination
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by the President that the requested waiver is necessary in the interest
of national security. The Administrator shall maintain a written rec-

ord of the basis upon which such waiver was granted and make such
record available for in camera examination when relevant in a judicial
proceeding under this title. Upon the issuance of such a waiver, the
Administrator shall publish in the Federal Register a notice that the
waiver was granted for national security purposes, unless, upon the
request of the Secretary of Defense, the Administrator determines to
omit such publication because the publication itself would be contrary
to the interests of national security, in which event the Administrator
shall submit notice to the Armed Services Committee of the Senate
and House of Representatives.
·
"JUDICIAL REVIEW

"SEc. 1448. (a) A petition for review of" ( 1) action of the Administrator in promulgating any national
primary drinking water regulation under sectiOn 1412, any re~
lation under section 1413(b) (1), any regulation under section
1414(c), any regulation for State underground injection control
programs under section 1421, or any general regulation for the
administration of this title may be filed only in the United States
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit; and
"(2) action of the Administrator in promulgating any other
regulation under this title, issuing any order under this title, or
making any determination under this title may be filed only in
the United States court of appeals for the appropriate circuit.
Any such petition shall be filed within the 45-day period beginning
on the date of the promulgation of the regulation or issuance of the
order with respect to which review is sought or on the date of the
determination with res
to which review is sought, and may be filed
after the expiration of ch 45-day period if the petition is based solely
on grounds arising after the expiration of such period. Action of the
Administrator with respect to which review could have been obtained
under this subsection shall not be subject to judicial review in any civil
or criminal proceeding for enforcement or in any civil action to enjoin
enforcement.
"(b) The United States district courts shall have jurisdiction of
actions brought to review ( 1) the granting of, or the refusing to grant,
a variance or exemption under section 1415 or 1416 or (2) the requirements of any schedule prescribed for a variance or exemption under
such section or the failure to prescribe such a schedule. Such an action
may only be brought upon a petition for review filed with the court
within the 45-day period beginning on the date the action sought to be
reviewed is taken or, in the case of a petition to review the refusal to
grant a variance or exemption or the failure to prescribe a schedule,
within the 45-day period beginning on the date action is required to be
taken on the variance, exemption, or schedule, as the case may be. A
petition for such review may be filed after the expiration of such
period if the petition is based solely on grounds arising after the expiration of such period. Action with respect to which review could have been
obtained under this subsection shaH not be subject to judicial review
in any civil or criminal proceeding for enforcement or in any civil
action to enjoin enforcement.
·
" (c) In any judicial procecdin~ in which review is sought of a
determination under this title regmred to be made on the record after
notice and opportunity for hearmg, if any party applies to the court
for leave to adduce additional evidence and shows to the satisfaction
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of the court that such additional evidence is material and that there
were reasonable grounds for the failure to adduce such evidence in
the proceeding before the Administrator, the court may order such
additional evidence (and evidence in rebuttal thereof) to be taken
before the Administrator, in such manner and upon such terms and
conditions as the court may deem proper. The Administrator may
modify his findings as to the facts, or make new findings, by reason
of the additional evidence so taken, and he shall file such modified or
new findings, and his recommendation, if any, for the modification
or setting aside of his original determination, with the return of such
additional evidence.

"SEc. 1449. (a) Except as provided in subsection (b) of this section,
any person may commence a civil action on his own behalf"(1) against any person (including (A) the United States, and
(B) any other governmental instrumentality or agency to the
extent permitted by the eleventh amendment to the Constitution)
who is alleged to be in violation of any requirement prescribed by
or under this title, or
" ( 2) against the Administrator where there is alleged a failure
of the Administrator to perform any act or duty under this title
which is not discretionary with the Administrator.
No action may be brought under paragraph (1) against a public water
system for a violation of a requirement prescribed by or under this
title which occurred within the 27-month period beginning on the first
day of the month in which this title is enacted. The United States district courts shall have jurisdiction, without regard to the amount in
controversy or the citizenship of the parties, to enforce in an action
brought under this subsection any requirement prescribed by or under
this title or to order the Administrator to perform an act or duty
described in paragraph (2), as the case may be.
"(b) No civil action may be commenced" ( 1) under subsection (a) ( 1) of this section respecting violation of a requirement prescribed by or under this title" (A) prior to sixty days after the plaintiff has given notice
of such violation (i) to the Administrator, (ii) to any alleged
violator of such requirement and (iii) to the State in which
the violation occurs, or
"(B) if the Administrator, the Attorney General, or the
State has commenced and is diligently prosecuting a civil
action in a court of the United States to require compliance
with such requirement, but in any such action in a court of
the United States any person may intervene as a matter of
right; or
" ( 2) under subsection (a) ( 2) of this section prior to sixty
days after the plaintiff has given notice of such action to the
Administrator.
Notice required by this subsection shall be given in such manner as
the Administrator shall prescribe by regulation. No person may commence a civil action under subsection (a) to require a State to prescribe a schedule under section 1415 or 1416 for a variance or
exemption, unless such person shows to the satisfaction of the court that
the State has in a substantial number of cases failed to prescribe such
schedules.
" (c) In any action under this section, the Administrator or the
Attorney General, if not a party, may intervene as a matter of right.
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" (d) The court, in issuing any final order in any action brought
under subsection (a) of this section, may award costs of litigation
(including reasonable attorney and expert witness fees) to any party
whenever the court determines such an award is appropriate. The
court may, if a temporary restraining order or preliminary injunction
is sought, require the filing of a bond or equivalent security in accordance with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
" (e) Nothing in this section shall restrict any right which any person (or class of persons) may have under any statute or common law
to seek enforcement of any requirement prescribed by or under this
title or to seek any other relief.
"GENERAL PROVISIONS

"SEc. 1450. (a) ( 1) The Administrator is authorized to prescribe
such regulations as are necessary or appropriate to carry out his :functions under this title.
"(2} The Administrator may delegate any of his functions under
this title (other than prescribing regulations) to any officer or employee
of the Agency.
"(b) The Administrator, with the consent of the head of any other
agency of the United States, may utilize such officers and employees of
such agency as he deems necessary to assist him in carrying out the
purposes of this title.
" (c) Upon the request of a State or interstate agency, the Administrator may assign personnel of the Agency to such State or interstate
agency :for the purposes of carrying out the provisions of this title.
"(d) (1) The Administrator may make payments of grants under
this title (after necessary adjustment on account of previously made
underpayments or overpayments) in advance or by way of reimbursement, and in such installments and on such conditions as he may
determine.
"(2) Financial assistance may be made available in the form of
grants only to individuals and nonprofit agencies or institutions. For
purposes of this paragraph, the term 'nonprofit agency or institution'
means an agency or institution no part of the net earnings of which
inure, or may lawfully inure, to the benefit of any private shareholder
or individual.
" (e) The Administrator shall take such action as may be necessary
to assure compliance with provisions of the Act of March 3, 1931
(known as the Davis-Bacon Act; 40 U.S.C. 276a-276a ( 5)). The Secretary of Labor shall have, with respect to the labor standards specified
in this subsection, the authority and :functions set :forth in Reorganization Plan Numbered 14 of 1950 (15 F.R. 3176; 64 Stat. 1267) and
section 2 of the Act of J nne 13, 1934 ( 40 U.S. C. 276c).
" (:f) The Administrator shall request the Attorney General to
appear and represent him in any civil action instituted under this title
to which the Administrator is a party. Unless, within a reasonable
time, the Attorney General notifies the Administrator that he will
appear in such action, attorneys appointed by the Administrator shall
appear and represent him.
"(g) The provisions of this title shall not be construed as affecting
any authority of the Administrator under part G of title III of this •
Act.
"(h) Not later than April 1 of each year, the Administrator shall
submit to the Committee on Commerce of the Senate and the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce of the House of RepresentatiYes a report respecting the activities of the Agency under this

,
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t!tle and containing such recommendations for legislation as he considers necessary. The report of the Administrator under this subsection which is due n?t .later than April.1, 1975, a:nd each subsequent
report of the Adm1mstrator under this subsectiOn shall include a
~tatement on the actual and anticipated cost to public water systems
m each State of compliance with the requirements of this title. The
Office of Management and Budget may review any report required by
this subsection before its submission to such committees of Congress,
but the Office may not revise any such report, require any revision in
any such report, or delay its submission beyond the day prescribed
for its submission, and may submit to such committees of Congress its
comments respecting any such report.
"(i) (1) No employer may dischar~ any employee or otherwise discriminate against any employee with respect to his compensation,
terms, conditions, or privileges of employment because the employee
(or any person acting pursuant to a request of the employee) has"(A) commenced, caused to be commenced, or is about to commence or cause to be commenced a proceeding under this title
or a proceedi:q.g for the administration or enforcement of drinking water regulations or underground injection control programs
of a State,
.
"(B) testified or is about to testify in any such proceeding, or
"(C) assisted or participated or is about to assist or participate
in any manner in such a proceeding or in any other action to carry
out the purposes of this title.
"(2) (A) Any employee who believes that he has been discharged
or otherwise discriminated against by any person in violation of paragraph ( 1) may, within 30 days after such violation occurs, file (or
have any person file on his behalf) a complaint with the Secretary of
Labor (hereinafter in this subsection referred to as the 'Secretary')
alleging such discharge or discrimination. Upon receipt of such a complaint, the Secretary shall notify the person named m the complaint
of the filing of the complaint.
"(B) (i) Upon receipt of a complaint filed under subparagraph
(A), the Secretary shall conduct an investigation of the violation
alleged in the complaint. Within 30 days of the receipt of such complaint, the Secretary shall complete such investigation and shall
notify in writing the complainant (and any person actmg in his behal£)
and the person alleged to have committed such violation of the results
of the investigation conducted pursuant to this subparagraph. Within
90 days of the receipt of such complaint the Secretary shall, unless the
proceeding on the complaint is terminated by the Secretary on the
basis of a settlement entered into by the Secretary and the person
alleged to have committed such violation, issue an order either providing the reliefprescribed by clause (ii) or denying the complaint.
An order of the Secretary shall be made on the record after notice and
opportunity for agency hearing. The Secretary may not ent~r into a
settlement terminating a proceeding on a complaint without the participation and consent of the complainant.
"(ii) If in response to a complaint filed under subparagraph (A)
the Secretary determines that a violation of paragraph ( 1) has
occurred the Secretary shall order (I) the person who committed
such violation to take affirmative action to abate the violation, (II)
such person to reinstate the complainant to his former position
together with the compensation (including back pay), terms, conditions, and privileges of his. employment, (III) compensatory damages,
and (IV) where appropnate, exemplary damages. If such an order
is issued, the Secretary, at the request of the complainant, shall assess
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against the person against whom the order is issued a sum equal to the
aggregate amount of all costs and expenses (including attorneys' fees)
reasonably incurred, as determined by the Secretary, by the complainant for, or in connection with, the bringing of the complaint upon
which the order was issued.
"(3) (A) Any person adversely affected or aggrieved by an order
issued under paragraph (2) may obtain review of the order in the
United States Court of Appeals for the circuit in which the violation,
with respect to which the order was issued, allegedly occurred. The
petition for review must be filed within sixty days from the issuance
of the Secretary's. order. Review shall conform to chapter 7 of title 5
of the United States Code. The commencement of proceedings under
this subparagraph shall not, unless ordered by the court, operate as a
stal of the Secretary's order.
' (B) An order of the Secretary with respect to which review could
have been obtained under subparagraph (A) shall not be subject to
judicial review in any criminal or other civil proceeding.
"(4) ·whenever a person has failed to comply with an order issued
under paragraph (2) (B), the Secretary shall file a civil action in the
United States District Court for the district in which the violation
was found to occur to enforce such order. In actions brought under
this paragraph, the district courts shall have jurisdiction to g-rant all
appropriate relief including, but not limited to, · · ctive rehef, compensatory, and exemplary damages. Civil actions fi ed under this paragraph shall be heard and decided expeditiously.
" ( 5) Any nondiscretionary duty imposed by this section is enforceable in mandamus proceeding brought under section 1361 of title 28
of the United States Code.
"(6) Paragraph (1) shall not apply with respect to any employee
who, acting without direction from his employer (or the employer's
agent), deliberately causes a violation of any requirement of this
title."
(b) Section 2 (f) of the Public Health Service Act is amended by
inserting" (1)" after "except that" and by inserting before the semicolon at the end thereof the following: ", and (2) as used in title
XIV such term includes Guam, American Samoa, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands".
RURAI, WATER SURVEY

SEc. i3. (a) The Administrator of the Environmental Protection
Agency shall (after consultation with the Secretary of Agriculture
and the several States) enter into arrangements with public or private
entities as may be appropriate to conduct a survey of the quantity,
quality, and availability of rural drinking water supplies. Such survey
shall include, but not be limited to, the consideration of the number of
residents in each rural area( 1) presently being inadequately served by a public or private
drinking water supply system, or by an individual home drinking
water supply system;
(2) presently having limited or otherwise inadequate access to
drinking water;
(3) who, due to the absence or inadequacy of 'a drinking water
supply system, are exposed to an increased health hazard; and
( 4) who have experienced incidents of chronic or acute illness,
which may be attributed to the absence or inadequacv of a drinking water supply system.
~
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(b) Such survey shall be completed within eighteen months of
the date of enactment of this Act and a final report thereon submitted,
not later than six months after the completion of such survey, to the
President for transmittal to the Congress. Such report shall include
recommendations for improving rural water supplies.
(c) There are authorized to be appropriated to carry out the provisions of this section $1,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1975; $2,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976; and
$1,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1977.
BOTTLED DRINKING WATER

SEc. 4. Chapter IV of the Federal :Food, Dru~, and Cosmetic Act is
amended by adding after section 40!} the followmg new section:
"BOTTU<JD DRINKIXG WATER STANDARDS

"SEc. 410. Whenever the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency prescribes interim or revised national primary drinking water regulations under section 1412 of the Public Health Service
Act, the Secretary shall consult with the Administrator and within
180 days after the promulgation of such drinking water regulations
either promulgate amendments to regulations under this chapter applicable to bottled drinking water or publish in the Federal Register his
reasons for not making such amendments."·

Vioe President of the United Statea arul
President of the Senate.

FOR IMMEDI.A TE RELEASE

DECEMBER 17, 1974

Office of the White House Press Secretary

---~--------------·----·-------··-----·----··---------~--------THE WHITE HOUSE
STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT

I am pleased to have signed the Safe Drinking Water Act (S. 433). Much
effc ::c has gone into the development of this legislation as much as for any
enacted in this session of Congress.
This Administration proposed a Safe Drinking Water Act and several others
were introduced by Members of Congress. All of these bills had the same
objectives: to increase protection of the public's health. Many compromises
had to be made before this bill reached my desk. Yet it is a strong bill,
reflecting the combined efforts of the Congress and the Administration.
This legislation will enhance the safety of public drinking water supplies
in this country through the establishment and enforcement of national
drinking water standards. The Environmental Protection Agency has the
primary responsiblity for establishing our national standards. The States
have the primary responsibility of enforcing them and for otherwise
ensuring the quality of drinking water. In some situations where States
fail to enforce the standards, the Federal Government could. I believe
this will seldom be necessary. During the extensive consideration of this
legislation, spokesmen for the Administration opposed extensive Federal
involvement in what has traditionally been State and local regulatory matters,
and unnecessary costs to the Federal Government. Even with the compromises that were made, I still have reservations about those two aspects of
this bill; and I intend that it be administered so as to minimize both Federal
involvement and costs.
The bill enhances the ability of the Federal Government to conduct research
into the health effects of contaminants in drinking water. Recent news
stories have highlighted several potential drinking water problems that can
only be resolved through research. I am pleased to say that we are already
moving ahead on these problems.
Nothing is more essential to the life of every single American than clean
air, pure food, and safe drinking water. There have been strong national
programs to improve the quality of our air and the purity of our food.
This bill will provide ua with the protection we need for drinking water.
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